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Foreword

Both the individual and the collective human behaviour are
an extremely complex universe, still very difficult to decode.

From the ethic-philosophical dimension, which for centu-
ries has been the only key of interpretation, we passed to an
inter-disciplinary reading where the microbiological, psycho-
logical, psychoanalytical, sociological and anthropological-
cultural research widened the field of the exploration and in-
troduced several new ways of interpreting.

In the old but still actual saying «video meliora probaque et
deteriora sequor»1 we didn’t limit ourselves to deepen the
moral or religious or philosophical dimension, but it became
urgent to understand its reasons. Because in spite of the resid-
ual awareness of what, according to the collective norm or the
self-consciousness, is regarded as «right» they make com-
pletely opposite choices which can put in danger the quality of
life or even life itself.

In a social reality where the «vital» space of the individual
is more and more narrowed by overpopulation and the indi-
vidual as well as collective behaviour are more and more inter-
dependant, the consequences of the «wrong» individual
choices gain an increasing echo in the community, while the
normal ones are mostly ignored.

1
«I see the best things but I follow the worse ones”
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Paradoxically, if on the one hand the freedom of individual
choice greatly increased, on the other hand the possibility of
applying this freedom are more and more conditioned by the
consequences of these choices on the community.

Experience, education, sharing the collective norms rule
the majority of our individual choices. Nevertheless the man-
agement of the limit between security and danger, right and
wrong, pleasure and health is conditioned by many individual
and collective variables which make very difficult to under-
stand certain phenomena.

Risk is a permanent dimension of the human condition but
in our time it reached a level of occurrence increasingly condi-
tioned by a very technological quality of life. That is why in
the processes of operational choices there are not only the so
called rational capacities that suggest the behaviours, but also
many individual and collective factors ranging from the func-
tional integrity of the brain system to the deep unconscious
conditionings to the environmental «pressure», interfering
with the «rational».

If the mechanism of perception and evaluation of the risky
situations is complex in the adults, it is obviously more com-
plex in the adolescents. Here the risk acquires a wider value
because it is linked to the psycho-physiological process of
growth when the biological and, most of all, psychological fac-
tors play a very important role.

In the fulfilment of one of its institutional tasks, the preven-
tion of alcohol abuse in the young people, the Observatory on
Youth and Alcohol had to face the problem of the young
people risky behaviours, not only in relation with alcohol but
also with driving, use and abuse of substances, ordalic chal-
lenges.

The process of atomisation of the contemporary society
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transfers to the individual the responsibility for his own be-
haviours, thus reducing and/or making less permeating the
collective norms.

The promotion of the individual freedom resulted into an
impoverishment of the social codes of behaviour. How do
young people live this process? How do they make theirs the
individual freedom/responsibility relation towards themselves
and the community? How do young people live the social
codes? Or better, what kind of relation is there between the
social codes young people try to build up in their social envi-
ronment and those that the adult society has structured and
tries to impose? And furthermore, how is the evolution of
these social codes of behaviour in a society that has to face
continuous changes? Who is the educational agent (Formal
operators? Informal operators? Media?) able to influence and
promote young people safe behaviours? Who or what is able
to orient the social codes in a recognisable way to the extent
of being the object of preventive interventions?

These are some of the basic questions that the Observatory
decided to analyse by working out new projects of prevention
of alcohol abuse among young people.

In order to better understand some trends we thought it
was important to deepen by an inter-disciplinary approach,
the meaning of the term «risk» in the frame of the process of
growth of the adolescent, meant both as an individual and so-
cial group.

In our times, the trend to protract in different ways the
adolescential «limbo» on the one hand makes less attractive
the «exploring» side of the phase of passage; on the other
hand it favours a process of homogenisation and consumistic
adaptation.

The loss of conflict, the acritical adaptation to the world of
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the adults, their excessive protection, result into slowing down
the process of identification and, accordingly, that of respon-
sibility towards themselves and the others.

In this way the risk innate in the «exploration» and
«adventure» which is part of the process of maturation, turns
into a «challenging risk» against homogenisation, where the
lack of «tests» brings to a distortion of the scale of judgement
and perception of risk in the control of the individual and
collective behaviour.

The aim of the Observatory was therefore working out a re-
search project that would allow to explore from a European
and inter-disciplinary point of view these aspects of young
people risk taking behaviour. The first step was the constitu-
tion of a European working group formed by agencies and in-
stitutions with a long time experience in this field. They are:

IFT Munich
Alcohol and Drug Addiction Unit Valencia
Panteion University Athens
University of Rennes 2
Alcohol Problems Clinic Royal Edinburgh Hospital
Observatory on Young People Discomfort - Cooperative “Rifornimento in

Volo”, Rome

The choice of the European dimension was suggested from
the need of not only gaining a cultural enrichment, resulting
from the different experiences, but also creating a network
which would allow, in a long term view, to carry out a perma-
nent monitoring of the evolution of the risky behaviours in the
European youth world.

The aim of monitoring forced to reconsider the meaning of
the risk, redefine its phenomenology and identify the common
methodologies of study.

As a «running in» of the long term project we started with a
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review of the «risk» universe in each of the countries taking
part in the research through a qualitative analysis aimed at fit-
ting the contents of the following scheme.

Chart of the risky behavior

B) Individual influence
Subject’s vulnerability
Seriousness (perceived threat)
Environmental fragility

A) mechanism
RISK

Perception Representation Decision

Feedback
RISKY BEHAVIORS

Risky actions

C) Collective influence
Peer group

Environmental conditions/Context
The others’ expectations about risky behaviors prevention of risk:

where to act?
ON PARTS OF THE MECHANISM (A)?
ON THE INDIVIDUAL AND HIS PSYCHOLOGICAL PROFILE (B)?
ON SOME SPECIFIC SITUATIONS (C), SUCH AS

The peer group
The disco
Alcohol and drugs
Driving
Communication
Business hours, …?

Prof. Alain Cerclé - Dip. Psychologie Sociale Université de Rennes 2

In particular it seemed important to divide the analysis of
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the phenomenon into risk concept, risk perception, risk
evaluation, risk taking behaviours and feedback on risk per-
ception.

Each of these items was deepened taking into account the
several variables that can intervene and can range from the in-
dividual (personality, experience, socio-economic conditions)
to the collective factors (social pressure, cultural models, so-
cial organisation, quality of the public life). The research was
preceded by a common review of the literature available on
this issue.

From the methodological point of view, in this first phase it
was agreed to start with a qualitative analysis through focus
groups. The different focus groups were organised and man-
aged on the basis of a common approach to which each re-
search team added tools and methodologies according to its
own particular competence, such as the field cultural-
anthropological analysis carried out by Prof. Madianou in
Greece, the analysis of the stories told by the youths of the
groups made by Prof. Cerclé, the application of question-
naires by the group of Prof. Bühringer, the psychodynamic
deepening analysis by the Italian group, the deepening of al-
cohol related risk by Dr. Ritson and the sociopsychiatric ap-
proach applied by the Spanish group of Dr. Torres.

This book, which opens with a review on the debate about
risk by Prof. Carbone including a reasoned bibliography,
wants to report the preliminary results of this project not only
in order to put the first orientations at disposal of anyone in-
terested but also for stimulating a useful dialogue with those
who are directly or indirectly in touch with the Observatory to
enrich the contents and smooth the future development of the
project.
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The European comparison

Comparing the first results of the different country reports,
some key concepts seem the same while in other cases the dif-
ferent cultures seem to influence more deeply both the evalua-
tion of risk and the risky behaviours themselves.

Young people between 14 and 22 in France, Germany and
Italy consider risk as a positive challenge. On the contrary the
Spanish youth give risk a twofold meaning: on the one hand
there is danger, on the other amusement. In Greece risk is
perceived as a tool of personal growth, while the British link it
to an «adrenaline rush». In all cases risk is linked to the search
of experience or individual growth.

But what is the reason for the European young people to
take risk? In Italy young people take risk in order to be no-
ticed and part of a group, in France they say the look for new
experiences, while Greeks and Britons affirm that risk is a
part of being young.

Regarding the behaviours mostly considered as risky, the
use of drugs appears in every country excepting Italy, where
the range is led by the relational problems, and United King-
dom where risky behaviours are more linked to an immediate
danger (physical violence, fights, walking on parapets of
bridges, or harbour walls) rather than to long term conse-
quences.

When talking about prevention all the young people inter-
viewed believe that the personal experience can help avoiding
future risks (the physiologic risk for growing up). Therefore,
although in the frame of clear rules, they ask for a space for
experimenting and sharing and discussing these experiences
with their peers. The adults are entrusted the task of estab-
lishing the rules (Italy and Germany), provided that they don’t
try and take young peoples’ roles (Germany). Another need
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emerged from the results of the study is that young people
want to take part in their own prevention (Italy, Spain,
France) also because they stress the inefficiency of the tradi-
tional approach which is not as able to really influence risky
behaviours as an action promoted by the youths themselves
could be.
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COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS IN THE 6 EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

156 young people between 14 and 22, interviewed in depth by psychologists.27 of
them directly experienced risk

the risk

Concept Motivations Behaviours Prevention
Italy Challenge 1.Need to be

noticed
1.Relational problems Direct responsibility of the

youngsters on their own pre-
vention

Danger 2.Being part of
the
group

2.Drugs abuse Information

Beyond
the
rules

3.Defeating
fear

3.Dangerous driving Clear rules and punishments

Germany Challenge 1.Search for
fun

1.Taking drugs to be «out» Possibility of making experiences
to avoid risks

New expe-
rienc
e

2.Making new
expe-
riences

2.Touching running
trains

Adults should not take youth
roles

Excitemen
t

3.Gaining self
con-
fidence

3.Driving dangerously Clear rules and punishments

France Challenge 1.Making new
expe-
riences

1.Taking drugs The partner is the referring
figure

2.Beyond
the
rules

2.Feeling part
of a
group

2.Cheating at the exams The adults are associated to
«repression»

3.New ex-
perie
nce

3.Search for
fun

3.Dangerous driving Possibility of making experiences
to avoid risks

Greece 1.New ex-
perie
nce

1.Making new
expe-
riences

1.Taking drugs Possibility of making experiences
to avoid risks

2.Group
rite

2.Being differ-
ent from
the
adults

2.Alcohol abuse Targeted prevention by age
groups

3.Beyond
the
rules

3.Protest
against
the sys-
tem

3.Dangerous driving Discussion and sharing of the
new experiences

Spain 1.Danger/A
muse
ment

1.Looking for
fun

1.Taking drugs Information
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2.Challeng
e

2.Gaining self
con-
fidence

2.Discussing with the
teachers

Direct responsibility of the
youth on their own preven-
tion

3.Group
rite

3.Search of at-
tention

3.Taking part in fights Mutual understanding with
adults

United
Kingdo
m

1.Exciteme
nt

1.Making new
expe-
riences

1.Walking on parapets of
bridges

Traditional prevention doesn't
affect risky behaviours

2.Beyond
the
rules

2.Feeling part
of the
group

2.Placing bricks on rail-
way lines

Preventive measures should aim
at reducing harm

3.Amuseme
nt

3.Search of at-
tention

3.Throwing stones to the
running vehicles

Information

What to do? Suggestions for a prevention policy

One of the few common elements emerged in all the coun-
tries considered is the evaluation of the preventive actions: the
youngsters ask for rules and relevant punishments, target in-
formation not pedagogical, and most of all space to experi-
ence and direct involvement. Those elements should be taken
in mind working out a prevention policy which, to be effective
should

Promote campaigns based on the youth language
Allow and stimulate the active participation of the youngsters in the pre-

ventive actions
The preventive message should have affirmative contents not focusing on

damage but on motivations («warm» message)

The next phase of this project will consist in working out
and testing local policies of risk prevention in the European
countries with a common methodology and strong local fea-
tures in the contents. The future steps will aim at creating a
standardised tool for monitoring risky behaviours which, on
annual basis, could follow the paths of risk taking by young
people in order to work out effective policies not only of harm
reduction but mostly for heightening the threshold of the per-
ceived risk.
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Enrico Tempesta
Chairman of the Scientific Committee

Observatory on Youth and Alcohol
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Risk and Youth: Ambiguities and Paradoxes

Paola Carbone1

In recent decades adolescence and its travails have received
increasing attention; in the 1990’s in particular a notion some-
where between the sociological and the psychopathological
has continued to gain credit - the notion of «risky behavior».

As is immediately evident from the present, albeit incom-
plete bibliography the number of publications dealing with
the subject is imposing, and includes both articles and system-
atic, exhaustive monographs2.

To attempt to summarize such a vast amount of material
would have been reductive, and since many of the more im-
portant publications are readily accessible for consultation I
have chosen instead to highlight the ambiguities and para-
doxes inherent in our society’s approach to youth, to the cul-
ture of the young and to the dangers young people are ex-
posed to.

1. Risk: An Ambiguous Notion

Last August two tragic events captured the attention of the

2
In English-language literature I suggest M. Plant and M. Plant, 1992 [1]; N. J. Bell

and R. W. Bell, 1993 [2]. In
French literature: A. Tursz et al., 1991 [3]; M. Choquet and S. Ledoux, 1994 [4]. In

Italian literature: F. Giori, 1998
[5]; A. Maggiolini and E. Riva, 1999 [6].
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news media: the death in Switzerland of 19 excursionists dur-
ing the course of a canyoning expedition in the gorges of
Saxet-Bach, and the death in Italy of three Scouts swept away
by floodwaters in the middle of the night when caught sleep-
ing in a tent pitched above a riverbed.

I cite these two events because, above and beyond the usual
indignation over the loss of youthful lives, I was struck by how
in the ensuing debate the terms «risk», «accident» and «fault»
were given a great variety of meanings. Specifically, the parti-
sans of those proclaiming the «innocence» of those involved
(such as the newspaper stating, «we do not condemn them, it
was an accident!») contrasted the concept of risk as the pre-
diction of a probability with the idea of risk as fault. The rea-
soning seemed to be as follows: since the persons involved
certainly had no intention either to do harm to others or to
themselves, consequently no fault is to be found; no fault be-
ing involved, one ought not to speak of risk, but of misfortune.
Thus put, this point of view appears on the abstruse side,
while in reality far from just representing an unreasonable mi-
nority voice it instead expresses a terminological and concep-
tual ambiguity which thoroughly permeates our way of think-
ing and indeed our very culture.

To do soul-searching on the matter of risk thus means
grappling with one of the basic concepts in Western culture,
the notion of risk in fact harking back to a theory which has
progressively come to permeate modern thought – probability
theory.

Even if in everyday speech the «risk» theme casts an omi-
nous light and is thought of as an analogue for «danger», the
concept arose as a purely mathematic model. As an historic fact
the notion of risk as probability theory was first elaborated
toward the close of the seventeenth century in the peculiar
milieu found in the world of professional gambling [7]; it is
interesting to note that originally what was meant by «high
risk» was simply a gambling situation where in all likelihood
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great gain or loss hinged on a toss of the dice.

This model of probability calculation rapidly gained
ground; from the birth of large insurance companies in the
eighteenth century to the theory of risk assumption in invest-
ing, the calculation of risk has become a basic tool not only in
the field of production and technology, but in the social sci-
ences and health care as well. Throughout its course in various
aspects of the economy and in the administration of public af-
fairs, the concept of risk has always been associated with
something undesirable, to the point that it currently desig-
nates the negative outcome of an event. Epidemiology, for in-
stance, defines risk as «the probability that an event will take
place, which is to say that an individual will become ill or die
within a certain period» [8].

And yet, even though the term currently denotes the unde-
sired outcome of an event, the «neutrality» of the original
mathematico-probabilty meaning has not completely disap-
peared. And so it is that an aura of ambiguity has progres-
sively stratified around the concept of risk.

Thus, a problem arises at the outset due to the fact that
those who have dealt with risk in adolescence from varying
standpoints (including that of Epidemiology, Psychology, So-
ciology, Anthropology) tend to use as though it were univocal
a term that instead condenses three very different outlooks:
the moral aspect involving culpabilty [9], the social aspect of
danger and the statistico-epidemiological aspect concerning
probability [10].

In taking into account this ambiguity Braconnier [11] rightly
observes that «the notion of risk is a hazy but necessary con-
cept». It is hazy because it refers to markedly different levels
of analysis: What is there in common between the statistical
probability of an earthquake and the subjective idea of it
among Parisians as opposed to San Franciscans? And yet – he
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concludes – the notion of risk is necessary just because it al-
lows the evaluation of the difference between statistical prob-
ability and emotional representation of the same.

By making evident the difference between risk and the rep-
resentation of risk, with this latter consideration Braconnier
introduces an element that helps us to take a step ahead in our
analysis and which assumes central significance in the com-
prehension of risk and in prevention.

What relationship is there between the notion of risk and
its representation? What does «the difference» that Bracon-
nier mentions consist of? What it made me think of was an
event that occurred several years ago which makes plain the
importance of the question.

At that time I was a psychiatric adviser at the Hematology
Clinic where, working in tandem with the physicians, one of
the regular duties was the delicate business of the communi-
cating the diagnosis. A hematologist colleague brought up for
group discussion the incomprehensible reaction – for him – of
a young female striken by leukemia.

In brief, what had happened was this: in the course of ex-
aminations the patient had by stages come to learn what the
diagnosis was, at which point she showed herself to be both
informed and meditative; when the prospect of intense che-
motherapy was laid out to her, she asked what were the
chances of obtaining a cure. With the air of giving good news
he told her that the probability was somewhere in the neigh-
borhood of 50%. «That’s too low!» firmly pronounced the
girl, refusing the cure and demanding to be released.

This episode dramatically provides the measure of the dif-
ference between probability and the perception of probability, a
difference which – as is evident in the episode I have narrated
– may be fatal to ignore.
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I shall come back to this episode, but the importance of
making clear the difference between risk and the perception
of the same merits a brief digression into the field of Anthro-
pology, a field where the work of Mary Douglas on the accept-
ability of risk [9, 12] offer us a valuable perspective.

Douglas contrasts probability studies of risk analysis with
the anthropologico-cultural point of view, which interprets
risk perception «as a standardized cultural reaction» [9]. Risk,
then, is not «perceived» (as a danger is perceived) but rather
«is defined as being acceptable or not by society as a whole.
When a community aspires to cultural homogeneity it starts
signaling its most important choices by use of danger... public
interest places a limit on the things worthy of attention, con-
centrating on certain dangers while ignoring others...; the ef-
fect of a culture is to concentrate attention on certain dangers,
transforming them into moral guideposts, which is the reason
why it is an error to try to study risk acceptability without
making any attempt to consider the cultural setting» [12, p.
199]3.

The second useful point that Douglas drives home is that
probability theorists who work on risk evaluation maintain in
absolute good faith that they offer unbiased, objective data,
but «in a given percentage there is very little that is unbiased
and objective..., although people appear to think politically in
terms of comparative risks, numbers do not count and the
idea of risk gets written off simply as unacceptable danger»
[12, p.157].

3
In this regard Menetrèy [13] notes that the weight of social values is decisive in

qualifying risk: the
hypothesis might be advanced that the risk run by a business executive or sports fi-

gure is generally highly
regarded, whereas a slum youth who engages in risky practices is considered a fool:

the former are heros, the
latter a "clinical case"; the former are chased by photo-reporters, the latter by the

polioce...".
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Getting back to the example of the young woman ill with
leukemia, Douglas’ viewpoint offers us a valuable tool for the
understanding of what happened: above and beyond the per-
sonal traits of the patient and the physician (which certainly
did count but which we can consider as parenthetical), it is
evident how the two different risk evaluations reflect the con-
trast between the two different cultural universes – the scien-
tific world and the world of youth, which are characterized by
radically different perspectives and parameters. That «50%»
chance in the eyes of the physician represented the measure of
scientific efforts, achievements and success, while for the
youthful patient in perfect health up to just a few days previ-
ously the very same percentage merely indicated an unaccept-
able death threat. More generally, the discrepancy between
the two perceptions of the same numeric value serves to un-
derscore the scientific world’s illusion that it possesses
«objective» indicators inasmuch as statistically proven. In fact,
(without questioning in the least the correctness of the statisti-
cal evaluation formulated by the physician on that occasion)
this example illustrates the very point made by the cultural an-
thropologist, namely that the presumed «neutrality and objec-
tivity» of the percentage given is misleading and puts a mask
over intense subjective, affective meanings.

Such ambiguity is not normally made explicit in the litera-
ture, but the unease deriving from the widespread intuition
that the evaluation and acceptability of risk do not constitute
an absolute (but rather a function of different cultural pa-
rameters) has had the effect in recent years of causing studies
on «youth culture»4 to multiply; such studies have served to

4
In Italy alone in the 1990’s numerous monographs have been published on tghe to-

pic; a partial listing follows:
"L’adolescente nella società senza padri", Pietropolli Charmet, 1990 [14]; "Giovani

anni novanta. Terzo rapporto
Iard sulla condizione giovanile in Italia", Cavalli and de Lillo, eds., 1993 [15];

"Giovani e generazioni: quando si
cresce in una società eticamente neutra", Donati and Colozzi, eds., 1997 [17];

"Giovani verso il duemila: Quarto
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point up the most recent trends: the absence of «rites of pas-
sage», the «standardization» of the generations, «prolonged»
adolescence, hedonism, the «dictatorship of the present mo-
ment», the lesser importance of sexual problems and the
greater importance of identity problems....

2. What is the Relation between Risk and the Youth Culture?

Braconnier [11] stresses that there is a specific basic indica-
tor «in the adversion» to run risks, which adversion progres-
sively increases with age, and which is subject to analysis on
the basis of four basic habits: the tendency to choose the safest
course of action, the tendency to obtain more information, the
tendency to weigh decisions at length and finally the tendency to
seek the advice of others.

It is evident that none of the above habits is typical of
youth, but the interesting thing about the observation lies first
and foremost in its implicit recognition of the cultural relativ-
ity of risk. Braconnier does not in fact assign an absolute value to
this «adversion». «As a rule», he states, «the risk involved in a
given course of action is overrated by older persons and under-
rated by younger persons, above all when the issue involves some-
thing that the young do and the less young can no longer afford to
do».

One might say that at bottom the differing attribution of
risk to a given situation is one of the current modes of ex-
pressing what at one time was referred to as the «generation
gap». A familiar example is conflict within the family over the

rapporto Iard sulla condizione giovanile in Italia", Buzzi, Cavalli and de Lillo, eds.,
1997 [18]; "Giovani, affettività

e sessualità. L’amore tra i giovani in una indagine Iard", Buzzi, 1998 [19]; "Miti af-
fettivi e cultura giovanile",

Miscioscia, 1999 [20].
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comparative risks of the use of tobacco and hashish, with par-
ents concerned over the dangers of the latter and children us-
ing the mortality rates of smokers as a rebuttal (and in effect it
is a good question where the greater risk lays)5.

In Braconnier’s view, then, youth’s point of view and ca-
pacity to assess risk is simply different but not necessarily less
correct than that of adults. Many other authors (e.g., Millstein,
1993 [22]) are of the same opinion, having ruled out a
«cognitive capacity defect» in the young as such compared to
adults.

Maggiolini [23] specifies that «there does not appear to be
any systematic error in the way adolescents weigh costs versus
benefits», nor does it seem that the idea of oneself as invul-
nerable (here I am thinking of the «personal fables» Elkind
[24] speaks of) is powerful enough in adolescents to cause a
substantial underrating of the consequences of their actions.
Moreover, analysis of social, cultural and personal data vari-
ables (as in Giovani verso il duemila. Quarto rapporto Iard
sulla condizione giovanile in Italia [18]) rules out that the act-
ing out of risky behavior is attributable to a lack of informa-
tion or that it is directly caused by individual pathology: the
propension to take risks instead appears to be an expression
of a specific phase of adolescence and modulated in its mani-
festations by the evolution of youth culture.

5
An interesting example of generational diversity in risk perception emerges from

studies conducted by
Pietropolli Charmet [21] related to the marijuana smoking prevention campaign in

the Province of Milan: From
talks with young people and adults it resulted that the young do not consider

"smoke" to be a "drug", but
rather a harmless exotic substance; nor is "smoking" viewed as an attack on adults,

but rather the young would
prefer to discuss the matter with their parents, whom they consider "alarmists" out

of ignorance. Fathers, on the contrary, are very frightened over "joints" and belive that
it would be a very, very serious matter if their

offspring were to smoke.
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To speak of a «propension to specific phase risk-taking»
naturally does not take us very far in our understanding of the
problem, but it does help us to identify the heart of it and to
make us ask ourselves about the difference between the ge-
neric «tolerance» [18] or «propension» of the young vis-à-vis
risk and the actual acting out of truly dangerous behavior, a
difference essential to bear in mind and which entails coming
to grips with a further element of ambiguity: that inherent to
the notion of «risky behavior».

3. Risky Behavior: A «Chewing Gum» Notion

The notion of «risky behavior» likewise presents itself as a
fluid notion not readily definable. Using a term that might ap-
peal to adolescents, Béroud [25] defines such as a «chewing
gum» category that may expand or shrink according to one’s
point of view.

The main reason for this «fluidity» is to be found once
again in the ambiguity of the concept of «risk», which is fur-
ther increased by the coupling of the term to a superde-
termined manifestation such as «behavior», and to a poly-
morphous and unsettled period such as «adolescence».

On the other hand, if with Douglas [9, 12] we consider risk
as a cultural product, then we must bear in mind all the more
that «adolescence», too, is a cultural artifact. Going even fur-
ther, sociologist Olivier Galland [26] reminds us that adoles-
cence is «one of the best examples of a category produced by
social thought and by a consciously structured conceptual
elaboration». Even if all cultures recognize a transitory stage
from childhood to adulthood, the duration, characteristics
and unwritten rules of this phase are infinitely variable. And
so even though every society apparently takes for granted the
rightness and realism of its own particular vision of adoles-
cence, the ambiguity necessarily inherent in its nature as a
construct continuously compels us to ask ourselves not so
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much whether any given adolescent is growing up properly
(which would be a legitimate question), but rather whether
certain adolescent manifestations are «normal» or not.

In dealing with the specifics of the question of «risky be-
havior» we must in fact at once come to grips with an impossi-
ble question that no author seems to be able to dodge: How
«normal» is it for adolescents to take risks?

Philippe Jeammet [27] entitles an article on the subject:
«L’adolescence est elle un risque?»; along the same line many
authors – apparently unaware of the ambiguity of the term –
propose the image of risk as not only physiological but down-
right necessary.

Cingolani [28] introduces his work Le risque de s’en sortir
with the following considerations: «risk and adolescence: the
risk is not only danger, defeat... and it is no mere happen-
stance that an old adage observes «Nothing ventured, nothing
gained»; I therefore propose to describe risk in the positive
sense of the term... and slightly modifying the popular saying I
should say that «He who risks nothing, is nothing».

Irwin [29] maintains that «the assumption of risk in middle
and late adolescence serves to fulfill the needs of development
relating to independence and to the necessity of achieving
mastery and attaining individual identity». Along the same line
Jack [30] observes that «assumption of risks and experimentation
during adolescence are considered normal behavior because they
help adolescents to achieve individuality, identity and maturity».

Therefore: necessary risk in adolescence. The affirmation is
virtually taken for granted, but it is one that does raise a great
many questions. What difference is there between metaphor
and the concrete act? What is the difference between adven-
ture and danger? What is the difference between the phe-
nomenology of certain behavior and the complexity of the
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underlying motivation behind it? What is the difference be-
tween «adolescence» as a construct and individual adoles-
cents?

Better than thirty years ago Erikson (1968) [31], in describ-
ing the task faced by every adolescent of achieving adult iden-
tity, evoked the familiar image of the trapeze artist who must
throw himself into the void in order to reach a new hold. But
in using this metaphor Erikson does not formulate a theory on
the «normalcy» of risky behavior in adolescence, but merely
suggests to the reader a state of mind, inviting the same to put
himself or herself in the shoes of an adolescent who has to
leave behind everything familiar and move on toward a murky
future; the physiological adventure of this passage has nothing
to do with the hard facts of trapeze artistry or –putting it into
today’s terms – with jumping or rafting.

Certainly those authors who speak of the «necessity of
risking» are aware of the difference between the physiological
need to experiment new possibilities and the acting out of
truly risky behavior that might result in permanent harm or
even death6, but nonetheless they appear to be victims of the
confusion inherent to both the «adolescence» construct and in
the definition of «risky behavior».

This terminological ambiguity which makes us say that
during adolescence «risk is normal» constitutes no inconsid-
erable problem – one I believe is worth dwelling on, all the
more so because words are not neutral conventions but rather
indicators of the direction our actions take and therefore of
our society’s attitude toward youth and to the dangers to
which youth is exposed. I do not believe that it is mere hap-

6
Ever since the 1960’s psychoanalytical literature on adolescence has made plain

the difference between the
need to act in order to experiment and mechanically compulsive, anti-evolutive ac-

ting.
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penstance that, as Buzzi [19] notes, «the definition of risk as a
negative value has now come to assume a positive connotation
as a component necessary for achieving personal success». We
ought to ask ourselves whether this terminological ambiguity
(between risk as exposure to danger and risk as an expression
of boldness) is not a reflection of the substantial ambiguity
typical of our culture, which manifests itself as a renounce-
ment on the part of adults to define roles and to assume their
proper responsibilities toward the young.

4. Risky Behavior and Current Cultural Trends

I am now thinking of an observation arising in the course of
one of our research projects on adolescents who have motor
vehicle accidents [32]: as we entered into the theme little by
little we noticed with increasing concern how the problem
went well beyond the imprudence of young people, and we
were struck by the fact that their daredevil behavior met with
the absolute indifference of the Civic Police regarding the
traffic violations committed by the young drivers (it is a com-
monplace sight to see, for example, motorscooters zooming
straight through a red light under the disinterested gaze of the
police).

The more public opinion inveighs – excessively – against
the way the young behave in the city (they litter, destroy
things, make noise, are dangerous...), the less the proper
authorities exercise their role and fulfill their function; it is a
game of parts where beyond the apparent contrast of toler-
ance and intolerance adults show themselves to be united in
their aggressiveness toward young people whom, when all is
said and done, neither are accepted nor get protected.

In the final pages of their book Risky Behavior in Adoles-
cents [1] Plant and Plant rightly remind us that «the young are
not a separate race... their risks are also society’s risks and
their behavior reflects that of their parents and other adults in
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their environment». In dealing with the same subject Christie
and Bruun [33] gave described the function of young people
as that of «good enemies»; on the same wavelength are to be
found Forni’s [34] observations on the youth subsystem as a
tiny replica of what goes on in the adult world. If we observe
the more common types of risky behavior from this stand-
point, the rightness of the foregoing observations hits us in the
face.

There is an obvious connection between the cultural trends
in industrialized nations and a great deal of the collective be-
havior of youth; I am thinking of the anonymousness of our
metropolises where the lone individual is increasingly less
visible, and of the actions intended by «writers» or «bombers»
to leave a powerful sign of their identity; I am thinking of the
practice of somatic hyperstimulation (piercing, tattoos, alco-
hol, drugs, deafening music...) which attempt to full the void
of contact and of presence; I am thinking of the need to defy
the limit cost what it may («edge workers» in sports, in sexual
behavior...) which speaks to us of a society where the myth of
globalization and the generational standardization [16] is de-
priving the young of a needed boundary, of a border indispen-
sable for the structuring of one’s Self; I am thinking of all
types of «rapacious» behavior (group theft, promiscuous sex,
poor food habits...) which mirror the consumerist aspect of a
society that constantly arouses a desire for goods destined to
disappoint; I am thinking finally of the sort of «Russian rou-
lette» represented by ordeal (young people sprawled in the
middle of busy highways, young people clinging to train cars
in tunnels...), extreme gestures that tell us of the desperate
need to receive a sign from some silent «god» to assure them
of the right to be alive.

5. The «Risk» of the Ambiguity of Risk

That the ambiguity of the notion of «risk» and of «risky
behavior» in turn represents a risk is indirectly borne out by
the efforts at classification which so many authors have made
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in trying to locate the fixed bearings in an overly fluid subject
matter.

Authors with a behavioral or cognitive background such as
Tonkin [35], Faborow [36], Assailly [37], Zuckerman [38],
Human [39], Piccardo [40] and Bandura [41] single out as in-
dices or parameters: self-destructive behavior, awareness, risk-
perception, sensation-seeking, boredom susceptibility, self-
empowerment or self-efficacy.

The literature with a psychodynamic orientation – obvi-
ously less tied to the phenomenology of behavior – has placed
stress on underlying personality traits such as narcissistic
frailty, lack of self-esteem, the tendency to act impulsively
[32]7.

Along with the attempts to describe peculiar personality
traits, efforts have been made to identify criteria for classifica-
tion, including the following proposals: 1) classification on the
basis of type of conduct (e.g., certain authors ask themselves
whether suicide attempts or deeply disturbed eating habits
can or cannot be classified among those types of behavior
considered risky); 2) classification based on the time that
lapses between such conduct and the effect thereof (Holinger
[42], for example, describes a continuum running «from a mi-
nor daily risk and therefore having delayed effects, to sensa-

7
In this regard I fully agree with Menetrèy’s observation about the need to distin-

guish "the good risks from the
bad risks". In a paper delivered before the "Jeux de risques: enjeux de vie" Congress

[13] Menetrèy stresses the
peculiar nature of "bad risks"; namely, the dependence involved which is the exact

opposite of adventure and
experimentation: "dans cette optique la toximania est le contraire d’un risque, la

dèpendence ne saurais se
confondre con l’aventure... elle represente la sècurité obsessionelle de la répéti-

tions": And, as Freud pointed
out so masterfully, compulsive repitition is profoundly tied to the death wish.
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tional exhibitions typical of risks with immediate effects); 3)
finally, proposals have been advanced for classifications aim-
ing at differentiating behavior according on the «active» or
«passive» way of exposing oneself to risk.

Marie Choquet [10], who has been working for years in
France on these matters, proposes a risky behavior classifica-
tion that avoids making a sterile, endless catalogue of actions
and attitudes, and instead suggests considering just two cate-
gories: problematic types of conduct linked to «acting out»
(violence, drug use, high-risk sex...); and conduct concentrat-
ing on the body (unjustified consumption of medicines, food-
related disturbances....).

But above and beyond this appreciable effort to simplify
matters, Choquet also sheds light – negatively – on a core fea-
ture of risky behavior, something useful in differentiating it
from other types of behavior (such as suicide attempts or de-
liberate injury to one’s own body): risky behavior (as previ-
ously seen in Bell and Bell [2] and in Tursz [43]) in her view is
characterized by an awareness of the possible negative conse-
quences, but by the absence of an intent to do oneself harm.

Once again the definition is useful, convincing and, thanks
to this, reassuring, even though it must be asked how one goes
about evaluating a factor as slippery as «intention», all the
more so in that the greater part of the research hinges on
«behavior» and has been performed on large numbers of
subjects using necessarily limited tools such as the question-
naire.

Authors with stronger ties to the clinic than to research
(e.g., P. Jeammet [27], A. Braconnier [11], A. Maggiolini [23])
have made an effort to get away from classifications and defi-
nitions (and even away from the quicks ands of «intentions»),
and have recognized the uncertain limits between so-called
risky behavior and those types of behavior where the distur-
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bance has a frankly psychopathological sense (examples are
suicide attempts or food-related behavioral disturbances), or
that fit into the vast area of «evolutive risk» (Dryfoos [44]).

It seems, then, that the best definition of «risky behavior» is
in the negative, meaning that it turns out to be easier to say
what it is not than what it is; on the other hand, how would it
be possible to evaluate given behavior «in the absolute»?

6. Beyond «Risky Behavior»

In conclusions drawn from research performed for
«Beneficial Aspects of Alcoholic Beverages», Bellotto [45]
rightly stresses the need to avoid radical splittings in evaluat-
ing behavior; viewed in this light the fact that both the posi-
tive and negative aspects of alcoholic beverages are seen «in a
relationship characterized by balance and in complimentary
terms as a function of needs, individual traits and specific con-
text» receives favorable interpretation.

But if it is true that it is important not to demonize risky
behavior not in fact marked by «a frankly pathological sense»
[27] (which is to say that cannot be considered symptomatic
in and of itself), this does not exonerate us from going a step
beyond «behavior» to ask ourselves, when an individual ado-
lescent resorts to ecstasy, to an extreme sport or to piercing,
what sense it makes and what modalities are involved.

In his recent book Affective Myths and Youth Culture [20]
D. Miscioscia makes the important statement that «the seek-
ing out of risk has no true and proper cultural backdrop; it
rests above all on the compulsive action mechanism and on
the need to externalize inner conflicts». It is therefore essen-
tial from time to time to try to understand the entity of the
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conflicts and the characteristics of the action taken above and
beyond behavioral categories as such8.

In our previously cited research [32] as well – on adoles-
cents who have accidents – in talks with the young people
being cared for trauma in an institutional setting it emerged
that for each of them the same behavior assumed an entirely
individual psychological or psychopathological meaning. And
yet, had we used the usual methods for understanding the
world of youth – tests and questionnaires – instead of talks
with specialists, the nuances necessary in order for true com-
prehension and for overcoming stereotypes would have es-
caped us.

The fluidity of the concept of risky behavior is therefore
further complicated by the extreme variability of the tools
used for evaluating the same.

7. But the Complications Do Not End Here!

But the complications do not end here; going from one am-
biguity to the next we at last come to what I would call the
«Mother of all ambiguities», the one inherent in the way our
society regards youth. The basic problem in the approach to
so-called risky behavior derives from the image of defiance
and transgression that the adult world associates with the idea
of youth and youth-related risk.

8
For example, regarding extreme sports Miscioscia delineates two categories of po-

tential "consumers" of the
same type of risky behavior. The first typology includes self-confident individuals

who can claim a mature,
thoughtful philosophy of life and have as their ideal an adult attitude of courage and

independence, while the
second typology is instead comprised of "subjects frightened by life and unable to

face the idea of death, which
is the cause of their fear to face the more risky and dangerous situations".
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I am thinking here of the widespread tendency to view
adolescents subject to risk as though they were all potential
«edgeworkers», but this point of view is only partially realis-
tic.

It is certainly true that a pattern of risky behavior originates
with youth’s need for hyperstimulation with powerful sensa-
tions and to compulsively seek out limits to the feeling of in-
definiteness. Still, one must ask why the more sensational as-
pects of risky behavior are exactly the ones which we adults
choose to look at, relegating to a lower plane the other, more
frequent but less provocative and transgressive forms of risk-
taking, which perhaps for this very reason arouse less emo-
tional evolvement and interest in us.

Once more I shall return to the subject of motor vehicle ac-
cidents, a subject whose importance is confirmed by Euro-
pean statistics that indicate accidents as the number one cause
of death among adolescents. News stories as well as research
for the most part tend to emphasize the sensational aspects of
the «Saturday night massacres» and the relation between
reckless speed and drug use, forgetting the important detail
that the greater part of motor vehicle accidents9 occur within city
limits, in situations that do not involve either the excitement of
high speed or thrill-seeking, but instead much less heroically
are caused by over-tiredness, distraction, inexperience and the
failure to use protective equipment such as crash helmets and
safety belts.

In short, here we are dealing with risks involving a failure in
self-protection rather than thrill-seeking (the endorphin

9
The Italian data provided in 1998 by the Osservatorio Sicurezza Giovani indicate

that for the most part motor
vehicle accidents occur in urban areas and that the most frequent cause (45.6%) is

"distraction" and the least
frequent cause is driving under the influence (alcohol...).
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«hit»), whose dynamics are much closer to a parapraxis than
to defiance and transgression.

The adolescents who are involved – at times repeatedly and
with serious consequences – in apparently banal motor vehicle
accidents in reality represent – as the European statistics show
– the major risk category.

Along with them we find young people who contract vene-
real diseases (or even AIDS) because they are too insecure to
insist on safe sex; girls who become pregnant because they
lack sufficient self-esteem to protect themselves; all those who
smoke, drink or consume drugs in order to be like their
friends; all those who neglect their health because they do not
accept their body; and those who quit school because they
have no hope of being able to attain their goal – in a word, a
majority of youth who risk in silence.

The fact that this vast phenomenon generally receives short
shrift as compared to the attention paid to the more extreme
manifestations – even in statistical terms – leads one to believe
that the adult world is unconsciously fascinated by the more
transgressive, sensational aspects of youth culture. Piercing,
rave, joystick, writers, bombers, edgeworkers... a thousand ex-
otic and somewhat cryptic terms which arouse curiosity in the
«excluded» adult. Beneath the indignant astonishment there is
a hidden tendency to act, or at least feel in collusion with the
image of the invulnerable, omnipotent child whom so many of
the young – but so many of the less young as well – are an-
guished over losing.

8. Paradoxes of Prevention

The tendency to emphasize the more sensational aspects of
risky behavior has among other things great bearing on the ef-
fectiveness of the most important tool available for helping
youth – prevention. As early as 1981 Rose [46] had already
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pointed out the «preventive paradox» in noting that although it
is the more extreme cases which run the greatest risks such
cases are relatively rare, whereas the greatest preventive im-
pact might be achieved by influencing not the «extremist» mi-
nority but rather the «less extremist» majority.

Along the same line, Plant and Plant [1] indicate a limit to
prevention in the «difficulty in identifying, contacting and in-
fluencing persons with extreme behavior patterns».

«The objective that is reasonable to set ourselves», Maggio-
lini [23] says, «is not the abolition of all risky behavior, but the
attainment of a well-balanced vision of the risk-factor relation-
ship...»..

In the wake of these authoritative considerations I, too,
should like to point out some paradoxes related to prevention.

The first paradox lies in «how» prevention is planned.

For years and years now research on the effects of informa-
tion campaigns aimed at prevention have demonstrated the
ineffectiveness or even the harmfulness of certain messages.

Beginning as far back as the 1960’s with the description of
the so-called «boomerang effect» (McGuire, 1964 [47]), up to
the more recent critical analyses (Freimuti, 1992 [48]; Man-
netti, 1997 [49]), many are the authors who have studied and
denounced the limits of projects which fail to avail themselves
of the support provided by personal interaction.

«Campaigns of an exhortatory nature», wrote Plant and
Plant [1] after studying the disappointing results of the famous
Heroin Screws You Up campaign launched in England in the
1970’s, «appear to be founded on the political assumption that
they are popular and that they transmit a sense of ‘official de-
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termination’ to free the planet of an especially dangerous
scourge. In many other countries as well similar efforts have
been made accompanied by ringing declarations that the spe-
cific problem would be completely eliminated. Events tend to
demonstrate just the opposite, namely that fear campaigns are
counterproductive, while softer messages are basically useless.
Slogans of this ilk are merely empty rhetoric, because they abso-
lutely do not take into due account the forces which drive people
to assume «risky behavior».

For at least thirty years now with the facts in hand these
prevention models have come under fire, but despite it all –
and herein lies the paradox – the international panorama in
this area remains substantially unaltered.

Naturally, fitting and constructive local programs10 do exist,
but for the most part economic resources (let us not lose sight
of the fact that grand style educational campaigns are ex-
tremely costly) still tend in the direction of slogans and
«ringing declarations», or worse yet, scare tactics.

The second paradox regards the object of prevention,
«what» is meant to be prevented.

Despite the fact that well-known and abundant research
underscores how risky behavior of different types tends to as-
sociate (vide, for example, Donovan and Jessor [51]; Jessor
and Costa [52]; Giori [5]; research performed by the I.S.S.
[53]; the findings of the «Enquete nationale» by Choquet and
Ledoux [4]), preventive actions are instead still designed to

10
I am thinking of such events as the impassioning conference "16 Years of Age,

More or Less" held a few
months prior to this writing in Milan on prevention campaigns conducted in the

past decade by the Istituto
Minotauro [50].
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target individual forms of behavior (smoking, AIDS or what-
ever). As Maggiolini [23] rightly underscores, it would instead
be useful to take «as a focal point for preventive action not so
much individual behavior or a situation of risk, as the relation-
ship of the adolescent with whatever risk as such».

And this is essential, all the more so since from the longitu-
dinal studies made (vide, for example, Choquet [4]) it emerges
that not only do risky forms of behavior tend to be associated
with one another, but that when one type of such behavior is
dropped all too often over time another type of risky behavior
will take its place.

The third paradox in prevention likewise arises from a dis-
crepancy between what research and the literature indicate
and what is actually done. We might call it the paradox of
«where». Which contexts are the most suitable for conducting
effective prevention?

After carefully examining a full 100 prevention projects car-
ried out in the United States, Dryfoos [44] compiled a list of
characteristics associated with the best results. The common
element linking all effective characteristics is the integration of
the project at the grass roots level (school, workplace and so
on). In light of these data what is particularly striking is the
fact that the necessity of adequate contextualization gets ne-
glected even for a category such as adolescence where identity
is still ill-defined and the peer group represents the basic ref-
erence point, which is to say that it is a category physiologi-
cally dependent on context.

Concerning risky behavior, many authors have expressed
themselves on the role played by either belonging or not to a
group, and by what type of group.

In a society such as the present one where the «ethical fam-
ily» has been transformed into the «affective family»
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(Pietropolli Charmet and Riva, 1994 [54]; Collicelli, 1993 [16]),
which is to say an environment that tends above all to sustain
the emotional well-being of the children and much less so the
interiorization of social norms and rules [54], the «peer group
exercises the most authoritative influence, imposing a set of
rules frequently much more important than those of the fam-
ily. Initiation into the group means the rigid observance of
rules and «causes the phenomena of conformity and conta-
gious behavior that abound in groups of adolescents» [6].

The importance of the group in the manifesting or not of
risky behavior or transgressive behavior has been illustrated
by numerous authors (Cochran [55], Loretto [56], Kuipers
[57], Cottino and Prina [58]) who have described the different
weight and the opposite function of varying types of group
(formal or informal aggregations) and who have especially ob-
served how being a member of a group with a well-defined
purpose (political, religious, sportive and others) deeply af-
fects problematic behavior such as drug abuse.

Nonetheless, despite the admonition of literature concern-
ing the importance of formal aggregations11 in adolescence,
prevention is still conceived as a message directed to the single
individual.

It may be that the individualistic interpretative model is so
deeply engrained in Western culture that «even the collective
perception of risk is imagined as a cumulative reaction of mil-
lions of individuals» [9], or perhaps adults tend to uncon-
sciously put out of mind the fact that the adolescent is a mem-
ber of a group of contemporaries, a community which has al-
ways – starting at nursery school age – represented a central

11
For example, the entire book "Adolescenza e rischio. Il gruppo classe come risorsa

alla prevenzione" [5]
centers around this topic.
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affective and normative reference point.

To have really effective prevention nowadays thus entails
that adults accept this narcissistic wound and recognize along
with Pietropolli Charmet [60] that «today more than ever be-
fore it is the group that is the psychological subject which in-
fluences individual decisions», and which has the «supreme
decision-making power and which binds all of its members to
respect whatever decisions taken».

Approaching the topic of prevention in terms its paradoxes
is in no way meant to belittle the efforts and the success of
many projects carried out at the local level and inspired by the
common awareness that prevention is a process whose effec-
tiveness is bound up with the duration of the experience and
the possibility of rendering the «object» an active participant
in the decision-making process.

And yet, these efforts are not sufficient. To the contrary,
epidemiological data clearly show that young people are tak-
ing on increasing risk. While the overall motor vehicle mor-
tality rate has decreased in recent years thanks to the introduc-
tion of a series of preventive measures, no such improvement
has been observed in the 15 - 24 year age group (vide [52]). A
like indication emerges from variations in the incidence of
AIDS: while some categories, such as homosexuals and recipi-
ents of multiple blood transfusions are see a declining risk, the
hardest hit group today is young people and adolescents [61].

What is proposed, then – on the eve of the new Millen-
nium12 – is what we might term «the paradox of the preventive

12
A few months ago in one of the most important high schools in Rome a preventive

campaign promoting safe
driving habits was held, which was conceived it terms of what one ought not to do:

frightening stimuli (slides of
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paradoxes»; namely, that it is just the category which by its
very nature ought to enjoy the benefits of prevention – youth
– is the one we are least successful in protecting. To rethink
prevention is therefore a central imperative... unless we adults do
not decide to include the activity of prevention among our own
«risky behavior».
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Young people and risk in Italy1

Introduction

Premise

In the last few months of 1999 and in the first few months of
2000 the Social Co-operative called «Rifornimento in Volo»
(«In-Flight Refuelling»), in collaboration with the Permanent
Observatory on Youth and Alcohol, carried out a research
project aimed at exploring and monitoring the relationship
between young people and risk.

In the introduction entitled Young people and risk: ambigu-
ity and paradox we have tried to highlight the different levels
and the many reasons involved in the inherent complexity in
the relationship between risk and youth culture. Our research
project was developed with the aim of respecting this com-
plexity as much as possible.

Research aims

The main aim of this project is to identify and experiment
the most suitable ways to understand young people’s point of
view in order to build up a model for meeting and listening
which can be reproduced in different places and at different
times that allows us to monitor adolescents’ relationship with
risk.

1
Prof. Paola Carbone,University of Rome. With: dr. Emilio Masina, dr. Lionello

Petruccioli, dr. Mafalda Rovai.
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In particular, we have investigated the ways in which young
people conceive and perceive risk, ‘old’ and ‘new’ risky be-
haviour modes and their meaning, the factors (individual,
collective, predisposing and precipitating) that influence the
exposure to, or avoiding of, dangerous situations.

The aim is, therefore, split into levels, the first which is
purely cognitive and the second methodological. Indeed, the
answer to our doubts cannot emerge from simple questions
asked directly to young people, but requires a «participant»2

research process to be constructed in which young people are
active in asking the questions and in which the understanding
of the phenomenon arises out of the relationship between
what they say about risk and everything that forms their back-
ground (their life story, their present situation, their existential
outlook …).

Methodology

Our first aim, therefore, was to abandon the quantitative
temptation to carry out a research project on large numbers
using standard tools such as questionnaires so as to create a
space in which young people can communicate openly with an
adult.

To speak about the need to risk is not, in fact, obvious; in
an era in which many taboos have disappeared, the emotional,
ethical and generational implications that risky behaviour im-
ply mean that there tends to be a barrier of secrecy and suspi-
cion surrounding this matter.

Not unjustly, young people wonder if adults will be able to
listen to them in order to understand and not to condemn

2
F. Neresini and C. Ranci, 1992, Disagio giovanile e politiche sociali, NIS, Urbino,

p.147
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them or, worse still, to «pry» into their world.

However, as Winnicott3 wisely said: «If we do not want to
be told lies, we must learn not to ask questions».

We did ask questions but to ourselves and it is starting from
these that our work group built up a listening model, com-
posed of a cognitive process, responding to the following char-
acteristics:

• to put young people in the position where they can consider and com-
municate freely;
• to collect their point of view both in its direct expression and in its dy-
namic development;
• to unite the cognitive moment with the project-operative moment,
aimed at prevention;
• to arrange the material in a form which can be used for both a qualita-
tive and quantitative analysis;
• to be reproducible in different places and at different times.

We considered that the most suitable methodology to re-
spond to these requirements was the focus group, followed by
an individual interview.

The focus group

The size of the focus group allows the participants to
achieve three fundamental movements in a smooth individual-
group oscillation:

individual consideration: indeed, it is not necessarily true that young people
have expressly questioned themselves on the matter of risk and its various im-
plications;

comparison with their peers: the group allows the individual participants to

3
D.W.Winnicott, 1965, The family and individual Development, Tavistock Publica-

tions, London (in Italy, 1968, Armando ed., Roma)
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recognise themselves in a logical way in their differences, but also to say with-
out saying using, thanks to this identification, the point of view and the expe-
rience of others;

communication with adults: the leader of the group is not the one who
questions and assesses, but is more a presence that aids expression and ex-
change and represses anxiety, thus guaranteeing that the individual contribu-
tions within a path are articulate. Indeed, we must not forget that speaking
sincerely about risk means facing threatening fantasies, and that the group
needs the presence of an adult as a guarantor for its own ‘safety’ and for the
possibility to re-emerge at the end of the path (it is not a coincidence that
Franca, one of the girls who took part in the research, recalled the image of Dante
and the risks of his initiation path at the beginning of the group meeting).

The focus group was used, therefore, because of its capacity
to activate and at the same time to contain fantasies, reflection
and interaction; of course for this capacity to be performed at
its best, certain conditions are necessary: there must not be
too many participants; they must be quite similar in age; both
sexes must be equally represented; and the young people must
not know each other.

In our case we chose to work with six groups, three of which
were formed of teenagers from 14 to 17 years of age and three of
which were formed of young people aged from 18 to 22.

Each group was comprised of eight participants.

We chose the participants at random and we invited them
individually using the same wording for everyone in which
they were asked to take part in a survey on young people’s
opinions.

All participants were given a CD token to thank them for
their help;

the duration of the meeting must be sufficient to allow the
participants to enter into the matter in an emotional way but
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also to guarantee the time to go into and come out of the
question.

In our case we set aside an average duration of three hours
but, due to the intense involvement of the young people, some
groups worked longer than this;

the path of the focus group must be semi-structured (see
Enclosure 1), that is, the leader must have a path for progres-
sive investigation in mind and, more generally, different lead-
ers must allow material which can be compared and which is
equivalent to be gathered;

the leader must have experience with group dynamics and
adolescent dynamics.

The individual interview

In the days immediately after the group meetings, individ-
ual meetings were held with all the participants. These meet-
ings, in the form of a semi-structured interview 4 (see Enclosure
2), were on average an hour long and the interviewer was a
different adolescence psychotherapist from the group leader.

The group experience was an opportunity to ‘break the ice’
regarding this subject and to encourage considerations and
comparisons. The individual interview made it possible to in-
vestigate the personal point of view in more depth and to
throw more light on the relationship between risk, life stories
and personality characteristics of the individual participants.

4
Semi-structured interviews, well-known in psychology (Grisez, 1975, Metodi della

psicologia sociale, Il Pensiero Scientifico, Roma) are carried out by giving the inter-
viewee stimuli to which he/she is invited to react in a free and associative way. The
function of the stimulus is to represent a sort of protective screen for the interviewee’s
remarks.
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The stimuli, which were expressly vague, promoted the ex-
pression of the dominant and shared risk representations that
direct adolescents’ actions in the various life situations.

The interviewers had the impression that the young people,
once they were sure that their opinions were being listened to
seriously, participated in the group and one-to-one exchanges
offered to them with great involvement. Thanks to this kind of
participation, the material gathered proved to be rich in nu-
ances and information.

Work in the field

The task of carrying out the project was given to a re-
searcher with special expertise in leading focus groups (who
worked in all three cities) and to six adolescence psychothera-
pists (two for each city) who held the individual meetings.

The research staff share the same type of psychodynamic
training. However, it was necessary at an initial stage to collect
and discuss the theoretical and technical premises of the proj-
ect.

The main operative guidelines were then systematised and
written down in order to make the carrying out of the inter-
views as homogeneous as possible.

Analysis of the data

A series of thematic areas was determined in order to sys-
tematise the material which arose from both the group and the
individual interview.

1. SOCIO-PERSONAL DATA (this gathers information re-
garding the adolescent’s living environment, family, work and
studies)
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2. SELF-IMAGE (this describes how adolescents see them-
selves, how they assess the present moment in their lives, any
significant events, the capacity to use or the necessity to fill
their free time and the main ways they chose to do this, the
ability to carry out a task and to recognise themselves in an
existential project)

3. RELATIONSHIP WITH PEERS (this describes the ways,
times and places, the role in the relationship with other young
people of the same age, the presence or otherwise of a partner,
the satisfaction and problems linked with these relationships)

4. RELATIONSHIP WITH ADULTS (this describes the real
and phantasmatic type of relationship with parents or other
reference figures)

5. CONCEPTION OF RISK (through stimulus situations the
various meanings associated with the term «risk», the various
reasons that one «risks», the image of a person that risks and
his/her environment are investigated)

6. PERCEPTION AND ASSESSMENT OF RISK (this explores
which behaviour types are considered risky and why certain
risky behaviour types are not judged to be so)

7. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (this explores how risk has
been perceived in young people’s personal experience, which
external circumstances and which internal circumstances
caused it and how this experience of risk has been elaborated)

8. PREVENTION (this investigates the level of information
and the assessment of the efficacy of prevention campaigns)

Of these eight areas, the first four enable us to outline the
youth’s personal characteristics in those fundamental dimen-
sions, which are integrated among each other, of the relation-
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ship with oneself, with people of the same age, with adults and
with the specific tasks of this age. The next four areas explore
the relationship with risk in the way that it is considered, per-
ceived, experimented and the way it could be avoided.

Processing of the material

The elaboration of material arising from separate areas can
be used for statistical-quantitative and qualitative analysis.

In our case, given the small sample size, the statistical
analysis has a purely methodological significance. If a sample
more numerous than the pilot study were to be used, the sig-
nificance of certain data could be noted.

Qualitative analysis, however, is fundamental to allow a
lively and involving understanding of the phenomenon.

The material which came out of the individual interviews
was recorded and subsequently transcribed in registers. This is
a demanding way of working but it enables a richer and more
elaborate analysis to be carried out.

After having ordered the young people’s remarks using the
scheme of the eight areas described above, we analysed the
registers of the interviews with the content analysis method,
which made it possible to identify the ideological arguments at
the basis of the comments of those interviewed, in particular
those regarding the conceptualisation, perception and assess-
ment of risk. We tried to grasp the interaction between the
factual dimension, that is, the events that were communicated,
and the colloquial dimension, that is, the way in which they
were communicated, and to connect the individual dimension
of the experience with the collective dimension.
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Content analysis is very common in social psychology (let
us remember authors such as Bardin5, Krippendorff6, or, in It-
aly, Rositi7 and Losito8) and has an importance of the situation
under investigation which is not only descriptive, but it has in-
ference at its main aim, that is, the possibility of tracing back
to the causes and effects of the communication under investi-
gation using the results of the analysis.

Indeed, in our work we considered the young people’s
comments as a kind of ideology the hidden meaning of which
we have tried to grasp.

Sample

The sample group is formed of a total of 57 participants:

48 youths (23 males and 25 females), aged from 14 to 22,
chosen at random;

9 youths (7 males and 2 females), aged from 16 to 22, chosen
because they had risky behaviour. In this case the semi-
structured individual interview was completed by the stimu-
lus-situations scheduled for the group work (see Enclosures 3,
4, 5, 6).

More than 70% of the youths interviewed live with their
family, with both parents; 20% with one of the two parents
(due to separation, divorce, etc.) and only 10% live alone or
with friends. The young people are middle class, many of
them attend secondary school or university and only a minor-

5
Bardin L., 1977 "L’analyse de contenu", Presses Universitaires de France, Paris

6
Krippendorff K., 1983 "Analisi del contenuto", Eri Edizioni, Torino

7
Rositi F., 1981 "Semiotica e sociologia nelle pratiche di analisi del contenuto", in "I

modi dell’argomentazione e l’opinione pubblica", 1982, Eri, Milano
8

Losito G., 1996 "L’analisi del contenuto nella ricerca sociale", Franco Angeli, Mi-
lano
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ity study and work.

The sample is very limited and certainly not statistically
representative. Indeed, as we explained previously, the aim of
our project was to test a methodology suitable for discovering
the opinions of young people on this matter and for assuming
trends regarding risky behaviour. From this viewpoint, signifi-
cant differences with respect to sex, age and geographic origin
do not emerge in the results of this research.

In order to check the transferability of the methodology we
drew our sample from three different Italian cities: Milan,
Rome and Naples.
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Part One

Risk: young people’s point of view

1. Conception of risk

In the conception of the young people interviewed, risk ap-
pears to be an ambiguous notion from both the terminological
and conceptual point of view. The term risk can conjure up
extraordinary and serious events, or aspects of life considered
normal or banal: «Running risks can put your life in danger
too, like duels or shoot-outs»; «There are stupid risks too, for
example taking an exam without having studied much»;
«Nothing special, like smoking a joint».

The young people interviewed can be divided into two
categories: those who consider risk as a central or significant
side to their life and those, on the other hand, who see it as a
secondary, separate aspect, to such a extent that for some this
investigation seems to have represented the first or one of the
few occasions to think about the matter: «There is some risk in
everything, you don’t know how things will go, in a relationship
with somebody, in a job..».; «Risk is a small part of my life. I
consider it something that is very detached from me and my
friends»; «I don’t know what risk is, I’ve never thought about it
before».

The greater or lesser willingness to personalise one’s point
of view concerning risk seems to be connected with the ten-
dency or otherwise (in some cases because of difficulty, in
other cases due to mistrust) to a consideration that directs
personal choices in attaching a different importance to the ex-
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perimental dimension, to ‘trying’.

The arguments revolve around the different ways of articu-
lating, or separating, the thought and the action:

«It is not normal to think and think in every choice, even
whether to go by scooter or by bus»; «Thinking serves no pur-
pose. It’d be necessary to do it so as to be able to understand»;
«At times the ones who are more aware of risks are those that
take them rather than those who avoid them»; «I have never
been ill, I don’t think about it much. I don’t have any memories
from an early age at hospital with relatives who are ill»; «I al-
ways try to think of the consequences»; «I always talk to my
friends so as to understand what the least dangerous thing to do is».

risk as an experiment
thinking

acting so as
so as to act
not to think

‘Trying’ seems to assume two different meanings: one is
acting so as to know and the other is acting instinctively, me-
chanically, which has compelling characteristics and thus is
anti-evolutive:

«Risk means acting in a certain way, doing certain actions
knowing that maybe you’ll be faced with certain dangers but
not thinking about it». At times, the thought appears to be
‘bypassed’, ‘crushed’ by experience or reduced to an obses-
sion: «He couldn’t stay calm, his only thought was that»; «I un-
derstood from the way he tried to get money, he was almost ob-
sessed».

Other times the thought seems to be aimed at the simula-
tion of a ‘virtuous’ risk or behaviour mode: «I used to smoke
cigarettes but I didn’t breathe in the smoke, I wanted to show
people that I smoked»; «With a new group I don’t drink, I’m
the nice one, I avoid all the negative things, for example I don’t
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say that I’ve been operated on. I make them laugh by saying
that I’m teetotal, that I love cuddly toys or cartoons, all things
that young people like».

The views regarding risk are organised around certain
shared aspects, each of which presents different nuances, that
is, each assumes different psychological meanings. Indeed, for
most of the adolescents interviewed, the idea of risk appears
to be a constellation of meanings rather than a single dimen-
sion:

«Risk is nothing less than a bit of everything all together, lots
of different things».

In particular, the young people interviewed indicate that
this dimension can be observed from points of view that are to
a greater or lesser extent close to their subjectivity, that is, to
their personal experiences, or from a viewpoint that gives the
responsibility to external factors that seem to ‘alter’ every
subjective meaning.

Self-determination
Hetero-determination

Predictability
Unpredictability
(Control)
(Lack of control)

Awareness
Unawareness

In a first distinction, risk is conceived as a dimension re-
garding every single individual, the field of the personal initia-
tive and the possibility to choose and act consciously or oth-
erwise: «Risk is subjective, there are certain things for which it
is worth running risks and others for which it isn’t».

In regard to this, there is risk as property of an event or a
situation which is unpredictable and inevitable, that is, in
which it is not possible to keep control: «Risk can be every-
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where, it does not depend on me».

The lack of control can be attributed to the influence of
others on the individual and thus the most risky situations are
those where interaction is the most intense and in which it is
not possible to assert one’s own will:

«Riding your scooter is dangerous because something can
happen that doesn’t depend on you, in the sense that it is the
others that can run you over»; «A friend of mine plays Ameri-
can football and has invited me several times but I won’t do it
at all because it is a situation that I can’t control»; «I see risk as
everything that does not depend on a personal choice, on my
will».

On the other hand, the lack of control is attributed to a
kind of incompetence or negligence of the individual him-
self/herself, that is his/her tendency to risk ‘passively’, losing
the awareness or the memory of the risk, or, without wishing
to do so, making mistaken assessments:

«A risk is going on your scooter without the awareness that if
you fall off you might die»; «One must always remember that a
situation is risky»; «There are things that you don’t choose and
you probably do without thinking»; «One evening I drank a
‘Lemonhead’. I thought it was very light but really it was too
much for me».

Active risk
Passive risk

‘Passive’ risk is contrasted with an ‘active’ risk, which is
represented as the exposure to a danger that occurs when
situations that can be predicted, controlled or avoided, are in
fact sought and chosen. In this case, according to those inter-
viewed, there is the will to exceed certain limits in order to ar-
rive at the extreme point and, in the final analysis, to be stupid
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or even mad:

«Going back home at night in the car with friends who have
been drinking is a dangerous choice because the risk is not un-
predictable but is something that could be avoided»; «In our
group of friends, fortunately, we don’t have any problems: eve-
rybody’s head is in place»; «Famous mountaineers who have
had accidents have arrived at the extreme limit. There’s a differ-
ence between experience, moving in a responsible way, and be-
ing crazy».

Risk
 Normality

Madness

The aspect of madness seems to be used by certain young
people as a container/representation of risky choices which
are difficult to explain, whereas for others it seems to corre-
spond to a position of extreme defence with regard to risks:

«Only a madman blindfolds himself and rushes off at top
speed on a scooter»; «There are some substances, certain types of
drug, alcohol less so, things I don’t take because I’m already a
paranoid person as it is».

However, between risk and danger, aspects are found that
seem to act as a bridge or hinge between the two extremes.
Some of those interviewed, for example, tackle the contradic-
tion between choice and loss of awareness by resorting to the
concept of unconscious and automatic choice:

«To do a distance of even just a few metres, I don’t know
why, I automatically put on my seatbelt»; «Sometimes when
one runs risks, one wants to hurt oneself. Perhaps it’s an uncon-
scious choice».

Others, on the other hand, introduce the concept of
‘calculated’ risk, that is conditions in which the individual can
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choose of his/her own free will to place his/her trust in situa-
tions that are partially unpredictable but necessary:

«Trying a joint was my free will, not a risk. If it was a risk, it
was a calculated one»; «I can’t say that on Saturday nights I
don’t have an alcoholic drink but for me it’s a controlled risk,
whereas for others it’s different»; «Taking that test without hav-
ing studied much was a calculated risk».

Risk as a double-edged weapon
positive risk
negative risk

On the whole, risk is considered by young people in an
ambivalent way, a sort of double-sided figure, to the extent
that it is often possible to find contrasting and contradictory
opinions within the same comments. One series of aspects is
directed towards a positive assessment of risk whereas another
series tends to represent it as negative. In the first case the
ability to question oneself, to assume responsibility and to be
enterprising is highlighted:

«Risk is a test of courage, because if you run a risk you ques-
tion your personality»; «Deciding not to run risks means decid-
ing never to win, that is, never to be able to get what you
want»; «It means taking it myself, according to my will, know-
ing that it entails consequences»; «Risk is a reappraisal of one’s
position»; «Positive risk must exist, it can be controlled; I am
happier to run risks on the stock exchange than spend money
drinking».

In the second case, the aspect of loss is stressed, the aspect
of mistaken assessment and the probability of having to face
an unpleasant outcome or long-term effects:

«I always consider it as a loss and quite a serious one, the
death of someone close, catching a contagious illness»; «There
and then I didn’t think about it but later I paid the conse-
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quences when I understood what I’d done. It wasn’t nice»; «A
person doesn’t realise that drinking is bad for them».

«Even when he drinks a lot he enjoys himself. He’s fine and
that’s that. He doesn’t realise that he’s running a risk»; «Not
anything very risky. But there have been things that have hap-
pened to me that have then led to worse consequences».

Dimension of time
immediate

deferred

In assessing risk adolescents make reference to two time
dimensions: one is the short term dimension linked to the pos-
sibility of obtaining an immediate effect in that moment; the
other is the long term dimension regarding the consequences
linked to risk in the near future.

In the first case, making choices and taking decisions seems
to ‘offer protection’ from the uncertainty of the future. In the
second case, on the other hand, impact with reality is no
longer avoidable: «Sometimes a person is prepared to run risks
in order to have an advantage at once»; «After smoking I felt
elated and happy but then, with time, some health problems be-
gan to appear which forced me to go to the doctor’s because my
eyesight had dimmed…».

Another of the parameters used to assess risk is its negative
effect on and in time:

«Drugs also ruin your character because in the future, when a
person is 25 or 30, they’ll have wasted a lot of time in their life
and they won’t be able to organise it in other ways».

At times this relationship between risk and time is inverted.
In this case it is the passing of time that is perceived as a factor
that allows for risk: «Yesterday another tramp died in Rome. I
hope and think that I will never become one myself but maybe
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when they were my age they talked about these things too. The
more you go on, the more risks you run».

Context
as a risk factor as a protection factor

The context is considered important in its cultural and so-
cial components in order to assess the ‘exposure to risk’ and
to attribute positive or negative meanings to certain risks.

Most of the adolescents interviewed stress a certain confu-
sion in defining and distinguishing what is risky from what is
not, that is, they perceive an uncertain limit. To this end, the
confusing value of the cultural influence and the insufficient
level of information is stressed:

«It depends also on the awareness that you have and at my
age we don’t have much. Drugs, Aids, alcohol are taken for
granted»; «Some risks make you independent in society and
some are against society itself. For example, if I’m a scuba-diver
and I dive down to 25 metres I’m cool, not someone who runs
risks; if I’m into piercing and have red hair, I’m considered at
risk!»; «It’s the fashion now not to cross the road on a pedes-
trian crossing»; «It’s an Italian cultural problem, a problem of
mentality: the pill isn’t given out in schools here as it is in
France because there’s a lot of hypocrisy, there’s a backward
mentality, the priests’ mentality…»;

«I was always taught to distinguish between what is useful
and what isn’t; others come from different environments. Edu-
cation is the base».

Many young people stress the importance of being able to
place their trust in more detailed knowledge/information or
reliable people that allow them to have a sure base that pro-
tects them from risk and the need, in some cases, for outside
decisive intervention:
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«In the mountains, with the support of instructors, even
though there is a little danger, the risk is practically nil»; «It
was my parents too that stopped him from seeing that person. If
it had been up to him I don’t know how long this thing would
have lasted»; «A person who doesn’t know the effects of a sub-
stance runs a risk»; «I don’t do things that I don’t know inside
out and that I don’t know what reactions they can provoke in
me».

In other cases reference is made to parents, to a vaguely-
defined outside super-determined influence, to a complimen-
tary series of responsibilities or even to fate:

«He has parents like that and so going on he’s a little at
risk»; «He has parents who plan all his days thinking that they
are protecting him and not realising they are achieving the op-
posite»; «It’s true that young people drive fast but if the roads
were less microscopic, maybe fewer people would die»; «Every
time a person makes a choice, he’s necessarily running a risk.
Afterwards, if things turn out badly, well perhaps it’s fate».

The psychological sphere
Balance Instability
Independence Dependence
Strength Weakness

Another important distinction appears to regard the aspect
of risk correlated to the ‘psychological position’ of the indi-
vidual that confronts himself with the outside world, other
people themselves, and with the ability or otherwise to be dif-
ferent and to maintain a suitable balance between internal
needs and external demands.

Risk as a condition of instability is distinguished from that
as a condition of balance:

«Risk is something that causes an instability of any kind,
both positive and negative. It is a moment when one is in sus-
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pense, both for the good side and the bad side»; «Certain deci-
sions in life are risky like maybe I’ll try and then see how it
ends up».

Various meanings are assigned to this instability. For one
group of adolescents risk seems to be an attempt to enter into
contact with conflict and the dependence/independence limit
and with the need to abandon childish almightiness:

«Drugs are a serious risk, you run the risk of being able to do
without or not being able to do without»; «Risk is a limit to the
human ability to act, to your free choice because if there are two
options, you stop and weigh up the situation and maybe you
rule out one of them, you don’t run the risk or you take certain
precautions».

For a second group, on the other hand, risk seems to repre-
sent an attempt to overcome conflict, exceeding the above
limits and leading to a sort of ‘almighty control’:

«Risk in my opinion is feeling free, I mean doing what you
feel like, doing it in any case, whether it’s risky or not»; «For
me smoking was a transgression. I wanted to show people that I
smoked».

In certain cases the fear of being dependent seems to be
central and risk is associated with the weakness of the person
and the tendency to let oneself be ‘led’ or ‘convinced’ by oth-
ers:

«It’s risky to let yourself be carried away, I mean not to think
about what you want but to let yourself be conditioned by the
others. If a person lets himself get involved, he does something
he doesn’t really want to and maybe he does it in a superficial
way, not really seeing what he’s doing»; «The group of friends
that my brother had led him astray. He’s weak and he let him-
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self be led away so as to follow the others»; «Other people have
a religious vision of life: if you tell them to go at twenty km/h,
they do it».

Risk
Physical
Psychological
Body
Mind

Another recurring contrast is between risk as something
that damages the individual’s psychological sphere and danger
for one’s body, or between risk in concrete terms and in terms
of interpersonal relationships:

«Risk is something that can make you unhappy, it’s not driv-
ing if you’ve been drinking. It’s something that involves the per-
son in his heart, in his happiness»; «Danger is a physical ill. The
inner ill tends towards risk. Risk is losing a friend or the rela-
tionship with your brother or sister. Danger is going out at night
alone».

Sometimes the adolescents interviewed try to build a range
of values between these two types of risk; other times they
consider this to be impossible:

«It’s obvious that riding a scooter without a crash helmet is
an absurd risk because all it takes is for someone to hit you to
put your physical well-being into question whereas if you have
an argument with one of your friends it’s not the same thing»;
«There isn’t a range of values, first this, second that».

However, in some of the young people’s descriptions this
differentiation tends to fade away. It is pointed out that the
tendency to risk can be motivated by something ‘personal’,
something that lies underneath the phenomenology of the
event:
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«I see something very personal in it, even in drinking and
then driving a car. Everything that lies underneath it is per-
sonal»; «There are a lot of people who drink to enjoy them-
selves, but if someone drinks because they are depressed then
who knows what is behind it, a person doesn’t get drunk like
that at a party».

Indeed most of those interviewed consider that there exists
an interaction that is, to a greater or lesser extent, complex be-
tween body and mind and that sometimes this interaction is
strengthened actively:

«They are two different fields: one is the personality, the
other concerns the more physical side of one’s existence, there is
a diatribe between body and soul»; «If a person feels the need to
smoke a packet of cigarettes a day, it’s bad for him. I don’t know
if it’s bad for the mind too but if we consider the body and mind
to be a single thing, then there’s the effect of the nicotine that is
addictive»; «I’m teetotal because if I drink, I do a lot of stupid
things»; «Young people don’t feel the needs of their bodies and
they don’t want to feel them. That’s why they go to excess».

Limitable risk
Unlimitable risk

From the young people’s comments a clear division is
found between those who think that risk is limited to some
sporadic experiences and those who think that it is extremely
difficult, once people are exposed to risky situations, to be
able to come out and do without, and consider that these
people will probably move on to new and more extreme risks:

«I think that drugs, if taken just to try a new experience,
don’t cause damage»; «I convinced my sister that she mustn’t try
smoking joints because if you try one, you’ll carry on»; «There
are certain types of drugs that are addictive too, let’s say that
you don’t realise and in the end you find yourself involved and
you can’t do without any more. That’s a risk»; «The next step
after the cigarette is the joint and so on»; «I have a beer too
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every now and then, and every now and then I drink too much
too. In my opinion you’ve got to transgress every now and then
but it mustn’t be a habit like for my friends».

This difficulty in ‘mastering’ risk, as we will see later, causes
the young people interviewed to take one of two sides: one
part of them accepts the fact of being ‘inside’ risk, whereas the
other part of the sample tends to stay ‘outside’ by avoiding a
whole series of behaviour styles:

«I always smoke joints, other drugs sometimes»; «I’ve got to
be teetotal. The problem is that I love drinking and that if I
drink half a litre of beer I’m out of my head for three or four
hours without remembering what I’m saying»; «If I’m offered
something to smoke I immediately say ‘No thanks...’».

The contrast, however, appears to fall down in some ways
since even those young people who claim not to run risks
seem to feel their attraction by portraying risky situations as
potentially satisfying or more satisfying than other more rou-
tine situations, or even as a missed opportunity that they will
regret:

«In mountaineering, in sports like boxing you risk you life
but if you have this passion, you do well to develop it because
maybe it is much more satisfying than an hour in the gym»; «I
think that if someone wants to do something, they should do it,
otherwise at some point in their life they’ll find themselves say-
ing: ‘I wanted to do that and I didn’t do it’ »; «Compunction is
better than having regrets».

Risk as evolution
Adult age

Adolescence
Childhood
Risk as regression

Running risks, however, is considered to be something
deeply rooted in adolescence and growing towards the adult
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age; it is also indicated as a dimension that is shared with the
adult world. Some stress that, depending on the age, certain
risks increase and others diminish:

«Driving at night with friends who are drunk, Aids, getting
pregnant. All problems that in any case derive from being ado-
lescents and adults»; «Adults run risks just like we do. Certain
things are unconnected with age»;

«It’s an endless tunnel if you start using drugs when you’re
young»; «The older you get, the more you risk because you’re
risking with other people, you start a family. There’s always the
risk of choosing the wrong person or the wrong job, or abandon-
ing people that you met before. In other aspects it’s obvious, you
go out less on Saturday nights and as you grow up you’re
tempted to do things that are a little more mature»; «Adults are
more aware. They know that certain things will end up ruining
you».

Different too is the opinion regarding the ability to control
impulses and experiences that for some people is at its great-
est in adolescence while for others this occurs at an adult age:

«I think it’s more likely for an adult person to find alcohol
satisfying and then not be able to control the situation»;
«Parents, adults certainly have more experience so as to know
what you’re letting yourself in for»; «I always put on the seat-
belt in the car and I also have to remind my father who forgets».

In the following pages the evidence which emerged in the
sample of the young people interviewed (in the focus groups,
in individual work moments in the groups and in the in-depth
interviews) regarding the meanings ascribed to the term risk,
the motivations and situations for which one runs risks, the
portrayal of the person who risks and his environment, is de-
scribed in more detail in quantitative-qualitative terms.
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1.A Meanings attributed to the term risk

Table 1 indicates the priorities of choice of words associ-
ated with risk in terms of percentage of the replies of the
population of adolescents investigated:

table 1

PRIORITY OF CHOICE PERCENTAGE
CHALLENGE 90%
DANGER 80%
TRANSGRESSION 60%
FEAR 50%
ADVENTURE
EXCITEMENT 40%
COURAGE 30%
FATE 20%
EMPTINESS 10%

The words ‘Challenge’ and ‘Danger’ are those that recur
most frequently in the adolescents’ comments on risk and, in a
certain sense, determine its conceptual limits: on the one hand
there is a tendency towards action, towards taking firm action;
on the other hand there is a tendency towards thinking, to-
wards reflecting before taking action, to investigate the conse-
quences and motivations. From this viewpoint it is possible to
group together the other words indicated by considering these
two terms as organisers of the descriptions of risk:

Risk
Challenge Danger
Transgression Fear
Adventure Fate
Excitement Emptiness
Courage

Table 2 illustrates the various meanings attributed by young
people to the words chosen:
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table 2

choice priorities meanings ascribed
challenge
( 90% ) challenging oneself, putting oneself at risk

testing one’s abilities unconsciously
having an excessive confidence in one’s abilities
showing something to other people
going against one’s fear
betting in order to obtain something
making choices suggested only by one’s instinct

danger
( 80% ) something that harms the body and the head

driving with people who are drunk
driving a car or riding a moped too fast
daring too much

transgression
( 60% ) the film ‘trainspotting’

thinking one can come out of a situation of anonymity
not respecting the law
showing off to friends

fear
( 50% ) not knowing what one is up against

the fear of losing one’s affections
the fear of being discovered
ending up in a tunnel with no return
not being able to make up for mistakes made

adventure
( 40% ) changing the old way for the new one

recklessness, throwing oneself from a plane or mountain
believing that one is enjoying oneself by putting one’s safety at risk

excitement
( 40% ) a emotion and passion for thrills

feeling like a hero
the fear of losing makes risks more attractive

courage
( 30% ) daring

a choice of life: ‘nothing ventured, nothing gained’
ability and desire to criticise oneself

fate
( 20% ) death, infection, illness

walking along the road and being knocked down
carelessness, making mistakes

emptiness
( 10% )

going mad
unhappiness, sadness
giving up
the image of an explosion
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1.B Reasons people take risks

Table 3 indicates the main motivations indicated by the
adolescents as being the ‘spur’ to run risks expressed in terms
of percentage of replies:

table 3

priorities percentage
the need to be noticed 90%

feeling part of the group 80%

feeling able to do something
fighting fear 70%

enjoyment 60%

feeling alive 50%

having control of the situation 40%

going against the stream 30%

rebelling against the world 20%

The first three motivations chosen tend strongly to the rela-
tion-group aspect, whereas the last four refer in particular to
the individual aspect. The fourth and the fifth, ‘fighting fear’
and ‘enjoyment’, seem to form a type of intermediate dimension
between the individual and group sides. In the first, the central
element is formed of a spur in order to obtain justification and
‘credit’ in regard to other people; in the others, the tension is
more towards self-affirmation and differentiation.

INDIVIDUAL GROUP

FIGHTING FEAR

ENJOYMENT

FEELING ALIVE THE NEED TO BE NOTICED

HAVING CONTROL OF THE SITUATION FEELING PART OF THE GROUP

GOING AGAINST THE STREAM FEELING ABLE TO DO SOMETHING

REBELLING AGAINST THE WORLD
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Table 4 describes the various meanings ascribed by the
young people interviewed to the motivations chosen:

table 4

motivations meanings ascribed
towards other people

feeling that one is important in other people’s eyes
not being considered different

showing one’s abilities
being accepted by the group

towards themselves
feeling sure of oneself inside

the desire to put oneself to the test in situations
the wish to leave a mark

obtaining something that is considered important
wanting to change something

1.C Situations in which people take risks

Table 5 indicates the main situations indicated by the ado-
lescents as being those cases in which it happens that one runs
risks more often, expressed in terms of percentage of replies:

table 5

priorities percentage
when one is in company 90%

when one feels down 70%

when one feels at one’s best 60%

when one is alone 50%

The choices made reflect the great influence ascribed to the
external context, to the others, in determining risky situations
or not. There do not seem to be particular differences in as-
cribing a weight/value to the emotional states connected with
the person’s psychological experiences: feeling high and/or
feeling down are equivalent as factors considered to be ‘the
spur’.
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Table 6 describes the various meanings ascribed by the
young people interviewed to the situations:

Table 6

situations meanings ascribed
when one is in company

you are spurred on by your friends
you do not want to be seen to be weak or inferior to the others

you want to make yourself understood
you do not want to be put on one side or to be excluded

when one is alone
risk is the last solution to find something urgent

one is not aware of the risk one is up against
one feels segregated

one wants to put oneself to the test
when one feels down

one feels that one has nothing left to lose
we think things over less

one feels lost
the path we would like to take is blocked

we want to feel better
when one feels at one’s best

one has the desire to win, to live
one wants to defy life

nothing and no one can affect us
one feels big, above everything

one has no self-control
1.D Description of a person who takes risks and his/her en-

vironment

In this section there is the presentation of the evidence
which came out of the stories invented by the young people
on the basis of an outline given to them (see Enclosure 6) re-
garding a limited situation and location (Saturday night in a
disco) in which certain characters chosen by the adolescents
appear. The stories develop according to a time sequence of
cause and effect.
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? The Saturday night story

1st version

The character is a boy aged between 17 and 19 who goes into a
crowded disco in the town centre at around midnight. Outside it is
cold and there is a crowd waiting to get in. He is with some friends
and feels excited and full of expectations. He has the impression
that the others feel excited and happy. He is drinking an alcoholic
drink when he is invited by a friend to try an ecstasy pill. He decides
to accept. The result of the evening is positive.

2nd version

The character is a boy aged between 17 and 19 who goes
into a crowded disco in the town centre at around mid-
night. Outside it is cold and there is a crowd waiting to
get in. He is with some friends and feels excited and full
of expectations. He has the impression that the others
feel excited and happy. He is drinking a beer when he is
invited by a stranger to try an ecstasy pill. He decides to
refuse. The result of the evening is positive.

The two versions of the story are the result of the elabora-
tions of the individual stories and the choices made by the
whole reference sample. In particular, reference is made to a
male of the same age as the young people interviewed. Two
images are contrasted: an ‘inside’ (the disco), hot and
crowded, and an ‘outside’ (outside the disco), cold and with a
crowd of people trying to enter. The central character is pic-
tured as being with his friends and feeling excited and happy.
For half of the young people interviewed the person is drink-
ing a vaguely-described ‘alcoholic drink’ whereas for the other
half he is drinking beer. The most outstanding differences re-
gard the people in this setting who pressure the boy into tak-
ing drugs and the influence wielded by these people on the
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choice as to whether to take the drugs or not. For half of the
adolescents it is normally a friend who incites the individual
and who exerts a strong influence in terms of acceptance of
the suggestion since there is a relationship of trust that ap-
pears to offer protection against ‘nasty surprises’. For the
other half it is normally a stranger that incites the individual
but who has a greater influence in terms of refusal of the sug-
gestion.

However, in both cases the result of the evening is positive.
This seems to be consistent with what the young people indi-
cated in other stimulus-situations regarding the difficulty in
distinguishing between risk as a positive/structuring element
and risk as a negative/destructuring element.

? An ‘extreme’ Saturday night story

The character is a florist called Corto Maltese. He is 51
years old and lives in Naples with his grandmother. It is
Saturday night at about 10.30 when, all of a sudden, he
goes into a disco called ‘Out of this world’. He is with
his lively grandmother and hears his name being called:
‘Corto, Corto!’. He has the impression that the others
feel as if they are being observed. He is drinking a Coca
cola when he is invited by Jack to give his grandmother
an ecstasy pill. He decides to do it and she dies.

The lively granny, before kicking the bucket, got up on
the stage and started doing a breath-taking striptease,
then she sat down and died. From that moment Corto,
in memory of his sprightly 112-year-old granny started an
anti-ecstasy campaign….

The motto was: ‘Remember the oldies and don’t mess
around!’. Two months later Corto was killed by the
pro-ecstasy gangs.
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This is a story which represents risk as a ‘passepartout’, as a
solution to all risks, that makes it possible to overcome a series
of limits: between the various ages in life; between preserva-
tion and change; between a life that is too empty and a
‘heroic, Dionysian’ death; between being in and being out of
this world; between a life full of experiences and a life that is
still to be lived. Indeed: «Imagination allows one to put impos-
sible things together».

When the outcome of this story is compared to the out-
come of the first two versions it is possible to stress the greater
importance attached to risk as a ‘powerful instrument of
change’.

n.b. The content of the first two versions of the story and
the subsequent summaries were obtained from the analysis
and the comparison of the common and recurring elements in
the young peoples’ comments.

Subsequently, using a series of stimulus questions as a basis
(see Enclosure 6a), the young people drew up a kind of
‘identikit’ of the central character of the story from the point
of view of his personal characteristics. In particular, two pro-
files emerged:

? Profile 1

The boy is quite happy with his life although there are
some things he would change. His past was normal al-
though he has had to go through difficult times which
he would prefer to forget. He has lived without any
major problems in a normal family who love him. In
particular he has been disappointed by other people.
He has managed to avoid bad situations but has at times
made mistakes. His dream is to make himself known in
life, to do something important. He associates with dif-
ferent people: friends, groups, schoolmates. For the
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others he is a friend, a reference point, a person one can
trust, and a person to have fun with. He is a reliable and
sincere person. In general, he has ambivalent feelings: of
love/hate; happiness/sadness; confidence/insecurity;
calmness/anger. His future will be quite tranquil, full of
satisfaction but also sadness and serious blows to
‘swallow’.

To summarise, he is a good person, although problem-
atical, who has nothing special about him; he represents
the typical young man of today who wants to grow and
improve. He represents an ideal figure who one would
like to resemble.

? Profile 2

The boy is unhappy with his life because he does not
feel fulfilled. He believes he is strong and self-confident
but in reality something is missing for him. His past was
very hard; without any limits; ‘he would like to put a
stop to it’. His dream is to become someone in life, but
especially to find friends who do not lead him to do
himself harm. He associates with different people, usu-
ally in a group and/or people who stand out from the
rest. He often feels alone. For the others he is a confi-
dent type, a leader because of his hard-man behaviour;
he has difficulty being himself. In general he has am-
bivalent feelings: of hate/love; ambition/anguish;
strength/weakness. He does not know clearly yet what
he feels and what he wants to achieve. His future is
quite uncertain; it will be positive he is able to accept
himself for what he is and to come of out the world of
appearances.

To sum up, he is an ordinary person who is looking for
his own real characteristics and who is conditioned by
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the group of friends and by society.

In particular he lacks strength and consistency of sacri-
fice. He arouses feelings of tenderness and anger at the
same time.

The two profiles outlined by the young people maintain
certain constants: the desire to make oneself known, that is, to
do something special that enables one to be recognised; the
ambivalence of feelings, typical of the adolescent age, which
represents not only an ‘existential manner’ but also an
‘exploratory necessity’ to test one’s limits, not only external
limits but also internal ones, between one emotion and an-
other; to feel them and recognise them in a real way. Another
point in common between the two profiles is that risk is not
exclusively associated with a personal situation which is, by
definition, ‘disastrous’ but regards everyone because it is in
function of experience: that is, it forms a ‘testing bench’ on
which to test oneself.

2. Perception and assessment of risk

The adolescents interviewed, first of all, share the idea that
there are many risky behaviour modes and that these can be
differentiated into big and small behaviour modes:

«Risky behaviour? Many things spring to mind now»;
«There can be many. From taking drugs to drinking, from driv-
ing your car fast to arriving at home at six in the morning after a
full day, or betting money for some reason: cards or horses»;
«Even smaller things, for example I’m a CD maniac. If I touch
them underneath or if I pick them up in a certain way I run the
risk of ruining them».

MULTIPLE RISK
RISK CONDITION
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behaviour modes

Secondly, they point out that risky behaviour modes in
their experience tend to be inter-associated, as if their rela-
tionship were with risk itself rather than individual behaviour
modes; some, more explicitly, talk of risk condition:

«Someone that uses drugs can help to spread them, I mean
they get involved. Someone who isn’t so clear-headed can do
risky things»; «The beer went to my head and I found myself
half-undressed on the beach with that boy and then a friend of
mine came and saved me»; «Reckless driving depends on what
one takes in terms of drugs, in terms of alcohol»; «The risk con-
dition is a very wide-ranging question that can’t be reduced».

PROTECTION

REDUCTION OF +   
- UNDERTAKING TO

cumulative effects
 avoid them

Indeed, rather than protecting themselves from specific be-
haviour modes many of the young people interviewed claim to
be serious about facing the danger of «cumulative effects» de-
riving from the fact of being involved in more then one risky
behaviour mode at the same time. From their comments,
therefore, we can notice the attempt to reduce the effects of
the damage rather than an undertaking to avoid them:

«I drink. Wine is one of my shortcomings. However, on av-
erage, as I’m the one that drives, I don’t drink much. I know
my limit. If then I decide to get drunk, I get someone else to
drive»; «The risk you run riding a scooter without a helmet is
a risk for everyone. I’m over 18 and I don’t wear one. But I’m
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a person who goes slowly, carefully»; «It’s happened that I’ve
drunk until I got drunk, at home with friends. It wasn’t a risk
because I didn’t have to go out. I waited for it to pass. Maybe
it’s the risk of your conscience because the day after you feel
ill».

Some of the young people, however, point out that this
strategy can fail and that they need to be helped to control
better the impulses so as to prevent risk:

«If you drive at 250 km/h you can have an airbag and put
on your seat belt but if you crash, you’ll die anyway. They say
you must wear a seat belt but it would be enough to remem-
ber to limit your speed».

Other young people, on the other hand, seem to be en-
gaged in the choice between various alternative strategies or in
the attempt, in any case, to anticipate certain countermeasures
to risky behaviour. At times, the balance between risk and
countermeasure appears precarious although the adolescent
presents it as if it were optimal:

«I know that if I come home alone at night something nasty
could happen to me, but I know too that if I run straight from
my car to the front door the risk is reduced a lot»; «I have
never been admitted to hospital again because of my asthma: I
smoke cigarettes and then I take my medicine as prevention».

PARAMETERS TO ASSESS «RISKINESS»

QUANTITATIVE QUALITATIVE

( FREQUENCY OF BEHAVIOUR MODES)
(SPECIFIC CONTEXT

RESULT OF ACTION

PERSONAL MOTIVATION)

For the young people interviewed the determining factor in
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the assessment of the «riskiness» of a behaviour mode seems
to be, rather than the behaviour mode itself, the context in
which it is adopted, the result of the action, or the degree of
personal motivation. Naturally, the indecision in assessment is
also connected with a large degree of ambivalence, typical of
the adolescent age:

«It is risky to be alone in certain situations. Trusting people
you don’t know well enough»; «And then there are one’s
studies: imagine that someone studies for a long time and then
is not able to finish them»; «In general I find myself in situa-
tions of tension but I prefer to stay out if it doesn’t concern
me directly. If it concerns me directly I tend to get involved,
even too much so, not from the physical point of view but in
speaking. Normally I try to avoid it unless there’s someone
who’s doing something they really shouldn’t. In that case, if
they get hit, it’s better».

Most of the adolescents claim to set a limit between risky
and non-risky behaviour modes on the basis of quantitative
rather than qualitative parameters that are connected with
their supposed ability to decide their own limits: «Every now
and then I drink alcoholic drinks and at times a bit too much,
but I know when to stop»; «To drink once is one thing,
drinking often is another…».

When talking about risky behaviour the young people in-
terviewed do not confine themselves to stressing those be-
haviour modes experienced personally but they also highlight
the risks that a person obliges other people to run, and those
to which he/she is exposed due to other people. Therefore,
the differentiation between active and passive risks seems to
arise again:

«I would never take drugs to be honest, unless someone put
something in my glass»; «When a person goes skiing off-piste
they are aware of the risks they’re running but they don’t
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think about the risk that they can cause other people. A little
time ago an off-piste skier caused an avalanche»; «One day his
girlfriend told him: ‘Listen, stop it or I’ll leave you’ and he
started to hit her. We had to stop him. He’d been smoking
and drinking before. In my opinion, taking drugs when you’re
in company is dangerous, especially for the others»; «Illnesses
are dangerous, both those that I could have and those caused
by others»; «Passive smoking is dangerous».

Risky behaviour patterns are also associated with the sensa-
tion of exceeding the boundary of one’s age group, in one
sense or another:

«One evening I was playing on this seesaw with springs with
a friend of mine. He jumped off and I got this scar. You don’t
get on things for children when you’re seventeen years old»; «I
went with those older lads but I didn’t realise that they weren’t
very intelligent».

In the following pages, behaviour modes considered to be
risky and non-risky are described in detail together with the
adults’ assessments of risk from the adolescents’ point of view.

2.A Risky and non-risky behaviour

The research made it possible to build up a type of
‘classification’ of risky behaviour modes reported by the
young people interviewed. Table 7 shows the choices made by
the sample:

table 7

choice priorities percentage

problems that are
to a lesser or greater extent serious in interpersonal relations 70%

taking substances 50%
reckless driving
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alcohol abuse 40%

unprotected sex 30%

unhealthy habits 20%
extreme sports

brawls 10%

We can, however, rearrange the risky behaviour modes
mentioned into eight large areas according to a different mo-
dality that allows us to understand the similarities and differ-
ences better:

table 8

REFERENCE AREAS OF THE RISKY BEHAVIOUR MODES
(in order of priority)

1. area of problems in family and social relations

2. area of taking substances

3. area of sports

4. area of driving vehicles

5. area of sexual behaviour

6. area of unhealthy habits

7. area of behaviour modes that imply a «trial identity»

8. area of behaviour modes with a transgression-type or antisocial meaning

1) Area of problems in family and social relations

Included among those problems described by the young
people as ‘personal’ are arguments with relatives and/or
friends; the loss of meaningful relations or maintaining them
when the situation no longer proceeds in a good way; associ-
ating with people defined as being ‘not good’ who can lead
one astray. Particularly heartfelt is the risk of being authentic
and spontaneous which, if on the one hand opens up new rela-
tionship opportunities, on the other hand exposes one to big
failure. The need to obtain success in interpersonal relations is
so important that sometimes all the other behaviour modes
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are made dependent on this aim and real ‘offensive’ and
‘defensive’ strategies to disappointments are organised:

«I ran the risk of not having a good relationship with my sis-
ter, we argued all the time»; «Definitely going around with
friends who are not good people or losing a friend»; «What’s
risky is something personal: saying everything that one thinks
and feels, behaving in a genuine way, being yourself, because
other people get angry»; «Telling someone everything without
waiting for their reaction, having the courage to have every-
thing, obviously thereby risking everything. If you don’t do it,
you run a risk and don’t achieve anything»; «I’ve never been in
the position of running risks any more and now no one looks
down on me any more»; «At school last year I used to dress in a
very strange way. I used to wear trousers with braces or plus-
fours with my socks pulled right up. Everybody knew me be-
cause of those trousers. I was in the third year and used to show
off».

Some of those interviewed point out that personal risks are
particularly hard to undertake and more difficult to manage
because they are less definable in real terms, also because they
are extended over time, and that the distinction between per-
sonal behaviour modes and others is valid up to a point be-
cause, as we have already noticed, there seem to be personal
factors behind any type of behaviour:

«Trying to convince a person to do something that they don’t
want to do is hard for me, particularly because I have compro-
mise myself and I’m very proud»; «I find it more difficult to run
risks in relationships, about something in the future»; «Personal
risks are more difficult to control»; «Even when you drive you
have you own personal style»; «Maybe when I see a nice lad I
say to him: ‘congratulations!’. It’s risky because he might tell
me to get lost».

Personal risks seem to be closely connected with wanting
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and fearing change:

«If things are to go as you would like them to go, there must
be a little risk. These are things that allow you to get people»;
«There’s the risk that a young person changes. At this age peo-
ple have a certain behaviour mode. If they stay with older peo-
ple they change, I mean you start to behave like them».

2) Area of taking substances

In this area we find, by association, drugs, alcohol, anabolic
steroids to increase one’s muscles, or iatrogenic medicine and,
sometimes, even cigarette smoking. The risk connected with
unhealthy eating habits can also be included in this category:

«It’s a risk to take substances, even medicine, that can dam-
age your health»; «Using anabolic substances is risky for those
who want to have a certain physique»; «There was a friend of
mine from a long time ago who became anorexic. There were
five girls in our group and the four of us managed to get her to
overcome her illness».

Young people try to build up a kind of classification of the
riskiness of taking substances so as to have a reference outline
with which to set their behaviour modes. Once again we find
the concepts of dangerousness, addiction, control and change
associated together:

«Alcohol is less dangerous than drugs»; «In my opinion her-
oin is dangerous, not smoking»; «I’ve been through situations
where the biggest drug substance was alcohol»; «I used to
smoke joints but I gave up because I felt I had changed physi-
cally. I realised this especially when I was playing. I never went
out of my head but I’ve had friends who did every now and
then».
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Despite certain opinions to the contrary, for most of the
adolescents interviewed drinking and smoking represent more
bearable risks than those deriving from drugs:

«My room-mate smoked joints too. I told her: ‘If you smoke
joints, you’ll become sterile’»; «I have my beer in the evening, I
smoke my cigarette in peace. I’m not saying it’s a lesser risk but
a little slower».

But they also try to build up a classification concerning the
places in which risk becomes more dangerous or less danger-
ous. On the one extreme we find ‘rave parties’, on the other
extreme there are places in the countryside, mountains, etc..
Discos represent an intermediate position:

«A friend of mine went to a rave party. I don’t know what he
took, drugs, amphetamines, some pills. Frightening, a mental
trip»; «I want to have this trip again, to enjoy it, because I know
that if I were in a wood, in a quiet place it would be different»;
«In a disco if you mind your own business, nothing happens to
you».

3) Area of sports

In particular mountaineering, martial arts, acrobatic horse
vaulting, parachuting, boxing, skiing and body-building are
mentioned, as are also football and gymnastics. Some of the
young people interviewed define a clear differentiation be-
tween so-called normal sports and extreme, riskier sports.
However, in most of the interviews this differentiation is not
mentioned.

For young people, therefore, the level of ‘dangerousness’
would seem to depend, rather than on the characteristics of a
specific sport, on the person’s attitude to respect certain limits
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or not:

«The most risky are extreme sports: paragliding or free climb-
ing or off-piste skiing»; «I’ve thought about the fact that my
parachute could break and I could come crashing down to
earth»; «I don’t do extreme sports. I like safer things. However,
now that I think about it, I’ve run risks before because one year
ago I hurt my foot playing football and it has never completely
healed»; «I went skiing once and as I was skiing down a slope
backwards the tips of the skis started to open. I was afraid»;
«I’m not good at skiing and I went on a black piste. I had a nar-
row escape»; «During one training session one of my team-
mates tried a new move and fell on his neck. It was really
frightening».

4) Area of driving vehicles

This area includes driving cars and scooters, which can be
reckless, leaving aside safety measures, in particular crash
helmets or seat belts, or can be made in adverse weather or
environmental conditions. The risk regarding duels in cars
and motorbikes is often mentioned and the sensation of run-
ning risks when agreeing to be driven by people who have
been drinking is quite common:

«I sometimes go fast where I shouldn’t»; «And then maybe I
don’t put on my seat belt when I’m driving around in Rome»;
«I went on my motorbike when it was raining, on wet coble-
stones»; «We met someone he knew and he said to him: ‘Come
on, let’s bet our driving licence, let’s have a race’»; «After hav-
ing been drinking he started driving his racing car fast. I told
him that if he didn’t slow down, I would get out».

The young people interviewed report that they try to iden-
tify protected places where it is possible to enjoy themselves
driving without any danger but, also in this case, they perceive
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the risk of exceeding the safety limit without realising:

«When I go to the country I do 180-degree turns, but there it’s
all fields. In any case, I do it slowly, nothing risky»; «They usu-
ally do it on the village road or a country road where there
aren’t so many cars. But next to the village there’s the main
road and if you leave the village, for a joke, you meet the main
road and you go on it anyway and so you don’t realise what
could happen to you».

Lastly, several of those interviewed state that the risk from
reckless dangerous driving depends also on the powerfulness
of the vehicles available:

«I’ve got a moped that goes at more or less 42 km/h. If I had
a scooter I’d run more risks».

5) Area of sexual behaviour

This areas concerns promiscuous behaviour and behaviour
modes connected with missing or insufficient protection: con-
ceiving a baby or catching an illness, in particularly Aids, but
also living one’s sexuality in ways which do not seem to be
appropriate, or the risk of not distinguishing between the risks
of sexuality and sexuality itself:

«Obviously it’s a wider problem than Aids because, like all
eighteen-year-old girls, I’ve got the ‘getting-pregnant-or-not
problem»; «Also unprotected sexual intercourse is a big risk in
different senses: someone runs the risk of getting pregnant,
someone else of catching some disease»; «At times I’ve had
‘alcoholic’ sex but in that case I feel hardly anything»; «It’s Aids
that’s negative because sexuality isn’t negative, you mustn’t con-
fuse the two things»; «She’s a bit free and easy, in the sense that
one day with someone, another day with someone else, and the
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consequences in our country are being reproached by people».

Not using protection appears to be connected with the es-
tablishing of a trusting relationship:

«It must be a person you trust and also a little symbolic in the
sense that with a person with whom you have acquired a greater
level of trust, you know where you are sexually better, you are
more concentrated, you end up having a great intimacy».

6) Area of unhealthy habits

This area includes very different behaviour modes such as
smoking, excessive diets, gambling, amusement parks, the
abuse of ‘Play Station’, the internet or role games, but also ex-
cessive studying, using the bus or, simply, assuming impru-
dent behaviour or behaviour which is too uninhibited:
«Another risk area is things that can cause harm to your health,
cigarette abuse and also harmful dietary habits»; «Sometimes in
the evening I go and play poker, then I wake up at three o’clock
and think: ‘Now the day is lost’»; «Driving with your eyes
closed»; «At Gardaland amusement park there were the twin
towers and the ‘kamikaze’, twelve metres high. My boyfriend
said: ‘I’m not doing that again, once is more than enough’»; «I
used to have ‘Play Station’ and I spent hours and hours playing
it last year at a time of acute depression, and I realise that it is
the symbol of nothingness»; «Looking at someone else’s girl-
friend because he can notice. I won’t do it and I’m a martial arts
instructor!»; «Rather than being a friend he was someone who
used the others, as he played role games a lot»; «Sometimes it
happens in my studies but always small things. For example,
volunteering in oral exams even if I’m not very well prepared,
or copying»; «If you’re out in cold and freezing conditions all
week, you’re asking to catch the flu».; «Those who go on their
mopeds risk less than someone who goes by bus like me: there
are people on the bus who do anything and you can never know
who you’re going to meet or what they’ll do to you»; «My
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brother went to London for New Year’s Eve and he went just
like that. I wouldn’t have done that».

7) Area of behaviour modes that imply a «trial identity»

This area concerns those behaviour modes aimed at reach-
ing a greater control of one’s environment, which, however, is
reached by avoiding the comparison with real facts significant
for assessment. In our sample this is mentioned exclusively by
younger males and seem to be connected with an attitude of
childhood/adult age juxtaposition and with the conflict be-
tween the terms of passiveness/activeness and impo-
tence/powerfulness, characteristics of early adolescence:

«Once I climbed a very high tree and I couldn’t get down
again; I wanted to go up to see if I could get up there, to see
what it was like from up there»; «Once with my friend Lorenzo
I swam all the way across the river Ticino, in a reach where we
didn’t know how deep it was, we didn’t know if there were deep
parts, if there were whirlpools underneath. We wanted to show
that we could do it and then tell the others about it. There was
quite a strong current but the biggest risk was that a boat might
suddenly arrive»; «The brother of a friend of mine died because
he decided to get off the mountain path and he fell from a preci-
pice».

8) Area of behaviour modes with a transgression-type or antiso-
cial meaning

This area includes behaviour such as swindling, vandalism,
brawls and drug dealing but also wearing punk clothes:

«We got into the stadium with false season tickets. If they’d
found us out, they’d have thrown us out»; «We secretly entered
a golf course and we started throwing things in the lake. There
was a guard who started following us. I’ve never been so
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afraid»; «Hitting people»; «My cousin had a problem with ec-
stasy. It was him that gave it out, basically it was something a
bit unpleasant»; «The other day I went to piazza di Spagna and
there were all those lads with their hair on end, yellow, green,
drinking, with chains. I mean those people who don’t under-
stand the difference between good and evil».

2.B  Adults’ assessment of risk

Also in this case we can see the suspicion of some young
people for generalisations, and the choice as to how to pro-
ceed in a more relevant way to the specific case:

«I don’t know. I never distinguish between the adult world
and the youth world. In my opinion it’s something subjective
that changes from one person to the next. It’s not true that
adults are always against adolescents just as it’s not true that
adults must always try to understand young people»; «In gen-
eral there aren’t many differences but you have to view each
situation case by case».

However, this research has made it possible to emphasise
that, in the opinion of most of the people interviewed, adults
assess risk in a different way from adolescents. A certain num-
ber of young people interviewed anticipate an exaggerated as-
sessment of risk due to fear, while others speak of a more
open attitude based on an adult assessment that is consistent
with that of their age group. Lastly, some of them express the
idea that the assessment also depends on the kind of adult-
adolescent affective relationship or on the sort of risk in ques-
tion:

«I think that adults assess it differently. In the sense that a
young person risks more»; «There’s a difference. For exam-
ple, every time I go out, my father worries, even though he
knows very well where I’m going and knows all my friends»;
«My parents are very afraid but I’m very careful. I choose my
friends. I don’t go to discos»; «There are some parents who
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don’t let their children go out, they don’t even let them go to
their girlfriend’s house because they think that something
might happen. Those people really are over the top»; «Before
I went to England my father said to me: ‘Make sure you don’t
get pregnant’. I was fifteen and I replied: ‘At my age?»’; «My
parents are normal people, they’re not afraid. They bought me
a moped. I consider them to be permissive»; «It depends also
on the degree of trust that parents have in their children».

The difference in assessment above is sometimes portrayed
as being natural, that is, deeply rooted in the different view-
point, in the differences regarding the number and kind of
experiences that one has had, in the greater or lesser aware-
ness of the facts on which to base the assessment:

«It depends on which viewpoint you look from. Obviously
if my mother knew what I do, she’d worry. My mother knows
my abilities but she doesn’t know them fully. She knows that I
know the mountains but she doesn’t know how well I know
them. She knows I do martial arts but she doesn’t know to
what extent»; «Parents don’t know young people’s matters so
well. They lived through them in a different way from us.
They put too many things together, joints and cocaine, that I
think should be distinguished»; «Of course there’s a differ-
ence in opinions. There’s a different situation for everyone. It
depends on the story, the personal situation, the ideology that
a person has»; «I believe in the saying that until a person sees
it under their nose, they can’t see it».

Other times the difference or the identity of opinions seems
to be connected with the different way of conceiving risk, also
regarding the different role held in the family or the kind of
risk in question:

«Maybe an adult thinks of different risks. Maybe for me a
risk means going on my moped and an adult thinks about
losing their job or about risk in the family, I mean about the
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responsibility. I haven’t got big responsibilities, I have a very
free life. I don’t have to think: ‘I’ve got a house, children to
protect, to defend’»; «Maybe for my father risk is getting
sacked, but not for me. The risk involved in riding without a
crash helmet is a risk for everybody».

Also in the relationship with their parents a high degree of
ambivalence emerges, between accepting and refusing their
opinions:

«I think a lot of my parents but they help to make me feel
more insecure. I can’t understand them, I mean I understand
their worries, this is normal. But I have the doubt that they
may be right about the kind of life I lead. For example, they’re
worried because they know that I like smoking joints, but on
this matter I’d rather they weren’t in such agitation, as if
something nasty could happen to me from one moment to the
next».

For some of the interviewees the difference in mentality be-
tween young people and adults can be seen as being positive
because it guarantees a certain distance within the relation-
ship, or increased closeness:

«Perhaps it’s even right that there’s a difference. I wouldn’t
like my mother to meddle too much or to do the things I do»;
«When your mother finds out you smoke and asks you: ‘Why
do you do it? ‘, I think she’s right because in the same way
they do it for us, because they love us, we’ll do for our chil-
dren».

Sometimes, on the other hand, the adults’ mentality is
openly criticised and considered to be something that should
be changed, also because it considerably affects the experi-
ence and behaviour of adolescents. Indeed, the young people
interviewed point out that the little trust and the increased
checking of parents on their children does not guarantee any
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of the parties from possible risks, but, on the contrary, can
make adolescents more vulnerable, inhibiting their critical ca-
pacities. Lastly, various young people explicitly request atten-
tion that is more aimed at their needs:

«I think that parents and teachers understand very little
about what adolescents live through. I’m very angry because I
went from the middle school, in which there were some good
teachers with whom you could build up a relationship, to the
grammar school where I found another world, all old teachers
who didn’t know what needs a young person has. You can’t give
the responsibility of education to people who haven’t even taken
the trouble to read a book about adolescents!»; «My parents
have been neither very good nor very bad. I have never spoken
to then about certain things but I need adults to understand.
Sometimes there’s no dialogue, we speak on two different fre-
quencies»; «There are certain parents who don’t let their chil-
dren stay out late in discos because they are afraid of drugs, but
drugs can be found not only in discos. I know people who come
home at two o’clock in the morning and so quite early, but they
take drugs»; «Often it’s the parents who cause damage for their
children. Fortunately my mother has given me a lot of freedom
in the sense that she reduced her control over me as I gained her
trust»; «My parents are more afraid of me going out at night
than if I have a problem with my boyfriend. They don’t consider
that».

3. Personal experience of risk

We can subdivide our sample into those who claim that
they have rarely, or even never, run risks and those, on the
other hand, who said that they have run risks several times in
one or more areas of experience. A third category includes
those who claim not to remember:

«No, I’ve never run risks»; «I rarely run risks»; «It might
have happened but I don’t remember».
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Indeed, for some, memory seems to represent a risk in it-
self:

«They’re things in the past. I don’t want to remember»;
«You’ve got to go on and never turn back».

Risky situations
Experienced personally

Experienced by others
Taking drugs

+
Promiscuous sexual be-

haviour +
+ Sports situations
 + Affective situations-

While talking about risky situations experienced personally
and by people close to them, the young people interviewed
outline risk stories that tend to overlap. Three behaviour types
are exceptions: taking drugs, excessively uninhibited sexual
behaviour and risks in sports situations. In the first two cases
the risky behaviour is ascribed to others to a greater degree
than to the person himself/herself. However, in the second
case this behaviour is attributed mainly to the person speaking.

This fact appears to support the hypothesis that adolescents
find it difficult to talk freely about certain behaviour modes
experienced personally, whereas they feel more at ease talking
about other people, who can also become the object of their
fantasies and projections, or serve as reference models who,
by experimenting in a freer way, open the path really and
metaphorically:

«I experience risk because my best friend, Laura, likes run-
ning risks. Her philosophy in life is ‘seize the moment’, in eve-
rything: if she doesn’t show off a little, she’s not happy. My
philosophy works like this: I see what the others do and I de-
cide if I want to do it or not according to my thoughts».
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In any case, both in the episodes experienced by the inter-
viewee and in those regarding others, risky behaviour modes
of a sexual nature appear rarely and are nearly always referred
to in an allusive way:

«It was Saturday, when I normally go out wearing a short
skirt. There was a tramp or a drunkard who stood in front of the
door of the bus, his hands on his hips, his legs apart and a bottle
in his hand. I had to pass near him and I was really afraid»;
«When I come home late at night alone I’m afraid of nasty en-
counters but I screw up my courage».

However, ‘affective’-type risks, that is, the risk of becoming
involved with a person and being disappointed or hurt, ap-
pear in large numbers:

«Recently I had an argument with a friend of mine who gos-
siped for her own ends and there was a big mess. Now I no
longer believe in friendship between girls because there’s always
jealousy because of boys».

Period of time
The last year
The last two years
for Personal episodes
for Episodes concerning others

Those interviewed tend to mention episodes which hap-
pened relatively recently: over 70% of the situations experi-
enced personally date back to the last year and 80% of epi-
sodes regarding others occurred in the previous two years.
This fact can lend itself to different valuations. One can hy-
pothesise that the high number of recent episodes highlights a
low level of permanence of the memory attributable to a high
use of removal as a form of defence against a traumatic inci-
dent; or that the proximity of the episodes experienced
matches the age of the people interviewed, that is, it shows
that adolescence represents an elective period for risky be-
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haviour.

The episodes they tell seem to be concentrated throughout
the whole year with a significant peak during, or at the end of,
the holidays.

3.A Situations experienced personally and by others

The stories told occur in town in more than 60% of cases,
both as regards personal risks and for those of others. The
town, therefore, is represented as the most dangerous place,
followed by the mountains and the countryside, while no ref-
erence is made to the sea environment. With the exception of
the disco, mentioned by many young people, a multitude of
micro-contexts in which risks were taken are indicated that do
not lend themselves to significant comments: «around town»,
«in the metro», «at the home of friends», «at the front door»,
«at a party», «in a summer camp», «in the car», etc.

The young people claim to run risks mostly in the company
of friends (60% of cases mentioned) but also alone or with
brothers and sisters. The presence of companions seems to
guarantee a feeling of greater protection and safety which,
however, can be belied by facts, to the point of changing one’s
assessment completely:

«The current was strong but the two of us managed to re-
sist it quite well»; «Taken like that it’s dangerous. But taken
with a friend I was sure that we would both be close...but then
I wasn’t very well and he didn’t notice me at all»; «I tried
smoking marijuana. I was fine in their company, but then I
understood that they had conditioned me. I had been subju-
gated. It was as if I had been taken over by something that
wasn’t me».

When asked whether they experienced a particular state of
mind in the risk situation, most of the young people inter-
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viewed replied in a negative way; however, several of them in-
dicated the presence of significant emotional states immedi-
ately before, during or after the risky situation:

«No, I was as usual»;. «I was skiing normally, it was just a
way of having fun»; «I was angry at my illness and I wanted to
seem mature, I wanted to seem older but really I was a child»;
«I was a bit excited, a bit happy, a bit important. I felt proud
because the TV cameras were filming me»; «I was a bit ex-
cited. I had taken some ‘trip’ before but in very small quanti-
ties because having hallucinations was a little frightening»; «I
had a hell of an afternoon because he had said very nicely: ‘If I
can, I’ll call you this afternoon. If I don’t call you, forget it’. I
waited all afternoon»; «I had a terrible panic attack»; «At the
beginning I didn’t care at all because I couldn’t remember
anything. When rumour began to spread and then when I saw
him again and we spoke about it, I was very embarrassed but
not angry because by then I’d already done it».

Some of those interviewed seem to use a denial mechanism
which is used to push away problematic feelings:

«I have tried drugs but I don’t do them because I feel sad»;
«I’m not afraid of taking drugs, it’s just that it doesn’t interest
me...still, I’m afraid of the risks I’d run, but I’m not inter-
ested».

As regards risks experienced by others, the prevailing reply
concerning the presence of a particular emotive state was «I
don’t know».

The young people interviewed are split between those who
claim they were aware of the risks connected with the situa-
tion and those who admit that they were not aware of them,
acknowledging an error of judgement or a state of indecision
between awareness and unawareness. A sizeable minority, on
the other hand, consider that it is impossible to make a suit-
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able prediction and declare their impotence in the matter.
Therefore, in the explanation of the event, we see again the
chance determining factor that the subject seems to use to
avoid the problematic confrontation with his/her responsibili-
ties:

«At the beginning they seemed like nice, kind people but
then when I began to see them more often I realised that they
weren’t»; «I predicted the consequences, or not. Even today I
don’t know if things would have turned out the way they did
if I’d been there waiting for him»; «I can’t work out what will
happen, my will can’t decide it»; «The problem was that I
landed on a different and slippery kind of ground. I didn’t
make a mistake. It was fate»; «It’s impossible to predict it.
When it happens, it happens. What can you do about it?»;
«Against such an unpredictable variable what can you do? I
could only risk it».

The confrontation with one’s responsibilities is also avoided
by blaming the event on others:

«Actually things could have worked out fine but for him it
was a day like the rest. It was absurd to be closed in within
those four walls with Ermanno who was completely out of his
head. He even got a camcorder out to film strange things, the
stuff that was on the table».

The awareness of the risk is linked by the young people
with fear and a feeling of tension which is faced with what we
could define as a state of cognitive conflict and/or with taking
action. However, when the action is taken without any aware-
ness of the risks, subsequent consideration of the event has a
questioning effect with the consequent appearance of fear:

«I knew the road was slippery but I said: ‘I’ve got to go, I
accept’; I had taken that road lots of times and I said: ‘Okay,
go on then’. But I wasn’t willing at all»; «The fear and aware-
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ness of the risk were so great that I didn’t have the courage to
do it. But then you’re obliged to do it because you realise that
you can’t stay like that, you can’t keep it keep it inside you. In
precisely the moment that you run a risk, you feel freed of a
weight»; «There are certain solutions to avoid accidents but
you have to accept precautions, perhaps not saying to your-
self: ‘Don’t worry, you’re in the hands of fate. I’m able to
avoid having an accident’»; «Beforehand I didn’t think about
anything. I said: ‘Okay, let’s do it’. Later, when I realised that
it was risky behaviour and I became aware of what I’d done, I
was afraid, I felt in danger».

A positive outcome of one’s behaviour can increase one’s
self-esteem and drive away doubts about one’s abilities, while
a negative outcome can be alleviated by the enjoyment of a
‘secondary advantage’:

«In the end I felt good, as if I had reached the aim I’d set
myself and so I was quite excited. I did it, yeah!!», «I was
frightened but all in all I was fine. I was in the hotel, I was
walking with crutches and all the sponsors gave me loads of
presents».

The interviewees indicate that the experience can produce
both a positive effect and a negative one, or can be ‘filed’:

«It changed my way of driving, but not only that, also my
way of feeling life. If I drive fast, I save five or ten minutes but
I do myself harm»; «I’ve got one friend in particular who
drinks every Saturday to go over the top. He’s very shy and
reserved and he drinks in order to do who-knows-what, to be-
come what he isn’t. He becomes outgoing, he changes com-
pletely and he likes this»; «In the following days no, I didn’t
have any second thoughts or memories of what I’d done».

In the stories of meaningful events we see again the repre-
sentation of risk as an aspect which belongs to childhood, or
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which implies the attempt to become older:

«I ran risks when I was younger, not now because I try to
lead a more controlled life»; «I could have avoided everything
but I’d have had to feel big»; «Sometimes I see people who
act big by running between cars»; «You smoke in order to feel
like someone, to feel big, to be up to the situation, for all the
needs of an adolescent who wants to overdo it»; «If I hadn’t
drunk it, they would have thought of me as a little girl».

But it is also significant how some young adults try to dif-
ferentiate themselves from younger people:

«I’m twenty-two now and I say no, I can’t fall back into this
adolescent behaviour any more. Of course young people run
risks too. It’s a cultural idea that adolescents are the category
at risk because the change is obvious: they have changes that
are both physiological and changes in their nature but young
people aren’t immune. At twenty-two years of age one is an
adult but I can’t stand this label. You still want to be an ado-
lescent in a sense and you still want to be a little foolhardy and
not take things too seriously».

Lastly, it must be stressed that after running a risk, the
young people interviewed tend to open their hearts to friends,
although a fair percentage of them talk about it with their par-
ents. Other reference figures, such as teachers, are absent.

In any case a certain number of adolescents claim not to
have spoken to anyone about it and this percentage rises
greatly when they speak about their acquaintances who have
run risks:

«Outside that group I spoke about it to this friend of mine.
Giovanni is older than me. He’s twenty and we speak a couple
of times a week, but really we tell each other everything»; «I
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decided not to see him again, I decided to stay calm, to have a
life of my own, to speak to my parents. I decided to go out
with my mother, to go to museums, to stay at school to study»;
«I faced this problem by myself and none of my relations or
friends knows».

Some think they will repeat the risks they have run, or even
risk more, others that they will risk less.

One group confesses that it is not able to judge in abstract
terms:

«Anyway I want to do it again because I want to enjoy it
more by preparing it better»; «Less because I’m a bit more
aware now! And have more love of myself, perhaps. And also
because I’ve put my head straight, I don’t do moped races
riding in the wrong direction»; «I can’t answer that. I think
that, whatever happens, it’ll always depend on me. It’ll de-
pend on how I’ll be later on and the conditions which I’ll be
in»; «It depends on the kind of risk. I think I’ll risk more in
certain risks, at work for example».

4. Risk prevention

As regards prevention our research has enabled us to iden-
tify a set of aspects, at times contradictory, concerning the
type and quality of messages, means of communication, and
their overall efficacy.

In particular, certain criticisms are indicated between the
broadcasting side and the receiving side of the communica-
tion.

Prevention campaigns seem to be of little use or even coun-
terproductive when compared to their set aim. It is pointed
out that the messages are often too categorical, too full of
meaning, and so do not promote consideration; furthermore,
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they appear to be more aimed at modifying behaviour than
considering the motivations which cause it; but, in particular,
that these campaigns seem to proceed in a single direction,
that is, they seem to anticipate a stereotyped, passive reaction
rather than an active interaction that encourages the sharing of
problems among young people and their adult interlocutors.

In the final analysis the sense of the campaign, in the opin-
ion of the young people interviewed, seems to be more that of
‘eliminating’ the problem once and for all than that of allow-
ing it to be explored.

4.A Prevention campaigns and themes

All those interviewed say that they have heard of, listened
to or seen one or more risk prevention campaigns, in particu-
lar in the month before the research:

Table 9

reference period
·last month 60%
·last six months 20%
·one year 10%
·more than a year 10%

We can, however, split the sample into three groups as to
the degree of permanence and quality of the memory. A first
group includes those young people who appear not to re-
member or to have vague and confused recollections which
obstruct an active interaction with the medium and the mes-
sage received:

«I can’t remember where I saw them»; «About Aids, but I
don’t remember»; «I have some doubts now. I don’t remember
if it was about Aids or drugs: there was a lad, first from behind
and then close-up, his head turned round and his eyes were
completely white»; «Yes, I can mention some, but only
vaguely».
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A second group included those young people who remem-
ber the risk campaigns with relative ease and precision. They
can place them in time and space and try to enter critical rela-
tions with the message received:

«The campaign I saw about three months ago was nice. The
one that says: ‘Make love with all your body, even with your
head’. It makes you think because it puts forward a positive
message and not a terror one»; «I remember one that was
broadcast on television in the evening. They were going home
from the disco, everyone happy, singing, and then there was an
accident. A voice said: ‘My God!’. Then they showed the photos
of various accidents that had happened, cars that were smashed
up, it seemed that all young people were foolhardy».

A third small but significant group is formed of young peo-
ple who say that they have not seen prevention campaigns or
have not linked them to the term ‘risk’:

«I haven’t seen a real campaign»; «There hasn’t been a real
campaign but there was all that controversy about singers who
didn’t want to do it»; «I’ve seen campaigns about drugs and
Aids. I knew it was dangerous, that I had to be careful, but I
never associated it with the word risk»; «Not about risk. I’ve
never seen a leaflet with ‘Be careful about risk’ written on it».

The adolescents interviewed, however, point out that it is
possible to enter into contact with the campaigns using differ-
ent channels:

«I’ve seen them on television, at school, everywhere»; «I see
that all the media are against risks, certain things within this
topic».

Table 10
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means of communication
•television 60%
•school 20%
•newspapers and magazines 10%
•other 10%
•radio 0%

As can be seen from the table, the most quoted means is the
television.

For some young people this is the only means of informa-
tion; many consider it to be the most effective. Several young
people, however, especially the older ones, claim not to watch
the television much, or not even to have one, or to follow ex-
clusively a theme channel; others, on the other hand, consider
it not to be very effective:

«I only see them on television»; «I read them but if I listen to
them on TV, they make more impression»; «And the TV never
goes out of fashion»; «Perhaps seeing it on television helps, it
opens your mind».

«Perhaps those on the radio as mass-media are not effective.
In my opinion you’ve really got to see the person, see their
face»; «I don’t know if there are any more because I haven’t
been watching the TV much recently»; «I don’t have a televi-
sion at home but I see posters, I read the papers»; «I see the
campaigns they do on MTV, I only watch that»; «The television
seems to me to be less effective, it’s remote. An image is one
thing, a table with a booklet on it is another, you pass in front
of it and maybe you stop and talk about it».

Some, like the young man in the following example, ex-
plains how television allows one to distance oneself from the
problem and defend oneself in a better way:
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«A person is happy to watch the TV and not someone who
comes to school and talks to them. In the first case it enters your
head, in the second case it doesn’t. Because maybe you don’t feel
like listening, or you say: ‘In any case I know these things any-
way, it’s no use repeating them’».

Following the television we find, in order of appearance:
the school, newspapers and magazines, advertising billboards,
pamphlets and leaflets (in bars and discos), posters, phone
cards, adverts on trams and buses or in hospital, communica-
tion on the internet:

«I see them at school and on advertising billboards»; «The
best channel is the internet because now it’s everywhere and lots
of people have it»; «In the bar there were some leaflets, they
gave out condoms too when you left»; «At the end of my maths
books there’s a sheet that’s all burnt with a picture of young
people and underneath it says: ‘Don’t burn your life with
drugs’».

One interesting fact is that the school carries out rather an
important risk prevention activity, although, as can be seen in
this chapter of the research, young people’s opinions con-
cerning the matter are somewhat contrasting.

The other consideration concerns the fact that there are no
young people who remember having heard prevention cam-
paigns on the radio. This fact enables two hypotheses to be
made. The first is that the large number of ‘private’ radio sta-
tions whose audience is mostly, if not exclusively, made up of
young people are not interested in broadcasting messages re-
garding the risks run by their listeners; the second hypothesis
is that young people are not sufficiently ‘stimulated’ by radio
campaigns.

As regards the subjects discussed we find, in order of ap-
pearance: Aids (the use of condoms and the warning against
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exchanging syringes), reckless driving (the use of the crash
helmet and seat belt, limiting one’s speed), drug consumption,
smoking, alcohol abuse, wasting water, la camorra (organised
crime), illegal gambling (the last three in the Naples area only)
and support of education. About 30% of the young people
make reference to more than one topic:

«There are those about road accidents or the one about the
children with Aids playing bar football»; «It starts with two
friends who go and have an Aids test which is negative. They go
and celebrate and then they keep reminding everybody to do the
test»; «In the entrance-hall of my school there’s a picture of an
adult with a crash helmet and a child without a crash helmet»;
«Yesterday I saw the one about water. They said not to waste it
because in the future there might not be any more drinking wa-
ter left and in poor countries already there isn’t any»; «On TV
there’s the one about books. ‘Come to the library’ or something
like that or the one about museums, about education».

4.B Assessment of effectiveness

A large majority of the young people interviewed say that
they agrees with the messages, although later, when asked to
determine their effectiveness in terms of impact, there are dif-
ferences within the sample.

Messages transmitted

Informing Repressing Not intervening
in order to in order to because of a lack
make up for a lack compel of alternatives
of educational figures

A certain number of adolescents, especially among the
youngest, point out the usefulness of campaigns aimed at in-
forming also because they can fill a gap left by the educational
reference figures:

«They might work. If they keep repeating them, you never
know, it might enter someone’s head even if it’s already in
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there. Not saying anything is definitely worse»; «Because if
there isn’t a parent who tells you certain things, it’s still a way
of hearing about them»; «There are many people who don’t
have relatives who tell them: ‘Watch out, you mustn’t do this
because it’ll reduce you to this’».

The greater usefulness of preventing psychological damage
rather than physical damage is stressed:

«The most terrible thing is losing one’s head, losing people’s
affection, human relationships, you have to learn to avoid it»;
«And do a campaign in which it’s clear that you can have a
crash because you feel lonely!».

However, both these and the other adolescents appear
sceptical about the achievable results:

«They’re definitely useless but they do well to produce them.
One of the main problems is that people don’t know these
things. People don’t know the effects of ecstasy pills. After the
campaign it’s up to your own conscience. If someone wants to do
it, they’ll do it anyway. If a person can’t take anything in a bar
that night, they’ll take it the night after»; «It’s a contradictory
thing. In theory they do well to produce them because it makes
people aware of the problems, but in practice I can’t see so many
results and so I don’t know what they should do».

Alternative strategies, based on ‘repression’ or ‘not inter-
vening’ are set against the informative campaign:

«They made a law about the crash helmet: compulsory, full
stop. As for pills, it just needs more checks»; «I saw the one
about accidents but it serves no purpose. It just takes more traf-
fic police and more fines»; «The only thing to do is to legalise
everything».
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Representation of communication
Short term Directed at One-way Imperative
vs behaviour vs vs
Long term vs Two-way Reflective

Directed at motivations

The majority of the young people interviewed claim that in-
formation campaigns are useless because, even when they at-
tract one’s attention, they are not able to affect the personal
motivations implied in risky behaviour:

«They make then but I can’t see a decrease in these types of
behaviour»; «They even do those about ecstasy, with Jovanotti,
I don’t know who, completely useless»; «We young people are
split into two groups: the people who don’t want to do certain
things and the people who like to do them. You can’t do any-
thing about it because people like me and my friends decide be-
forehand not to do these things; and for the people who decide
to try, no campaign is any use»; «They’re completely useless. A
drug addict doesn’t say: ‘Ah, tomorrow I won’t take anything
else»; «The media have more effect on people who risk less than
on those who always run risks»; «It’s something that starts
when you’re young, from your conscience. A boy whose parents
are separated or whose brother has died, who lives in a poor
area, who doesn’t do anything from morning to night, I can un-
derstand him. But you can’t do anything at this level»; «I don’t
agree because they’re not well made. They’re made with the
mechanism of psychological terrorism»; «Perhaps they’re not
very useful because if a person wants to do something, they’ll do
it anyway»; «It’s useless, people don’t attach importance to it
because they’re things that the television says and maybe from
another world»; «The information campaign is no use. Adoles-
cents of sixteen like adventure too much and then they’ve got to
try drugs, you have to have a go with drugs!»; «I find that
they’re right but I don’t know if they have an effect. You
wouldn’t think so because among my classmates I’m the only
one who wears a crash helmet».

The attitude of many young people appears to be mistrust-
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ful, if not openly hostile:

«Newspapers bombard you with news which maybe isn’t so
true»; «The one about joints becoming syringes. What a lot of
nonsense!»; «To be honest I don’t give a damn about the drugs
campaign because I’ve seen it in a friend of mine and I’ve seen
what needs to be done»; «After that lad, who I knew, died in
the square, all these campaigns promoting the crash helmet
started, also in my school. This makes me angry»;

In the young people’s comments, prevention is associated
with advertising and it seems to share with this an outline of
seduction and make-believe:

«All adverts too, what was that one? ‘Wanted: boyfriend’»;
«It was a beautiful advert that can be seen only before the start
of films at the cinema»; «They do social messages on television,
don’t they? Sometimes self-important and well-known person-
alities. I still do not understand why, if something comes out of
their mouth, it’s better»; «These campaigns are false. You see
famous people wearing a crash helmet but if they really go by
motorbike, they don’t wear one».

It is stressed that the choice of whether or not to carry out a
prevention campaign responds to logic that is difficult to iden-
tify, which seems linked to the contingent moment rather than
to long-term aims. Adolescents seem to feel caught in the
middle of moments of incessant ‘pounding’ and other mo-
ments of ‘deafening silence’:

«They wake up suddenly and do these campaigns and then
they stop at once»; «It depends on the season. There’s the one in
which they talk about crash helmets. A few years ago it was
Aids, it depends on the period. Now it’s the season for ecstasy»;
«These campaigns must be restricted a little because they can be
negative. They bombard you and then they disappear»; «It
should be a gradual and constant process. Every day someone
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says let’s have an anti-smoking campaign, anti-this, anti-that
and after three months everybody’s forgotten it already».

Campaigns do not convince young people: they are too dif-
ficult to understand, too distressing, or they simplify or miss
the main problems:

«The one abut the crash helmet, the ‘man child’ one, isn’t
convincing. Indeed, I don’t wear one»; «They don’t strike you
so much. The one about Aids that’s on TV, it took me a while
to understand that one»; «The scenes where they show drug ad-
dicts as they are don’t convince me much. Also because I’ve had
the opportunity to see them when they’re normal. They look
like anyone else, but when you see them on TV it’s a shock»; «I
found it awful because it causes anxiety, it drives people away
rather than bringing them closer»; «The media either give ready
solutions or insoluble problems»; «Little is spoken about risks
connected with sex: it’s as if it were a taboo. I’ve never seen a
condom on TV»; «It’s true that we talk a lot about ecstasy and
very little about Aids also among ourselves but they’re the first
to be ashamed of it».

In the opinion of the young people interviewed these mes-
sages seem to be made for an adult audience only and have
unrealistic aims that are out of proportion with reality. Some
of those interviewed point out that ‘terror’ campaigns are
counterproductive because they provoke reactive behaviour:

«A person rejects messages of the ‘don’t do that because you
fade away, you waste away’-type because they come from adults
with an adult language»; «Saying ‘don’t drink’, ‘remember the
speed limit’ is excellent! But the metro is closed, the trains are
blocked, everything is blocked and then they turn off the traffic
lights!»; «In my school there are posters with ‘smoking makes
you lose your head’ with little puppets without their heads. It’s
a really horrible thing and it serves no purpose. In fact, if an
adolescent sees something like that, they light a cigarette in
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front of it, even if in that moment they don’t feel like one. They
do it out of instinct».

Many of those interviewed state that prevention campaigns
should not give young people the feeling of being judged and
should give them the freedom to decide; others, on the other
hand, say that they should ‘bombard’ people more and put
them in direct contact with certain real situations, even by
using harsher messages:

«I wouldn’t do it completely against ‘trip’ because everyone
must be free to make their own experiences but I would warn
people of the risks there can be. Without judging. When I speak
to a friend I tell him what happened to me»; «It’s difficult to say
what it should be like. Hearing a message once isn’t enough.
And also it’s necessary to give everybody a little freedom so that
they can form their own opinion»; «Something obsessive is no
use at all because now these people have died and they fill your
head, and every time they talk about pills»; «A violent message
is better because I see the pitiful state these people are in and I
say to myself that I never want to end up like that»; «The fear
of the number of Aids victims is much more useful for them
rather than that thingummy without a face that says that Aids is
a problem. The symbol is of no use to us. It’s the real figures we
need. If you see that in Rome there are a certain number of peo-
ple with Aids, and in that moment you’re taking drugs, you say:
‘Wow!’. Any young person will tell you that anything uncon-
nected with the reality of that moment is not interesting»;
«They should get you more involved and be more frequent, they
should bombard people more because adolescents overlook it».

Young people, as in the following examples, show how dif-
ficult it is to live between the need for and the fear of an out-
side authority, between the ‘risk’ of assuming responsibility
and that of delegating it:

«I don’t know, I can’t find a solution. It’s something that
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should come from within but authority cannot come alone, can
it? There’s the law about crash helmets but if they offer you an
ecstasy pill it’s much more complicated, you’ve got to decide
yourself, haven’t you? Of course they could teach risk education
in schools»; «Risks are run much more by young people and so
it must be a means that they use, not so much the school be-
cause they see school as an obligation. Maybe on the radio, at
the discos they go to, where they are»; «It’s not that I’m exactly
against these campaigns, on the TV as on the tram where is
written ‘Get on the tram and you’ll find yourself’. These things
are definitely useful otherwise no one would invest in them.
However I feel so small when faced with subjects like these».

These campaigns seem to be more striking and effective
when they transmit a positive or ironic, less valuational mes-
sage. The adolescents interviewed believe that it is important
to become involved actively in prevention and are happy when
a friend, or a significant adult, becomes involved with them:

«If they do it in a funny way, maybe you listen to it more
than the one that says that you mustn’t smoke because you
could get a tumour»; «Last year we raised some money for
cancer prevention. We did a charity fishing day. It was good»;
«In my opinion it’s useful if you discuss this question sponta-
neously with your friends so that everyone expresses his or her
own opinion and not when someone calls you, sits you down
and explains everything to you. Also because you mustn’t pass
a judgement, a sentence, you only have to inform people so
that everyone can talk about it spontaneously with friends.
Parents shouldn’t start preaching either»; «I think that there
are very few things that can change the world and advertising
on TV or at the cinema against drugs or lots of other things
definitely isn’t one of them. It’s us that must put ourselves in
the frame of mind to change things, I have to say what I
think»; «These campaigns aren’t to be followed completely,
everybody must take the message in his or her own way. These
messages must not be taken without being examined and dis-
cussed»; «It’s also a question of education. A lot of parents
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make a mistake of examining, now I don’t know how to ex-
plain, in educating their children. A person must be able to
make life beautiful. Have you seen the film ‘Life is beautiful’?
when Benigni enters the concentration camp with his son and
he makes him believe that it’s an amusement park. It’s a mis-
take to do that, pretending with one’s son that what’s bad is
good. But he was able to show his son by speaking and being
with him the beauty there is in this world, which is very little.
And so a person doesn’t go looking for other things. If, on the
other hand, a parent lets his children do what they want,
they’ll grow up the way they grow up, it’s wrong»; «Teachers
could teach us more. Even by using Manzoni one can find
some connection and can speak about it and make the topics
more relevant to today, one can escape from using half sen-
tences. Often there are conferences for adults without inviting
young people to speak; they must let everyone speak»; «These
things about listening to young people should be done more
often. They don’t seem to attach much importance to young
people: we’re a little looked down on. Politics never says any-
thing about young people either. Also for work they do some-
thing in theory but not in practice».

These latter statements are significant of the fact that ado-
lescents detect a ‘split’ between the institutions and the youth
world in ways of thinking and taking action. They notice a
tendency of the authorities to blame young people for the fail-
ures in the process of social cohabitation rather than under-
taking the weight of the institutional responsibility.
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Part two

Image of oneself and the relationship with one’s environment

1. The image of oneself

This research was not aimed at tracing a psychological pro-
file of the adolescent participants. However, during the inter-
views certain elements emerged which are useful for outlining,
albeit in a broad sense, the image that adolescents have of
themselves and their surroundings, and for proposing a hy-
pothesis regarding the level of integration of one’s personal
identity, quite well integrated in most cases and not very inte-
grated in a minority of cases.

Here are some extracts from the interviews which illustrate
the characteristics of those interviewees with quite a well inte-
grated personality:

«I’m nineteen years old. My name is G.. I did five years in a
boarding school because of various family problems. I came out
of this institution about six or seven months ago. Now I live
with my parents here in Milan. I’ve got lots of interests: music, I
sing in a group and I like rock music a lot, and also the cinema
and shows. I’m attending the hotel school because I like the idea
of travelling, I go to the tourism institute in via……As a person
I consider myself to be optimistic. I’m a person who aims at
achieving things, although at times I give in, but I’m quite self-
confident and I consider myself sensitive about many things
and...that’s all»;
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«I’m twenty-one years old and I’m in my fourth year studying
medicine. Unfortunately I don’t have any hobbies in particular
because of the fact that I’m studying. I don’t have any friends
because my life really is studying, home, university. I have got
one hobby as it doesn’t take up much time: collecting phone
cards. I’ve had a boyfriend for the last six years, quite a long
time. I’ve been with him since I was young, since I was sixteen.
It’s a school romance that fortunately has lasted, because they
usually finish quickly. On a personal level to enjoy myself I like
going to the cinema a lot, the theatre too. I don’t like dancing
much, I don’t like discos. I prefer going to sandwich bars or piz-
zerias or seeing a film. I don’t share the choice of young people
today to go out at midnight and return at five o’clock, I could
never do that».

When speaking about themselves the young people are able
to give a clear and understandable picture, they are consistent
and consequential; there is no contradiction in their remarks.
The description of their lifestyle shows they have good contact
both with their own internal reality and with the external re-
ality.

Conversely, in the case of not a very integrated personality
we are faced with unclear replies, an expository style that be-
comes more contradictory and at times confused:

«The first thing I do is to try to put the person I find in front
of me at ease. I define myself as a close friend and first I’d try to
put the person at my, and at his, ease. Formal introductions, like
‘my name is this’ and shaking hands, work. But there must be
something that is noticed, the first thing that distinguishes one
from this very informal presentation. Often a person introduces
himself but remains empty. Indeed, after five minutes I can’t
remember his name any more it’s become so formal. When a
group of people comes together and everybody introduces them-
selves, I remember the introduction made by the person who
makes some comment about something, like clothes, this person
distinguishes himself from a cold introduction. If I have to in-
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troduce myself on the whole I try to do this, to make friends
immediately»;

«My name is N,. I go to the classical grammar school, I play
the guitar, and that’s it (laughs). I play sport. These are more or
less the things I would say...Well, yes, then you have to know
the person, I don’t define myself with lots of adjectives...not
exuberant. I’m a bit shy but after a short time I open up a lot.
I’m also a bit of a hell-raiser, perhaps (laughs), yes, but after a
while, it takes me a while».

? Present experiences

The vast majority of the young people interviewed claim
that, at the time of this research, they are going through a
good, or quite a good, period of their life, although many say
that they have faced negative events recently.

These negative events largely concern situations of mourn-
ing such as the death of loved ones (grandparents or un-
cles/aunts), loss situations which, however, are often associ-
ated with transformation processes:

«Obviously, as I said before, the death of my father. But
other things too, maybe smaller things, I mean... changing life
from one school to another. I’m still having difficulty leading a
different life. I used to keep different hours, I had different
things to do, I lived in a completely different environment; I left
from one day to the next. Maybe in my mind I didn’t think ‘it’s
hard’ but in my unconscious I found it really difficult. And then
I spent all summer in Rome working, delivering pizzas, it was
really tiring».;

«This period at University has put me under quite a lot of
stress. Not knowing what I’m going to do has put me under
stress. There are a lot of people who don’t know what to do. I
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knew what to do but they wouldn’t let me do it. The limited en-
trance to University threw me! (laughs). And then there was
the death of my grandmother, everything at the same time»;

«Two years ago a friend of mine died whilst riding her mo-
ped. It was a terrible thing, really, because you hear that these
things happen but you never expect that it could happen to a
friend of yours. Then one day my best friend at that time came
to school and confessed something that nobody knew: that her
brother had also died in a moped accident and she had changed
schools deliberately so as not to have the compassion because
everybody said to her all the time ‘poor thing, poor thing’ Then,
okay, there was something else, something very nice because a
friend of ours, another scout, became pregnant, unfortunately,
because she wasn’t expecting it. However, she decided to keep
the baby and she got married and that was something that
raised my spirits because there was a death but there was a birth
too».

Positive events are of various kinds: often situations of
change are described such as moving on from the middle
school to the high school, the birth of a sister or brother or
rediscovering the relationship with a parent:

«I changed schools. In the middle school I felt lonely but now
I’ve got lots of friends»;

«I wasn’t expecting it any more but then my sister was born.
It was a nice surprise»;

«There was something else that involved me a lot, in a posi-
tive sense! Last year for the first time I went on a trip with my
father. It was really nice, I discovered aspects about him that I
didn’t know before!».
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? Relationship with studies

The young people interviewed expressed a positive evalua-
tion of their studying: 75% claim to be doing well at school or
University.

In particular, many of the adolescents are aware of being in
a period of rapid evolution as regards their studying commit-
ments:

«The relationship that boys and also girls have with studying
in general isn’t so great but after the first two years of the mid-
dle school, where I failed, I came back and I started to study.
And so I have never killed myself studying but I have always
had good marks, from seven to eight. When I did my school-
leaving exams I had an average mark of eight».

For young people studying is an occasion for discovery and
exploration:

«I’m interested in the new subjects like philosophy, tech-
nics, science…I’m very good at them»;

«In my studies I’m curious about everything that’s new».

Several of those interviewed point out that when they move
on from the secondary school to University, they live through
intense expectations about the future and their progress,
which shows rather a demanding way of relating to studying:

«I see University in a different way. The secondary school is
something you do for a general education whereas at University
there is a different concept of studying. You have to be profes-
sional in that field, you have to be the best. I have to know the
subject inside out, I have to study and I have to stay at the high-
est level. There mustn’t be anyone above me, or at least they
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must be like me, at least in terms of knowledge»;

«I realise that as I grow I have to work more. Things become
more complex and it’s really hard!».

? Relationship with free time

The young people interviewed seem to be quite involved in
hobbies or sports activities but do not seem particularly inter-
ested in any associations of any kind, with the exception of the
scouts.

Practically no reference is made to social or political inter-
ests.

The majority of adolescents seem to use their free time in a
constructive way to explore themselves and their surround-
ings:

«I dedicate my free time completely to sport. I like skiing and
surfing and I’ve tried horse riding. This summer I was teaching
children to surf: I had to unload the surf boards, prepare the
sails and I worked for two hours, but this enabled me afterwards
to have a surf board of my own and to go surfing for an hour…
free»;

«In my free time I like reading very much, I go to the gym
and go jogging. Also I work as a volunteer at the Red Cross.
And then, sometimes, I go and help old people, again as vol-
untary service and then I go to the church hall to organise
children’s activities and then I study».

The latter example seems to highlight a hyperactive oper-
ating style. However, from the general sense of the interview it
is noticeable how the activities mentioned are the expression
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of good contact with reality, in line with a harmonious evolu-
tionary process. An exasperated activity, on the other hand, is
indicated in the following example:

«I play the guitar, I write songs, I’ve got to do an audition.
Once, I was in love with the theatre, then my passion left me
and I don’t know if it was a passion or just a whim. I began do-
ing theatre in September. I did a month and then there was an
audition and I wasn’t chosen. I did theatre for a year and I felt
very good. I thought I was good but evidently I was wrong. I
also tried to be an extra. I applied to the RAI for the programme
‘A place in the sun’.

«As for sports I do everything and nothing: I’m good at
nearly everything but I’ve never devoted myself to one sport.
I’ve started to do canoeing. I’d like to do lots of things!».

This description illustrates the wandering from one activity
to another without being able to identify an authentic interest
clearly, as if the purpose of the action were to fill an inner
feeling of emptiness.

Other young people, on the other hand, point out that they
are not able to use their free time in a profitable way: they are
rather reserved and do not carry out an explorative activity:

«Anyway in my free time I do hardly anything. I’m very lazy,
I like listening to music»;

«It’s a bit of an empty period but every now and then I play
football, volleyball, whatever there is».

2. Relationship with peers

In general, the majority of the young people interviewed
claim to enjoy a good relationship with people of the same
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age: to have many friends, classmates and from other contexts,
and to have a least one group of friends to make reference to.

In particular, the adolescents place importance on the be-
haviour of the group in which, although there are special
friendships, the collective aspect dominates and things are
done «together»:

«We have a group of friends, we all play volleyball and then
we meet up in the afternoon for a couple of hours… then we
go home and study. Then we meet up on Sundays. These are
people that I’ve know since I was little and who I’ve grown up
with. Now I have a good friendship with a schoolmate from
the grammar school»;

«We usually all go out together on Saturday night. We have
a whale of a time».

A greater independence from the group, or the ability to be
together with others in a more articulate and differentiated
way, is displayed among the older people interviewed:

«I have a one group of friends basically. We’re a group.
And then sometimes we split up and meet up with other
groups, sometimes other people enter our group».

Entering or leaving a group can, especially for the younger
adolescents, form a disturbing element for the existing bal-
ance; for the older people interviewed, on the other hand, it
appears to be more a physiological element:

«We had some problems towards New Years Eve because a
friend of ours didn’t want to come with us to celebrate and so
they excluded him, let’s say. He is, perhaps, my best friend
but he had the wrong attitude saying that he wanted to go
somewhere else and not with us. The thing I didn’t like is that
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afterwards the friends in our group didn’t want him back any
more. If he wanted to come back with us he had to apologise
and ask to be accepted back and I didn’t like that because
we’ve been together for years and you can’t exclude him in
that way for something stupid, for something that the others
wouldn’t accept»;

«Now I’ve got another group. Until last year it would have
been a problem because I used to go out with them. And then,
of course, my mates started going out with younger girls, as
always happens, and so we joined the university students’
group».

Most of those interviewed claim to have a special friendship
which began in childhood or more recently.

Among the older young people this special friendship tends
to last for a long time and, even when changes or separations
take place, these are tolerated and do not compromise the
friendship:

«And now the fact that University has started, and then he’s
started going out with a girl, and so I haven’t heard from him
for a while, but he’s still a very good friend».

Most of the interviewees say they have a boyfriend or girl-
friend but seem more interested to indicate this presence or
absence than to describe the type of relationship in more de-
tail:

«There’s a girl, she doesn’t come from here. We’ve been to-
gether for nearly a year. Different events have happened»;

«I haven’t at the moment but I’ve had girlfriends. Yes, I
mean, on holiday»;
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«No, we had an argument a few weeks ago».

3. Relationship with adults

Most of those interviewed describe a good relationship with
parents, and with adults in general, although there is a con-
flictual aspect, typical of this age.

At times the young people describe an idealised relation-
ship with their parents:

«I have an amazing relationship with my Dad. I’m in love
with him, he’s my ideal of a man, really. I admire him for every-
thing he does and has done».

Others describe satisfactory relations:

Fine, with Mum fine, with my Dad things are very good as
we see each other twice a week and so when we’re together we
get on well. Of course with my Mum there are some problems
but for stupid things like ‘tidy your room’ etc., but things are
good»;

«Because my parents trust me. If I ask for something they
know that I need it and that there’s a precise reason and so
they help me as far as they can».

Other times decidedly difficult relationships are described:

«They make me feel more to blame. And so I got angry, I
went mad….

Then there was an incredible row and I heard my grandma
say that she was afraid that I would have a nervous break-
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down».

The young people interviewed, however, show that they are
also able to come into contact with the feelings of others
(parents/adults) and to take these into account in the relation-
ship:

«This year I’ve seen that…perhaps I’ve grown up, I don’t
know… and I’ve see that Dad feels bad about it, and so it
makes no sense only making him feel bad (because I like
making him feel bad). And so for the last few months I’ve
been trying to please him, and it’s hard. In fact, every now and
again we end up arguing because he doesn’t notice my efforts.
My mother is happy that I’m trying to argue less, that maybe
when I come back from school I call him and say ‘hello Dad’,
I tell him how school was, since we see each other only for an
hour in the evening because he works a lot. I think, that things
are going better, he seems to be happier now»;

«before it was worse because we argued for trivial things,
them my mother wasn’t so well for a time. She had an illness
which then passed. From then on we have all been a bit
calmer, except that I’m not exactly so calm … but it’s okay,
fairly good».
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Part three

Adolescents with risky behaviour

1. Nine adolescents who run risks

The nine young people (3 for each city involved in the re-
search), chosen as they have in common a specific tendency to
run risks, are different in age, sex, social class, lifestyle and
type of risky behaviour.

Given the small sample size, the aim of the meeting with
these people was not to draw general conclusions; neverthe-
less, the results of the interviews introduced us to very signifi-
cant and interesting material, and not only because stories
were entrusted to us in which young lives come into contact
with danger and death, but because the topics which emerged
offer a starting point for further consideration which we be-
lieve to be fundamental to direct new research and specific
projects for prevention therapy.

We have analysed the material trying, first of all, to detect
any analogies and differences in the relationship that these
young people have with risk.

1.A Aspects in common:Risky behaviour and life stories

The first element in common that all the interviews empha-
sised is that risky behaviour is included consistently in the
story of their existence and is fully part of the life story and
life style.
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In theory, a fact of this kind – especially for the experts in
this field – should appear obvious and predictable. However,
in reality, when faced with extreme behaviour and with an ex-
plicitly self-injuring value, we all tend to defend ourselves by
hoping to find the signs of a sort of external fortuitousness.

In short, we would like to say that one runs risks a little by
chance and that if, for example, Giorgio (one of our nine in-
terviewees) fell from the fifth floor while he was performing
stunts on the windowsill during a party «So as to be at the cen-
tre of attention …, nothing more», it was exactly as he says:
«nothing more» than young recklessness, perhaps a little
heightened by having drunk too much or smoked something.
The fact is we would like to think that if this event happened
it is because Giorgio, in that particular moment, was not him-
self, but listening to this story does not allow us to trivialise
the incident and to add fuel to this defensive illusion: the few
seconds in which the critical event occurred, the fall from the
fifth floor, speak in reality of a ‘catastrophe’ that was always
predictable and that is still relevant to the present.

Meanwhile we learn that many other times Giorgio, during
parties, used to show off by doing these tests of courage: «I
used to do handstands on the other side of the balcony rail-
ings…», but it is not only this; Giorgio’s existential situation
has been very critical for some time: he is not able to free him-
self from his dependence on idealised parental figures: «My fa-
ther is able to do everything; even if I were able to get a degree,
what would it mean compared to him?» and conflictual paren-
tal figures: «I hate my mother because I am similar to her in
every way and I cannot avoid clashing»; he does not have any
friends, or a girlfriend; his studies are going very badly and he
has changed university faculty several times: «I have a mobile
university career…, a bit up and down…» and, to conclude, he
does not have any interests of any kind, nor do any tension re-
garding his plans or an aim emerge.

This empty and desperate condition is much more serious
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in that it is denied: the feelings of inferiority: «I’m shy, I’m
ugly…, I have no will…» are indeed continually disguised by
an attitude of denial: «I’m not very interested in having
friends…» tinged with frankly arrogant shades: «I’m a hot-
head…, I love a high standard of living…, I’m an exaggerated
exhibitionist…».

Also in his way of telling us his story, slightly excited, the
need to disguise his depression emerges. Two lexical elements
are particularly striking. The first is the recurrent and scornful
expression: «I’m fed up!». This expression punctuates the
whole interview and censures his relationship with people of
his age, with girls, teachers, parents and prevention cam-
paigns; only in regard to his fall from the fifth floor, which
might have understandably led to his feeling ‘fed up’, is the
term not used and the many injuries he suffered, still evident,
are cancelled by the expression: «Would you believe me if I
told you that I didn’t hurt myself at all? I just cracked a verte-
bra».

The second significant lexical figure is the mask: his re-
counting of the critical episode, the party during which his
display on the windowsill occurs, full of detail and effect,
clearly intended to strike the listener, reveals the problematic
core of his denial, exactly because of its detail: «I went to that
party wearing fancy dress…»; «I was very happy with the cos-
tume I’d managed to find…»; «I was told that if I didn’t die it
was thanks to the costume that I was wearing which acted like a
parachute…». Indeed, despite his repeated failures, Giorgio
remains rooted to his life-saving «hot-head’s mask».

Depressive elements, that are very slight and which are im-
mediately denied, appear in the background of his story and
contrast with the statement: «That evening I was very happy»;
the fact that after that party he had a date with a girl «And
perhaps I was afraid of what would have happened…» and the
fact that «Probably, if I hadn’t fallen, I wouldn’t have passed
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that year at university…».

Aspects in common: Risk and (un)awareness

The literature on this subject (see the introduction: «Young
people and risk: ambiguity and paradox») agrees in stressing
that in adolescence, thanks to cognitive maturity, risk is usu-
ally clearly known.

Our group of nine young people generally confirms this
statement: they all know that certain behaviour modes are
dangerous, although the more one approaches personal expe-
rience, the less clear the notion of risk seems to be.

The common fact that we considered most interesting is in-
deed the split between abstract consciousness and real aware-
ness.

A certain unawareness of the meaning of risky behaviour is
therefore a common fact, although it is expressed in different
degrees and ways.

Maria, for example, who has promiscuous and unprotected
sexual relationships, knows she should use a condom but
states: «I don’t care. I don’t think about it. I just take care not
to get pregnant…at least».

On the opposite extreme we find the observation of Al-
berto who seems inclined to start to wonder about the sense
of running risks but who stops wondering with the unsatisfac-
tory justification that he is ‘absent-minded’: «I don’t know if in
me there were any reasons not to fasten the harness…, of
course…I realise that climbing is a bit of a risky activity for me
because I’m…an absent-minded person …».
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One special way of administering the separation between
abstract consciousness and real awareness is to use rationalisa-
tion.

Gianni, for example, reasons that ‘the more one risks, the
less one risks’: «When you’re at your best you know what
you’re doing, you’re very concentrated and you don’t run
risks…The same for world champion Valentino Rossi, when
he’s at his best and in first place he never falls… It’s not me that
says so, other people say it!».

Dario also resorts to this mechanism: «…so as not to slow
down, and to understand if a car was coming from some other
direction…I turned off the lights…».

Aspects in common: Risk and other people

A further element in common to the nine people inter-
viewed emerges from the assessment of other people’s influ-
ence on risky behaviour, in particular the influence that the
peer group, parental figures and society in general have.

a) Risk and the peer group

All of those interviewed agree that when in a group one
risks more:

because of the need to feel like the others

Maria, for example, suffered greatly from loneliness in her
early adolescence: «At school they used to avoid me…»; now
she goes around «with wasters» and, regarding her having
promiscuous sexual relationships, says: «I feel up to it,…at
least I do something like other people»;
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because in groups one feels less afraid

Alberto: «I think that in company you risk a lot…because
when you’re alone there’s the element of fear which is a strong
deterrent… but very often in groups you do things that…»;

because the group encourages imitation

Bruno: «I’m thinking about my experiences with a group of
friends when I associated with boys who were bigger than me
and I found myself in situations that were bigger than me…»;

because peers exert pressure which is difficult to oppose

Franca: «The group definitely has an influence…if near you
there are people who take drugs…, who drink…I don’t
know,…if someone says to you ‘try!’, you can say no once but in
the end you might fall for it…».

b) Risk and parental figures

Parents and adults with a parental function are considered
by all the young people interviewed to have no influence at all
on risky behaviour:

because they do not know

Gianni: «As I’m the youngest child I’ve been given a bit of
freedom...and so sometimes I’ve gone too far…, in my opinion
my parents have never known about these experiences (drug
taking)…»;

because they do not want to know
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Carlo: «… My father…my father knows about the trains (on
which Carlo paints) but it’s as if he didn’t know….Anyway,
they leave the choice to me, I mean, they realise that I’d do it
even if they told me not to…»;

because their authority is not recognised

Maria: «…My mother shouts at me all the time …; And
what about her? Doesn’t she think about what she does?…She’s
never there, she always comes back late, I think she’s got a
man…»;

because their competence is not recognised

Dario: «… My parents are quite old…they’ll be over fifty.
They live in another world. They don’t know anything about us
young people…»;

Gianni: «Three years ago they spoke about Aids at school in
a meeting about sexuality. The teacher knew less about it than
the kids…».

c) Risk and society

Also in this area all the interviewees think that society does
not have valid tools for prevention and help.

Some of them appreciate the information campaigns,
although their effectiveness is considered only theoretical.

Franca: «Giving information is certainly positive but, as I
have been through it too…, I think it is not enough…. I mean
from a rational point of view, you understand, you know…but
from a practical point of view…».
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Gianni: «Knowing things is useful, but how can I trust
them? I mean, I trust them but I want to try. If I try, if I take
drugs, that way I know what it is, I know it’s bad for you…».

Most of them have a decidedly aggressive attitude towards
information.

Alberto: «You don’t get anything by frightening people…I
think that very little is obtained by informing people in this
way… I distance myself and I carry on doing what I’ve always
done».

Maria: «Adults judge…they make me want to do the oppo-
site…!».

Giorgio: «Information? It’s all boring things. You run the
risk of arriving at the opposite extreme. An information cam-
paign that’s too pounding drives you to say: ‘Enough. I’m fed
up! The more you tell me I mustn’t, the more I’ll do it’».

Inevitability of risk

Neither peers, nor parents, nor society in general (as illus-
trated above) can, therefore, help a young person to risk less;
but can the protagonists of risky behaviour do anything for
themselves?

Once again the answer is ‘no’; the young people that we in-
terviewed say, albeit in different ways, that they do not have
the tools to risk less:

because risky behaviour gives relief to suffering

Maria: «It’s easy to say: ‘Don’t risk!’ You have to try feeling
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bad first and then it would be interesting to see…»;

because it drives fear away

Gianni: «It was a challenge because if I was able to do it, as I
was, the fear passed. If I hadn’t been able to do it, because I was
afraid, I’d have put my motorbike away in the garage…»;

because reason is fragile

Franca: «You know everything about any kind of risk: drugs,
Aids…, but it frightens me a little that your instinct gets the
better of you…»;

Alberto: «…I’d like to say that it would be possible to risk
less but, unfortunately, it’s not like that…. I’m…an absent-
minded person»;

because of the need to feel at the centre of attention

Dario: «…There’s always that desire to show off which, in
the end, makes you do stupid things»;

because risk depends on external factors

Giorgio: «They say that young people have accidents, but
why?…Yes, they were a bit drunk…, but if you make roads
wider, maybe nobody will die».

It is important to note that often in these young people’s
stories the subject of the risky act, the person who carries out
the action, is not the ‘I’ of the narrator but «challenge»,
«instinct», «the desire to show off».
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Therefore, when talking about risk they emphasise, even by
their use of syntactical construction, that risk is a sort of
‘thrust’ of which the individual is not the promoter, but rather
by which he/she is affected.

1.B Differences

Significant differences emerge.

Aim of risk

Two risk modes emerged in the group of nine adolescents
(apart form the dangerousness of the behaviour): one aimed at
realising quite a precise and conscious purpose and another in
which the behaviour mode cannot be associated to any end at
a ‘conscious level’ and appears as a true leap in the dark.

a) When one risks for something

Alberto, for example, faces his trips high in the mountains
as real training: «Climbing in the mountains is an activity that I
started two or three years ago and that I’ve been doing seriously
for a year…»; and explains: «There (high in the mountains) it’s
more dangerous, there are more risks, the ropes, snap links;
and… it is more frightening…; it takes training, especially psy-
chological training». In the seriousness of this undertaking ap-
pears the hope that overcoming the real fears of the climb can
also help to conquer the more indistinct fears of life: «I believe
it is an activity that gives you very much…, it’s a big lesson of
life that helps you and that can be applied to any situation…».
In Alberto’s story, furthermore, (see Enclosure 7: «Three sto-
ries of young people who run risks») the challenge of fear and
the need to overcome his limits appear to be evidently con-
nected with the eternal competition with his father: «I never
let the opportunity slip to go against him, to challenge him in
action…but then I feel bad about it, but it’s an emotion I can’t
resist».
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Similarly, in the story told by Carlo (who is a passionate
‘writer’), the aim of the risky behaviour is described very
clearly. Carlo describes two types of risk: one which is absurd
and is an end unto itself, which is not for him: «Driving fast for
the sake of driving fast, I don’t understand it…»; and one
which is necessary in order to reach an important goal: «There
are things it’s worth risking for…I risk only so as to paint…and
so, in a certain sense, I risk so as to express myself». And he ex-
plains: «Painting has helped me to grow…it’s a question of ex-
pressing myself, of leaving my mark…it’s helped me, it’s really
saved me!».

b) When one runs risks for the sake of running risks

We do not want to say that in these cases risk is devoid of
sense (certainly legible on an unconscious level) but rather
that risky behaviour is not linked to a conscious aim but ap-
pears to be a generic, and equally alarming, leap in the dark.

Franca, for example, seems immersed in a haze that makes
everything and everyone vague and homogeneous. Nothing in
her life takes on a specific prominence and, as a consequence,
risk too appears to be a generic ‘taking the plunge’ with no
other aim but to escape from the present: «One risks so as to
try to change something…. I say: ‘I don’t know, maybe I’ll
try…, then we’ll see how it ends up’…. One takes the plunge
hoping for better things»; «A young person thinks less and takes
the plunge more….. He thinks less about the consequences that
there can be…».

Along the same lines is Luigi: «I had no experience of the
river and I didn’t feel in good shape, but I decided to take the
plunge….Then later I thought a lot about it and I understood
that when I left I was having one of my spells…».

Also Giorgio, although in a more excited tone, sees risk as a
non-specific and aimless urge, «Without risk there is no
spur…. There has to be a stimulus, a spur that takes you to the
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limit».

What the «better things», that Franca hopes for and the
«stimulus» and «limit» to which Giorgio refers, are is very dif-
ficult to define. However, Franca and Giorgio also have great
difficulty in defining, or simply describing, themselves.

An interesting variant on this way of testing risk as a ‘leap
in the dark’ is that of risk in the sense of fun, an innocent and
commonly-used term but one which implies distancing one-
self, being taken away from oneself, and perhaps even the risk
of losing one’s way.

Gianni: «Young people have to have fun, they need enjoy-
ment».

Giorgio: «If there’s no risk, there’s no fun».

Bruno: Having fun grabs you, it gets you and… you don’t
think about anything else»; and further: «Young people of my
age do things without thinking, for nothing, I mean…they en-
joy themselves».

An example of how the ‘leap in the dark’ and ‘fun’ intersect
tragically emerges in Dario’s story of the critical incident: At
night, I was on my brother’s motorbike, without a crash helmet.
There was a friend of mine with me and we were going to have
some fun in a disco. At a junction, so as not to slow down, and
to understand if a car was coming from some other direction, I
turned off the lights. I thought that if I didn’t see the headlights
of other cars no one would be coming out and so I went through
the junction without slowing down. A car arrived from the
right. I braked and bent the motorbike but the back wheel
went…».
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What running risking means

The term ‘risk’ evoked three types of association in the nine
young people interviewed:

risk as danger, risk as a challenge and risk as excitement.
Also in this case we can identify two different types in sub-
stance: one subgroup which perceives danger, fear and chal-
lenge quite clearly, and a subgroup which seems to seek
mostly excitement.

a) Risk, danger and fear

The feeling of fear and danger dominate the scene in the
whole of the story told by Alberto who raises fear to real exal-
tation: Fear is a natural emotion but which is outlawed by our
society…one tries to eliminate it…, but a person without fear is
a person who is too dangerous for themselves…»; and later:
Riding a moped in town is very dangerous. It’s frightening, you
can die…I always wear a crash helmet and I try to remember all
the time that I’m at risk…».

Along the same lines Bruno says: You can never be too
afraid…the proverb says so… ‘The more afraid you are, the
more careful you are’».

Fear is, therefore, a component of risk that can be experi-
enced consciously and used as protection from danger, as an
ally.

However, not always can the voice of fear be heard so
clearly because ‘fear makes you afraid’ too.

Maria for example who is perpetually on the run from her-
self and indeed defines herself as a person who goes around»
says very clearly that there is fear but she does not want to feel
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it: Perhaps I have so much fear that I pretend it isn’t there…».

For Bruno: Fear is always there, maybe you can refuse to
admit it…but it’s always there».

Also Gianni, in remembering the motorbike accident in
which his cousin died, recalls his fear as something to elimi-
nate at all costs: After that accident I used to ride very
slowly…I was scared shitless…and then I said: ‘Enough!’. I
took a long bend very fast. It was a challenge and the fear
passed».

Bruno takes a middle position: When I dived in (he de-
scribes a dangerous point in which the sea-bed is shallow and
there are rocks – ‘I’m the only one who dives in head first there
because it’s quite dangerous’) the first few times I was
afraid…but then the more you repeat it the more the fear disap-
pears…the more confidence you gain»; and tends to project
fear externally, onto the others: Every time I fall from my mo-
ped I don’t let it affect me. Perhaps some people get a bit fright-
ened…».

b) Risk, challenge, competition

As for the feeling of danger, also the sensation of challenge
is more or less evident but always present in risk.

There is risking which is a total challenge, a sort of rebel-
lion against ‘everything’.

For example Bruno: Maybe, I don’t know, you get that feel-
ing of anger with the whole world, perhaps in that moment
you’re on edge and you say…the world stinks and nothing goes
right for you, maybe you go out and immediately do something
dangerous».

Alberto: …I think there’s an element of rebellion. I see ac-
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tivities…that are a bit risky and I see that it’s a criticism of soci-
ety…a desire to break the common mould, to reject the
rules…».

Then there is a more specific challenge, aimed at parents or
representatives of authority.

For example Maria: To have control of the situation, I decide
whether to come or go, whether to screw or not, where and with
whom. To rebel against the world: I’ll make those shitty parents
pay and also the boss at work, she’s an idiot who cleans floors
all day….They haven’t protected me and so I’ll do as I see fit: a
controlled risk».

Carlo: The guards are like that…if they catch you…it de-
pends who catches you. You can find the one who gives you a
good dressing-down for four hours, or the one who’s fanatical,
who wants to lay down the law, who wants to dominate…, but
they’ve hardly ever caught me…although in the end the guards
always arrive».

But the challenge is also with oneself.

Bruno: When you’ve overcome your fear and you’re able to
do it (diving head first in a dangerous place)…you feel
stronger, more self-confident».

Giorgio: Running risks is a way of proving something. You
say: ‘Yes, this is dangerous’, but I have to prove something to
myself more than to others…that’s the way it is….»

Maria: Risk is a challenge: let’s see who’s cleverer; since eve-
rybody has taken me in and they still do, let’s see if I can take
the others in sometimes….»
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It is interesting to note that, apart from these different lev-
els, the challenge never takes on any ideological significance
and this, in our opinion, is a characteristic (see introduction)
that is very distinctive of today’s young people.

c) Risk and excitement

While the feeling of fear and the desire for a challenge can,
and often do, go together (because after all the challenge is to
overcome one’s fear), risk as a non-specific search for
‘excitement’ annuls fear and ignores the challenge; seeking ex-
citement seems to be an attempt to satisfy a deeper and more
general need: the basic need to stimulate oneself and to «feel
good».

Maria says with concise clearness: I can’t stand emptiness, it
causes me to panic. I need excitement so as not to feel the emp-
tiness. When I do these things (chance, unprotected sexual in-
tercourse), I feel it, otherwise I’m dead inside».

Franca thinks along the same lines. Risk is a stimulus that
opposes depression: When I go through a moment of complete
apathy and I really have no more stimuli…I summon up the
courage to do certain things …it’s useful so as to feel it more,
maybe it’s a bit of fear, pain, emotion…perhaps also the desire
to throw things into disorder…, the desire to escape, to escape
from the humdrum; it’s then that you run risks».

For Giorgio, too, an important element of risk seems to be
the search for a more perceivable feeling of oneself and the
world: One runs risks in order to feel alive, to commit yourself.
Without risk less care would be given to things…».

Excitement, therefore, as a stimulus so as to feel things
more, but also as an anaesthetic: The excitement of risk, says
Gianni, increases your adrenalin and makes you forget your
fear».
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Or just like a drug: Carlo seems to be fascinated by the ex-
citement connected with adrenalin: I’d like to try things like
parachuting, as an experience, once….But then of course maybe
it becomes an obsession, because you get these shots of adrena-
lin. It must be fantastic…».
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Part four

Final considerations

1. Experience of the focus groups

Most participants gave a positive assessment of the experi-
ence because it enabled them to talk about the topic of risk
for the first time, or in a deeper way than usual, even though
the group was defined as a new and ‘strange’ experience, but a
productive one:

Generally we don’t speak much about risk: about why you do
it but not about the consequences, we only speak superficially»;
Things have come out that we wouldn’t have thought about if
we hadn’t had the opportunity to speak about it»; «I thought it
was a kind of interview but it was a dialogue, a comparison. It
gave rise to a very thorough debate on the matter, although even
more could have been done: the subject of risk is a very wide
topic and cannot be dealt with in a simple way»; I was happy
with it. There was a lot of freedom of expression which is the
most important thing. And I don’t usually talk much about
these subjects»; It was strange because you meet people you
don’t know and the first thing you do is to talk about important
things. You usually start with ‘what do you do? What sports do
you play?’. But here we started immediately with things that
you discuss when the other person is a friend»; We have had
that exchange of views that it’s difficult to have with your nor-
mal friends. With them it happens once in a while and you can’t
talk about it completely».

Taking part in the group work gave the young people the
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confirmation that they are able to express themselves about a
difficult subject, that they can overcome their insecurity and
the fear of comparison or ‘abnormality’, that they can listen to
others or, at last, be listened to, that they ‘count’; but also that
they can transform their point of view through common focus
groups:

It was interesting to realise that this subject is within every-
one’s reach; I understood a lot of things that were not clear to
me; At first they were new faces but then after we had been
speaking for five minutes it felt like we had known each other
all our lives; It’s been a good experience because you speak
about these things with people you already know. But when
you’re there things come out that you don’t expect and that help
you to consider the question; I like this way of speaking. It’s in-
teresting to hear other people; I liked it because I was able to
find out what other people think about things that occur to us;
It has been a very special experience. Sitting round a table in a
circle creates a different atmosphere because there is, necessarily,
a person facing you, something which doesn’t normally happen;
Initially I was afraid of what the others might think about my
way of life but then there was a good dialogue, a meet-
ing/exchange between people with different ideologies. But
what I appreciated the most was someone listening to me; I saw
that these people sometimes shared other people’s ideas, and
other times they didn’t, as I do. I saw that it’s normal and so I
was willing to speak; Yes, it opened a dialogue, we were able to
speak, our embarrassment disappeared at once. In fact, for one
question we were given a quarter of an hour and we spoke for
about an hour; At the start I wasn’t sure because I only knew
the people by sight, but once we started talking I no longer
thought about who I had opposite me but what they said and I
appreciated them; It’s nice helping people to carry out research
or prevention; I liked the usefulness that there can be in analys-
ing adolescence in these troubled periods. With all this technol-
ogy I’m happy if our situation, in its small way, can be re-valued
into something bigger; It’s been useful as a social question; The
group has been a good experience and I think that the same
thing could also be done with people considered to be at risk,
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not to leave them in a ghetto; I’d always thought of risk as an
individual thing. In the group, thanks to the others, I under-
stood that the context exists; I used to think that all those peo-
ple who risked a lot were Martians but now I understand that it
isn’t true.

The adolescents, as can be seen, felt at ease with group
work which was not particularly structured and which was de-
termined in common with the others during the course of the
activity. From this point of view the story (Enclosure 6) con-
taining the ‘ecstasy’ stimulus was criticised in part by the
young people interviewed because, as it was too linked to re-
cent events in the news, it hindered their ability to express
themselves freely, thus confirming the adolescents’ doubts
about certain aspects of prevention that we explained earlier.

The little story about ecstasy was fun, although I’d rather
that we hadn’t spoken about this after someone died because of
this, because drugs have existed for a long time and this topic
mustn’t be discussed only when something sensational happens.
It would be necessary to understand the causes of it; I didn’t like
the story about ecstasy because it was too limited and closed. It
led you to write certain words. It wasn’t free. However, I liked
the risk scale a lot.

2. The group of the 48 «normal» people

The adolescents in the sample have made it possible to
highlight an articulate system of shared ideas fantasies and
emotions, both in the group work and the individual inter-
views, which represent:

risk as an unstable and vague concept with the function of
organising different and various meanings;

risk behaviour modes as on a ‘continuum’: between consid-
eration without action and action without thinking; between
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control (that makes events predictable) and the lack of control
(which exposes one to unpredictability); between relinquish-
ing a relationship with other people and its dogmatic accep-
tance; between banality and exceptionality; between conven-
tional ‘normality’ and challenge, a symbol of ‘non-
conformism’ or ‘abnormality’.

These young people waver between the two different sides
but seem to succeed in not being at the ends of the
‘continuum’, although, in various situations, at the cost of
considerable effort. They show, therefore, that they have a ge-
neric «tolerance» or «inclination» towards risk, a physiologi-
cal need to test new possibilities, but rarely do they put genu-
inely risky behaviour modes into practice.

The predominant mechanism behind the most risky be-
haviour modes is of a conflictual type, that is, one risks in or-
der to «prove» something, to overcome one’s limits and widen
one’s field of action so as to «overcome weakness».

Secondly, and in accordance with the above, the young
people interviewed clearly express the difficulty in discrimi-
nating between risk as a positive element giving structure to
one’s personal identity and risk as a negative element, remov-
ing this structure, which makes movement on the ‘continuum’
above difficult and, sometimes, distressing. This difficulty is
consistent with the high degree of phase-specific ambivalence
between keeping the family reference setting, typical of child-
hood, and the final adoption of a personal style, typical of the
adult age.

The young people interviewed stress that they use the peer
group as the predominant reference system for adopting or
avoiding risky behaviour but appreciate the help of competent
adults who are able to give them support in their effort to find
their bearings among various choices, and that they become
involved with them in the elaboration of the meanings of their
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experiences. However, they criticise, at times harshly, those
adults who remain absent or are present only when passing
moralistic judgement.

Furthermore, these young people tend to represent preven-
tion, as it is carried out at present, as the exclusive prerogative
of the adult world. This world seems to propose pre-packed
concepts and models of life which one can only accept, and
therefore promotes a break with young people’s way of living
and conceiving the world. Young people, however, display a
marked sensitivity towards prevention, exploiting the positive
aspects, suggesting changes and modification, and criticising
the useless and non-functional aspects.

3.  The group with the nine people with risky behaviour

The group of the nine young people with risky behaviour
has proved to have many elements in common: risk expresses
essential aspects of the person and his/her story; none of the
interviewees risks «by accident»; risk is well known to all of
them but there is a division between theoretical consciousness
and real awareness. In the presence of peers, in a group, one
risks much more, whereas parents and society in general can
do nothing effective to help young people to risk less; how-
ever, just as much an illusion is hoping to find the means to
avoid danger within oneself.

On this basis the first ‘dramatic’ conclusion to be drawn is
that risk is considered unanimously to be inevitable. This sub-
stantially fatalistic position is certainly alarming but it under-
lines the importance of reconsidering prevention and pro-
posing it as an occasion to make the interested party an active
part of the project.

Important differences have also emerged in the group:
leaving aside the greater or lesser type of risk, two different
risk styles can be identified: one can risk for something, to re-
alise an aim, or one can «risk for risk’s sake», in conformity
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with a way that we have defined «a leap in the dark». A sec-
ond significant difference is in the conception of risk as
«danger», as a «challenge» or as a «source of excitement»:
where the feelings of fear and challenge predominate, risky
behaviour appears to be linked to conflictual elements and to
the need to overcome one’s limits thanks to this action. In
those cases in which risk is sought as a source of excitement, it
seems that the young people are talking about a structural
void and the attempt to satisfy the need to stimulate oneself so
as to feel alive.

In summary, two fundamental typologies emerge: there are
those who risk out of the need to assert themselves and to feel
better, more acceptable, and those who risk because risking is
the only way of living, of feeling alive.

4.  Differences and common elements between the two
groups

There seem to emerge some important differences between
the «normal» adolescents and those who adopt risky behav-
iour:

risk is conceived by both as a challenge, danger, source of
excitement and fate. However, in the case of the «normal»
sample the predominant association (and consequent risk
style) is with the challenge and danger1, whereas for the other
nine the prevailing relationship is with fate and with risk as a
source of excitement, useful to fill a void;

for the «normal» adolescents the most feared risks are those
that involve a loss or break-up regarding relationships,
whereas the other nine indicate the risk that a «break-up»
might occur in themselves;

1 As can be seen from Table 1 on page 21.
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in the «normal» sample the division between theoretical
consciousness and real awareness is less evident: risky behav-
iour modes appear to be more in connection with adolescent
ambivalence and the respective conflicts;

in the «normal» sample a less close relationship emerges be-
tween risky behaviour and life stories, that is, with the trau-
matic events of the past.

Despite these differences, there are several points in com-
mon between the two samples. In their remarks the young
people point out that:

the roots of risky behaviour are deep and that one does not
run risks because of disinformation;

everything that sounds like a criticism, threat or indoctrina-
tion does not facilitate the introjection of a model of self-
protection and can even be counterproductive;2

ways of exploring experiences and meanings linked to risk
such as group discussions (that do not offer solutions but ask
questions, and in which the peer group is supported by a
competent adult) are considered by the young people inter-
viewed to be not only the most pleasant but also the most ef-
fective because they cause a process of active participation
and therefore encourage consideration, the only real protec-
tive factor against risky behaviour that is «released» in an in-
stinctive and automatic way.

The aim of our research was predominantly investigative
but, as is well known, no knowledge is given without entering

2 It is interesting to note that the young people assess prevention and its limits in a
consistent way with the researchers (see introduction to the research).
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into contact with, and modifying, the subject. In the course of
the interviews which, at times, especially in the case of those
people at risk, were emotionally intense, the young people in-
terviewed displayed interest and participation for a subject
which the majority of them had never considered in an organ-
ised way before.

Not only did they express favourable comments many times
but also they found it difficulty to stop the focus group and in-
terview activities which often lasted longer than the research-
ers had anticipated.

There have even been positive consequences: it was pointed
out that in certain cases this occasion for discussion helped
the young people to overcome a critical moment both in their
studies and their interpersonal relationships. This supports
our hope: to have given the young people the possibility to
observe themselves from a new viewpoint and to understand
themselves better.
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Appendix

The tools used

Enclosure 1 The focus Group

Operative and methodological procedure
? Activity stages ?
Aim
1. Reception and Introduction

Presentation of aims and structure of the meeting To establish the group as
«work group»
Introduction of participants to the group and analysis of expectation

2. Approach to the subject: representation of risk
- Collecting the image of risk with associative modalities To bring
out the various meanings of the word ‘risk’

first on an individual and then group level
To compare the opinions of individuals so as to assess the impor-
tance of the group on individual viewpoints and the levels of
independence

Choice of one or more words associated with the term ‘risk’
To verify the degree of homogeneousness and/or from a set

list differentiation of answers given by individuals to
( Enclosure 3 ) de-structured/structured stimuli

3. Investigation of the topic: representation of a person who
risks and the perception of risk

-Building-up of the story of a ‘person’ who risks and To bring to
the surface descriptions of the image of a contextualization of a
setting person who risks and his/her environment

(Enclosure 6)
Description of the socio-psychological characteristics To high-
light the distinctive elements of a person who of an invented
character risks in his/her outward and inward aspects

(Enclosure 6a)
Comparison and investigation in a group of individual ‘stories’ To
reveal the perception of individual and/or and analysis of the
various factors involved considered collective, predisposing
and/or precipitating most important by the group factors To
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highlight the choices/priorities of the elements which came to
out
Final consideration about the perception of the motivations

To verify the degree of homogeneousness and/or (why does
one risk?) and the situations in which one risks differentiation of
the answers given by individuals (when does one risk more?) to de-
structured/structured stimuli

(Enclosures 4 and 5 )
4. Conclusions and finishing

- Brief final summary of the experience together with the group
To summarize the meaning of the meeting from a group/individual
viewpoint To allow a period of consideration in order to elabo-
rate the conclusion of the experience

Enclosure 2 Semi-structured interview draft

Interviewer code……………….
Interviewee code……………….
? Group experience
How did you feel in the group in which you took part?
? Socio-personal data
Who do you live with?
What do your parents do?
Which school do you go to or what is your profession?
? Self-image
Let us speak about you. If you had to introduce yourself to someone, what would you
say about yourself?
How are things going at the moment?
Has there been anything in your life recently that you have become very involved in?
? Relationship with peers
What kind of relationship do you have with people of your age?
Do you associate only with your schoolmates?
Do you have friends that you see outside school?
Do you have a group of friends?
Do you have a special friendship?
In general are you satisfied with these relationships?
Do you have a boyfriend/girlfriend?
? Relationship with adults
How are things going in your family?
? Relationshp with studying
How are things at school/university/work going?
? Free time
What do you do in your free time?
Do you have any hobbies?
Do you practice any sports?
Do you attend any associations (cultural, religious, sports, etc)?
? Perception and assessment of risk
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We have already talked about this in the group but which behaviour modes do you
consider to be risky?
Do you ever do anything risky?
Can you think of a specific episode that concerns you or someone close to you?
Can you tell us what happened?
Were you/was he/she in a particular state of mind?
Did you/he/she know what you/he/she was/were risking?
Why did things turn out the way they did?
Did you/he/she foresee the consequences?
How did you/he/she feel afterwards?
What could have been avoided?
Did you/he/she discuss what happened with anyone?
Do you think that in the future you/he/she will risk more or less? Why?
You have spoken to us about how you see risk. In your opinion how do adults, for ex-
ample parents or teachers, assess risk?
? Level of information and assessment of risk prevention
Have you ever heard about, listened to or seen information or prevention campaigns
about risk?
Where?
About what type of risk?
Do you remember one of these campaigns in particular?
What do you think about it? What struck you about it?
Do you agree with the message?
Did it seem useful to you?
How long has it been since you saw or heard it?
? Other
Is there anything else you would like to add to what we have talked about?1

Enclosures 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 6a Stimulus-situations

Enclosure 3

Which of the following words, or other words, do you associate the word «risk» to?
Put a cross next to the word or words that you chose or write the
words that occur to you:

Adventure .........
Challenge .........
Fear     ......... Fate .........
Danger ......... Emptiness   .........
Courage ......... Transgression .........
Excitement ......... An invention of adults .........

1
For the nine adolescents with risky behaviour, who did not take part in the focus

groups, some questions aimed at exploring the concept of risk were added along with
the stimulus situations given to the other sample group (see Enclosures 3, 4, 5, 6).
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• ................................. ....................................................

Enclosure 4

In this list of motivations for which »one« runs risks, choose those
which convince you the most. Put a cross next to the one or ones that
you chose, or add others:

• Feeling up to something.........
• Fun     .........
• The need to be noticed .........
• Going against the stream .........
• Fighting fear .........
• Having the situation under control.........
•  Feeling part of the group .........
•  Feeling alive .........
•  Rebelling against the world.........
• .............................................................................
•  ..............................................................................

Enclosure 5

In this list of situations in which one risks, choose those that convince
you the most. Put a cross next to the one or ones that you chose, or
add others:
• In company .........
• Alone     .........
• When you feel down .........
• When you feel at your best .........
•  ..............................................................................
•  ..............................................................................

Enclosure 6

»Let’s make up a story«
Try to think of a person, give him/her a name, and age and a place to live.
The person is ...........................................................
and is called ...........................................................
He/she is ...........................................................years old
and lives ...........................................................
It’s Saturday night at about ...........................................................
when ...........................................................
enters a disco ...........................................................
Outside ...........................................................
He/She is alone or with ...........................................................
and feels ...........................................................
He/She has the impression that the others feel

...........................................................
He/She is drinking ...........................................................
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when he is invited to ....................................... ....................
an ecstasy pill by ...........................................................
He/She Decides to ...........................................................
How does his/her night continue?

Enclosure 6a

What characteristics does the person whose story you have told have? Describe him/her
by answering the question that you will be asked. Try to answer straight off without
thinking to much about it.
1. What does he/she do?
2. Is he/she happy with his/her life?
3. What do you know about his/her past?
4. What does he/she dream of?
5. Who does he/she associate with?
6. What does he/she represent for other people?
7. What feelings does he/she have?
8. How does he/she see his/her future?
9. In brief what do you think of this person?
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Literature on Risk in adolescence

Risk in adolescence
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tionship between adolescence and risk:
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of an action, may also refer to positive results.

Risk and development: In adolescence risk has a particular
function (such as the construction and the strengthening of
identity through exploration and the testing of ones’ limits
and resources), but it stops being physiological, taking on a
pathological connotation, when people put their lives and
those of others in danger: for example, the habitual use of
harmful drugs is a way the adolescent uses to escape from re-
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Risk Perception

This section includes research that deals with risk percep-
tion and risk knowledge, difference in risk perception in
adults and adolescents, and perception of some specific areas
of risk taking (HIV/AIDS, and dangerous driving).

Risk knowledge: the findings show that adolescents seem to
have quite a good knowledge of which types of behavior are
risky, but this knowledge is not integrated into their actual
behavior.

Adults and Adolescents: in adults risk perception seems to
be more coherent with their behavior, adolescents on the
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other hand seem to have some sort of unrealistic optimism
which makes them believe that «those things won’t happen to
me».
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perception seems to be mainly concentrated on these two as-
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second sense. The adoption of this perspective represents a
commitment to utilize the concept of risk –taking in a funda-
mental way—to explore it as a source for new approaches to un-
derstanding these adolescent behaviors and for generating dif-
ferent questions than have been asked in the past. Although not
all contributors deal explicitly with dysfunctional risk taking
during adolescence and young adulthood, all chapters contain
implications for research or intervention with adolescents.

3. Ragazzi senza tutela. Le opinioni di 11000 giovani. by S. Bisi
and G. Brunello (1995).
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The text presents an inquiry that the «Fondazione Cesar»
conducted on 11363 adolescents aged between 16 and 20, to un-
derstand the world they live in. Through a questionnaire the
authors tried to analyze which factors are directly or indirectly
connected to the propulsion to risky behaviors, with a special at-
tention to accident-proneness.

4. Handbook of Adolescent Health Risk Behavior (Issues in
Clinical Child Psychology) by R.J. Diclemente, W.B. Hansen,
L.E. Ponton (Eds.) (1996).

A multidisciplinary group of researchers and clinicians offer a
variety of perspectives in describing the epidemiological trends
associated with specific risk behaviors. This book provides a
comprehensive assessment of adolescent health risk behaviors–
such as smoking, violence, teenage pregnancy, and AIDS among
many others. Experts describe trends and changes in risk behav-
iors over time and illustrate theoretical models useful for under-
standing adolescent risk-taking behavior and developing preven-
tive interventions; hey review the state-of-the-science with re-
spect to prevention strategies for each type of risk behavior; and
identify effective methods of treatment.

5. Worth the Risk: True Stories About Risk Takers Plus How
You Can Be One, Too by A. Erlbach (1998).

Although this book is really meant for young readers, it is in-
teresting for its’ examination of the value of taking risk; the
true-life case studies of 20 teenagers are presented, along with
information on how to act in situations where risk is involved.
The book looks at the difference between positive(those that
help you ‘sharpen your skills, gain insight, and change yourself
or the world for the better’) and negative risks (taken to be no-
ticed or for revenge), helps young people to judge the conse-
quences, and gives advice on how to successfully execute a risk-
taking plan and what to do in case of failure. In an era when
risk-taking is most often associated with dangerous behavior or
poor choices, such as drugs or gangs, this inspiring book gives
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more than 20 first-hand profiles of children who have taken
risks, pointing out the advantages and also the possibilities of
rejection or failure.

6. New Perspectives on Adolescent Risk Behavior. by R. Jessor
(1998).

This volume is the outcome of a conference on «New perspec-
tives on Adolescent risk behavior» held in Los Angeles in June
1996. The conference was an effort to capture and consolidate the
pervasive changes that were taking place in the way adolescent
risk behavior was being studied at the close of the century—
changes in conceptualization, in research design, and in analytic
methods. Knowledge about risk behavior has expanded largely
in recent years, and it has become far more coherent and sys-
tematic than before. Today’s conceptualizations encompass a
wide range of causal domains, from culture and society on one
side to biology and genetics on the other. The chapters of this
book reflect, in one way or another, this newer orientation to
inquiry. Three major domains of adolescent risk behavior are
represented in the various chapters: problem behaviors (such as
drug use, delinquency, early sexual activity and risky driving),
psychopathology (depression), and inadequate social role per-
formances (such as school failure and work-related difficulties).

7. The culture of adolescent risk-taking by C. Lightfoot
(1997).

The book is all based on the theoretic perspective which con-
siders risk-taking in adolescence a kind of game which puts to-
gether personal meanings and peer group culture and contrib-
utes to the development and definition of both. The infantile
game between grown-ups and children has the same goal: the
definition of the self in the relation to the other. Risk-taking is
therefore the manifestation of a socio-psychologic process; it is in
fact only through social life that one becomes an adult.
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8. Self-Regulatory Behavior and Risk Taking: Causes and Con-
sequences by L.P. Lipsitt, and L.L. Mitnick (Ed.) (1991).

Emerging from two conferences sponsored by the National
Institute of Mental Health, this volume discusses scientific and
clinical knowledge in areas of health concern where behavioral
factors are known causes of, or are implicated in, death, disease,
and disability. The 24 papers are in six parts: epidemiological
considerations–preludes to intervention, developmental and cul-
tural aspects, mechanisms and processes, psychopathology of risk
taking, further intervention issues, and implications and specu-
lations–self-regulation and risk.

9. Adolescenti trasgressivi;. Le azioni devianti e le risposte
degli adulti.by Maggiolini, A., & Riva, E. (1999)

The book collects together the observations emerging from
various interviews between operators and adolescents in many
different settings: psychotherapies, consultations, and prevention
programs in schools and interventions with minors who have
committed crimes. After analysing the affective meaning of
transgressive behavior (such as stealing, lying, attacking…) the
authors propose many possible strategies of intervention to pre-
vent the transition from physiological transgression (which can
be a logical part of the adolescents’ development) to real crimi-
nality.

10. Health Risks and Developmental Transitions During Ado-
lescence by J. Schulenberg, J.L. Maggs, K. Hurrelmann (Eds.)
(1997)

This book focuses on the different developmental transitions
during adolescence and young adulthood and relates them to
risks and benefits for young people’s health and well-being. The
authors advocate the broadening of the concept of health promo-
tion to include assistance with negotiating the changes that oc-
cur as individuals move into and out of adolescence. Chapters
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from many of the most prominent researchers in the adolescent
field from several countries are included in this volume.

11. The Psychology of Risk Taking Behavior (Advances in Psy-
chology, Vol. 107) by R.M. Trimpop (1994).

This volume examines what motivates people to engage in
risk taking behavior, such as participating in traffic, sports, fi-
nancial investments, or courtship. The wealth of studies and
theories (about 1,000 references) is used to develop a holistic
theory of risk motivation that is presented in the form of a dy-
namic state-trait model incorporating physiological, emotional,
and cognitive components of risk perception, processing, and
planning. Assumptions were tested and support was found using
a sample of 120 subjects in a longitudinal study. The concepts
and findings are discussed in relation to psychological theories
and their meaning for daily life.

12. Risk-Taking Behavior (Wiley Series Human Performance
and Cognition) by J. Frank Yates (Ed.) (1994).

Yates’ book provides a single source of current information
which critically reviews and synthesizes scholarship on risk-
taking behavior by cutting across multiple contexts and points of
view. It offers detailed insights into concepts of risk, changes in
risk-taking over the life cycle, research on the issue of risk-
taking in group settings, models and evidence concerning peo-
ple’s behavior as well as recommendations on adapting design
considerations and personnel training to encourage more appro-
priate risk-taking behavior and future research on this subject.

Assailly, J.P. (1997). Les jeunes et le risque: une approche psy-
chologique de l’accident. Paris: VIGOT.

Bell, N., & Bell, R. (Eds.) (1993). Adolescent Risk taking. Newbury
Park: Sage
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France

A narrative analysis of «risk stories»

1. Introduction

Young people, like their older counterparts, share their ex-
periences by recounting them. The stories they tell obey narra-
tive laws. It is for this reason that we have applied certain nar-
rative and speech analysis methods to real-life stories relating
to the experiences of young people. This approach appears to
be particularly well suited to obtaining a better understanding
of the social norms which govern narrative behaviour in young
people.

2. Population of interviewees telling their own stories of risk:

17 people made up this sample - 9 girls and 8 boys. These
young people were aged between 14 and 23 years. Eight of
them were aged between 14 and 15 years. They were all pupils
in a secondary school in Brittany and there were 4 boys and 4
girls. At the time of this study they were all in their fourth year
of secondary school.

The other eight (between 19 and 23 years) were met at a
young people’s social club. There were 3 young women at-
tending business college, 3 economics students (second and
third year), 1 young man in the last year of secondary school
(preparing for the baccalaureate), 1 young woman studying in-
ternational tourism. The last female (22 years old) answered an
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oral interview on risk-taking.

It is important to note that 6 young drop-outs aged be-
tween 20 and 22 years old refused to answer our questions
about the risk (either in a text or an interview). They ex-
plained that they never take risks and claimed to have un-
eventful lives. This cynical point of view shows how distanced
they are from the dominant representation of risk as a chal-
lenge. They view themselves as being with the losers not with
the winners, the «fighters».

3. Method

The subjects consented to take part in this research and
wanted to remain anonymous. We collected 17 individual sto-
ries. Moreover, we discussed risk experiences in a group dis-
cussion with 5 people age between 16 and 20.

First, we tried to collect oral stories of risk by conducting
individual interviews. It appeared that it was difficult for this
young population to recount this type of story orally. This
suggested two questions: is it difficult to recount risks orally
or is it difficult to talk about risk to unknown researchers? In
earlier researches we had already observed that young people
with social difficulties found it difficult to express themselves
individually concerning forbidden behaviour (e.g. consump-
tion of drugs and alcohol). In contrast, the same people were
much more talkative in a group context. They even became
excessively expressive in discussing their forbidden behaviour
(Cerclé 1998). In order to let them express themselves natu-
rally we chose to collect written stories. Only one oral inter-
view was conducted as part of this research.

We then asked a group of young people to tell their risk
stories.
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3.1. Individual risk stories ( N = 17)

We explained our experiment during our initial meeting
with the young pupils aged between 14 and 16. We then saw
them in the classroom (without the teacher) to ask them to
write their stories of risk. They were given one hour to do this.
Before they started writing we talked for a few minutes with
them about the concept of risk and tried to find a definition
together. This short discussion helped most of them to picture
the story they were going to write. Sometimes, when it seemed
necessary we helped them think about the question by show-
ing them a drawing. This depicted a person trying to pick
some fruit at the risk of falling off a ladder. As far as our older
subjects were concerned, after having checked that they
matched the expected standards, we read them the instruc-
tions. They produced their responses in exchange for 50
francs. We were allowed a period of one week to do it, al-
though two of them decided to respond immediately.

The writing instruction was as follows:

«Could you write on a page (about 300 words) a risky expe-
rience you took alone or with other people, in other words, a
story in which you took a risk».

Moreover, for the older subjects, a definition of risk was
suggested: «danger that you can evaluate the possibility of,
that you can more or less anticipate.

The risk involves the notion of uncertainty, damage, vul-
nerability and benefit.. ».

Despite this definition (given with the instructions), 4 peo-
ple from the older group wrote what we can be termed a
meta-analysis. On the basis of the risk-taking situation, they
made philosophical reflections about their risk-taking. This
does not therefore exactly constitute a narrative of a risk.
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These stories will be analysed separately.

The analyses of the narratives were performed using the
software Sphinx Lexica.

4. The results:

Topics quoted in the risk stories:

Topics Pupils
at se-
condary
school
(14 15 )

Stude
nts (19
23)

Studen
t in a
touris
m col-
lege
(21)

Studen
t on
work
based
course
(21 22)

Salarie
d
young
lady
(23)

Pupil at high
school (19)

Smoking or ta-
king drugs on
the sly

3 boys1
girl

Cheating in an
exam

2 girls 1 boy

Taking risks
with modes of
transport

 1 girl 1 girl 1 girl

Asking a girl to
go out with him

1 boy 1 boy

Stealing in a
shop

1 boy

Being involved
in a fight

1 girl

Being inattenti-
ve in class

1 boy

Leaving a party
with a drunken
stranger

1 girl

Taking risks in
the mountains

1 girl

The asterisks indicates the people (13) involved in the first
analysis. Those not indicated by an asterisk will be analysed
later (cf. meta-analysis)2.

This table shows us that the most quoted topics of risk-
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taking are the consumption of tobacco or drugs (4 pupils).
This constitutes forbidden behaviour, especially for the
youngest subjects because it gives them a feeling of guilt and
can be damaging if it results in punishment (unlike the older
subjects for whom such behaviour is more commonplace).
The risk-taking is more obvious for the younger subjects.

The other main topic was cheating in an exam (3 people).
This topic has two different meanings depending on the aca-
demic situation of the subjects and depends on whether they
are secondary school pupils or university students. In the first
case, being caught means that their parents will be told with
the result that they will be punished and their parents might
lose their trust in them. In the second case, the risk involves
more serious consequences because the penalty is that they
will not allowed to take any exam for the next 5 years.

The last topic we want to consider is taking risks with
transportation, such as cars or mopeds. The use of vehicles is
a great source of risk-taking among young people. Road acci-
dents are one of the major causes of mortality among young
people. It should be stressed that when we were performing
this research, a campaign for the prevention of road accidents
was being conducted in France. This might have influenced
the young people’s choice of risk topics.

On the whole, we can see that the chosen topics were re-
cent events, and that the subjects’ concerns are consistent with
their age: cheating in an exam, taking a risk with a means of
transport, going out with a girl. None of the young people,
when individually interviewed, chose a story that had taken
place in their childhood. This phenomena can be explained by
a minimisation of the feeling of risk-taking over time: smoking
is a very risky occupation for a 14-years-old young person but
it seems less risky a few years latter. In addition, according to
Fischhoff and al. (1981), the risks which are objectively the
least dangerous are overestimated while the risks which are
objectively the most dangerous are underestimated. On the
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other hand, in the group discussion, the young people men-
tioned risks they have taken during their childhood more fre-
quently.

These risk narratives allow us to identify the different
meanings of the concept of risk for these young people. From
this, we can propose an initial outline of the definition of risk
for young people.

4.1. The concept of risk for young people:

For the girls, it is an
initial state of lac-
king something as
well as of obligation
that triggers the
action, whereas for
the boys it is the de-
sire to achieve a
goal

- I had never done it before (to smoke).- We did not ha-
ve any money.- There was a Latin examination, I had not
learned my lesson.- I had to go to Rennes for a friend’s
birthday.- We wanted to burst!

Uncertainty is
strong.It is related
to the lackof con-
trol with respect to
events.

- The unpredictable factor was the other drivers.- The
teacher kept looking almost all the time. At one mo-
ment I thought he saw me but I am not sure.- I could
have been reported to the teacher.- I was not sure- I
could have been sent out.

The costs and bene-
fits are closely in-
ter-linked.

- We could hear the other boys screaming «be careful»,
and me, Mathieu and Arnaud, threw away our cigaret-
tes and we pretended to urinate, but it was too late the
supervisor had surprised us.  - I managed to get through
the class without being caught cheating but my English
homework was anything but finished.

The action is rewar-
ded by a feeling of
relief rather than a
real state of sati-
sfaction.

 - Finally I arrived home  - I forged my mother’s signa-
ture and the teachers believed it  - I think we were luc-
ky.  - Really and truly, I always wonder whether he saw
me or not  - Five years later, my parents still don’t
know. -I got away with it (i.e. cheating) even though
the teacher looked a bit suspicious sometimes.- It wasn’t
a very praiseworthy risk, not at all and it didn’t gain me
very much in the end

In this table we find an illustration of the definition of risk
(Joog Van der Plig, 1995):
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«the probability p of the negative event or the negative con-
sequence times the negative value or the negative purpose of
this event or this consequence. »

* Students of narrative define the initial state of a story as a
state of «lacking something = dissatisfaction» which requires
action and the transformation of the initial state into an oppo-
site final state.

Unlike popular stories with a happy ending, we observe
that the final phase rarely reverses the initial phase. The
«feeling of lacking something» * is not cancelled out at the
end of the story. Action (risk-taking) does not bring any re-
ward. Subjects congratulate themselves on being lucky. That
explain why girls, more than boys, often end their stories with
a piece of moral advice:

4.2. Textual and narrative analysis of individual stories

The narrative analysis below involves 13 of the 17 texts on
risk-taking (see appendix 1: risk stories). Our sample thus in-
cludes 4 boys and 9 girls.

To perform this analysis, we subdivided the texts into three
sections: initial phase (description of the circumstances and
the problem), transformation phase (description of the events,
related to the problem, leading to a change in the situation),
final phase (description of the subjects after transformation
phase, and, very often, conclusion on the risk-taking itself).

The narrative framework

INITIAL STATE TRANSFORMATIO
N

FINAL STA-
TE

Virtual Real  Actions Ve-
ridiction

Have to doWant Able to doKnow DoActions Evaluation of
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to doFeeling of
lacking so-
mething,dissatisf
action:Birth of
plan to tran-
sform initial
stateIf there is
an instigator
(the «recipient»)
other than the
hero of the sto-
ry: Cause to
doManipulation
or persuasion

how to doFeeling
of ability (physical,
instrumental, co-
gnitive) to imagine
the transformation
of the sta-
tes.Ability

and tran-
sformation
of the initial
statePerform
ance

the Final sta-
teSanction

Moreover, we performed a comparison of gender and age
(less than 16 y. o., more than 16 y. o.) in order to identify po-
tential differences on these 2 dimensions.

4.3. Pronominal forms

We notice a high level of use of «I»(87), «it» (34) «they»
(43), and to a lesser extent «we» (11). The numbers indicate
the total overall use of theses pronoun over the entire sample.

4.4. Personal pronouns:differences between genders (expressed as a
percentage by column):

Initial
situatio
n

Transf
ormati
on

Final si-
tuation

Total

Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy
I 59.4 - 53.8 16.7 64.7 16.6 57.6 11.8
It 18.7 - 25.6 11.1 17.6 - 22.2 5.9
We 18.7 62.5 15.4 61.1 14.7 66.66 16 58.8
You - - - 5.5 - - - 8.8
Us 3.1 37.5 5.1 5.5 2.9 16.6 4.2 14.7
Total
in %

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

As we can see, girls massively favour pronoun «I» (57.6 %
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of the total number of pronouns against 11.8% among boys)
while boys prefer «they» and «we» (73.5% against 20.2%
among girls). The pronoun embracing a group of people
(«they» and «we») are primarily used by the latter while girls
prefer to write in the first person.

The pronoun «he» is also used by girls (22.2% against 5.9%
among boys). It often represents an «accomplice = helper» (a
boyfriend, a friend…) or an opponent (a relative, a
teacher…). In this case, the pronoun «me» follows the pro-
noun «he». In other cases, «he» or «it» indicates an obligation
or an action (it’s raining, it’s dark, it must...).

4.5. Personal pronouns: differences in age (expressed as a percentage by
column):

Initial
situatio
n

Transfo
rmation

Final
situatio
n

Total

- 16 y.o + 16 y.o - 16 y.o + 16
y.o

- 16
y.o

+ 16
y.o

- 16
y.o

+ 16 y.o

I 35.71 53.84 47.72 46.15 52.94 60.86 46.05 52
It - 23.07 22.72 23.07 17.64 13.04 17.10 21
We 35.71 23.07 27.27 21.15 23.52 21.73 27.63 22
You - - - 1.92 - - 1.3 -
Us 28.57 - 2.27 7.69 5.88 4.34 7.89 5
Total
in %

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

This table highlights a more significant use of the pronoun
«I» and «he» in the older pupils (especially girls). On the
other hand, the pronouns «we» and «us» are used in similar
ways by people aged under 16 and people aged over 16 years
old.

We can see that the girls more often use the pronominal
forms «me, my» (I) while the boys use «our».
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4.6. Possessive pronouns, difference between genders (expressed as a
percentage by column):

Initial
situatio
n

Transfo
rmation

Final
situatio
n

Total

Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy
Their - - - - - - 2.1 -
My 100 96 60 100 50 85.1 44.5
Your - - - - - - - 11.11
Our - 100 4 40 - 50 2.1 44.5
Total
in %

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

4.7. Pronoun complements: difference between genders (expressed as a
percentage by column):

Initial
situatio
n

Transfo
rmation

Final
situatio
n

Total

Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy
23.8 - 12.9 28.6 8.3 33.3 16.1 20

Me 47.6 - 32.2 - 66.7 - 45.2 -
23.8 40 35.5 28.6 16.7 33.3 25.8 33.3

Us 4.7 60 9.7 14.3 8.3 33.3 9.7 33.3
You - - - 14.3 - - - 6.7
He - - 3.2 14.3 - - 3.2 6.7
Total
in %

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Me 1 2 8 1 2 1 11 4

We can conclude by saying that girls tend to use singular
forms to recount their experiences of risk in contrast with
boys who tend to stress group activity in risk-taking and thus
use plural forms of the pronoun.

For girls, the hero of the story is only one person while for
boys it is the group.

4.8. Compatibility of the pronouns «I» and «we» (examples with the
lemmatized text)

Girls (I)

Initial phase: extracts of the answers on the lemmatized text: agreements of
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the word ‘ I’

I to be on St-Malo and I to have to return on reindeers for the anniversary.

Like every Friday evening I to move towards the deep zone for aperitif.

I to want to be beautiful I to be thus to run in a long diaphanous dress

I to have left in mountain with a friend

To two thirds of the rise, I to feel unable to go further

To force to continue whereas I not to have more force

I to have the feeling physically and mentally to have exceeded itself and I to feel in-

credibly proud and trustful

the day of my examination I was to return to me in Loudéac in the moped.

It proposed to me to smoke, I had not done it yet

This is why I found myself only with a friend without.

Boys (we)

Transformation phase: extracts of the response on the lemmatized text:

Agreement of the word ‘we’

One to see ten meter four sees having to make many

Time one to be used for taking condition risk risks to multiply

One to seek to find shit to burst evening celebrates

Evening to celebrate one to drink to roll stick

one money store to steal package fire artifice first time one to steal store to put fire ar-

tifice bag to arrive cash clerk

Arnaud statement 22

Arnaud Mathieu one to throw cigarettes to make pretence urinate supervisor late

One to distinguish paper professor to see until moment

To limp one to have to go 5 kilometres

To know one to be able 6 car considering car to ensure 5

One to know to make

One to drink driver nobody to react world statement oh there world statement oh yes

one to make way go long to make night rain one to arrive box outward journey

4.9. Verbs:

A study of the verbs is of interest because many of them
constitute the lexical universe of the pronouns.

In French, «to be» and «to have» are auxiliaries for the past
and the future tense. To make our analysis as precise as possi-
ble, we eliminated all the compound forms and retained only
the infinitive of the verb. Thus when considering the verbs «to
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be» and «to have», we ignored their use as auxiliaries.

The most frequently used verbs are: «to be, to have, to do,
to take, to go, to arrive, to say, can, to see, must, to decide, to
ask».

The pronoun «I» occurs more often with the verbs «to be,
to have, must, to do, can, to see».

The pronoun «he» is most prevalent with «must, to do».

«to have, to say, to go, want, to be, to steal» are associated
with the pronoun «we».

4.10. Verbs: differences between genders (expressed as a percentage by
column).

Initial
situatio
n

Transfo
rmation

Final
situatio
n

Total

Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy
To be 17.8 12 12.0 17.8 22.5 - 17.1 13.4
To ha-
ve

7.7 12 3.7 6.7 8.7 16.7 6.4 9.7

To
make

3.9 4 6.8 2.2 6.2 - 6.1 2.4

To ta-
ke

0.8 - 5.7 - 8.7 - 5.1 -

To go 3.9 8 3.1 - - 8.3 2.9 8.5
To ar-
rive

0.8 16 2.1 4.4 2.5 8.3 1.9 8.5

To say 1.5 - 1.6 8.9 3.7 8.3 2.1 6.1
To be
able

1.5 - 3.1 2.2 2.5 8.3 2.7 2.4

See 0.8 - 3.7 - 1.2 - 2.4 -
To ha-
ve

2.3 - 2.1 2.2 - - 1.9 1.2

To be
necess
ary

0.8 - 1.0 - 1.2 - 1.1 -

To
want

- 4 1.0 2.2 - - 0.5 2.4

To
know

0.8 - 1.6 - - - 1.0 -
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To
drink

0.8 - 1.6 2.2 1.2 - 1.3 1.2

To de-
cide

0.8 4 1.6 - - - 1.1 1.2

To ask - - 2.1 - 1.2 - 1.5 -
To
leave

2.3 - 0.5 - 1.2 - 1.3 -

To
pass

1.5 - 0.5 - 1.2 8.3 1.1 1.2

To re-
turn

1.5 - 1.0 - 1.2 - 1.5 -

To
lead

2.3 - - - 1.2 - 1.1 -

To be-
lieve

- - 1.6 - - 8.3 0.8 1.2

To
preven
t

0.8 8 - 4.4 - 8.3 0.3 6.1

To re-
main

- - 1.6 - - - 0.8 -

To
leave

0.8 4 - 2.2 1.2 - 0.5 2.4

To
contin
ue

0.8 - 1.0 - - - 0.8 -

We obtained these percentages by dividing the number of
occurrences of a verb by the total number of verbs. For this
analysis, we selected only the verbs which occurred at least 3
times.

According to the data presented in this table, girls use «to
be, to have, to do, to take» more often while boys more fre-
quently employ «to arrive, to prevent, to go out, want».

«To be» is followed by complements (ill, capable, com-
posed…) describing the situations or characters in the stories.

Most of the time, «to have» refers to a state (envy, fear, self-
confidence… est-ce qu’il faut ajouter que ce corresponds to «to
be» in English? Ex: j’ai peur - I’m frightened (YES) while in
other cases it is used to express possession (having money,
having problems…).
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In French, these two verbs are auxiliaries to form the past
tense. In order to make our analysis clearer, we have elimi-
nated the verbs «to be» and «to have» when they appear as
auxiliaries.

The verb «to do (or to make)» yields no additional informa-
tion because our subjects used it in a polysemous way. This
verb is extremely frequently used in the transformation phase.

The high level of presence of the verb «to take» is due to its
strong association with the word «risk».

Girls very often use the expression «taking a risk» preceded
by the pronoun «I».

«To go» is always followed by another verb: to know, to
pull, to arrive, to go out, to do, to be, to find…which involve
an immediate future.

The forms «must, to have to, to want to» are use at the be-
ginning of the transformation phase so the narrator can justify
his or her future risk-taking. In this way they imply that the
risk was imposed by the situation and attribute it to an exter-
nal event. In the final phase of narration these verbs are no
longer used

The verb «to be able to, (or can)» is used in the transforma-
tion phase and implies physical, instrumental and cognitive
abilities (Diguer 1993).

4.11. Verbs of modality: «duty» and «desire» among genders:

Initial phase: Extracts from characteristic answers
The answers are gathered on the basis of the methods’ of the vari-

able ‘ SEX ‘ (Lexica Sphinx)
SEX = male:
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No. 4 one day with buddies we were at a village fête and we wanted to
have lots of fun. We thought of alcohol but we wanted something out
of the ordinary.

No. 6 with a buddy we decided to make some small fireworks.
No. 7 in September the school had organised an outing with X. The

day arrived and all the pupils left for S.. After walking for a few
hours, we arrived in S. Arnaud had sent a message and everyone was
around. Then Arnaud, Mathieu and me, we had the same idea go and have a
smoke in the woods. All the others had promised to warn us if a teacher
arrived.

SEX = female:
No. 1 this was on 27 December last year. I was in St-Malo and I had to

go back to Rennes for a friend’s birthday.
No. 2 this Friday evening like every Friday evening I to move to-

wards the disco «deep zone» for the aperitif of Friday. God knows why
this evening I wanted to be beautiful I to be thus to run in a long di-
aphanous dress which to think I of being made pass for frail girl. No. 3
this history represents for me one of rare the moment when my under-
standing of the risk was not enough to calm down my enthusiasm of nature being
posed, to see even a little too much I don’t usually take risks. I be leave in
mountain with a friend for a small excursion (four hour) of which the
objective being the top arrive with two thirds of rise, I felt unable to go
more far and propose with my friend to grain way, the rain have make
its appearance. it to force me to continue whereas I not to have more
force. the result being worth of it the sorrow, a small lake of moun-
tain dominated by a glacier to await us. I to have the feeling mentally
to have physically and exceeded itself and I to feel incredibly proud
and trustful.

No. 9 my risk occurred during the great holidays, my brother who
had had is driving licence, lent me his motorbike. I decided to pass my BSR
to be able to lead it. the day of my examination I was to return to me to
Loudéac by motorbike.

No. 10 I took a risk, we had an interrogation of Latin this day I had
not learned my lesson

No. 11 a friend from school proposed to me to smoke I had not done it yet.
No. 12 it was in October one Saturday evening sprinkled well, after

a meal. One was ten and to make the meal of them finished about mid-
night. **time-out** one himself be say one go not of remain there one
go leave problem it there have only one person out of six which be
leave, which can lead, because it have not drink one himself say how
one go make.

No. 13 this evening I’ve been lucky very one evening of summer on
the outlet side of a night club it was held was to be in the five hours
the people who had brought us had already left. this is why I found my-
self alone with a friend and without vehicle to bring us back home

In the initial phase boys use the verb «to want» with a col-
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lective meaning: we wanted to, we decide to, we had the same
idea and the action begins with a group: «with friends»…

Girls use «to have to» and «must» with an individual
meaning. Their attitude to their own risk-taking is much more
reflective and critical: I don’t usually take risks, Although I
understood the risk, I couldn’t help wanting to…for example,
No.13 mentions luck, thus indicating a persistent feeling of
fear.

4.12. Verbal tenses:

Most of the time, people introduce their stories with a pres-
ent tense sentence. They then use the past to describe their
risk experience. In their narratives, when the subjects question
themselves about certain acts, they return at the present (ex: I
don’t know if he suspected that I cheated) Finally, in the final
phase, when drawing a moral from their story, the subjects
preferentially use the present, and sometimes the future in
saying that they will no longer take this risk or that taking the
risk has made them see things differently.

4.13. Nouns:

In these texts, we observe the presence of various psycho-
active substances (alcohol, soft drugs, tobacco), in particular
as far as the younger subjects are concerned. This observation
corresponds to what we stated at the beginning of this article,
namely a high level of concern relating to risks associated with
the consumption of tobacco and drugs. In addition, in several
situations alcohol is a factor which intervenes to explain the
act of taking a risk: I drank a little too much...

In addition, the youngest subjects fear the reprisals of the
opponents (in particular parents and teachers) since it is they
who can punish them if they are discovered performing the
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prohibited action. The opponents are introduced in the trans-
formation phase and it is often they who lend the element of
risk to the story.

The accomplices (those who help) take various forms. De-
spite this, it is the buddies and the girlfriends who are most
frequently cited. It can also be seen that the accomplices incite
the risk-taking in the boys more often than in the girls. These
are known as the recipients. One exception is a female subject
who says: a girlfriend at school asked me if I wanted to smoke.
I’d never done it before. Moreover, the senders first appear in
the initial phase and continue to be present when the narra-
tors use the pronoun «us» and they are often confused with
the recipients since they generally profit from the risk-taking.
This assimilation of sender and recipient is characteristic of
the boys.

4.14. Specific forms as a function of sex:

Whole lemmatized text: List words specific to subjects aged
between 14 and 23 years

female  male
me  36 (*)  Arnaud  6 (*)
to take 20 (*)  Mathieu  5 (*)
on  17 (*)  us  17 (2.54)
risk  14 (*)  to arrive  7 (2.54)
or  11 (*)  one  20

(2.37)
convey 10 (*)  professor

4 (2.26)
to see  9 (*)  but  6 (2.03)
problem  6 (*)  to say  5 (1.96)
much  5 (*)  day  3 (1.91)
to ask  5 (*)  and  19 (1.76)
to leave  5 (*) «du»  3 (1.70)
little  5 (*)  small  2 (1.45)
to return  5 (*)  in  8 (1.40)
without  5 (*)  in  7 (1.37)
this  22 (1.19)  me  4 (1.36)
I  83 (1.19)  to have  8 (1.27)
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it  32 (1.17)  «des»  3 (1.27)
«ne»  27 (1.16)  «se»  5 (1.21)
not  25 (1.15)  all  4 (1.20)
with  12 (1.15)  the  36 (1.19)
to make 23

(1.15)
de  27 (1.14)

my  43 (1.14)  evening  2 (1.13)
more  10 (1.13)  to go  3 (1.09)
C  9 (1.12)  one  17 (1.05)
even  9 (1.12)  with  10 (1.04)
too much 9

(1.12)
 7 (0.99)

who  17 (1.11)  that  8 (0.88)
to have to
do

7 (1.09) to
be able 2
(0.85)

by  7 (1.09)  to drink  1 (0.85)
there  13 (1.08)  like  1 (0.85)

The table presents the words that are most characteristic of
each method of the variable SEX. 60 words are quoted. The
words with a frequency lower than 5 (for at least one of the
categories) are not listed. Only the first 30 words appear for
each category. The words are classified in order of decreasing
specificity.

The female vocabulary is characterised by the use of the
words «I-to take-risk». The reference to the «problems» is
clearer here.

The boys more often quote the noun «friends» and the
verbs «can» and «to drink». The specificity of the word
«Teacher» is more significant among boys. The teacher is
primarily regarded as the person who punishes the prohibited
act (drinking, smoking). However, this male specificity is not
observed in the youngest subjects (see the table below ):

4.15. Reference to the teacher’s authority:
Girls < 16 years Boys < 16 years
Teacher (specificity =
1.08)

Teacher (specificity =
0.91)
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The reference to the character of the teacher for the girls at-
tending secondary school primarily characterises the risk
taken while cheating in class. Among boys, the teacher is the
person who can tell parents about the use of an illicit product
(alcohol, cigarettes).

4.16. Topics in individual stories of risk written by subjects of less
than 16 years of age (4 girls and 4 boys):

Two broad topics of the risk are noted: the consumption of
psychoactive products and cheating at school exams.

4.16.1. Subjects relations to psychotropic substances with the psy-
chotropic ones

(extracts of the text lemmatized with the marked words)

SEX = female
No. 11 (girl 14 years) a girlfriend of school to propose me TO SMOKE. I not
to have to make not yet. I to accept even if to be to disgust.
SEX = male:
No. 4 (boy 15 years) one day with buddy one to be with a one and village fête
to want to burst à.fond. one to envisage of the ALCOHOL of the CIG but
one to want something which to leave the ordinary one - therefore one to
seek and one to find SHIT to burst itself the evening of the festival. the eve-
ning to celebrate it one to have to drink well and one to be to roll some stick
that to have to be able to turn because a person of my being group subduing
No. 7 (boy 15 years) in September the school to organize an exit with X the
D-day to arrive all the pupil being in departure for saint-perforator. **time-
out** Arnaud Mathieu and me, we have the same idea outward journey
draw a CIG in the wood all the other we have promise to we prevent if a
professor arrive - we here in the wood in train to draw our CIG very of a
blow Arnaud we say listen to and one hear the other boy which we shout 22,
and me Arnaud and Mathieu one throw our CIG and make pretence to uri-
nate but it be too late the supervisor we surprise leave of there that it we say.
**time-out** Mathieu him statement that we be in train of urinate and it re-
tort ah good now you smoke a CIGARETTE in urinate - a month pass we
have course of history with the end of course the professor we call, me,
Mathieu and Arnaud, and we prevent that a word outward journey arrive
for prevent our parent for the CIGARETTE we have course of history with
the end of course the professor we call, me, Mathieu and Arnaud, and we
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prevent that a word outward journey arrive for prevent our parent for the
CIGARETTE.

Boys consider alcohol, cigarette and marijuana to be objects
of desire. In their eyes, risk-taking constitutes a search for
these products. The only girl under sixteen who mentioned
the consumption of cigarette presented it as the result of an
obligation.

4.16.2. Risk relating to the driving of vehicles

(lemmatized text)
Sex = female
No. 9  (girl 14 years) my risk to be to produce during large the

vacancy, my brother to have to be to allow TO LEAD, to have to give its
MOBILETTE to me. I to decide to pass my BSR to be able TO LEAD it.
the day of my examination I to have to return to me in Loudéac in MO-
BILETTE. - it to be whereas my father to have to decide to follow me by
CAR because it to want that I to take small road, instead of the main road,
because of the CIRCULATION of the TRUCK. **time-out** I leave the
first some time after my father me double for me show the road whereas it
take already a good length of advance, I GAVE SPEED a little too before of
arrive in a city and my father himself stop on the edge of the road in a turn
me outward journey a little quickly, surprised, I be with two finger of return
in the CAR of my father I the avoid of little.

Among the under 16-year-old subjects, one girl mentions
the risk associated with driving a moped. She ends her story
with a self-criticism: «since then, I’ve been very careful».

4.16.3. The topic of cheating in class

(lemmatized text)
SEX = female:
**time-out** No. 5 (girl 14 year) during a control of ENGLISH certain

exercise of this one me appear too difficult I ask with a neighbour on several
exercise of answer with all end of field. the PROFESSOR rising the head
almost all the time a moment I to believe well that it me to see but I was not
sure. I to make mine make fall my pencil, to make some collect the small
word where to be the answer. the PROFESSOR rising much the head, and
certain response of my control being to remain empty because of that.

No. 10 (girl 14 years) I to take a risk, to have an INTERROGATION of
LATIN, this day to us I nothing to permanently learn how there –I to make
ANTISECHES and I to put it in my case. In LATIN the PROFESSOR to
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say to us to take a COPY for the INTERROGATION. I to open my case.
one to distinguish my paper well the PROFESSOR nothing to see until at
the time when it to approach me, I quickly to close my case. I to know not if
it to see my ANTISECHES but this day there. I to be able to be to an-
nounce to the director, which my relative not to be content, it not to rely on
me more, which to count much for me –this being for me good a LESSON,
and now I not to start again more.

Girls under 16 are ashamed of their cheating. They are not
satisfied with the result. They tell their risk stories in an emo-
tional way and perform no rational analyses of them. Thus
these accounts differ from those produced by the older sub-
jects in the section on meta-analysis.

Only one boy (aged 15) mentioned risk-taking associated
with stealing in a shop. He expressed not remorse at the end
of the story: «We had a narrow escape».

4.17. Risk topics in the individual stories written by subjects of more
than 16 years of age (5 girls and 2 boys):

4.17.1.The topic of psychoactive products (lemmatized text)

**time-out** No. 12 (girl 23 year) it be the following day, one himself be
statement one be completely patient of make that a car capacity we return
inside by the back or for a reason or for another have a shock of face it be
the ALCOHOL which we with make take it risk there, the enthusiasm of
leave, but even if the average age is of 23 not of problem with it level there
one be still of kid nevertheless. in making one be completely foutre, enthusi-
asm, ALCOHOL, with fact that here.

**time-out** No. 13 (girl 21 year) have not enough of money for take a
taxi we be quickly decide the ALCOHOL help with outward journey find a
group of young person on the car park for sympathize and ask if the a or the
a of between them have two place of free in one of car now that I there re-
consider, I me ask still how I accept of assemble in the car which contain
that of boy and which appear like me deceive of the ALCOHOL.

For the older girls, the risk related to alcohol is evoked in a
highly critical manner. These subjects insist on their own re-
sponsibility (internal attributions).
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4.17.2. Topic of vehicle driving

(lemmatized text)
No. 1 (girl 21 years) in spite of the rain and the wind, I do take the CAR.

**time-out** one there see not with ten meter out of the four way and I
must make some many effort to remain concentrate because the visibility
being almost no one and that the wind make that my small CONVEY him-
self off-set. the other problem the unforeseeable factor to be the other
DRIVER that which to be able to lose the control of their VEHICLE for
example and which to be able to cause an ACCIDENT in which I to be able
to imply. the problem CONVEYS it being that each time it one to make use
of it, one to take a risk, but under such a condition this being risk of multi-
plying. and fortunately it to remain only one risk since I to arrive at re-
indeers without encumbering. **time-out** I very tire but whole - when I
telephone à my family to them say that I well be able my grandmother fail
fall of evil when it learn that I leave by CAR by some such condition climatic
but I never be also afraid to me plant. **time-out** the problem being that
like I take conscience that I be able to take the WHEEL without too much
of risk in spite of the bad weather it of be necessary more the next time so
that I me worry as much that say I have nevertheless the presence of mind to
well calculate my blow and I take not some useless risk such s DRIVE drunk
or too tired.

No. 12 (girl 23 years) it to be in October one Saturday evening sprinkled
well, after a meal. one to be ten and to make the meal of them finish about
midnight. there one to be to say one to go not about it to remain one to go
to therefore leave problem it y to have only one person out of six whom to
be, which to be able TO LEAD, because it not to drink. one to say itself
how one to go to make - the box where one to have to go to be to 5 KILO-
METER. it to be not much but it to be necessary. one to know that one to
be able not to be 6 in the CAR considering that the CAR being to ensure for
5. one to know not how to make. and there Yohann my friend statement I to
want to go in the trunk because I to be smallest, and it to drink blow. one to
have all to drink much except the DRIVER, and there nobody not to react
and everyone to saying oh yes one to make like that, the way to go not to be
long then it to assemble in the trunk all in him to speak. it to be in the
trunk. it to make night, it to rain and one to arrive box, any be well. **time-
out** it be truth that one not have of problem - it be the following day, one
himself be statement one be completely patient of make that a CAR capacity
we return inside by the back or for a reason or for another have a shock of
face and there that be it that one have make at this time there and then all in
reflect it be the alcohol which we with make take it risk there, the enthusi-
asm of leave, but even if the average of age be of 23 year, not of problem
with it level there one be still of kid nevertheless. in making one be com-
pletely foutre, enthusiasm, alcohol, with fact that here.

No. 13 (girls 21) this evening I to have there much chance all to be to un-
roll one evening of summer at the exit of a night club it to have to be in the
five hour. the person who to have to bring to us to be already to leave. it to
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be why I be to find only with a friend without VEHICLE to bring back for
us; it to make cold and to drink us a little too much to start a long way and
which to seem to us in any interminable way. **time-out** have not enough
of money to take a TAXI we be quickly decide the alcohol help to go find a
group of young person on the CARPARK to sympathize and ask if the one
or the one of between them have two place of free in one of CAR now that I
there reconsider, I me ask still how I accept to assemble in the CAR which
contain only of boy and which appear like me deceive to it alcohol my girl-
friend lower on me with the back. I lengthily to hesitate to give my address
to the DRIVER. at the beginning I to indicate to him the left direction right
throughout the router I not to stop hearing vulgar insinuation and daring on
my girlfriend and me really what to make fear especially compared to the
rumour which OF CIRCULATING at the time; when to finally to be to ar-
rive us at home, I to have to feel a relief like never before.

It is remarkable that no boys aged over 16 wrote a text con-
cerning this risk topic. The older girls consider the risks asso-
ciated with cars to be extremely important. As always, they are
very critical of this type of risk-taking. They are also self-
critical under such circumstances. Their narratives therefore
resemble the «meta-analyses» below.

5. Conclusion on the stories about natural risk:

In most of the analysed texts, we can identify the classic
narrative story structure starting with an unsatisfied state of
mind (feeling like smoking, not knowing the answers during
an exam, needing to go home…), followed by a second phase
that alleviates the initial unsatisfactory situation and which
corresponds to the unexpected events that go with the risk-
taking (I went home with strangers who were drunk, I
cheated).

Those unexpected events generate positive or negative con-
sequences (being caught while smoking)

This is what we find in the final phase when subjects draw a
moral from their story. For instance: I won’t do it again, that
was really crazy, that enthusiasm, all that alcohol.
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Subjects whose stories had a happy ending tend to mini-
mise the risk or the feelings experienced. Because they es-
caped, the subjects who succeeded feel that they will have to
take greater risks if they are to experience the same feelings.

Moreover, we can note that Weinstein (1988) describes as
«non realistic optimism» the tendency of subjects (placed in
the same situation) to perceive the risk as less important when
they are the actors than when others are the actors.

For instance: all we could see was the feet on the road and I
had to make an effort to keep concentrating because the visi-
bility was so bad, and because the other drivers might have
lost control of their cars and caused an accident in which I
could have been involved. The problem with cars is that every
time you use one, you take a risk, but in circumstances like
these the risk increases.

This optimistic bias was more obvious during the group
discussion.

5.1. Stories that were subjected to a «meta-analysis»:

This final analysis concerns the last 4 texts.

The actors in these stories performed a meta-analysis of
risk-taking.

Indeed, in their risk stories they evoke the potential defini-
tions of these situations, and what can be expected and, con-
sequently, why they chose to accept or reject the risk.

All these texts follow the same structure: the subjects start
with a brief description of their experience of risk-taking.
They then say something about the risk in general. Finally,
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they conclude their analysis by making a comparison of their
own risk-taking.

We may well ask why these subjects wrote in such a way
since the instructions seem to be relatively clear. It is because
they are unable to place themselves in the spotlight, fearing
that their personalities would be revealed to the others. In-
deed these subjects insisted that their productions were to be
kept anonymous.

5.2. Pronouns:

In contrast to the observations obtained in the first analysis,
these latter subjects very frequently use I (52), me (7), me (23),
my (11). This meta-analysis requires subjects to think about
themselves. That is why the pronoun «I» predominates, even
in the boys. In addition, It is used 24 times and appears pri-
marily in association with reflexive verbs (there is, it is neces-
sary...).

The pronouns You (in its sense of «One») and We are no
longer used to describe the other people participating in the
risk but to express general, global formulations (e.g.: from the
moment you get up in the morning and until you go to bed at
night...)

5.3. Verbs:

The main verbs are: to have, to be, take make be able

As in the above analysis, to take is very frequent because it
is very often associated, on the one hand, with the noun risks
and, on the other, with the verb to make. The second use gen-
erally implies being caught (if I get caught, he’ll give me a real
telling-off and he won’t think so well of me any mor...,I’m
taking the risk of getting caught...). These expressions reflect
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the fear and distress caused by the risk. The omnipresence of
this fear may perhaps limit the subjects’ risk-taking and makes
it genuinely difficult for them to tell their risk stories.

Finally to be able is associated with a large number of verbs
(to have, pass, lose, gain...) implying the concepts of profits,
cost and risk, probability of gain ( Yates 1992).

The only noun which occurs frequently and at a significant
level is «risk» which, as we have already seen, is associated the
verb «to take».

Since the number of subjects responding was low, we are
unable to further develop this section at present.

6. General conclusion about «risk stories».

This study, which was conducted using a small sample is
extremely promising because it seems possible to use it as the
basis for the creation of a schema or script of risk stories. It
makes it possible, moreover, to highlight differential behav-
iours: boys seem to be more tempted to take risks when they
are in group, while girls tend to report individual experiences
of risk-taking.

In addition, one of the major differences between the narra-
tion of risk-taking and the meta-analyses is that in the first
situation, people explain why they took a risk in terms of obli-
gation or necessity, while, in the latter case, they state that
they take risks in order to obtain an advantage, an improve-
ment or a benefit.

Moreover, these last four subjects seem to assess the risks in
any given situation well. This slows them in their action. One
of them even concluded that he had given up taking the risk.
In contrast, in the first group of stories of risk, people were
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acting in the heat of the moment and did not have the time or
resources to be able to analyse the consequences of their fu-
ture actions.

A more detailed analysis involving a larger sample would
make it possible to identify whether these differences reflect
different personalities: some presenting a more internal locus
of control: I am responsible for my acts and I do not take
risks; while others might exhibit higher scores of externality: I
do not have an influence on the situation and do not feel re-
sponsible for their risk-taking. The external situation gives
them a justification for their act.

7. ANNEX

Complementary approach: A thematic analysis of group
discussion about risk

Population: 3 boys and 1 girl from 16 to 20 years

1. Specific contributions of the group discussion:
The group discussion makes it possible for the «I» referring to the

speaker to play different roles:
I = hero;
I = witness;
I = victim;
I = judge (or assessor);
I = adviser
When the hero of the story is the «I» of the narrator, this pronoun

can refer to the present I (narrative) or the past I (story).
The interlocutory situation employed here is that of a conversation

between friends.
2. «Others» as «heroes» of the risk:
«Others» who are not members of the group: They are presented as

odd, their behaviour is due to their personality. They are not models
that should be copied.

«Others» who are not present at the time of the discussion but who
are considered to belong to the group of friends: Their risk behaviour
is excused. They are not the object of internal causal attributions.

«The other self» (i.e., the child one used to be): The hero is then
considered as irresponsible since he was not aware of the risk. Aware-
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ness of risk comes with age and the experience of stress. The discovery
of risk is accompanied by specific emotions (fear, distress etc.) which
seem to be absent during childhood. With age, risk generates a stress
which is related to the lack of control over events.

3. Self as hero of the risk:
The self-hero acts because he has a «taste for risk». The «taste for

risk» (goût du risque) integrates both the actor’s personality and moti-
vation.

Self is able to control the risks; «others» represent the real source
of danger.
The self-hero sometimes turns lecturer to speak about the risk.
The self-hero can resist temptation. In this case, it wants to test its
capacity to resist.

4. Summary of the study of the group discussion:
This approach to a discussion of risk by setting it in the context of a

conversation between friends sheds light on normative and psychoso-
cial information on the attitude of the subjects vis-a-vis the risk

This method highlights the bias of prestige which is intended to
present a good self-image and control impressions as well as the effects
of identity and gender (masculine/feminine).

Causal attributions are primarily internal (based on individual
characteristics) when they relate to third parties (others) who are not
members of the group of friends. In contrast, when the Ego is con-
cerned (the subject also being part of the group), the risk-taking be-
haviour is explained:

by causes outside of the control of the subject’s will (e.g. the inno-
cence of childhood);

by the personality of the subject («that’s just like me!»);
by the subject’s own «taste for risk».
In this case, risk-taking is not presented as a deliberate act resulting

from a considered decision.
The group conversation makes it possible to touch on a wide variety

of topics (alcohol, drugs, sports’ risk, play, sexuality...).
In general, the boys stated that they feel in control of the events

which they experience whereas the girl referred to her protective role
(cf. the well-known «lay care system»). The minority position of the
girl in this discussion group no doubt reinforced this extremely femi-
nine behaviour (Ringed, 1996).

The conversational approach seems to us to be a useful complement
to the individual narrative approach.
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Germany1

1 Methodology

1.1 Sample (Recruitment)

The sample was recruited by personal and professional con-
tacts and self selection. Recruited respondents were asked to
look for friends who fit within the description of the sample to
participate in the interviews. Altogether a total of 20 respon-
dents in the age range 16-22 were recruited. In the case of mi-
nors the parents were informed about the purpose of the
study and were asked for written consent.

Sample characteristics

Group 1 consists of nine respondents, group 2 of eight; for
some characteristics see Table 1. The mean age for Group 1 is
17 years, nearly half of the participants are female. For Group
2 the mean age is 19 years and 75% are female. With the ex-
ception of one participant in Group 2, who is from Switzer-
land, all are German. In both groups all are presently visiting
grammar school.

Table 1: Characteristics of the interviewees

1
dr. Gerhard Bühringer (INSTITUT FÜR THERAPIEFORSCHUNG IFT, münchen -

germany). the pilot study was planned and carried out with the support of Jutta Künzel,
Eva Maiwald, Anneke Reese and Dilek Türk
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Group 1 (N=9) Group 2 (N=8) Individual 1 Individu
al 2

Individua
l

3
Sex
Male:
Female
5
4
2
6
1
1
1
Age 17 (16-17) 19 (18-20) 21 22 17

In addition three risk-experienced respondents were inter-
viewed individually. Two of them are older than the partici-
pants of the groups (21 and 22); they passed a medium degree
of school education. One has a low level office employment,
one is working in the catering trade. The third one (17) is vis-
iting a secondary school. Two are German, one is an Italian,
living since many years in Germany (see Appendix 4.3).

1.2 Course of the group interviews

The two groups on the one side and the three individuals
on the other side were handled according to a similar inter-
view scheme:

Introduction and warming up (10 minutes)

First the interviewers introduced themselves, gave some in-
formation about the IFT and asked the respondents to intro-
duce themselves. Then they were informed about the ano-
nymity of the whole process, about the honorarium (EU 25.-
for the younger group and EU 37,5 for the older group and the
individual interviews). To avoid a bias in the following brain-
storming about their risk perception nothing was told in detail
at that moment about the purpose of the whole meeting.

Brainstorming on the concept of risk and risk behaviour (5
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minutes)

The respondents individually received a sheet of paper with
the following question: «What comes to your mind related to
the term «risk» and «risk behaviour»? Please write down your
ideas spontaneously without reflection». They had four min-
utes, then the individual sheets were collected.

Information about the purpose and the course of the inter-
views (5 minutes)

After the brainstorming the participants were informed
about the purpose of the interviews (preparation of a scientific
study) and the further course of this meeting (see below).

Filling out of questionnaires (20 minutes)

The students were asked to fill out a very short question-
naire on socio-demographic data (see Appendix 1) and the
«sensation-seeking-scale» (SSS) by Zuckerman (1996) (see
Appendix 2).

Group discussion on the term «risk conceptualisation» (50
minutes)

During the time the students needed to fill out the ques-
tionnaires, the terms from the individual brainstorming sheets
were structured by the interviewers and written on two flip-
chart pages. The terms could be organised according to
«different types of risk behaviour» and «different kinds of
motivation for risk behaviour». The group discussion was ini-
tiated by the interviewers based on one of the terms from the
brainstorming sheets («no risk – no fun»). Major results of the
discussion were written down by the interviewers.
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Break (15 minutes)

In view of the length of the session and the need of the
smokers for a cigarette (six of the eight people in the first
course and seven of the nine in the second course smoked) a
break was made.

Group discussion on the terms «risk perception», «risk
evaluation» and «risk behaviour» (75 minutes)

To stimulate the discussion on the three terms a written
standard risk story was given in two parts to each of the par-
ticipants (Appendix 3). The content of the first part of the
situation is as follows (text is shortened): «At a party you are
offered a ride home in a car but you realise that the driver has
probably drunken too much. But the severity of drunkenness
is unclear». The first part of the story ends that he/she is
asked to answer what he/she would do in this situation.

The interviewers structured the discussion between the re-
spondents, if necessary, according to the following points:

What are the criteria for realising a possible risk situation
(risk perception)

What are the criteria for deciding whether to accept the of-
fer or not (risk evaluation)

Factors which influenced the decision process (external fac-
tors)

What are interesting / positive risk situations, which are
seen as neutral or negative (risk behaviour).

After the discussion of the first part of the story, the second
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part was handed out: «you took the offer as a passenger and
realise during the ride that the driver probably has drunken
too much. He drives very fast in the city, makes strange
movements, doesn’t see traffic lights and so on». The respon-
dents again were asked what they would do in such a situa-
tion.

The following discussion of the interviewees was again
structured, if necessary, according to the mentioned aspects.

Finally the discussion was directed according to other risk
behaviour and their positive or negative value / image (e.g.
sexual behaviour, own driving experience, drug taking, and so
on). The participants were especially asked to concentrate on
the topics «acceptable and non-acceptable risk behaviour».

At the end the interviewees were asked to discuss, espe-
cially for high risk behaviours, what could be done to prevent
the negative outcome of risky situations. To stimulate this dis-
cussion the students were asked to imagine themselves as par-
ents and would have children in the age of 12/14 to 18.

Altogether the two meetings took about three hours each.

1.3 Course of the individual interviews

The individual interviews with the three risk-experienced
respondents were structured according to the following
scheme:

Short introduction of the interviewer and the interviewee,
information about data protection, and the honorarium.

The next steps including the brainstorming and interview
on «risk conceptualisation» were carried out in the same ver-
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sion than the group interviews

Discussion on the topics «risk perception», «risk evalua-
tion», «risk behaviour»

In the individual sessions the dangerous risky situation of
the interviewee was interviewed in detail. The interviewer
concentrated the discussion on the three mentioned topics, in
addition he was asked:

Did you realise, that it was a risky situation, what were the
hints?

Under what conditions would you have decided in another
way?

Did the experience of the risky situation change your future
behaviour?

What could be done to avoid such dangerous risk situations
(including the question what would you do as a parent with
his children)?

The interview took about 1,5 hours.

1.4 Experiences with the interviews

The experiences in the two group interviews and the three
individual interviews can be summarised as follows:

It was rather easy to motivate the respondents to participate
in the interviews. This was not only caused by the honorar-
ium, but also by the natural interests of the interviewees about
this topic and the curiosity about the work of psychologists.
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It was easy to carry out the group interviews and the indi-
vidual interviews. The students participated very actively and
the task of the interviewers was not to stimulate the discussion
but only to structure it from time to time according to the in-
terview guidelines. Only in the group of younger people there
were three out of nine who tried some obstruction. But this
did not have a major influence on the further course and out-
come.

Because of the cancelling of a group of three young workers
shortly before the interview it was difficult to get other work-
ers with the same age in time. As a consequence, pupils are
over-represented in the two group samples, but not in the in-
dividual interviews. Further on because of that reason (loss of
previously scheduled participants) the mean age in group 2 is
too young (19 instead of 20/21). The younger group does also
not include respondents in the age range 14-15. Therefore one
has to be carefully to generalise the results from the group
discussions for the whole age range from 14 to 22.

The group discussions took about three hours, starting at
five p.m. After the three hours the participants were rather
exhausted and a bit tired. Therefore we did not carry out the
planned additional individual interviews after the group inter-
views. We thought, that enough information was collected
during the group interviews, especially as we additionally
asked about the influence of friends (influence of the group)
on individual risk evaluation and decision making.

In the analysis of the interviews it was sometimes difficult
to differ between risk concept, risk perception and risk
evaluation.

All in all the interviews were very rewarding. Altogether the
experiences were very positive and it can be concluded that
the targets of the pilot study were reached in terms of getting
more information about the four risk-topics and related fac-
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tors.

2 Results of the pilot study

The answers of the two groups and the three individuals are
presented together, unless there are major differences which
need to be mentioned.

2.1 Conceptualisation (Written brainstorming)

The terms of the brainstorming sheets can be structured ac-
cording to two topics, type of risk situation and motivation for
risk. Concerning the concept of the type of situations to be seen
as risky the analysis of the brainstorming came to the follow-
ing results:

The interviewees perceive those situations as risky which
are characterised by those behaviours with an acute, visible
expectancy of positive experiences and thrills, but with the
risk of some negative outcome, e.g. drunken driving with high
speed by night, drinking alcohol in a social situation, using
drugs in a dangerous situation, mountain climbing. The
younger groups especially referred to risk situations in sports
(skating, snow boarding, horse riding).

The mentioned risk situations all have a very positive value
and image. «Neutral» risk situations, e.g. deciding after school
for the job to be learned, changing a school because of the
moving of the parents, are mentioned rather seldom.

Risk behaviour with possible long term negative conse-
quences are mentioned rarely, e.g. tobacco smoking, sexual
behaviour without condoms.

Another part of the written brainstorming comments are
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concerned with the motives for engaging in risky situations:

Most of the written motives / characteristics of risky situa-
tions are subjectively highly positive, e.g. having fun («no risk,
no fun»), push of adrenaline, positive tension, new experi-
ences, eventful life.

Very few comments were related to negative outcome of
risk situations, e.g. life threats, illnesses, panic.

Compared to the two groups, two of the three individual
interviewees with risk-experience predominantly see the terms
risk and risk behaviour in a negative way, and associate nega-
tive consequences, like anxiety, health consequences and so
on. The third wasn’t affected very much by her risk experi-
ence.

Group discussion on the risk concept

The results of the group discussion following the brain-
storming can be summarised in some central aspects:

The term risk has a very positive value and is predomi-
nantly related to situations with acute positive expectancies,
e.g. new experiences, new challenges, acute sensations.

For the younger group this positive and one-sided concept
is even stronger, which can be seen by following terms: «real
fun comes only in risk situations», «challenging a risk situation
gives you fun, the feeling of happiness, thrill». The elder ones
differentiated a bit more. They don’t accept the general term
«no risk – no fun», they argue that risk and fun don’t neces-
sarily belong together, they would avoid life threatening risk
situations even if they are associated with positive conse-
quences (e.g. driving a car intoxicated and with closed eyes).
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The older group of interviewees differentiate between
«real» risky situations, which are e.g. life threatening situa-
tions on the one side, and risky behaviour, which is just not
allowed, e.g. driving too fast (the danger is not seen in the risk
of accidence, but in the risk of being controlled by the police),
betraying in school examinations, shoplifting.

Risk behaviour, which is just not allowed, is less seen as a
«real» risk. But this differentiation has nothing to do with the
subjective positive value, only with the evaluation of the
amount of risk and the probability of engaging in the risky
behaviour. The younger group named several values that can
be put at stake in a risk situation: life, health, friendship, time
and money were rated in this order to be most valuable. The
more a certain behaviour endangers these aspects the more
risky it was perceived to be.

Risk taking was seen as a behaviour you actively decide on
whereas bad luck is out of your control. Daily, low risk (being
robbed) is perceived as bad luck.

Situations and behaviours with long term negative conse-
quences, e.g. health consequences of smoking, are not very
relevant. The older ones know the risks, but they don’t care.
The younger mostly even don’t mention them.

Risk is seen predominantly as consequences for the own
person. They don’t mention that their own risk behaviour
might be risky for others too (e.g. drunken driving, sexual be-
haviour without condoms).

There are clear individual differences between the inter-
viewees in terms of what is seen as risk and what is seen as
positive or negative, challenging or not.

Two of the three interviewees with negative risk experi-
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ences differ clearly in terms that they see risk predominantly
negative, dangerous and life threatening, and mention nearly
no positive aspects of the term risk.

2.2 Perception

The group discussion after presenting the risk story (part 1
and 2) can be summarised as follows relating the topic
«perception»:

The older group of interviewees said, that did not perceive
the extreme risk of certain situations like they do today when
they were younger (13/14). In that age they did «really risky
things» (e.g. drug use in the park till one looses consciousness,
touching running subways).

They argue, that one has to experience many risk situations
to be better able to perceive them.

They differ between situations which are life threatening
and those who have only negative social consequences (traffic
control during the first year where the driver’s licence is only
on parole).

Long term risks are predominantly not perceived as real
risks.

Health and social risks especially if they will happen long
away in the future, are perceived as less relevant than severe
negative social consequences (e.g. loosing the driver’s licence
on parole).

2.3 Evaluation

There is a clear group influence in terms that they evaluate
risk situations as acceptable if others do it also, especially
close friends (e.g. a friend as a drunken driver is less risky than
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an unknown person).

The influence of the group seem to be monitored by age
(experience) and probably individual differences.

Some older interviewees argue that with increasing age they
dare to say «no» to participate in risky situations, some still
don’t dare to do that. Asking parents for help in a risky situa-
tion seems to have gender-specific consequences. Females are
more positively reinforced, males are not. Males seem to be
expected to take higher risks than females.

Other external factors for engaging in risky situations are
the availability of alternatives, e.g: if they come from a disco-
theque on the countryside, they would accept a drive in a car
with a drunken driver with a higher probability, if there is no
public transportation, if they have no money, if they don’t
dare to phone their parents.

In terms of external factors (23) there also seem to be some
individual differences, probably monitored by age and experi-
ence. Some of them mentioned that they plan a social evening
in advance and that they would not participate in a party were
they would have problems to come back individually if all
others are drunken. Some also mentioned that they arrange
groups where one will not drink in the evening.

From the interviewer’s point it seems to be that false be-
lieves lead to inadequate risk evaluations in critical situations.
For example they believe that good food / enough food will
reduce the risk of drunkenness while driving.

They don’t know the relation of the amount of alcoholic
beverages and the level of blood alcohol concentration. They
do not accept «objective signs of drunkenness» by drivers as
«real» critical situations. The group discussion made clear,
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that their risk evaluation is partly underdeveloped because of
a lack of experience (what does a blood alcohol concentration
of 0,3 or 0,4‰ practically mean for traffic safety) but also of a
lack of knowledge (e.g. the relation of the amount of alcohol
and the risk of driving).

Positive experiences in past risk situations reduces the risk
evaluation in future situations of that type (e.g. several experi-
ences with drunken driving without negative consequences).

Situations, where the positive outcome is supposed to be
influenced only by the own competence (even if that assump-
tion is objectively wrong) are seen less risky in contrast to
situations where external factors are seen as relevant. This is
especially the case, if these situations have been mastered posi-
tively in the past.

Concerning some specific situations the following were
evaluated as acceptable, low-risk-situations (!):

Using cannabis

Driving fast in the night

Driving over red cross lights in the night

Taking someone in one’s car, if one is drunken, and the
other knows that (it’s then his own risk).

Drunken driving, if one knows that there is no police con-
trol

Drunken driving or driving with a drunken driver, if the
distance is short or at least well known (but not on long dis-
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tances)

It’s also a less severe risk, if there is no public transporta-
tion available (being raped if hitchhiking, is seen as a higher
risk by females).

Shop lifting, as nobody has a disadvantage / harm (the
older interviewees see this different).

Altogether the evaluation of risk situations is not based on
«objective» knowledge, but predominantly on personal expe-
riences, and it is not stable in the understanding, that the
similar risk behaviour is evaluated similar in all situations. In-
stead the risk evaluation is monitored by many external fac-
tors, like group pressure, possible alternatives to the risk be-
haviour, personal experiences, the amount of the kick in a
positive outcome and so on.

In one group finally at the end of the discussion on risk
evaluation, the sentence «no risk – no fun» was changed to
«have fun, choose your own risk».

2.4 Behaviour

Some risk behaviours have a high positive value and thrill:

Drunk driving

Driving with closed eyes at night

Driving too fast

Passing a red light
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Crossing a street as late as possible

To come as closely as possible to a running train

Parachute

Using illicit drugs

Gambling.

The mentioned risk situations are seen even more positive
when carried out in a group of friends.

The interviewees mentioned that there are some risk situa-
tions which in all cases have a negative outcome and therefore
have a less value, e.g. tobacco smoking. Some others men-
tioned drug taking, but not only because of the addictive risk,
but because of unknown compositions.

There are also some risk situations which have no positive
or negative value, e.g. deciding one’s future job, moving to a
new school, apartment or city.

2.5 Prevention

We asked interviewees what could be done to reduce the
negative consequences of risk situations for young people, e.g.
traffic accidents, HIV-infection, drug dependence or sub-
stance use related accidents and diseases. To make it more
concrete we ask them to imagine that they would have chil-
dren in the age between 14 and 20: what would they do in
terms of the prevention of negative consequences?

The major comment was that young people have to make
their experiences to be able to recognise and evaluate risk
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situations.

Parents and other responsibles should set clear rules and
regulations, which might limit the behaviour repertoire of
young people, but they must leave an elbowroom for a free
decision making and risk behaviour experiences.

Parents should by no means give up their parent role as an
educator and should not take over the role of a maid / buddy,
e.g. behaving like a similar young person.

Parents should also punish young people in situations of
extreme risk of loosing one’s life, e.g. touching a high-speed
subway.

Some said that young people should be helped to increase
their competence to evaluate risk situations and to behave
adequately in such situations.

Some of the interviewees were rather pessimistic in terms of
effective preventive measures.

Those interviewees with experience in risk situations were
in general much more strict and consequent in terms of clear
educational regulations.

3 Conclusions and Hypothesis

3.1 Summary of the results

The group and individual interviews brought up some ma-
jor results and conclusions:

The risk-concept of most interviewees is highly positive, as-
sociated with interesting and thrilling experiences and espe-
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cially with fun. The risk itself is in most cases not of high
value, but the positive consequences associated with a success-
ful mastering of the risk situation.

Most of the positive outcomes are associated with short
term risk situations, e.g. positive feelings after drug taking,
sensation during high speed driving, adrenaline pushes.

Long term risks (e.g. diseases as a consequence of alcohol
use and tobacco smoking) are mostly known by the older in-
terviewees, but they don’t care of and they don’t have an in-
fluence on their behaviour. The younger don’t even think
about long term risks, legal risks are taken into account pur-
posely.

The concept of «probability» (of negative consequences) is
not very well developed, even in the older group. If one expe-
riences one, two or three times no negative consequences (e.g.
driving under alcohol) the principle risk of drunken driving,
which they know and which they have been informed in the
driver’s school, is subjectively reduced. That means, the statis-
tical risk, which is in every situation the same, is subjectively
reduced because of experiences without negative conse-
quences.

The evaluation of a risk situation (e.g. driving under alco-
hol) is also influenced by many external factors, e.g. group
pressure, knowledge of the driver, distance to one’s home,
availability of money for taking public transportation, avail-
ability of public transportation.

The interviewees have a bad knowledge of facts about the
correlation of certain alcohol intake and the reduction of the
drivers’ functioning (e.g. reactivity, perception of sudden risk
situations).
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The effects of punishment on their behaviour is not very
clear. On the one side, especially the younger people argue
that there is no fun without (even dangerous or forbidden)
risk behaviour. On the other side, especially the older respon-
dents, e.g. in the first year of their driver’s licence, which is
specifically restricted in Germany, argued that the probability
of police control in fact does monitor their behaviour.

In all two groups there were some interviewees with high
poly-risk behaviour, which were nearly not influenced by any
existing sanctions. They use «recreational» drugs intensively,
drive regularly under heavy influence of alcohol, do constantly
acute risky things, e.g. working on the electric system in a
household without turning off the electricity. These people
argue in the last question about the possibility to prevent dan-
gerous risk situations that they could not be prevented and
that young people have to go through this situations. These
poly-risk takers were a specific sub-group in the two group
meetings and did argue and behave different to the other
group member.

3.2 Consequences for the major study

From the pilot study I would suggest to concentrate in the
main study on the following aspects:

We have to study risk situations with a high emotional
value and relevance.

We have to concentrate on risk situations which are under-
estimated by young people, partly because of a lack of knowl-
edge (e.g. the influence of alcohol on driving behaviour).

It seems to be very important to clearly find out the factors
which increase or decrease the probability of entering a risk
situation or not (risk evaluation).
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The group influence, probably a personality factor like sen-
sation seeking and a lack of education of competencies for
risky situations and the instrumental value of the behaviour
seem to play a major role.

Probably it is helpful to include a test on the knowledge of
important facts concerning risk situations.

There seem to be individual differences in evaluating the
same risk situation. Therefore it is important (1.) to work with
the same risk situations in the major study for all participants,
and (2.) to include some hypotheses about the factors which
monitor individual differences (e.g. sensation seeking, positive
or negative outcomes of risky situations).

It might be helpful to differentiate between (1.) engaging in
a risky situation as a function to reach something else which is
important (e.g. drunk driving in order to come home after a
party) and (2.) risky situations to gain experiences / thrills (e.g.
closing eyes while driving). In the first case the risky situation
is not important per se and has no positive value.

3.3 First consequences for preventive actions

From the pilot study we would derive the following conse-
quences:

Risky behaviour is an integrated part of adolescence and
probably an important factor for gaining life competencies
and self assertiveness. It can not be our goal (and it would not
be successful) to strive for a «zero level in risky behaviour» in
prevention. Our goal should be (1.) to enable young people to
perceive and evaluate risk situations and (2.) to increase their
competence to master risk situations.

One should differentiate between «neutral», functional risk
behaviour to reach something else and risk behaviour as an
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own value to gain positive emotions / experiences.

Young people should be trained in the following aspects:

learning to understand and to calculate risky situations

learning to experience under save conditions the possible
negative consequences (e.g. driving under alcohol in driving
simulators)

to increase the competence and the self-efficacy to master
risky situations.

It seems also necessary to implement in education guide-
lines for parents that any activities (e.g. avoid risky situations,
to analyse or master them adequately) should start in the early
childhood, before the puberty.

Appendix

Socio-economic questionnaire
The Sensation-Seeking-Scale (SSS)

Standard risk situation for the two groups
Part one

You are at a party. People are nice, you feel good and it is
rather late when you decides to leave. Probably you have to
wait on the bus for a rather long time and may be that you
then can’t reach your underground. A friend makes you the
offer for a ride home with his car. You has realised that he has
drunken beer during the evening. Not too much, but more
than one bottle.

You think about the risk to take up his offer although he is
not absolutely sober. What are you going to do?
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Part two

Let´s assume that you take up the offer. During the ride you
realises that your friend has probably drunken too much. He
drives very fast in the city, makes strange movements and does
not see traffic lights. What are you going to do?

4 Individual interviews

4.1 Interview 1

4.2 Interview 2

The participant is a 21 year old man, Italian, living since
many years in Germany. He is working in the catering trade.
Sometimes he is also working as a bouncer in several clubs
that are presently very «in» in the scene of Munich.

He is born and grown up in Sicily. His parents had a res-
taurant in Sicily, later on in Germany. He was brought up in a
strict but also loving and understanding way. Especially his fa-
ther played an important role for him. Although he was rather
strict, he talked a lot to him and always explained his deci-
sions to his son.

Meaning of risk

He makes a clear difference between life threatening risks,
and risks in the area of e.g. business or gambling. Whereas he
absolutely avoids the first one, the second one belong to a full
life («no risk, no fun»).

Risk and psychoactive substances

The refusing of risks for his own life lead to the question
about dealing with risks for his health, especially risks con-
nected with the use of psychoactive substances. He has a dif-
ferent risk assessment for legal and illegal drugs. Whereas ille-
gal drugs are seen as very dangerous for health and life, alco-
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hol consumption in a moderate way is seen as a very normal
behaviour. To drink alcohol especially on parties, at social
gatherings is an absolute common practice. Smoking is seen as
more dangerous as drinking. The participant is a smoker since
he is 15 years old, he smokes up to 60 cigarettes per day. He
feels addicted and it is a very serious problem for him, be-
cause his father died because of smoking.

He has already smoked marihuana, but it has had no effects
and therefore it is not interesting for him. He knows a lot of
persons and also friends who are taking drugs and who are al-
ready addicted. He does accept these people because it is their
decision, but he never would take drugs. His father has told
him, that in the case he would be addicted to drugs, he would
kill him, because he does not want to see him suffer. He was
very impressed by this threat.

Risk and violence

The participant is often confronted with violence because
of his job as bouncer. If he does not allow a person to enter
the club, the reaction is often aggressiveness. He always tries
to solve the situation by talking and explaining the decision to
avoid violence. He can accept violence as a mean to defend
one’s health or life, but he does not like to act in a violent way.

Risk behaviour and peer influence

He sees a high connection between peer pressure and the
readiness to show risk behaviour. But he never joined these
peer groups that for example made tests of courage. He pre-
ferred to be with older friends that had already left the age of
these actions. But he always felt accepted by peers because he
was a «good guy» and helped others.

The experienced risk situation

The participant has had a very severe road accident. It hap-
pened on a rainy evening in the winter. The participant has
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had a very exciting and confusing talk with his girl-friend. She
finished with him. When he left, he was in a mood that was a
mixture from sadness and aggressiveness. He was absolutely
sober, because he never drinks alcohol when he is going to
drive a car. He went by car to the restaurant of his father,
where he worked at that time. The restaurant was in another
town. He knows the route from the town where his girl-friend
lived and the restaurant inside out, because he has gone this
route by car for a long time nearly every day. The only differ-
ence to the rides before was except his mood, the fact that he
has got a new car several days before and he was not enough
acquainted with it up to now. He drove too fast (160km/h on
a country road). In a bend he went into a skid, the car turned
over and fell down the embankment. He lost consciousness
and gained it back only after five days. Besides the severe con-
cussion he was hardly injured, the car was totally damaged. It
was like a wonder, he could also be dead. His life was saved
by his special safety belts for sport cars. But if there would
have been a front-seat passenger in his car, these person
would have had no chance to survive the accident.

Risk perception and risk evaluation

He was completely surprised by the situation. Despite his
high speed, he has seen no risk, because of his very good
knowledge of the route. He first realized the danger when he
was already going into a skid, and he also realized that now his
life was in danger.

Consequences for behaviour

He made some changes of the external factors. He bought a
new car, that was not as he had before a sport car, but a car
with high security standards and a limited speed. So he is
forced to drive much slower.

When he gives other persons a ride on his car, he drives
very carefully, because he does not want to endanger them.
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He is now more often careful also in other situations and
then often thinks about the risk situation and he knows that
life can be finished very quickly.

He tells his friends about his experience in the hope that
they will learn from this experience.

Prevention of risk situations

He suggested the following preventive measures

Information about consequences of the risk behaviour, also
in a very drastic and deterring way.

Making own experiences is the best way to avoid risks in
the future.

Strict bringing up by the parents

Not too much liberties for children, but more protection by
the parents until the children have left the most dangerous
ages and are a bit more mature (when they are about 17 years).

4.3 Interview 3

The participant is a 17 years old women. She is visiting a
secondary school.

Meaning of risk

Risk is everywhere. It is a part of life in every area of life. It
requires decisions that are always connected with the uncer-
tainty whether they are right or wrong. Risk is always con-
nected with danger. That can be a danger for health or life,
but mostly the danger to be confronted with different kinds of
negative consequences, e.g. social consequences like a break-
up of a friendship. But risks are not at all negative. Sometimes
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it is necessary to take a risk, to make ones own experiences or
also to be successful.

There are justifiable and unjustifiable risks. An example for
a justifiable risk is the last journey of the participant. Together
with five friends, all aged under 18 years, she was away in
France. She considers the fact that six minor girls are away in
another country as a risky action. Unjustifiable risks are risks
that are a threat for one’s own life or that are a threat for other
people as for example taking illegal drugs or to behave in a
risky way in the traffic.

Risk and psychoactive substances

A moderate consumption of alcohol is absolutely normal
and is not seen as a risk. The same is true for tobacco smok-
ing, if one considers other persons (non-smokers). The par-
ticipant is a smoker, but despite of this she sees more risk in
smoking that in drinking alcohol. „Smoking is more risky, but
drinking alcohol is worse, because of the lost of control. For
the risks of taking illegal drugs one has to make a difference
between hard drugs and e.g. cannabis. The participant has al-
ready tried some joints at the age of 15 because of curiosity,
but with disappointing effects.

Risk behaviour and peer influence

The influence of the peer group plays a very important role.
One is afraid to make a fool of oneself if one does not show
the wanted behaviour. The warning of the parents has no ef-
fect, because one knows that if one does not act in the way the
parents want, it does not really matter, because they always
will love her child. But the same is not true for the peers. If
one is not able to gain their acceptance, than it could be that
one gets the role of an outsider.

The experienced risk situation

With the age of 14 she was in her summer holidays in a
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children’s holiday camp. A lot of sporting activities took place
at the camp. She was especially interested in baseball. She
does not play baseball herself, but she liked to watch the
baseball matches. One reason for this preference was a boy,
that played in the baseball team, she has felt in love with. So,
at one of his matches, she and her friend watched the match
from a rather near distance to the field. She wanted to be seen
by the boy she admired. During the match, one of the players
reached back with his bat, and because she was standing to
near at the field, he bet the bat directly in her face. She imme-
diately has lost her consciousness. She had to suffer for two
years from her injuries. All of her front teeth were knocked
out and her jaw was broken. It took nine operations until she
looked as she has looked like before the accident. She had se-
vere psychological problems because she felt rather ugly.

Risk perception and risk evaluation

She knows that she was standing to near by the field. But
that was her intention, because she wanted to attract the boy.
Therefore she could not stand among the other spectators but
wanted to stand in an exposed position. She did not think
about any risks and she was completely surprised by the acci-
dent.

Consequences for behaviour

The experience lead to nearly no behavioural changes. One
reason for this is, that it was a very special situation, that will
hardly happen again. The feeling, that she has to be more
careful does only relate to sporting activities. The experience
does not have any consequences on her behaviour in other ar-
eas of activities. The only, rather important change for her is,
that she now has more understanding and sympathy for peo-
ple that are disabled or disfigured.
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Prevention of risk situations

Making one’s own experience is absolutely necessary.

Information is important to help to make the right decision
in a risk situation.

Parents should not be to strict and forbid nearly everything,
because then they are not credible.

It would be ideal, if the parents have made own experi-
ences in situations that are relevant for their children and they
could tell them about these experiences.
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Greece1

1. Introduction

Countries Participating in the Project

The study Young People and Risk Management is a com-
parative European research programme in six European coun-
tries, namely France (Université de Rennes 2), Great Britain
(Royal Edinburgh Hospital), Greece (KEKMOKOP Panteion
University, Athens), Germany (Institute of Therapy Research
– Munich), Italy (Osservatorio Permanente sui Giovani e
l’Alcool) and Spain (Socidrogalcol, Valencia). It is organized
and sponsored by the Permanent Observatory on Youth and
Alcohol (Osservatorio Permanente sui Giovani e l’Alcool) of
Italy in Rome.

1.2 The Objectives of the Project

The objectives of the present project are:

To examine and analyze the conceptualization, perception
and evaluation of «risk» and «risky behaviour» among youth
population (focus groups) in different socio-cultural contexts.

To evaluate and standardize the methodology and research

1
The Greek Research Team was composed by Professor D. Gefou-Madianou, Dr. G.

Agelopoulos, Mr. M. Petrou (Ph.D. Student), Mr. V. Holloway
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used in a qualitative ethnographic study in the different re-
search centers, aiming at comparing the final data on «risk»
between the European countries participating in the project.

The above data will constitute the basis for designing a
major study on the «Determinants of Alcohol Risk Among
Young People in Europe».

In this respect the present study constitutes the first phase
of a larger collaborative European project.

2. The concept of risk: anthropological approaches

«Risk», as a concept has become a subject of anthropologi-
cal inquiry during the last two decades. The anthropological
focus on risk follows the development of an extended litera-
ture on this topic primarily in the fields of economics, man-
agement, psychiatry and psychology. These studies attempt to
work with a number of ambiguous terms, the most common
of which are: «risk», «misfortune», «accident», «fault», inde-
terminacy, chance, probability, uncertainty, rationality, faith,
fate, risky behaviour, «adventure». This short introduction is
an attempt to relate the anthropological approaches to risk
with the previously established theories of risk analysis; in or-
der to clarify the contribution of anthropology in this filed.

2.1 The rational choice theories

The focus on risk analysis has rapidly expanded mainly af-
ter W. W. II. Since the mid eighties, one of the dominant
theoretical paradigms in the study of risk in the social, politi-
cal and economic sciences is the «Rational Choice Theory»
(RCT) developed by W. Nicholson (1985). According to
Nicholson, the RCT is an attempt to understand human deci-
sion taking under uncertainty and relies on the concept of ra-
tionality. The RCT perceives risk as a purely mathematical
problem, as the prediction of probabilities in a given situation.
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What is emphasized in this approach is gain with regard to
possible outcomes and the relative probabilities of gain and
loss. In other words, the RCT perceives risk as an anomaly or
a negative aspect of human life which can be mathematically
predicted and possibly avoided.

Nicholson’s arguments were initially developed to explain
decision taking in economics. However, the RCT model was
also transferred in the social and political sciences and still
dominates risk analysis in some USA academic contexts. A
classical example of ethnographies based on the RCT are in-
cluded in the volume Risk and Uncertainty in Tribal and Peas-
ant Economies edited by E. Cashdan (1990). The papers in this
volume discuss subsistence strategies by using a version of the
RCT and distinguish between «risk-averse» and «risk-loving»
societies.

The RCT and similar theoretical paradigms based on the
concept of rationality have established an understanding of
risk which: (i) defines, recognizes and focuses the analysis on
«risky behaviours», (ii) proposes a specific methodology in
order to study risk and «risky behaviours» and (iii) offers pre-
vention strategies to cope with risk among population groups
with high rates of «risky behaviour». The most usually men-
tioned groups are the youth, the mentally sick and the profes-
sionals under continuous stress (e.g. pilots).

Although popular in management studies, the RCT has at-
tracted a great number of criticism. Most of this criticism, as
Malaby argues, is related with the reliance of RCT on
«rationality» (Malaby 1997: 35). Further on this direction, it is
possible to recall the well-established criticisms against Trans-
actional and other rational choice theories in the social sci-
ences and apply similar arguments in criticizing the RCT. The
RCT also encounters significant problems in explaining the
behaviour of persons of non-western cultures. In most of the
cases, the RCT applies an ethnocentric distinction between ra-
tional «Us» and irrational «Them» which has evolutionary
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underpinnings. The principal problem of RCT is, however,
that by accounting only for the formal features of an activity, it
necessarily entails a separation of this activity and its partici-
pant’s decisions from the wider local socio-cultural context
(Malaby 1997). This becomes evident in the study of specific
«risky behaviours». Their definition, as Carbone argues, often
lacks a serious epistemological background and disregards the
ambiguities of the culturally developed possible meanings of
risk (Carbone 1999). Furthermore, similar definitions of «risky
behaviour» are based on moral evaluations and essentialised
behavioural categories (ibid.). The definition problem inher-
ited in projects which focus on «risky behaviours», effects
their research methodology and their conclusions. The exis-
tence of «well defined risky behaviours» allows the research-
ers who follow this paradigm, to apply statistical analysis and
reach conclusions. In most of the cases, such conclusions lead
to specific prevention strategies. The extraordinary repeated
failure of prevention strategies based on such a model, forced
scholars to talk about the «boomerang effect» of these proj-
ects (ibid.) For many years, research on the effects of informa-
tion campaigns and other prevention strategies among popula-
tion groups with everyday risk experiences, proved the inef-
fectiveness or even the harmfulness of such methods (ibid.).

2.2 Risk as constitutive of social relationships

Although not so popular among policy makers and man-
agement studies theorists, a number of other more critical and
culturally oriented theoretical approaches on risk have been
developed by sociologists and social anthropologists. Among
the most important are Mary Douglas’ work.2 Douglas, a Brit-
ish anthropologist who also worked in the USA, was the first
one to point out that risk is constitutive of social relationships
rather than a result, of individual needs, as rational choice
theorists argue. According to Douglas, «risk is defined as be-

2
See annotated bibliography.
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ing acceptable or not by society as a whole» (1992: 23). Her
work has had a great influence not only in anthropology but in
other social sciences as well. Douglas, in collaboration with
other scholars, has also been involved in suggesting a critical
understanding of prevention strategies (Douglas and Wil-
davsky 1982, Douglas 1986). According to Douglas, the focus
on individual actor decisions belonging to population groups
with high risk experiences, does not offer a fruitful approach
to risk. Douglas’ work has clear Durkheiemian influences and
often tends to underestimate the local or personal interests of
the actors involved in risk.

M. Douglas’ hypotheses were initially focused on non west-
ern societies. The sociologists Anthony Giddens and Ulrich
Beck formulated parallel to Douglas’ arguments for western
industrial societies. However, a significant discontinuity in
their analyses is that they are only applied to a modern west-
ern industrially developed social context.

For example, in his analysis of modern western societies,
Giddens argues that since the eighteenth century these socie-
ties, aware of the uncertainty of the future, have attempted to
predict and control risks by developing statistical techniques
or assessment (Giddens 1991). Giddens therefore perceives
risk a phenomenon embedded in western culture and in soci-
ety.

The German sociologist Ulrich Beck considers risk as a
structural element of industrial society (Beck 1992). Beck
points out the side effects of rational modernity, which are the
dangers existing due to the institutional bureaucracy of mod-
ern societies and due to their inability to control technology.
Beck offers some directions for overcoming the escalating
dangers of late modernity. He proposes political action aiming
at the radicalization of rationalization through overcoming in-
dividualization.
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Most of the anthropological research projects on risk in the
last two decades, are based on the work of M. Douglas, A.
Giddens and U. Beck. As Malaby explains, a common charac-
teristic of the latest anthropological studies on risk in both
western and non-western societies is to perceive risk as an at-
tempt to situate the self in a social context. In other words, the
focus is on the individual but risk is recognized as a socio-
cultural phenomenon beyond individual choices (Malaby
1997).

2.3 Risk in social theory

To conclude, it is possible to recognize two major ap-
proaches on the study of risk. The first approach claims that
risk is an anomaly which may / should be prevented. This ap-
proach is dominant in management studies and economics
and perceives risk as an individual experience based on
choices decided by the individual. According to the research-
ers who follow this paradigm, risk appears to be a conscious
probability or the result of an unconscious fault. The preven-
tion strategies based on this paradigm focus on high risk tar-
get groups which practice «risky behaviours».

The second approach stresses the need to conceptualize
risk as a structural phenomenon embedded in society. Indi-
vidual choices are not neglected but perceived in their socio-
cultural context. Furthermore, actors are not always consid-
ered as fully conscious individuals and space is left for the in-
fluence of unconscious factors. Most of the authors who fol-
low this paradigm are not engaged in a discussion of specific
risk prevention strategies. Indeed, some scholars, as U. Beck
for example, argue that the only solution is a radical political
change which will limit the structural risks of present day so-
cieties. However, they also suggest that any risk prevention
strategy should be addressed not only those considered to
have «risky experiences», but the wider society as a whole.
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2. 4 Annotated Bibliography on «Risk»

The Greek research team has put an effort in the selection
of the existing bibliography on the concept of «risk» and
«risky behaviour». Since, at this point of the study, what
mostly interests the research team is the clarification of con-
cepts and their ambiguities, it was decided that the various
theoretical approaches should be discussed and that an anno-
tated bibliography should also be included in the final report.

1. Beck, Ulrich, 1992. Risk Society, London: Sage.

This book, originally published in German in 1986, has
proved to have a major influence both in the sociological
analysis of modernization as well as on the German Green
movement. Beck focuses on two main subjects: reflexive mod-
ernization and the issue of risk.

The notion of reflexive modernization is based on an analy-
sis of the consequences of modernity. Contrary to
«optimistic» approaches to modernity which claim that the
basis of the modern is located in rationality, Beck argues that
there is also a darker side, namely the existence of risks and
hazards that societies have never faced before. The dangers of
scientific «progress» and development are not any more lim-
ited in time and space. To overcome this problem, Beck does
not dismiss modernity altogether but suggests the radicaliza-
tion of rationalization through overcoming individualization.
Therefore, modernization must become reflexive. On the one
hand, individual agency plays a significant role in reflexive
modernization. On the other hand, reflexive modernization
confronts and tries to accommodate the essential tension be-
tween human indeterminacy and the inevitable tendency to
objectify and naturalize cultural productions.

To proceed the analysis further, U. Beck attempts an ap-
proach on risk as a structural element of society. And though
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Beck focuses on Western societies, his arguments can be more
widely applied. He shows that physical risks are always cre-
ated and effected in social systems such as, for example, or-
ganizations and institutions which are supposed to manage
and control risky activity. Thus, risks are directly related to
social relations. The primary risk, even for the most techni-
cally intensive activities, is, therefore, that of social depend-
ency upon institutions and actors, who may well be alien, ob-
scure and inaccessible to most people affected by the risks in
question.

2. Beck, Ulrich, 1998. Politics of Risk Society. In Jane Franklin, The
Politics of Risk Society, Cambridge: Polity Press, pp. 9 – 22.

In this paper U. Beck returns in his previously ([1986] 1992)
developed theory of risk society, to show how it conveys a
new conception of a «non-industrial» society and how it
modifies social theory and politics. Furthermore, Beck takes
the position of his critics and explores the ideas which limit
his previous analysis on risk. Finally, he points to the theoreti-
cal and political avenues that he wishes to see explored at a
European level.

3. Franklin, Jane, 1998. Introduction. In Jane Franklin, The Poli-
tics of Risk Society, Cambridge: Polity Press, pp. 1 – 8.

J. Franklin argues that U. Beck’s theory on the politics of
risk society and A. Giddens’ approach on the consequences of
modernity express parallel views and need to be further de-
veloped towards a critical understanding of society. In the in-
troduction of this collection of essays though not proposing
any new theoretical approaches to the study of «risks». How-
ever, J. Franklin manages to offer a simple, clearly written
overview of the papers published in the volume and to link
them with the previously established discussion on risk.

4. Giddens, Anthony, 1998. Risk Society: the Context of Brit-
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ish Politics. In Jane Franklin, The Politics of Risk Society, Cam-
bridge: Polity Press, pp. 23 – 34.

Starting from the analysis of actual examples of life in the
UK in the ‘90s, A. Giddens attempts to explain the effects of
science and technical knowledge in modern society and the
political responses available. Giddens argues that risk society
is something different from postindustrial society. It is a soci-
ety which is increasingly preoccupied with its future and is-
sues of safety, both of which generate a notion of risk. The
origins of risk society can be traced to two fundamental trans-
formations affecting peoples’ lives, which he names «the end
of nature» and «the end of tradition». In such a society, risk is
not any more an unexpected incident coming from the out-
side, but has «a manufactured» character. «Manufactured
risk» is a risk created by the very progression of human devel-
opment, especially by the progression of science and technol-
ogy.

5. Douglas, Mary, 1966. Purity and Danger. An Analysis of the
Concepts of Pollution and Taboo, London: Routledge and Ke-
gan Paul.

The first book of M. Douglas which examines issues related
to risk and presents an anthropological approach to human
cognition. It is based on the assumption that all religions and
societies have rules of purity, neglect of which is punished by
risks of various types. The main argument is that humans pay
attention to a particular pattern of disasters, treating them as
omens or punishments. Douglas focuses on the mutual adap-
tation of views about natural dangers and views about how
society works. Most of the analysis was based on ethnographic
material coming from non Western societies.

6. Douglas, Mary, 1992. Risk and Blame. Essays in Cultural
Theory, London: Routledge.
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This is a collection of essays on the theme of risk and blame
which have been separately published before over a period of
five years. Douglas develops a programme for studying risk
and blame which follows from ideas originally analyzed in her
previous book Purity and Danger. The first essay is an attempt
to contribute to an anthropological approach on the cross-
disciplinary discussion of how danger is politicized and how
the perception of risk is culturally produced. This essay, to-
gether with the last one in the volume, are probably the most
crucial texts, in order to understand M. Douglas’ theoretical
and methodological views on risk. The remaining five essays
argue for a more holistic approach on risk by using a variety of
examples, from law and order issues to problems of cross-
boundary communication. The essays in part two, mainly fo-
cus on the relationship between institutions and individuals in
their attempt to cope with risk, danger and other relevant be-
liefs. Douglas posed a number of methodological questions,
and she attempts to provide an alternative critical approach by
rejecting the blanket categories of «risk», «health» and
«danger».

7. Douglas, Mary, 1994. Risk Acceptability According to the
Social Sciences, London and N.Y.: Russell Sage Foundation.

This report originally developed as an attempt to present a
literature review on social influences on risk perception. The
chapters examine the moral issues in risk acceptability and the
emergence of risk studies as a distinctive subdiscipline in the
social sciences. It also analyses the perception of risk, the rela-
tionship between choice and risk, as well as the notion of
natural risks. Finally, the interrelationship between credibility,
rumor transmission and social control of information are dis-
cussed, and the concepts of «risk seeking» and the «safety
first» ideology in business contexts are introduced in an at-
tempt to explain the problems related to the structure of or-
ganizations, institutions and risk prevention.

8. Douglas, Mary and Wildavsky, Aaron, 1982. Risk and Cul-
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ture. Berkeley: University of California Press.

This book builds upon M. Douglas’s previous work Risk
and Blame but extends the discussion over industrial Western
societies and the «new awareness of technological dangers».
The theoretical contribution is still focused on the social in-
fluences of the development of perceptions about risk, dan-
ger, and probability and risk acceptability.

3. Methodology

3. 1 The Overall Methodology of the Project

The project methodology was decided and planned by the
European Partners of the Observatory during the Paris meet-
ing in 22 – 23 October 1999. This included the following
groups:

2 «normal» groups and 3 youngsters with risky behaviour

Age range 14 – 22 years old divided into 2 groups:

- 8 people 14 – 17 years old (school group) / 50% men, 50%
women / 3 socio-economic levels / students, drop outs

- 8 people 18 – 22 years old (school group) / 50% men, 50%
women / 3 socio-economic levels / employed, unemployed

3 people with risk experience with clear negative conse-
quences, such as

Alcohol or drug abuse

Road accidents
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Violence

This approach suggested that the group interviews should
come first and the individual interviews afterwards.

3.2 The Greek study methodology – General Description

The Greek participation to the project was designed to
have a more anthropological perspective. Its approach is
qualitative and ethnographic with an effort to include partici-
pant observation. Therefore, despite the fact that the project
methodology required group and individual interviews, the
Greek study has also included a description of «ethnographic
places» (field sites), that is, communities, neighborhoods,
campuses and cities, where the young people being inter-
viewed, live. The field sites studied are the area of Gazi in
Athens, the area of Korydalos in Athens, Panteion University
campus in Athens, and the University campus in the city of
Florina, northern Greece. The group with «risky» behaviour
came from the wider city of Athens.

The age groups were formulated according to the general
guidelines of the project methodology and included 4 persons
in the age category 14 – 17, and 17 persons in the age category
18 – 22. An effort was made to select different field sites in or-
der to fulfil the criteria agreed in the general methodology of
the study (socio-economic level, student – non student iden-
tity, employed – unemployed status). In addition, two extra
criteria were included, namely the ethnic background of the
populations studied and the rural – urban (center – periphery)
variable. These extra criteria were chosen in order for the
groups to represent different socio-cultural settings where
«risk» may be perceived differently.

None of the age groups was representative. The sampling
issue was not a question, given that the methodology chosen
was strictly qualitative (i.e. ethnographic).
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The main tools used in the study were the following:

participant observation which preceded the interviews

interviews with young people

in depth interviews (limited number of informants)

collection of socio-demographic, cultural and historical
data on each of the field sites

in depth discussions with key informants in each field site.

Young people were interviewed both in groups and per-
sonally. Group interviews always proceeded the personal dis-
cussions. The open ended set of issues put forward in the in-
dividual discussions is described below.

3.3 Key issues discussed in the personal interviews

Personal interviews constituted the last stage of the re-
search project and followed the discussions and contacts
which the researcher had with the peer group and other peo-
ple in the fieldwork site. All interviews are contacted in the
fieldwork site, in places arranged according to the inter-
viewee’s convenience. The researchers avoided the use of tape
recorders and all field notes are hand written. Detailed de-
scriptions of each interview was prepared at a later stage and
all records kept, were identified by pseudonyms.

Each interview includes a life history of the interviewee and
a short description of his/her everyday schedule.

At the beginning of the interview the young person was
asked to generally describe what s/he understands by the term
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«risk». Then the interviewee is requested to explain what s/he
considers as «risky» in his/her life. The interviewee is also
asked to specifically explain what s/he perceives as «risky» in
others’ behaviour. Following this question, the interviewer we
ask him/her to give a list of ten examples of risky behaviour,
which after being described to be ranked, starting from the
most risky and ending at the less risky one. The interviewee
was given a paper to write down these ten examples.

Having established a background information on percep-
tions of risk, we ask the interviewee:

to recall and report on risky behaviours s/he may have ex-
perienced in his/her life,

to recall, describe and explain risky behaviours s/he may
have experienced during the last 12 months and finally

(iii) to recall, describe and explain risky behaviours that any
of his/her family members or friends may have experienced in
their lives and/or more recently.

The next area to be investigated had to do with risky be-
haviours experienced by each young person during the last 12
months. More specifically, we asked the interviewee to de-
velop on:

whether s/he knew in advance or not, that the behaviour
s/he was engaged in entailed risk, and

how and why s/he decided to be engaged in a risky behav-
iour after all.

In case s/he was not aware in advance of the possible risks,
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s/he was asked to recall and develop on:

when exactly (the actual moment) did s/he realized that
s/he was involved in a risky incidence / situation / behaviour,

what were his/her reactions, were there any second
thoughts about the incidents?

Were there any major changes in the young persons atti-
tudes, beliefs, lifestyles and

feelings, following the risky experience.

The final topic which was brought up during the interview
was the issues of whom the young person trusted enough to
discuss his/her risky experience. More specifically, we were
interested to know and therefore asked the young person to
develop on:

who these persons were, and

what and when they discussed about the risky experience.

4. Groups and locations: ethnographic background

4.1 Selection of Groups

During fieldwork five «natural» groups (that is people who
were peers) were identified. A total of twenty one (21) young
people who composed these groups were interviewed, both in
groups and in person. The following table presents the groups
according to age, gender and field site.

Field site Gender Age

Gazi, Athens 2 males
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2 females 14 – 17 years old
Florina Univer-
sity,
Florina, Nort-
hern Greece

4 females 18 – 22 years old
Panteion Uni-
versity, Athens

2 males

1 female 18 – 22 years old
Korydalos,
Athens

2 males

2 females 18 – 22 years old
Risk experienced
group, Athens

3 males

2 females 18 – 22 years old

4.2 Locations

The five field sites (locations or communities) selected are
the following.

4.2.1. A Risk Community: the Ethnographic Background of
Gazi, Athens

Gazi neighbourhood is located south of the center of Ath-
ens, about one and a half Km distance SW of Acropolis, and
belongs to the municipality of Athens. The area was named af-
ter the gas supplement installations build in 1857 to provide
the Greek capital with gas. The gas supplement installations
operated in this area for 128 years. About four hundred work-
ers lived with their families next to the complex of buildings
used by the gas company. A number of other factories (such
as the Kampas Wine Distillery) gradually moved in the area
and attracted more workers. The area has some of the typical
characteristics of a late nineteenth century labour class urban
suburbs.

Since the late 1980s, all factories build in the area have
seized to work. The gas company buildings have been recon-
structed into an industrial park. However, the houses next to
the old factories still remain. Gazi area is one of the very few
neighborhoods of Athens which have retained the red tiled
roof houses not allowing the construction of 5 – 7 floor build-
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ings. This is the reason why recently the area has undergone a
rapid transformation. A number of investment building socie-
ties as well as wealthy artists have recently started buying the
nineteenth century built houses of the area. It is expected that
in a few years time, the area will be occupied by bars, cafes
and luxury «traditional» restaurants or Chinese take away can-
teens.

Since the early 1970s Muslims from Thrace, the Greek re-
gion next to the Greek - Turkish borders in the NE, have
gradually started moving in Gazi due to economic reasons.
These Muslims are Turkish speaking, Muslim Gypsies and
very few Muslim Pomaks (Bulgarian speaking Muslims). Some
of the community members argue that this limited migration
movement was indirectly «encouraged» by some state authori-
ties in order to minimize the presence of Muslim populations
in the Greek - Turkish border area of Thrace. The excessive
migration movement ceased in the late 1980s. About 12,000
Muslims live in Gazi today and they compose the clear major-
ity of the neighbourhood. The 1985 PASOK government of A.
Papandreou attempted to follow an assimilation policy tar-
geting the Muslim community of Gazi. A number of Muslim
men were employed as porters in some of the state owned
banks of Greece. These men, who are considered to be the
wealthier in the community, secured loans from the banks un-
der favourable conditions and bought houses in Gazi. The rest
of the community suffers from extreme unemployment.

The jobs available in the 1970s are not open any more, since
the nearby factories moved outside the area. Some families re-
turned to Thrace but the majority had no alternative but
staying in Gazi. During the last decade, a great number of
Muslim men have been employed in the construction of the
new Athens underground. The recent completion of works in
the subway forced 50% - 60% of the Gazi Muslim men into
unemployment. High birth rates, unemployment, extreme
poverty (some households lack electricity altogether or do not
even have enough income to pay their electricity bills) and an
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increased tendency to engage in illegal activities in order to
survive, make up the present day community life.

In addition to the above mentioned conditions, the sensi-
tive relationships between the Muslims and the remaining
Christians Orthodox populations in the area should also be
kept in mind. This tension was especially evident during peri-
ods, such as the Greek - Turkish crises in the Aegean in 1987
and in 1996 which proved very scary and frightening for the
Muslim population in the area. The situation became even
worse when a Greek extreme right wing nationalist group es-
tablished an office in the area. During fieldwork, the Muslim
population reported that at the same period (1996), groups of
Greek left wing supporters organized «patrols» in the neigh-
bourhood to protect them from the right wing extremists.

This tension between Muslims and Orthodox Christians
should also be understood under the underlying competition
of the two groups for the same resources (state employment,
loans, better education for their children, etc.). From their
part, the Orthodox Christian Greeks living in the area com-
plain that Muslims buy houses based on favourable loans from
the banks. There is no doubt that the assimilation policy of-
fered better job opportunities to the Muslims during the past
decade. In 1997 the local primary school was turned into a
multicultural school. The school has 18 teachers and 159 pu-
pils. The curriculum of the school changed towards a more
multicultural perspective based on a programme developed by
Athens University. It is likely that from the next academic year
onwards, Turkish language courses will also be introduced in
the school. The school staff members and the head master are
the most popular persons among the Muslim community.
However, the Orthodox Christian population of the area
complains that the multicultural school focuses more on the
needs of the Muslims and disregards the needs of Orthodox
Christian children while Muslims argue that the high school
teachers discriminate their children. A very small percentage
of boys graduates from the high school and a very limited
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number of girls continue their high school education.

Two local Muslim organizations exist in Gazi. The most
popular one is considered to be «pro-Greek» while the other
one is considered to support Turkish nationalism. Both socie-
ties are actively engaged in an attempt to attract the attention
of Greek politicians and Greek political parties in order to
find a solution to their problems. The local leader of the «pro-
Greek» oriented society has been an MP candidate for the
ruling party (PASOK) and because of this some accuse him of
having established patron - client relations with specific MPs.

Community life is clearly gender segregated. Young Muslim
women are expected to get married before the age of 16 - 17
years old. Some marriages are arranged and in some cases
families travel to Thrace in order to find a spouse for their
children. Especially during summer months, the majority of
Muslims travel to Thrace to meet relatives and friends. Young
people socialize in various places all over Athens, while the
most popular place inside Gazi is the Youth Club, run by the
Municipality of Athens, which is usually full with teenagers
playing games, getting Greek and Turkish dance lessons and
listening to music.

All the above, make both Muslims and Orthodox Chris-
tians in Gazi not optimistic for their future. The area is de-
populated and investment building societies have started
buying the nineteenth century houses. They can not see any
serious attempt by the state to solve their serious problems.
Some argue that there is no other alternative but to move back
to Thrace or in other places in Attica. Others have decided to
struggle in order to keep the community alive.

4.2.2 Time and Place in the Florina Region: the Ethnographic
Background

The prefecture of Florina, which occupies 1,924 Km2, is
among the less populated and predominately rural areas of
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Greece. Its population does not exceed 50,000 people.3 The
area shares borders with Albania to the East and with the f.Y.
Republic of Macedonia to the North. It is considered to be
among the most provincial peripheries of Greece and this is
well illustrated in the economic and social infrastructure of
the region. Similarly to the rest of NW Greece, this is a high-
land region with a lot of snow storms and low temperatures in
the period from October to April. Although it is true that EU
funding and the establishment of a new electric power station
have recently contributed to the economic development of the
area, Florina still remains one of the poorest prefectures of
Greece. The villages of the area undergo significant changes in
their economies. This region is among the very few places of
Greece where various forms of alternative tourism develop
rapidly.

Florina city has a population of about 15,000 people. All
public services and the greatest part of trade activities of the
area are concentrated in the city. This is an area which has suf-
fered major disasters and experienced significant population
movements during the Balkan Wars, World War I, World
War II and the Greek Civil War (1946 - 1949). These events
still have a great influence on the feeling of security of the lo-
cal population. The developments of the last decade (war and
break-up of former Yugoslavia, political changes and instabil-
ity in Albania, war in Kosovo) have increased a sense of inse-
curity among the inhabitants of the area. A special «borders’
police force» was recently established and its units were allo-
cated on the Greek - Albanian frontiers. It has also been an-
nounced that the military forces in the area will increase in the
near future.

3
According to the 17 March 1991 national census, the prefecture of Florina has a po-

pulation of 53,147 persons. About one third of this population lives at the city of Florina.
National census results in Greece tend to overestimate the number of the real popula-
tion living in rural areas. This is due to the strategy of many persons, imposed by politi-
cal initiatives, to return to rural areas during the days of national census.
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Everyday life of the city is strongly based on networks of a
«face to face» society reproduced in time and space. For ex-
ample, the city has an exceptionally lively intellectual and cul-
tural life although this is only partly related to the presence of
the University Campus. There are two major local cultural or-
ganizations, which regularly publish their own periodicals.
There are also exist a number of other cultural institutions
such as, for example, the Modern Art Museum. The Ortho-
dox Church of Florina is involved in many aspects of social
policy issues of this rural society. The power of the previous
very well known local bishop and the network of charity or-
ganizations he has established during the last thirty-five years
is impressive and affects almost all aspects of life.

A significant proportion of the city’s population (about
15%) is composed by students who study at the local Techni-
cal School (T.E.I.)4 and the three Departments of the Univer-
sity of Salonika located in the city. The establishment of a
small campus with three Departments in Florina during the
‘80s, is mainly related with an attempt to contribute to the de-
velopment of the local economy. Students of the three Univer-
sity Departments (Department of Pre-school Education, De-
partment of Primary Education, Department of Balkan Stud-
ies) are mostly women5 while the student population of the
T.E.I. is composed by both men and women in almost equal
numbers.

About half of the student population come from Northern
Greece while the rest is coming from all over Greece and Cy-
prus. The student community does not have strong links with
the city. A small number of religious students build up rela-

4
The T.E.I. are higher education technical schools. These institutions are similar to

the UK Polytechnics of the ‘70s and ‘80s.
5

This is mainly due to the Education Departments (which as a rule attract more
women) and since the third more recent one (Balkan Studies) has more male than fe-
male students.
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tions with the local Church and religious organizations. Stu-
dents usually live in flats they rent or in rooms provided in
one hotel which functions as a Students Residence Hall. They
socialize inside the Campus, in their flats or rooms and in a
limited number of 3 - 4 bars around the center of Florina. Bars
are usually open from 8:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. during weekdays
and until early morning during Fridays and Saturdays. These
bars serve drinks, play loud music and their customers are al-
most exclusively students. Most locals frequent in their own
bars. The majority of students who study in the city are disap-
pointed because they failed to get a position in a more well es-
tablished University Department in one of the major cities of
Greece (Athens, Salonica, Patras), therefore their entrance
through the National Exams at the University at Florina is
considered as failure.

4.2.3. Panteion University: the Ethnographic Background

Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences is one
of the five Universities located in Athens. The University was
established in 1927 as a School of Political Sciences and ac-
cepted its first undergraduate students in 1930. Panteion cur-
rently has about eight thousand students in nine Departments:
the Department of Sociology, Psychology, Social Policy and
Social Anthropology, Mass Media and Communication, Po-
litical Science and History, International Relations and Euro-
pean Studies, Law, Public Administration and the Depart-
ment of Economics and Development. The University campus
is composed by three large buildings located in Kallithea, an
area not far away from the center of Athens. The majority of
everyday contacts of the academic community take place in
these three buildings and in the two pedestrian roads.

Panteion University students belong to families of various
social backgrounds. The only possible exemption are the stu-
dents of the Mass Media and Communication Department
who are widely considered to belong to upper middle class
families. Although a significant proportion of the student
population comes from outside Attica, the majority of the stu-
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dents live in Athens. This fact influences student life, friend-
ships and networks established. Students who grew up and
studied in various high schools in Attica tend to continue so-
cializing with friends from their schools or neighborhoods.
Furthermore, the participation in student associations and so-
cieties has dramatically declined since the late ‘80s in Greece.

Based on an already established «Panteion student» iden-
tity, Panteion students usually feel highly of them selves. They
claim that students at Panteion are more politically active than
students of other Universities and that they are less attracted
by the dominant youth life styles.

Regular bus services linking the University to the center
and other areas of Athens allow students to live in areas far
away from the University. However, it is true that most stu-
dents who are not from Athens prefer to rent flats in a walking
distance from the University. The area surrounding the Uni-
versity campus is occupied by a number of coffee places.
These coffee places which are open from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. give
a special atmosphere to the area. The area is being rapidly
transformed into a lively neighbourhood with stationary
shops, photocopy centers, eating places and book stores.

4.2.4 Korydalos: an Municipality in Athens Greater Area

The area of Korydalos is located to the Southwest of Ath-
ens greater area, between Athens and Pereas (closer to the
later) and has a population of about 110,000 persons. The city
of Korydalos occupies an area of about 4 Km2. Until 1922 the
area was part of a large estate owned by one of Athens oldest
families. The need to organize settlements for the refugees of
the 1922 Greek - Turkish compulsory exchange of popula-
tions, led to the development of the present day city. From
1922 to 1930 three thousands refugees from Asia Minor were
settled in the area. The population of Korydalos was 9,690
persons in 1940, 15,125 persons in 1951, 47,335 persons in 1971
and 61,313 persons in 1981. Large communities of economic mi-
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grants from the Aegean islands settled in the area in the 1950s
and 1960s and gradually contributed to the development of
Korydalos. The most distinctive characteristics of Korydalos is
the existence of one of the country’s largest state prisons in
the area.

Korydalos is a rapidly developing municipality. A very large
number of shops exist in all the main streets and Korydalos
and turn it in the most important market in West Attica. In
1978 the ratio between shops and inhabitants was 76 inhabi-
tants per shop and the current situation is 61 inhabitants per
shop. Significant proportions of Korydalos’ population are
engaged in trade or work as officers and petty officers in the
Navy. The majority of the inhabitants belong to middle class
and have more than average incomes. Despite the high aver-
age income, the educational level of the population is among
the lowest in Attica. For example, 10% of Korydalos’ popula-
tion has graduated from Higher Education institutions while
the percentage in greater Athens area is 28%.

The state prison, which has offered jobs and has been a
source of income to the local population, has expanded since
the 1970s and today covers a large area of the municipality.
The prison has expanded at the outskirts of Korydalos and
today covers 13 hectares. The presence of the prison is not any
more welcomed in Korydalos. Escapes and prisoners’ upris-
ings cause anxiety to the locals. The large police forces located
in the area attract tension and contribute to a feeling of con-
stant insecurity of its inhabitants.

The area is also an entertainment center of the south-
western suburbs of Athens. Bars, cafes, restaurants and clubs
attract a great number of young people from all over the
Southwest Athens and Pereas. The wealth and development of
the area as well as the existence of Athens prison, seem to be
connected with the extended drug traffic that is said to take
place in the four main squares of Korydalos and in the nearby
streets. The local authorities of Korydalos in collaboration
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with local authorities from nearby areas have established an
information and day care center and have introduced pro-
grammes to prevent further development of drug traffic.
However, the programme faces a number of administrative
and financial difficulties and its future seems to be question-
able. A number of young people we have talked with argued
that the drug traffic is being encouraged by the unwillingness
and / or inability of the local police force to solve the prob-
lem.

5. Content analysis: interviews and participant observation

5.1 Risk Conceptualization

The conceptualization of risk was planned to be answered
mainly by participant observation and it has been the most
demanding part of the research process. Before engaging him-
self in participant observation, the researcher had to:

identify the groups (these had to be natural groupings)

the situations to be observed (natural settings, place, time)

meet with local informants and key persons in the commu-
nity / locality, in order both, to select the groups and also to
acquire other ethnographic data

establish trustful relations with the interviewees

be acquainted with the field site.

In other words, the researcher had to be «there», in the
field, while young people live and experience everyday life
and possibly talk about and respond to: the idea of «risk»,
«risky» behaviour or «risky» situations. The researcher is par-
ticularly interested in finding out the terminology (i.e. the ac-
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tual words) young people use, in order to describe the above.
These terms (words, phrases), may be known ones in the lan-
guage spoken by the local community, may be «new» ones, or
may be known terms with a different connotation.

An attempt was made to comprehend the conceptualization
issue by:

participant observation of young people

information provided during the personal and group inter-
views

collecting ethnographic information on some socio-cultural
and historical aspects of the locations studied so that the per-
sonal and group interviews and discussions could be evaluated
in this context.

5.2 Risk Perception

The perception of risk was approached on the basis of the
material provided by the personal and group interviews. As
explained in the methodology, each interviewee was asked to
give up to ten examples of risky behaviour, which s/he had to
rank according to risk severity.

The outcome of this procedure showed that what young
people consider to be the most «risky» behaviours are:

Use of drugs

Excessive alcohol drinking

Drinking and driving
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Dangerous driving

Street violence

Sexual harassment

Driving without license

Hooliganism

Other risk behaviours included:

Sex without condoms

Unhealthy eating habits

Dangerous Sports

Attending football games between rival teams

Driving a motorbike without helmet

Competition in driving

Participation in criminal activities

Gambling

Participation in violent political activities

Night life
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Walking alone in remote places

5.3 «Risky» behaviours

As explained in the methodology, each interviewee was
asked to report on any personal risk experience s/he may have
had. The answers received from all the interviewees are briefly
presented below:

Yael, female, 17 years old lives at Gazi. Risk experiences:
experience death of a close relative due to excessive alcohol
drinking, school absenteeism.

Serah, female, 17 years old lives at Gazi. Risk experiences:
she got drunk and was brought home by others, participated
in dangerous motorbike driving, school absenteeism, flying by
airplane.

Mechmet, male, 17 years old lives at Gazi, having recently
drop out from the High School. Risk experiences: dangerous
motorbike driving and frequent traffic accidents, driving
without a license, very frequent heavy drinking.

Vachtet, male 16 years old lives at Gazi, having recently
drop out from the High School. Risk experiences: involve-
ment in dangerous nightlife of various shorts and frequent ex-
cessive use of alcohol, driving without a license.

Jiota, female, 20 years old student at Florina. Risk experi-
ences: sexual harassment, excessive use of alcohol, dangerous
motorbike driving, dangerous nightlife, «life in the borders».

Kondylia, female, 20 years old student at Florina. Risk ex-
periences: sexual harassment, «life in the borders».

Voula, female, 20 years old student at Florina. Risk experi-
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ences: sexual harassment, dangerous nightlife, «life in the
borders».

Katherina, female, 21 years old student at Florina. Risk ex-
periences: dangerous nightlife, sexual harassment, «life in the
borders».

Giorgos, male, 22 years old lives in Athens. Risk experi-
ences: risk experience during military service (compulsory in
Greece), street violence.

Katy, female, 19 years old lives in Athens. Risk experiences:
illegally crossing state borders.

Evangelia, female, 20 years old lives in Athens. Risk experi-
ences: driving while being drunk, traffic accidents.

Panagiotis, male, 21 years old lives in Athens. Risk experi-
ences: dangerous car driving (speedy).

Elias, male, 20 years old lives in Athens, unemployed. Risk
experiences: psychological problems.

Nickos, male, 22 years old lives in Athens, having recently
drop out from the University. Risk experiences: systematic use
of drugs, sexual contacts without condom, «addicted» to
computer games, street violence.

Eleni, female, 21 years old student at Panteio. Risk experi-
ences: use of drugs (hashish), dangerous motorbike driving,
sex without condoms, street violence.

Jioannis, male, 23 years old student at Panteio. Risk experi-
ences: use of drugs (hashish), dangerous motorbike driving,
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dangerous sailing, street violence, hooliganism.

Manolis, male, 20 years old student at Panteio. Risk experi-
ences: dangerous car driving, dangerous nightlife, street vio-
lence.

Stathis, male, 20 years old lives at Korydalos, unemployed.
Risk experiences: dangerous motorbike driving, driving while
being drunk, driving without license.

Maria, female, 18 years old lives at Korydalos. Risk experi-
ences: dangerous nightlife and drinking alcohol, dangerous
driving, walking alone during the night in a remote area.

Nikos, male, 21 years old lives at Korydalos, unemployed.
Risk experiences: driving without a license, street violence,
driving while being drunk.

Georgia, female, 20 years old lives at Korydalos, unem-
ployed. Risk experiences: driving without a license, partici-
pated dangerous driving, participated in petty drug trade.

5.4 Risk Evaluation

The issue of risk evaluation was discussed during the inter-
views by asking young people to explain whether or not they
knew in advance that the behaviour they were engaged in en-
tailed risk.

The large majority of the cases reported that they did not
know in advance that the behaviour they were engaged was
risky. Some realized it during the actual incident and felt
frightened while others recognized risk at a later stage. De-
pending on the severity of the risk episode, young people
thought about it and took major decisions towards modifying
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their attitudes, beliefs and behaviour.

Their evaluation was also influenced by other peer group
members with whom they discussed the risky experience and
shared their feelings.

6. Final findings

6.1 Methodological issues

In the Greek study an attempt was made to correlate the
concept of risk with the socio-cultural context of each loca-
tion. For this reason, the specific five field sites were selected
so that each one of them would provide a different group of
young people as well as, possibly, a different approach to
«risk».

Four locations / field sites were selected in Athens greater
area, namely Gazi, Korydalos, Panteion University and the
risk experienced group from various locations in the city of
Athens. Each one of them has contributed differently to an
expected socio-cultural variation.

First, the Gazi area allowed us to examine the ethno-
cultural aspect in risk conceptualization and its influence on
«risky» behaviour. The relatively recent settlement of Greek
Muslims from Thrace at Gazi, along with the increasing ten-
sion related to identity politics in Greece (xenophobic and na-
tionalistic attitudes) have transformed the already poor neigh-
bourhood of Gazi into a highly «dangerous» area of constant
tension. This is the reason why at the analysis above we call
Gazi «a risk community».

Second, the municipality of Korydalos being at a stage of
rapid socio-economic transformation provided an ethno-
graphic example involving different kinds of «risk». The pres-
ence of the largest state prison of Greece and the well known
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active youth gangs in the area, were considered factors which
would make Korydalos a very interesting case study for the
examination of «risk».

Third, Panteion University was selected as a field site so
that university students would be included in our study. This
was considered important given that Panteion University stu-
dents have a history of active political involvement and a repu-
tation of holding liberal attitudes towards behaviours widely
considered as «risky».

Fourth, the risk experienced group was composed of young
people with high social mobility and multicultural back-
grounds, characteristics which reflect present day Athens.

Finally, the fifth field site, Florina, was selected due to its
location near the Albanian borders and its semi-rural profile
which turned it into a very interesting case study in compari-
son to the Athenian ones. The interviews contacted with stu-
dents meant to offer a comparative basis to the Panteion stu-
dents.

6.2 The research process

It has to be mentioned that all participants responded very
well in the study and co-operated constructively. As it turned
out, it was more difficult to recruit younger people in the
study belonging to the age-group of 14 -18.

The main problem which came up during the research
process was the time limitation especially as far as the ethno-
graphic approach was concerned. The research team members
felt that the time allowed to them to contact the ethnographic
study and the in depth interviews and discussions was ex-
tremely limited. This situation created some difficulties. It did
not allow the researcher to be acquainted with the area well
enough before starting interviewing young people, and it also
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had an affect on the quality of the interviews. The interviews
and discussions did not seem to have the «depth» which was
desired and expected by the researcher. All researches felt
that they did not have enough time in order to establish deep
and trustworthy relationships with the interviewees and other
informants.

6.3 Main results

The Greek study focuses more on the socio-cultural diag-
nosis of how young people perceive «risk» and less on the
prevention of «risky» behaviour among young people, or on
dealing with risk situations.

One of the major findings of the study is that risk concep-
tualization, perception, risk experience, behaviour and evalua-
tion among young people are very much related to the socio-
cultural environment. They are strongly influenced and in a
way defined and controlled by it.

Furthermore, our study revealed the ambiguity expressed
in the distinction between the terms «danger» and «risk» and
concluded that:

Risk is embedded is young peoples’ way of life.

It is a characteristic which allows them to be different from
the adults.

It provides them the basis for criticizing the world and con-
test adult categories.

It is a structural component in their thinking (ideation) and
communication with other young people.

The symbolism of risk is associated with: growing up,
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making close friends, contradicting adults, contradicting the
social system, gaining freedom, questioning family pressure,
questioning institutional pressure (e.g. school).

It constitutes «rites of passage» to adulthood.

The older age individuals seemed to perceive and use the
term «risk» in a more abstract way than the younger ones. The
later can only express the meaning of «risk» through the use
of concrete examples and actual behaviour.

The younger age group seem to use the term «risk» alterna-
tively with the term «danger».

6.4 Considerations for further research on «Youth and Risk»

As a result of the above findings, we suggest that more em-
phasis should be given to the ethnographic approach of
«risk». This means that young people should be observed in
their «natural» environments. Therefore, it is obvious that
much more time should be allowed in order to establish a
comprehensive approach.
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8. Appendices – Risk profiles

8.1 Profile of a risk experienced interviewee. First Case: Jioannis

Jioannis life history and everyday schedule

Interview contacted by Dr. Georgios Agelopoulos at Pan-
teion University, Athens. The interview followed the group
discussion with Jioannis, Manolis and Eleni. Jioannis wel-
comed this opportunity to discuss about «risk». He considers
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this subject to be very important for the understanding of
youth culture. Dr. Agelopoulos, Jioannis and Jioannis’ girl-
friend had established a good relationship since the previous
academic year.

Jioannis is a 23 years old undergraduate student at Panteion
University. He expects to graduate in June 2000. Both his par-
ents and himself grew up in Athens. He has one younger
brother aged 20 years old and a sister aged 15 years old. His
brother studies Accounting and his sister is a High school stu-
dent. Jioannis parents are of an upper middle class back-
ground. His father is a psychiatrist who recently received his
Ph.D. His mother was a nurse but quitted her job some years
ago. Jioannis has traveled extensively both inside Greece and
in Europe alone or with his parents. The family has an out-
board and sails to the Aegean islands every summer.

Jioannis graduated from the state High school of his neigh-
bourhood. Until the age of 18 - 19 most of his peers were from
the High school and the neighbourhood. It is obvious that
these two categories of friends often coincided. From the age
of 16 to 20, he actively followed the supporters group of one of
Athens football teams. The football team of Egaleo belongs to
the second national league and all its supporters come from
the area of Egaleo, Athens where Jioannis grew up. Generally,
Jioannis is a fan of sports, he is well fit and goes regularly to a
gym. From the second year of his studies at Panteion (i.e. aged
20 years old) he gradually abandoned his previous peer group.

Jioannis works part time as a stage assistant in a theatre lo-
cated close to Panteion University for the last five years. Al-
though his parents provided with pocket money, he got this
work to secure an extra income. This income was used to buy
a motor bike. Part time working did not prevent him to be a
good student and he plans to continue in postgraduate stud-
ies. For the last two years Jioannis has a girlfriend who is also
an undergraduate student of Panteion University.
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Jioannis still leaves with his parental family. His weekdays
schedule is usually organized around Panteion University. He
follows some courses regularly and works in the evenings at
the Theatre. He «goes out» during two or three weekdays and
every Saturday. According to Jioannis, «going out» implies
night entertainment and does not cover day meetings for cof-
fee, lunch etc. His present day friendships mostly come from
Panteion University although he still keeps some selective re-
lationships with «boys from the hood».

The interview

(i) Conceptualizing and perceiving risk

It is easy for Jioannis to give a clear definition of risk:
«every self-destructive behaviour, every behaviour which leads
to deadlocks, which may provoke a «blackout»6 is a risky be-
haviour». He explains that risk is always related with some
kind of loss. «Talking of loss, he continues, does not only refer
to death or being seriously and permanently injured. It may
also refer to the loss of mental or psychological integrity».
«For example, he said, someone may be alive but be lost be-
cause of drugs use...»

«Risk has to do with deadlocks, blackouts, with being ab-
solute, stubborn and bull-headed» (he stressed the words ab-
solute, stubborn and bull-headed). «The more we live at the
edges, the more we become absolute and stubborn. Take for
example the case of making love without the use of condoms
or consider the case of smoking or think of night life experi-
ences». Jioannis is a smoker but when he talks about
«smoking» he refers to hashish consumption. He explains that
he «smokes» almost once per month, although «smoking» in-
creases during the summer months.

6
Jioannis actually used the English word "blackout".
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«Risk is located in the inability to understand the actual re-
ality of the context of the behaviour. This is to say, that very
often risk has to do with ignorance. They are crazy people
who can kill you because you took what they consider to be
their parking place. Someone has to be always alert to under-
stand, to know the context of a behaviour».

When asked to provide and classify ten examples of risk,
Jioannis comes up with the following list:

1. Violence

2. Driving under the influence of alcohol or/and drugs

3. Being engaged in illegal activities (such as getting in
touch with someone in order to buy hashish)

4(i). Hooliganism

4(ii). Dangerous group of peers

4(iii). Undesired pregnancy

4(iv). Violent political activities (such as violent demonstra-
tions, etc.)

4(v). Ignorance in sailing

4(vi). «the Night» (meaning night life)

Note: all behaviours from 4(i) to 4(vi) are classified as en-
tailing the same degree of risk.
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(ii) Risk experiences

Jioannis confesses that he has many experiences of risk in
his life. He recalls three major incidents of street violence
(fights), driving while being drunk, buying hashish, having
participated in violent student demonstrations where clashes
with police forces occurred, having been lost in the sea with
his family outboard. When asked to describe some of these
cases, he started from the three accidents he had during the
last four years with his motor bike. Although none of these
accidents was caused by him (i.e. he was not drunk), he con-
siders these cases of being among the most risky and danger-
ous experiences of his life.

Jioannis continues by talking about his peers in the final
years of the High school and his participation in a football
team group of fans. It seems that some of his peers were used
to «solve matters out» in violent ways. Jioannis recalls three
specific cases when he was engaged in a fight. In one of these
fights, he was having a coffee with two of his friends when a
group of 15 other teenagers surrounded them demanding ex-
planations over «a love story» (in Jioannis’ terms this implies
competition between two young men for the same woman).
They managed to escape due to the ability of one of his
friends in debating. However, for about half an hour they
were kept with faces on the wall and asked to explain why one
of them went after a girl. According to Jioannis, what he un-
derstood from this half-hour of verbal violence and the threat
of immediate physical violence, was the ability of some per-
sons to control and manipulate risk. In another case, Jioannis
remembers being engaged in hooligan fights after the end of a
football game between the team of Egaleo and another team
from a nearby area of Athens.

Jioannis insists to talk about one summer incident. They
were sailing together with his father and his younger sister in
the Ionian Sea. They forgot to take the maps in the boat and
they realized that a storm was coming. They decided to sail
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towards an island they could see but it took them two hours to
reach the land. Meanwhile, they storm reached them and they
were lucky enough to escape the danger.

Jioannis has not experienced any risk during the last twelve
months. «Now, I know the limits, he says...»

(iii) Risk experiences of family members and friends

He seems to be proud and also puzzled by the fact that his
family «holds a tradition in risky behaviours». His patrilineal
grandfather was a guerrilla during the W.W.II fighting the
Nazis. Later on, his grandfather fought in the Greek Civil War
(1946 - 1949) on the side of the left wing army E.L.A.S. He was
captured by the royalist National Army and sentenced «three
times to death» by a court Marshall. He escaped being exe-
cuted when general amnesty was given to the political prison-
ers. As a student, his father participated in the students’ 1973
Polytechnic uprising against the 1967 - 1974 dictatorship re-
gime in Greece. He escaped being arrested when his mother
took him at her house. Jioannis also recalls a number of inci-
dents where some of his father’s patients developed dangerous
attitudes towards his father and other doctors. Regarding his
sister, he claims that «my sister is too young to experience
risk...»

When asked about risk experiences of friends and peers,
Jioannis turns the discussion to his peers during the High
School years. As already explained, they all had regular risk
experiences. Jioannis knows a lot of people who still risk and
some who gradually «turned their whole lives into a risky ex-
perience». He mentions previous friends that are now ad-
dicted to drugs, participate in petty crimes, or live danger-
ously «in the night». «I use to have bad influences...
(silence)...but I turned them down...», he says.
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(iv) Reactions to risk

«Whenever I experienced risk, Jioannis explains, I felt fear
and stress, I was shacking all over my body. I came to the con-
clusion that risking is not my style, specially the violent risk
experiences. I could not control myself. Sometimes I could
not even feel afraid simply because I was not able to under-
stand the danger involved in a situation. That is the worst: not
being able to understand what is going on...» To clarify this
point Jioannis recalls the case of being lost while sailing in the
storm. He also mentions another incident when, in a summer
excursion, some wild dogs attacked him and his friends. He
remembers that he was not afraid and he did not reacted as
his friends (they started running away). Later on, he under-
stood that actually he did not realized the danger as quickly as
his friends.

He admits that some times in the past he was not ignorant
of possible dangers in a risk behaviour but he «... did not ad-
mit the dangers». «This attitude... (long silence) makes me feel
better».

Jioannis always discusses his risks with those with whom he
shared the experience. «This helps me to understand how
others think», he argues. «I also discuss these experiences
with my close friends and sometimes but not often, with my
parents». He is reluctant to discuss every risk with his parents
because he does not wish to make them feel worried about
him.

At the end of the discussion, Jioannis stresses once more
that «Now a days, I do not feel like taking any risks. Now, I
know my limits».
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8.2 Profile of a risk experienced interviewee. Second Case: Voula

Voula’s life history and everyday schedule

Interview contacted by Dr. Georgios Agelopoulos at Flo-
rina. The interview followed the group discussion with Voula,
Jiota, Kondylia and Katherina. Dr. Agelopoulos knows this
group of students since the last academic year. Last April they
had dinner together with one of their lecturers at the Florina
University. Dr Agelopoulos met them in late January at Flo-
rina to explain them about the research project. The girls wel-
come the invitation to talk about their risk experiences and
were rather interested to see the similarities and differences
between their experiences and the Panteion students experi-
ences.

Voula is 20 years old and studies at the Florina Department
of Pre-school Education of the University of Salonika. She
grew up in Kalamata, a city with a population of about 70,000
people at the southest area of mainland Greece. She is the
only child of a middle class family and graduated from the
state High school in her neighbourhood. Until the age of 18,
most of her peers were from the High school and the neigh-
bourhood. She keeps meeting these friends every summer and
during the Christmas and Easter vacations.

Voula had never traveled to the North of Greece before her
registration at the Florina Department of Pre-school Educa-
tion. She wanted to study in an Education Department in one
of the major Universities of the country but her results in the
National Exams were not good enough to secure her a place
in a University closer to her home city. She considers Florina a
very provincial place and the experience of living 12 km from
the borders is not pleasant for her and her family, which calls
her every day by phone.

She lives alone in a studio flat which she rents at the out-
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skirts of Florina. Most of her weekday time is spent with
friends in the University or in the town. She is the most out-
going person from the group of students being interviewed at
Florina. She goes out in specific bars and cafes, four to five
nights per week. During the weekend, her evening entertain-
ment continues until the morning hours. She travels to Kala-
mata every Christmas, Easter and in the summer holidays. She
does not have a permanent boyfriend.

The interview

(i) Conceptualizing and perceiving risk

Voula argues that life in Florina does not leave much space
for «risk». Voula, as well as the rest of the girls, consider Flo-
rina generally to be a safe place. The possible dangers due to
the borders create a context for risk. Voula explains that the
risk of living in the borders has a great influence on her feeling
of insecurity. However, she admits that she has never encoun-
tered any kind of actual threat and therefore «risk» because of
the border.

In order to conceptualize «risk» Voula, similarly to the rest
of her friends, needs to talk about specific examples: drugs,
alcohol, going out with strangers, dangerous driving, contacts
with illegal migrants, long distance night travelling, life in the
borders, activities that include the risk of being raped.

Voula stresses the issue of behaviour that includes the risk
of being raped. She returned in this point numerous times
during the discussion. She said that she had recent personal
experiences. «During the night, every alley in Florina means
«risk... I am so scared of being attacked by rapists...», she says.

When asked to provide and classify ten examples of risk,
Voula comes up with the following list:
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1. Any behaviour that includes the risk of being raped

2. Night life in places where there is a danger of being at-
tacked for robbery

3. Life in the borders and related phenomena (presence of
illegal migrants from Albania, presence of drug smugglers,
etc.)

4. Drugs

5. Driving under the influence of alcohol or/and drugs

6. Dangerous driving

7. Long distance travelling during the night

8. Uncontrolled consumption of alcohol

(ii) Risk experiences

Voula confesses that «although Florina is generally a safe
place» she has had many «risk» experiences during the last
two years since she came as a student at Florina. She recalls a
number of incidents of sexual harassment. In one case, she
was returning home alone late in the night after a party. Three
young men in a car took after her for about 15 - 20 minutes.
She escaped because she managed to follow specific streets
and alleys, which allowed her to have at least two meters dis-
tance from the car.

In another case she had a most immediate experience of
risk. Voula refers to an incident that Jiota has also talked
about in her interview. Voula is more descriptive and offers
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the details of the situation. They had gone out with Jiota in a
bar almost outside Florina. They had never been there before.
The bar was empty and the only other people inside were the
barman and three of his friends. They were locals and easily
understood that Voula and Jiota were students. They started
teasing them and offered them some drinks. «Things were not
going well, Voula explains. We wanted to pay and leave but
the barman was not accepting any money... We felt so
scared... We stayed there for almost half an hour and they (the
young locals) were becoming more and more demanding.
They wanted to dance with us. I knew one of the locals. One
night, while I was returning at my flat, I met him in the street.
He was obviously drunk and started barking like a dog!»
Voula explains that they managed to escape from the barman
and his friends when a numerous group of other students
came in the bar. They joined the students, explained the situa-
tion to them and they left the place all together. «We were not
careful enough... both Jiota and myself did not realized the
risk in advance...»

(iii) Risk experiences of family members and friends

According to Voula, her parents are the kind of people who
avoid risk. She thinks that it is very unlikely that her parents
ever had a serious risk experience but she also admits that this
issue has not been discussed in the family. However, she has
close friends who... (long silence)... «had serious and unpleas-
ant risk experiences during night entertainment». When asked
to clarify what she means by serious and unpleasant risk expe-
riences, she makes clear that «it is other people’s stories, we
should not discuss them». «Anyway, she continues, I refer to
something bad...»

(iv) Reactions to risk

Voula once more turns the discussion to the harassment in-
cidents. She argues that she was not aware in advance of the
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possible risks. She realized the risks during the incidents. «I
felt afraid, terrified, I became totally alert!», she explains.

She discussed all these incidents with her close friends. She
also discussed them with her parents when she went back
home to Kalamata. «I do not wish to discuss these things in
the phone with my parents, she says. They will be terrified. I
prefer to tell them what happened in a face to face communi-
cation».

These risk experiences forced Voula to clearly change her
strategy towards nightlife. She bought a mobile phone and she
always keeps it in her bag. She never goes out alone and
friends always accompany her. «A friends company», accord-
ing to Voula refers to a group of at least three persons (she
stresses the number three). Sometimes she prefers to sleep in
one of her friend’s room at the University Residence Hall in-
stead of walking back home alone during the night.

8.3 Profile of a risk experienced interviewee. Third Case: Serah

Serah ‘s life history and everyday schedule

Interview contacted by Mr Michalis Petrou, Ph.D. student
at the Department of Social Policy and Social Anthropology,
Panteion University, Athens. The discussion took place at the
Cultural Center of the Gazi area and it followed the group
discussion with the rest of the teenagers at Gazi. Serah enjoys
to talk about herself and the discussion lasted for about two
hours.

Serah is the twin sister of Yael, aged 16 years old. Their fa-
ther is a prominent figure among the Gazi Muslims and the
chairman of one of the two Muslim societies of the area. The
family migrated from Thrace to Gazi when the two sisters
were 9 years old. Serah’s family is considered by other Mus-
lims at Gazi of being «a progressive Muslim family». This is
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evident by the fact that Matchithe and Yael are the only Mus-
lim girls from the whole area of Gazi who study at the final
two years of the High School. Most of the girls of her age
among the Muslims of Gazi are married and start a family.
Serah is a good student although she has faced serious prob-
lems in the Greek language courses. Most of her peers are
from the High school and the neighbourhood. She meets
these friends at home, at the Cultural Center of Gazi and at
the school. Every summer the family visits relatives and
friends in Thrace and Serah has a chance to meet friends she
was close to as a child.

Matchithe wants to study at the Police Academy in order to
join the special police forces. She intents to take advantage of
a special positive discrimination law which establishes favour-
able entrance requirements to Higher Education Institutions
for all non-native Greek speakers living in Greece.

The interview

(i) Conceptualizing and perceiving risk

In order to conceptualize «risk» Serah needs to give spe-
cific examples. Drug use and drug trade «are the most dan-
gerous thing in life», according to Serah. «Drugs are danger-
ous not only for those who use them but also for those who
are influenced by such kind of behaviours», she explains. She
does not accept a distinction between «soft» and «hard»
drugs and argues that someone who is emotionally sensitive
and uses «soft» drugs such as hashish may, in a difficult situa-
tion, find drugs as a solution. This may lead him to «hard»
drugs.

Contacts with criminals is also a risk experience according
to Serah. When asked to clarify this point, she mentions the
case of the special police forces who have an everyday contact
with criminals.
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«Some kind of sports may also imply or be associated with
danger», Serah argues. Serah does not distinguish between
danger and risk and uses both words alternatively. Talking of
dangerous sports, Serah gives examples of Bungee Jumping
from a bridge or a high residential building. However, she
confesses that she would like to try once a very dangerous
sport in order «to control her fear and live the experience of
failing from the air». Driving fast with a motorbike is some-
thing that Serah has experienced and considers risky. How-
ever, she considers this as something different from
«dangerous sports».

Finally, Serah considers flying (by airplane) to be a «very
dangerous thing». She only took one flight from Athens to Al-
exandroupolis, Thrace. Although she knew in advance that
she was going to feel scared, she took the flight in «an attempt
to control her fear».

Having given the above mentioned examples or
risky/dangerous behaviour, Serah argues that there are also
more personal kinds of risks. «Under certain circumstances, I
felt frightened of being emotionally stressed». To clarify this
point, Serah explains that she is frighten of causing harm to
her self due to the failure of a love affair.

When asked to provide and classify ten examples of risk,
Serah comes up with the following list:

Use of drugs

High speed driving

Flying with airplane

Emotional stress
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Getting drunk

Peers who live dangerously and may influence someone’s
progress in her studies

(ii) Risk experiences

Serah had an immediate experience of risk when she had to
fly to Alexandroupolis, four years ago (see above). Although
she was accompanied by her family, she could not forget the
incident.

The most recent risk experiences she has had during the
last 12 months, are related to alcohol consumption and school
absenteeism («going for coffee instead of going to the High
school»). The case of alcohol consumption seems extraordi-
nary given the prohibition of alcohol consumption among
Muslims. It seems that Serah was not well aware of the conse-
quences of drinking alcohol and got easily drunk. She had to
be accompanied at her house and she felt humiliated by the
explanations she was forced to give to her father. Her father
understood her ignorance on alcohol consumption and ad-
vised her to avoid drinking.

During the current academic year Serah «went for coffee»
instead of going to the High school «2 - 3 times». She consid-
ers these experiences as rather dangerous for a number of rea-
sons. First, she missed some courses and she is worried that
this will have future consequences. Second, she run away with
a group of friends who were driving powerful motorbikes.
They drove far beyond the speed limits and «went for a cof-
fee» away from the school. Serah explains that she felt «a
sense of freedom on the motorbike» but she was well aware of
the possible risks and dangers.
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(iii) Risk experiences of family members and friends

People from her «family environment» (i.e. extended fam-
ily) and some friends have been involved in risk behaviours.
Serah recalls one incident when a family member got drunk in
a family feast and had a heart attack.

Quite a few of Serah’s friends use drugs and drive danger-
ously. Such activities, as well as heavy drinking, always take
place during night entertainment.

 (iv) Reactions to risk

Serah has had a mixture of feelings every time she experi-
enced risk. When she got drunk she felt shame and was hu-
miliated in front of her family and specially in front of her fa-
ther. When she was with her friends driving the motorbikes,
she felt «a sense of freedom» accompanied by a strong feeling
of attraction for the motorbike. In the case of the airplane
flight, she knew in advance that she would feel scared but
during the flight she was «both frightened and exited by fear».
«There was a kind of acceptance of fear, she says».
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Spain
1

1. Definition of risk among the spanish youth

1.1. Introduction

Any study dealing with the consumption of alcohol by
young people should be based on the learning of their main
characteristics, among which the knowledge of their attitudes
and behaviors, especially those including risk, as well as how
they live the emotion of risk-taking. This knowledge can be
useful also to prevent behaviors which can result into health
damage.

It is not easy to identify those who are in a particular mo-
ment of their life in situations of risk and, at the same time
carry on risky behaviors. As far as young people and their ori-
gins are concerned we can refer to Wilson and Nagoshi’s
findings (1998) about individuals with direct relatives with cer-
tain risk of alcoholism, positive family history. These boys
could present characteristic of personality (neuroticism, dys-
functions of adaptation, decrease of the socialization, inability
to take personal responsibilities in front of the problems) that
could predispose them to consume alcohol in a risky way.

In the classification of the types of alcoholics, Cloninger et

1
The Spanish research group was formed by: Dr. Miguel Angel Torres, Mrs Con-

suelo Ricart, Ms. Montserrat Rebollida, Ms. Raquel Valdés.
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al (1988) informed about the association between the Type 2
and the seeking of strong and new sensations, the low percep-
tion of risk involved in what they are carrying out and scarce
identification of the risk of dependence. The group with the
highest number of people with altered features of personality,
presented a percentage of risk of alcoholism of 75%. For this
it was advised that the health professionals and researchers
thought in terms of risk probability or of high and low risk.
Summarizing: the Type 1 and Type 2 of the alcoholics differed
from the sensation seekers in personality dimension (high level
= impulsive, explorers), avoidance of damage (low = not in-
hibited, unworried), the dependence regarded as a reward
(low = independent, socially isolated).

Regarding the factors that can turn risk behaviors into a fu-
ture alcoholism, it is necessary to study those behaviors in the
adolescence that can appear close to this kind of consump-
tions, especially during the development process. Zucker and
Fitzgerald (1991) determined what factors develop in adoles-
cence: 1. In the adolescents the antisocial behavior and the ag-
gressiveness are linked to excessive consumption of alcohol. 2.
Difficulties in getting success in adolescence was frequently
detected in fellows that later on became alcoholics and who
presented low results at school, lower profit in the secondary
education, school skipping. 3. The boys that have ended being
alcoholics had interpersonal déficits which diminished their
relations with the others, they are less dependent, less consid-
ered, presented a lower acceptance of their independence, an
early abandonment of their homes, more indifference towards
their parents and brothers/sisters, as the adolescents and with
more easiness to pass to the action and to develop risky be-
haviours.
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2. Risk taking behaviors

2.1. Definition of the methodology proposed in the meeting
of Paris. Common aspects in the 6 countries

The most important objective is the need to work with a
comparable model that should be applicable in anyone of the
6 countries that participate in the project. For this proposal,
all the participants will have some material, so that when they
meet, they already have a more precise idea of which the best
way of dealing with the matter.

One of the crucial points is the use and the configuration of
a final product. Finally the agreement was that the first step
should be the development of a pilot study, also trying of
picking up a wide variety of personal situations. It is indispen-
sable to carry out a good pilot study to have the information
for a later qualitative analysis.

It was suggested that the focus group should include some
youths that had already experienced situations of risk in order
to know the ways and steps toward the decisions of taking
their risk behaviors: Do they know or do they understand to-
ward where they go when they run a risk? If it is yes, Why do
they decide to take the risk or to act adventurously? A de-
scriptive approach can help people to chose to know the
threshold of its own risks, and the factors that can influence it
(internal, external, psychological, biological). Risk is consid-
ered physiologic among youths, it belongs to the condition of
being young and it is not pathological. The idea was launched
because this work could become a tool of quick and periodic
monitoring of the tendencies and the changes with a relevant
report every three years.

It was also stressed the need of keeping in mind also the
cultural aspects and not only the cognitive ones. This could
happen through an ethnographic approach such as the par-
ticipated observation of the same group during a given period
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that would allow to understand the way which the youths ex-
press themselves and behave in relationships with the others.
It was also decided to start a review of what was done in this
field.

What should be analyzed as risk knowledge/con-
ceptualization, perception, evaluation and behaviours? It
should be understood that the risk is a part of being young.
The difficulty should be pointed out of interviewing adoles-
cents that decide not to talk with the interviewer. The final
proposal is to analyze groups of 8-10 people (focus groups)
and to have also individual interviews to the same partici-
pants. It was decided to reduce the time of interviews to two
hours maximum. The remaining time can be used for individ-
ual interviews.

The group should be stimulated, animated, as well as pro-
voked with questions, slides, pictures, movies and presenta-
tions of theoretical or personal histories to analyze together in
group the topic risk. The stimuli should be carefully selected
to cover a wide area.

The final proposal is the following:

2 groups of normal youths and 3 youths that presented ex-
periences of risk.

Age range 14-22 years divided in two groups

8 people between 14 and 17 years (school group) (50%
boys and 50% girls) of 3 socio-economic levels (students, me-
dium class and lower class)

8 people between 18 and 22 years (50% boys and 50%
girls) of three different socio-economic levels, employees and
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unemployed.

3 people with experiences of risk with clear negative conse-
quences, such as,

abuse of alcohol or drugs

road accidents

violence

The approach will include:

the two groups interviewed first

the individuals interviewed later

Contents of the pilot study

SOCIAL PRESSURE
PERSONALITY
CULTURAL FACTORS
SOCIAL MODELS CONCEPTUALISATION OF THE

RISK
PERCEPTION OF THE
RISK
EVALUATION OF
THE RISK
RISKY BEHAVIOURS SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITION
EXPERIENCE OF RISK
AREA OF RISK
CONTEXT

We should try to obtain a common history as a tool that
should be presented at the end of the focus groups in a neutral
way. The word risk should act as a stimulus to the group at
the beginning. The groups should develop a series of ideas,
free associations or other techniques, but the histories will
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have to be different as the three groups are.

It should be presented in the following way:

1.Metodology

2.Risk

2.1.Conceptualization

2.2.Perceptions

2.3.Evaluation

2.4.Risky behaviour

3.Conclusions and appendix and 3 profiles of interviewees
who experienced risk. Group discussion and the tools used.

3. Focus groups operative and methodological aspects

3.1 Reception and presentation

Presentation of the objectives and modalities of the meet-
ings.

Presentation of each participant to the group and analysis
of the expectations of the meetings.

Collection of social data, as well as each participant’s per-
sonal history.
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3.2 objectives

Constitution of the group as Working Group.

3.3. tools

Personal card with the personal information

4. Approaching of the reason of the meeting. the representation of the
risk.

Collection, by means of associations of ideas, of the image
of the risk, firstly at individual level, later on in group
(individual work and group work).

Individual redefinition of the image formed in the previous
sessions.

4.1. objectives

Observation of the different meanings of the word «risk».

Comparison of the opinions of the participants individually,
in order to evaluate the influence of the group on the individ-
ual points of view and level of autonomy.

4.2. tools

Grill for the answers that have been collected in the three
previous sessions.

5. Phase: deepening in the word. the representation of people that
carry out risky behaviours

To design an ideal standard character and the contextuali-
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zation of the scenarios (work in subgroups of 30 minutes)

Comparison of the choices, the participation focus and di-
vergent elements (plenary discussion of 30 minutes).

Description of the psychological features of the characters
designed previously (singular work of 20 minutes)

Group discussion in depth on the individual opinions.

5.1 objectives

To point out the representations of people that live risky
and their environment.

To underline the distinctive elements of those who act ad-
venturously, keeping in mind their external and interior as-
pects.

5.2 tools

To make a collage that represents a human figure in its en-
vironment.

Questionnaire to answer the open questions proposed by
the organizer of the group.

6. Phase: the personal experience. the perception of risk

Description of a situation of risk experienced by the par-
ticipants or by some people close to them.

Sharing the different situations, selection of the most sig-
nificant story to be used in the working group and analysis of
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the different factors involved.

Selecting the alternative strategies (actions, behaviours)
able to modify the course of the events.

6.1 objectives

Focusing of the basic causes (static aspects) and motiva-
tions (dynamic aspects) of the situations analyzed.

To point out the perception of individual or collective fac-
tors, either the predisponents or the precipitating.

To underline the elections and priorities of the elements
that have been more emergent.

To choose the modalities able to prevent the situations of
risk.

6.2. tools

Individual card to describe an episode in function of «what,
who, when, where and how»

7. Phase: conclusions and ending

Short final summary of the experience lived with the group.

7.1. objectives

To provide the meeting with a new way of thinking from
the group and the individual points of view about the risk.

To provide a space for the reflection to obtain a conclusion
of the experience.
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7.2. Methodology

We have followed a series of common aspects, just as it was
indicated in the proposal of the meeting of Paris. Also, for
each group that we investigate we have selected three groups
with the asked characteristics, just as they were indicated. In
each group we have followed these steps: Conceptualization
of the risk, perception, evaluation, behaviors of risk. Later on
we will be able to arrive to a series of conclusions that vary
with regard to each one of the groups.

8. General information on the spanish groups

To carry out the commended work, we decided to include
people that worked previously with young of the certain char-
acteristics. These people were the following:

Mrs Consuelo Ricart. Teacher of E.S.O. (Obligatory Sec-
ondary Education).

Ms. Montserrat Rebollida. Psychologist, working with
groups of young people.

Ms. Raquel Valdés. Psychologist, working with people that
are in treatment for problems of alcohol and drugs and carry-
ing out programs of prevention especially on drugs addiction.

Dr. Miguel Angel Torres. Psychiatrist, working with people
with problems of alcohol and drugs. Supervisor, reporter and
analyst of the diverse investigated groups.

The group of 4 people met to discuss the methodology
proposed by the Osservatorio, as well as to thoroughly study
the proportionate definition of risk for the Dra. Carbone and
collaborators. The working group also defined the groups to
investigate, the ages, the characteristics and the centers and
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places where to get the sample. We had two discussion meet-
ings and agreed on the methods to use, how to investigate
each group, keeping in mind that the meetings would be fol-
lowed by the supervisor’s intervention in each group and later
on by the analysis of the data, the summary and the conclu-
sions of each group to obtain a series of determinants of the
word risk and of its meaning for each member of the groups.

Each group coordinator had the absolute freedom of work:
they elaborated their own questionnaire and working systems,
according to the approaches proposed initially thus obtaining
the different concepts of risk.

It was not easy to obtain a clear concept of the word risk
also because the interviewees always related it with concrete
behaviors.

8.1. the group of those that experienced risk, with negative
consequences (abuse of alcohol, road accidents, violent ac-
tions).

The work has consisted in carrying out structured inter-
views.

Three of those interviews were carried out in a school of a
municipality near Valencia (Turís, 10.000 inhabitants). Two
boys and a girl between 14 and 16 years were interviewed, as
well as a boy and a girl of Torrent (65.000 inhabitants, in the
boundaries of Valencia city, 750.000 inhabitants) between 18
and 22 years. According to the protocol of the work all of
them had carried out risk behaviors or had taken a risk, such
as abuse of alcohol or drugs, road accidents and violent be-
haviors. The last two youths are in treatment because of the
consequences of some of those behaviours.
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9. Information about the risk

9.1. conceptualization

The interviews to the youngest show a general perception
of risk as danger, the attainment of behaviors the conse-
quences of which are considered as negative. The other two
interviewees show very similar perceptions of risk as in the
other three cases: the risk is perceived as the setting in march
of behaviours with negative consequences already known in
advance.

The survey was composed of the following aspects:

Name (coded)

Age.

Sex.

Number of siblings and position among them.

Residence place.

Economic conditions.

Last concluded course of study.

What is risk in your opinion?

How do you believe that people perceive the risk? And
how do you perceive it?

How would you evaluate the risk? In your opinion, up to
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where risk gets to?.

Which are for you risky behaviors? Why?

Which were your experiences of risk? Fights, abuse of al-
cohol or drugs, road accidents, etc.

What did you risk by carrying out those behaviors? At the
moment you carried out those behaviors, did you think of the
consequences?.

Where did you carry out those behaviors? When? With
whom were you? Was it any special hour of the day?.

Did anything especially influence you when you carried out
those behaviors? Did you feel any type of pressure (people,
atmosphere, etc.)?

What characteristics you believe that describe your person-
ality?: Introverted/extroverted; sociable; cheerful; leader; «I
let the others push me»; vulnerable; approval necessity, etc.

Do you believe that the cultural atmosphere in which you
live influences you when carrying out those risky behaviors?
Why? How is the environment you live in?

What people do you admire? Tell me some character to
which you would like to look like. What do you admire most
in that character? Why?

Language: simple, complex, fluid, interrupted, etc.

Cultural model: Between rural and urban, middle class or
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low class

Communication type: aggressive, passive, assertive.

10. Risk perception

The perception of the risk among the youngest interviewees
seems to demonstrate that for each people this perception it is
different. They don’t define clearly which is their perception.

For the older interviewees also was very difficult to define
risk perception. We could conclude that each fellow has a dif-
ferent perception of what a risky behaviour is.

10.1. evaluation

If by evaluation we consider the thoughts youth had re-
garding their risky behaviour:

two of the youngest interviewees think of the consequences
involved in carrying out their respective risky behaviors, but
always after having performed them. The other interviewee of
the group of the youngest thinks of the short term conse-
quences and says he is ready to cope with them. He tries to
muffle those consequences but he keeps on carrying out be-
haviours considered as risky.

The more aged interviewees refer that they think of the
consequences. One of them explains that immediately before
starting the behavior they try by all possible means to find and
consider the positive consequences rather than the negative
ones. This brings him to keep on with this behavior.

The other interviewee always thinks of the negative conse-
quences he could face due to his risky behaviour and this
brings him to refrain from starting the corresponding behav-
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ior.

10. 2. risky behavior

The risky behaviours mainly reported in the interviews to
the three younger interviewees are fights, rush or dangerous
motorbike driving and abuse of alcohol and tobacco.

The risky behaviours carried out by the older interviewees
are mainly high speed driving, drugs consumption, alcohol
drinking.

11. Results of the group of people with experience of risk

Mean age: 20 years.

Sex: 3 men, 2 women.

All they had two siblings, excepted one having 3.

Economic family condition: Middle class and Low-middle
class.

Studies: courses from 8th of basic to 3rd of High School.

Definitions of risk:

«Risk is danger, the things that damage you»

«To do things that can come out bad and create problems»

«To do something dangerous, to do things beyond the lim-
its»
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How do you believe that people perceive risk? How do you
perceive it?

«The older people have more responsibilities, therefore
more risks to run, more things involving a risk»

«I perceive the risk when I don’t say things that could come
out bad. For example, going to some place and not telling my
family where»

«Each one sees dangerous things in different acts»

«Everybody perceives the risk more or less in the same way,
but there are more brave and daring people»

«I cannot imagine the world without drugs. I don’t know
what the others think, but I believe that they are «blind» to
the risk»

How would you evaluate the risk? Where do you think risk
can get to?

«Risk is danger, I don’t know how it can be measured, I get
up to where I believe I can»

«For me the risk is when you get close to the limit. Once
you find your limit; you don’t repeat the behavior»

«It arrives until you put in danger your personal, family, so-
cial life, etc.»

«The risk can arrive until the end, until losing everything,
until falling to the lowest point of your life»
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Which are for you the risky behaviors? Why?

«The drugs are dangerous, they harm you»

«To discuss with the professors, they can expel you»

«To fight, you can receive a blow and this harms you»

«Tobacco and alcohol, they are also dangerous»

«I don’t consider as risky behaviors neither the fights nor
the vehicles. I don’t consider them dangerous»

«Alcohol and tobacco would be dangerous, but only if you
abuse of them»

«The drugs are bad, they hook you and you cannot leave
them and you pass it very bad, according to people’s stories»

«The bulls can plunder you»

«Risky sports; you can fall; I would be unable to do it»

«Taking drugs and alcohol, because they have negative con-
sequences for me»

«Risky sports because you can even lose your life»

«The drugs, because they put in danger your life, your fam-
ily, everything in general.»

Which has been for you your experience of risk? fight,
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abuse of alcohol or drugs, road accidents, etc.

«Abuse of alcohol, although I only do it in New Year’s Eve,
parties, etc...»

«Abuse of tobacco, I smoke every day, a package of to-
bacco, 20 cigarettes»

«Driving my motorbike at high speed, although for me it is
not good»

«I had accidents. I run my motorbike into a van and had
many falls»

«I use drugs and abuse of alcohol»

«The road accidents for excess of speed»

«I used drugs»

«Fights and roughs in bars because I were drunk»

What did risk by behaving that way? At the moment you
performed them, did you think - a lot or a little - of the conse-
quences?

«You take a risk the hide, what happens is that when you
do it you don’t think of the consequences, only when you fall,
etc.»

«When I abuse of alcohol I run a risk if my mother sees me
and quarrels with me»
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«I think of the consequences, but always after carrying out
the action»

«I always go with a group of friends to the cross circuit and
we compete to see who dares more»

«We think of the consequences, for that reason we go pre-
pared (helmets, kneecaps, mooring hawsers, etc.)»

«You think of the consequences, but you look for an ex-
cuse to carry out the action. That’s the other face of the coin»

«I think of the consequences for my family, I think of what
is costing me to behave well and what a risk takes a con-
sumer»

Where did you carry out those behaviours? When? With
whom were you? At what time of the day especially?

«I am always in the street, with my friends, when I have the
motorbike because my parents have not punished me for
school reasons»

«Always when I am with friends, on Saturday nights, at par-
ties. Also when we join in friends’ house when they are alone»

«In the cross circuit, although also in the street, with
friends, in the evening when we leave the school»

«When I was alone it was alcohol consumption. When I
was with people, the consumption of drugs and when I was
alone it was the speed»

«When people speak about drugs I feel desire for it. There-
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fore I try to avoid this people and the situations in which
drugs are the subject»

Did anything influence you especially when you carried out
those behaviours? Did you feel any type of pressure (people,
atmosphere, etc.)?

«I have two or three friends that also have motorbikes and
they do it»

«The friends with whom I go are older than I and they
smoke and drink»

«In the school I join people who smoke and drink litronas
(liter of beer in Spanish)»

«I changed friends because they often were involved in
fights»

«I have the motorbike since I joined a new group of
friends»

«You look at everything in a different way according to the
atmosphere in which you are»

«Speaking about drugs the atmosphere influences a lot, but
I don’t know exactly why. I feel nervous and that drives me to
consume»

Which are the characteristics that in your opinion can bet-
ter describe your personality? (introverted/extroverted, socia-
ble, cheerful, leader, «I let myself being involved», vulnerable,
approval necessity...)
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«I am shy most of the times, although I am sociable. I have
many friends. I sometimes let myself being involved, but I
don’t need the approval of anybody»

«I am open, sociable, I maintain relationships of equality,
People can’t easily influence me»

«I believe that I am cheerful, nice, sociable, extroverted»

«I am quite extroverted, I like to make me noticed, mainly
when I do things well, I like them to be known»

«I let people influence me a lot. I am very sincere, very
open, extroverted, I go beyond everything, I am very unwor-
ried»

Do you believe that the cultural atmosphere in which you
live influences you when carrying out risky behaviours? How
is the atmosphere you live in?

«When I do something I look for amusement. There are 5
or 6 friends of my age. We are always in a «dive» or in an old
house abandoned where our parents don’t know where we
are, because they would not allow us to go. The Guardia Civil
(Spanish Police) sometimes enters to see that we are doing»

«I believe that it doesn’t influence me. We usually meet in
the recreational centers, in the streets, near the cemetery, in
the bar, in discos, in the of surroundings... with some more
older friends with cars»

«I believe that where you live influences you. I cannot
imagine how could it be or how I would act if I lived in an-
other place and I joined other people»
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«Yes, if already you are bad for yourself and you join bad
people, you have problems with the family... everything leads
you to behave like that»

«It influences, I cannot say whether a lot or a little, but it
influences. Young people that leaves from a party and con-
sume synthetic drugs. They try to avoid all this because they
don’t trust in themselves»

Which people do you admire?. Tell us some character to
which you would like to look like. What do you admire most
in that character? Why?

«I would like to resemble my cousin because he is a farmer
and he has good time working. I like a lot working in the
fields because it is a very calm work»

«I admire my parents, they give me everything. They work,
they have money to give me whims. I would like to be like
them, to have money and power to buy things, I am very ca-
pricious»

«I admire Alex Crivillé, motor world champion, he knows
how to take a risk to the maximum, beyond which it is impos-
sible, he knows where he can get to»

«To my father, because it is a very hard-working man, very
tenacious. If he wants to do something he does it, he doesn’t
leave it down. My mother is very tolerant. My girlfriend was
able to leave the drugs without the help of anybody, by her
own means»

«To my sister and my brother-in-law, because they are
healthy, they live very well and they have helped me a lot. I
fell an «healthy envy for them»
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All of them are very assertive and have always facilitated the
communication

12. Risky behaviours in the group of normalized older people

12.1. methodology

The used methodology was dynamic and participating in
each of the phases.

In the reception and presentation phase, it was performed a
dynamic game of introduction of each component of the
group and the expectations about the meetings that were go-
ing to take place were evaluated, after having explained the
general goals.

For this phase a short individual questionnaire was devel-
oped in order to collect the social and private data of the
members of the group. It included the following areas:

Personal data (names, initials, date of birth, age, sex and
civil state)

Studies/job (studies performed; if they worked at any time:
past jobs and current job)

Current residence (with whom they live)

Family data (relationship, age, civil state, level of studies
and profession)

Group of peers (number of people forming the group, their
sex and leisure places).

In the phase of representation of the risk the group was
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given material for writing the answers to what they regard as
the image of risk. The answers were individual and afterwards
they were put in common with the possibility of changing the
answers given.

In the phase of the representation of those who carry out
risky actions, they worked in two subgroups of four people
each. They were given material to write down the conclusions
regarding the prototype of people living adventurously. Then
there was the selection by the group of each subgroup. To end
this phase they individually worked out the description of the
psychological features which then were discussed in group.

Regarding the phase of risk perception they were given ma-
terial so that they individually described a situation of risk that
they or some close person had lived, in function of the fol-
lowing questions:

What situation is it?

Who carries out it?

When does it happen?

Where does it happen, in what place?

How does it happen?

The different situations were shared and one of them was
chosen to be worked on more thoroughly in group. Finally,
they discussed in group about the factors that could modify
the course of the events of the previous situation.

In the phase of conclusions and end, each participant of the
group summarized shortly the contribution of this brief expe-
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rience.

Material was elaborated with the individual and collective
contributions of the youths gathered during each one of the
different phases of the study.

For the following phases the groups were given references
to the risk representation, representation of people who carry
out risky activities and risk perceptions.

13. Risk

13.1. Conceptualization

The image that the youths of the group associate with risk is
in relation with the following ones:

To put one’s life in danger

Sex without contraceptives

To drive drunk

To enter in a cage of lions

To go in the wrong direction in the highway

To play with loaded guns without security

To go driving absent-minded

AIDS
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Drugs

Alcohol

Bad companies that try to influence you

High speed driving

To experience unknown things

To go for a walk alone down the street in full night (for fe-
male)

Speed

Knives

Sports of risk: rafting, jumping from bridges... etc.

Amusement

Doubts

Danger

To take decisions

13.2. Perception

As for the profile of people who carry out risky activities,
the following answers were obtained:
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They don’t think of the consequences of what they do

Young people, adolescents

Insecure, risky, easy to influence

Young people in the «awkward age» (puberty)

Fearsome, insecure, insolent

There is not an exact age

Resolved, daring people that like to discharge adrenaline
and to discover new things

Impulsive, insecure

In the puberty, because they begin to experience new
things

They are not afraid of anything, they don’t stop to think

People that don’t like to think twice what it can happen if
they do something and that like to live the present. They only
think of the sensation of the moment and not the conse-
quences

Unconscious, speedy people

They need to run risks to amuse themselves and to pass it
well
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Imprudent, they like to experiment

Unhappy, they don’t like life

Immature

Winning people, because if one doesn’t take a risk he will
always be the same and never wins

Open and positive people who think that any kind of suc-
cess always involves taking a risk, because if you don’t do any-
thing nobody gives you anything

Regarding the experiences of risk the answers were the
following ones:

To speculate in Stock Exchange (Bourse)

Driving the car absent-minded

To go too often alone (for girls)

To drive a car without license

To take a bath in a lake when drunk

To smoke marijuana or sniffing some line of cocaine

To go to a disco in the boundaries of the city after having
had dinner and

drunk alcohol
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To work in a mine.

13.3. Evaluation

The situations perceived as risky were the following ones:

Commanded events (Christmas, events of the town, etc.)

Situations in which they drink or use drugs

When meeting friends

Parties, when leaving home

Free time situations

Using drugs, excessive drinking, driving drunk or under the
effects of

narcotics, practising sex without protection

There are two situations: the voluntary ones and the fortui-
tous ones. The voluntary ones are when you take a risk on
your own decision; the fortuitous ones happen without you
looking for them.

Risky behaviour

The places that were perceived as risky, either lived by
themselves or by some person close to them, are detectable in
different contexts:

Areas of bars or discos
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Lakes, sea or swimming pools

Highway

Solitary places, boundaries of the city

Mines and quarries

With respect to the factors that facilitate the risk situation
taking place, the following ones were pointed out:

Not to calculate the consequences

Not to react on time

The shape of the person

The unawareness

Thinking only about passing the moment well

Imprudence

Low level of security

13.4. conclusions

Regarding the sociodemographic characteristics of the
group, we summarize them in the following charts:

AGE
NUMBER %

18 YEARS 1 12,5
19 YEARS 4 50
20 YEARS 1 12,5
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21 YEARS 2 25
22 YEARS 0 0
TOTAL 8 100

It is observed that the average age is 19,5, oscillating among
the 18-21 years. The most represented are the 19 year olds.

SEX
Nº %

MEN 4 50
WOMEN 4 50
TOTAL 8 100
STUDIES

Nº %
PRIMARY 1 12,5
BASIC 4 50
HIGH SCHOOL 1 12,5
DIPLOMATURES 2 25
TOTAL 8 100

The average level of studies is the Basic General Education,
while at the moment the survey was on two people were at-
tending Medium schools (Managing Sciences and Tourism).

CURRENT WORK
Nº %

EMPLOYEES 5 62,5
UNEMPLOYED 3 37,5
TOTAL 8 100

Most of the members of the working group was employed,
mainly in two working fields: commerce and peons of facto-
ries of tiles. The other three people were students.

Two people of the group had never worked.

CURRENT RESI-
DENCE

Nº %
PARENTS 7 87,5
COUPLE 1 12,5
TOTAL 8 100

Most of the interviewees, except one live with their parents.

STUDIES OF THE
FAMILY OF ORI-
GIN
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FATHER MOTHER
PRIMARY 4 25% 6 75%
HIGH SCHOOL 1 12,5% 0 0
MEDIUM STU-
DIES

3 37,5% 2 25%

Data referring to the family economic level were gathered
through the information they gave about their parents and
sibling’s level of studies and profession. All the relatives had
got, at least, the certificate of Primary Studies.

Most of the parents were working, either the father or the
mother.

GROUP OF PEERS AND
PLACES OF LEISURE

Nº %
PUBS 7 87,5
DISCOS 4 50
COFFEE HOUSE 5 62,5
CINEMAS 7 87,5
POLISPORTIVES 2 25
PROMENADES-
WALKING

1 12,5

OTHERS 1 12,5
TOTAL 8 100

It was also proved that most of the members of the group
usually went out with a numerous group of friends, around 10
friends, oscillating between 8 and 35 people. The favourite lei-
sure places are cinemas and pubs, followed by coffee houses
and discos.

Questioned about what they regard as risk, most of them
link it with the amusement (practice of certain sports, night
exits, go to drink...) and with negative connotations, i.e. it
supposes a danger for those to who are in that situation given
that they doesn’t calculate the consequences of their acts.

It is interesting to point out that males have the idea that
risk doesn’t have to be something negative, since it can in their
opinion be useful to get advantages and take decisions that
allow this person to grow and mature. They give the example
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of a friend that plays in Bourse and, after several losses of
money, he meditates and stops investing money.

The greatest risk is for them all that of falling in the world
of alcohol, drugs, violence, sex without protection... etc. and it
happens in the stage of adolescence that they locate between
13 and 15 years. They refer that it was at that age that they were
more easy to be influenced by other people (group pressure).
Also, they link it with impulsive people, easy to influence, who
don’t measure the consequences at half or long term, but only
at short term: «they live the moment»

Regarding learning, they point out that many of their fears
are learned. For example walking in the outer part of the town
or the city all alone. They consider it as a risk because of the
various aggressions and deaths that have been reported by the
media. Through their own experiences or those of people
close to them, they have also learned how to evaluate different
situations of risk such as undesired pregnancies, legal prob-
lems of fights, alcoholism in family... etc.

They think that everybody has often to face situations of
risk because they believe that it is not only the situation that
produces danger, but rather the evaluation each person makes
of it, although they had previously pointed out some situations
that are quite common for all.

Among the different situations of risk that they described,
one was selected to be worked upon more thoroughly. It was
the story reported by one of the boys about the incitement to
smoke marijuana or sniffing some line of cocaine by some
friends of him. It was noticed that this happened in the week-
ends in the discos. His friends invited him to taste it because
they said he looked «down» and it could be a good way of
amusing. His reaction was aggressive, even to a physical ag-
gression. The reaction of the rest of the group was studied by
means of technique of role playing and the following things
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were observed:

some openly declared that they didn’t want to consume it;

others sustained that, in addiction to not consuming it him-
self, he could also convince his friends to stop to do it by rea-
soning that it is not necessary to take substances to amuse
oneself and pointing out the relevant negative consequences of
this kind of those consumption (in relation with friends, fam-
ily, studies, money...);

he could get away from those friends and look for other
people to stay with.

In brief, they believe that risk is always outside, in the street
and that, depending on the attitude that we take in front of it,
the result will be one or another. They also refer that for many
people risk is a way of life, their own philosophy and they re-
spect them, although they also ask for the respect of their de-
cisions.

As conclusion, it is worthy to point out the excellent col-
laboration of each one of the participants who thanked heart-
ily for being asked their opinions to be taken into account
when developing programs addressed to them.

14. Appendix (collection of information)

Here follows in the appendix the survey questionnaire
worked out and applied by the working group and as far as
the concepts of risk is concerned.

What do you associate with the word risk?
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To go driving absent-minded;

AIDS 2 answers;

Drugs 4 answers;

Alcohol 4 answers;

Pills;

To go lost in the life;

Bad companies that try to influence you;

Speed 3 answers;

Amusement;

Doubts;

Danger;

Taking decisions;

Risk appears when performing an action that results in
something you lose something else;

To put life in danger;

Unsafe sex;
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To drive drunk;

To enter a cage of lions;

To drive in the wrong way in a highway,

To play with loaded guns without security;

To have an accident;

To have knives;

Guns;

Motorbikes;

To experiment with unknown things;

To go for a walk alone or to be alone in the middle of the
night;

Going out with people that are unsuitable to you.

Would you add or would you change something of the pre-
vious question after listening what your partners said?

No 4 answers;

Sports of risk;

Use of drugs 2 answers;
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Alcohol;

Unsafe sex 2 answers;

Describe your prototype of people that carry out risky ac-
tivities.

Young people in the «awkward age (puberty)»;

Those who are in the puberty because they begin to ex-
periment new things;

Those who need to run risks to have amusement and to feel
good;

Risky people are winning people, because if one doesn’t
take a risk he will always be the same, he will never win any-
thing;

Those who don’t think of the consequences of their acts;

Young people, adolescents;

The unhappy people who don’t give life its value;

People who don’t like to think twice what can happen if
they do something and who like to live the present, the mo-
ment and only think of the sensation of the moment and not
in the consequences;

There is not an exact age. Resolved and daring people like
to discharge adrenaline and discover new things.
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In what situations do you think they carry out those risky
activities?

In particular days, Christmas, town holidays, etc.;

When taking drugs, drinking too much, driving drunk or
under the effects of narcotics, practising sex without protec-
tion...

When going to parties;

When meeting friends;

There are two situations: the voluntary ones and the fortui-
tous ones. The voluntary ones are when you take a risk on
your own decision; the fortuitous ones happen without you
looking for them.

In free time;

In signalled dates, parties...

Drinking or using drugs;

Specify the psychological characteristics of the people you
described previously (how they are, how they think, their per-
sonality...)

Fearsome, insecure, insolent;

They are not afraid of anything, they don’t stop to think;
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Imprudent, they like experiencing;

Open and positive people. They think that in order to get
to any success they always have to take a risk, because without
doing anything nobody gives you anything;

Insecure, risky, easy to influence;

Immature;

Unconscious, speedy;

Impulsive, insecure;

Describe a situation that you consider of risk for you or for
some person that you know, following these questions:

What situation is it?

To walk alone for too a long time;

Some boys decide to take a bath in a lake when drunk;

To smoke marijuana together or to sniff some line of co-
caine;

To go to a disco in the boundaries of the city after dinner
and to drink alcohol;

To speculate in Stock Exchange;

To work in a mine;
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To drive car without license;

Going absent-minded driving;

Who does carry out it?

Me;

Adolescents and young of 18 to 22 years;

Two friends;

A group of friends who think the pubs in the city are insuf-
ficient to satiate their euphoria and they need something
greater;

A friend;

The miners;

Me;

Me;

When does it happen?

When I want to think;

One weekend whenever in Summer;

In week-end;
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In Friday or Saturday night;

Whenever have money;

Every day;

Any day of the week;

Any day;

Where does it happen, in what place?

It can be in my house or in any place of the town;

In a little lake, near town;

Discos;

In the areas of bars or discos;

At home, in the bank, Internet;

In the mines and quarries;

In the highway;

In the highway;

How does it happen?

I leave for the boundaries of the city all alone;
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They enter in the water, begin to swim, they have dimin-
ished reflections and they drown;

«Take it, taste it, I see you’re down, this will amuse you... I
always finish by saying no and with tension and aggressive-
ness;

I don’t measure the consequences;

Buying and selling values;

Working;

When not having as much experience with the car as other
more qualified people or to have more experience;

Not reacting on time;

Regarding the previous situation, what factors do you be-
lieve made its happening easy? (the characteristics either of
the person who performs the action or of the environment)

My form of being because I’m an independent person;

Their unconsciousness, and the fact that they went intoxi-
cated and under the effect of narcotics and nobody was sober
or lucid;

I only think of passing it well;

This person wants to multiply money but for achieving this
he takes the risk of speculating in Stocking Market, putting
himself in the possibility of remaining without anything. He
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doesn’t calculate the consequences;

The imprudence, the low security;

My audacity;

The misleads;

15. Definitions of «risk taking behaviors»

15.1. group of school aged youngsters

SAMPLE. - A group of twelve youths between 15 and 16
years. Students attending the fourth course of the ESO
(Compulsory Superior Education) following a program of
curricular diversification in Alaquás (25.000 inhabitants) in the
surroundings of Valencia city.

The participants were six girls and six boys and their socio-
economic level was medium and low-medium.

The attendance to the sessions was irregular with an aver-
age of ten students for session and varying the presence of
some of them.

1st session

1st phase: presentation

Report of personal and private life

2nd phase: presentation of risk (what does risk mean?)
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«What is risk in your opinion?»

Visualization of images of a movie (Histories of the Kronen-
a picture of the youth life in Spain). To express by means of
association of ideas the different opinions of what risk taking
behaviors are.

Results:

What is risk for you?. Individual answers.

Risk is something that can be dangerous and disturbing. As,
for example: «to do something that your parents or tutors
don’t let you do without letting them know»

To do something bad or prohibited that can damage you or
somebody else.

«To have unsafe sex»

To do or to carry out actions that involve some danger of
death. To put in danger your life doing stupidities. To get
drunk and to drive a car. To take drugs and to become an ad-
dict.

Risk is to do something the consequences of which you
don’t know

Risk is when you do something dangerous that can harm
you.

Risk is something that can happen or put you in troubles.
There are people who take a risk by driving a car maybe
drunk so they run the risk of having an accident, also involv-
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ing other people in their car. And you can also risk that your
parents punish you and you escape from home.

It is when you find something exciting and you want to do
something that you have hardly ever done.

It is to do something that you wouldn’t dare to do. You like
to do jumping from bridges (puenting in Spanish) and you
don’t dare and at the end you jump.

It is to do something that others can plunder you or to
gamble something and to lose it. For example to walk for a
scaffold without a rope or anything else, there is the risk of to
fall and to kill you.

To put you in danger or to do something that can harm
you.

To have an exciting or dangerous experience. To do some-
thing dangerous or daring.

Looking at a tattoo: «If you do this you can catch some-
thing such as AIDS «but now they make them with needles
that are only for you, they put your name on them and some
places they give you them so that you take them home. In this
way if you want to repeat the tattoo you have only to take your
needle and they use it to continue the work». I would to make
me one»

Group work

Information is exchanged and the different opinions are
debated. The following opinion of the group is collected:

«To do something bad that shouldn’t be done because it
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can harm you and damage the others.

If you practice sex with your girlfriend, she can become
pregnant, or take the AIDS...

To do something that you don’t dare because you know it is
bad.

It is something dangerous.

Although it doesn’t always harm you, for example, to throw
you with parachute or the firemen work.

It is something that makes your adrenaline going up, excit-
ing»

Redefinition of risk. Individual work.

Of the ten participants of the session, four say that «risk is
danger», two say that «it is danger and it is everything» and
the rest don’t redefine risk.

Word associations

RISK:-everything-danger-terror-door-horrible-blind-dog-
fright-value-anger-cowardice-audacity-relaxing-exciting-
adrenaline.

2nd Session

3rd Phase: representation of people that carry out risky behaviours.

Description of an «ideal standard» of a risky human charac-
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ter and his environment.

Work out a «collage» that symbolizes the human figure at
risk and his environment.

Results:

Work in subgroups.

Subgroup 1 give the following description: «These people
run the risk of... some of dying drowned, others of being mur-
dered, and another hunger. These people have a selfish char-
acter (they want to kill). And to people that are drowning
those that are ashore they are also selfish because they don’t
help the one in the water». They choose the word dared to de-
fine the character of the figure of risk.

Subgroup 2 say that the image they developed have an ag-
gressive, violent character, and doesn’t think of the conse-
quences he can cause the others. He loves risk, drives drunk
and doesn’t care about his dresses and his hair (he doesn’t
comb himself). He goes dirty, he doesn’t care personal hy-
giene. A member of the group said that he was passive.

Subgroup 3 to the question «who is him?» answers that he
is an alcoholic who has an high risk of falling in an ethylic
coma. Answering the question «How is him»? They say he is
aggressive when he drinks and he doesn’t control what he
does. When and where? In a bar and when he drinks.

Comparison of the choices. Work in large group.

The descriptions of the three subgroups are put in common
and they comment each one of the collages. All seem to agree
on the violent and aggressive character of this figure, in tex-
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tual words «they are violent and aggressive», and on the con-
sumption of alcohol as the starting element of these behaviors
«he behave this way when he drinks»

As divergent elements were only detected the ways of man-
aging aggressiveness through violent acts such as «a war» or
«behave like a beast in a football match»

3rd Session

Description of the psychological features of the characters
described previously through open questions

Individual work.

Results:

The answers are the following:

«He is somebody impatient that loses control very easily,
He is restless and excitable. He adopts that behavior when he
feels like»

«He is aggressive, he doesn’t respect the norms and he acts
this way when he goes to parties»

«He is aggressive, he loses control, he acts violently. He
acts this way when he has his guns–weapons - (he refers to his
collage).

«Referring to yesterday’s movie. He is excitable, impatient
and dominant; he does what he wants to do. He acts this way
when is with his friends»
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«He is aggressive and also impatient. He acts in a dominant
way and with tension». Answering the question «When or un-
der what circumstances he carries out that behavior?» he says:
«When he gets bored or he doesn’t have anything to do per-
haps he drinks also in parties or in any place»

«He is not controlled, he gets easily excited and he doesn’t
respect the rules. He behaves risky when he drinks and be-
comes nervous»

«He is aggressive, he acts in a violent way when he drinks a
lot»

«He loses control, he is unworried, doesn’t respect the
norms and is tense. He acts with aggressiveness. When? when
he quarrels or he is in disagreement»

«He is incautious, he acts without using his head, he gives
everything the same importance and behaves crazily. When?
when he wants to detach himself from home or when he does
something to amuse himself»

4th Phase: risk perception

Telling about an experience.

Results:

«One night in my town somebody wanted to attack me and
I fight with both because otherwise I wouldn’t leave alive. I
became very nervous and, after I saw that they were not able
to take anything I felt satisfied but they broke me one arm. I
behaved this way because I lost my stirrups».

«I liked somebody, and we were a friend and I. It happened
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three years ago in another town. Well, I felt a little nervous
about my parents catching me because I told them that I left
to the pool of my town and I left to other town with some
friends. There were not consequences because my parents
don’t still know it»

«I left a town to a capital in bicycle without my parents
knowing it. I wanted to have good time and I wanted to do it.
I left with some friends, we got lost and we could not commu-
nicate with each other. I was afraid and was tense; at the end
they caught me and quarrelled me»

«It was last year during the trip at the end of the course of
study. I felt like going up to the attractions in a Thematic
Park. I felt excited, adrenaline went up and I enjoyed it very
much»

«I went two years ago to Eurodisney during the Holy
Week. I went to the attractions. There was one that put you
downward and went very quickly. I did it to get amused and I
felt excitement and fear. I repeated it again»

«During the trip to a thematic park at the end of the course
of study we went all friends together. We very much wanted
to go because we had seen it in the TV and in reports, I did it
for amusement; I felt excitement and fear».

«The anger brought me to behave this way because he de-
ceived me with another person. I and two more people were
implied. It was in summer in my town. I felt satisfaction and
relief. It produced me pain. «Why»? «A friend of mine had a
problem with his girlfriend and she deceived him with another
boy. My friend is a little nervous, he went to look for the boy
and he gave him a small beating. The boy left the girl and my
friend went out with her again».
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«Some friends will leave to Madrid after Fallas (Valencian
fireworks) without their parents knowing it.

«A friend got drunk this weekend, and it was very bad. But
his friends began to hitch him by telling him to hit someone
and that if he didn’t do it, it was because he didn’t have balls
(courage). So at the end he went to ask the boy his glasses an
as the other refused to give them he beat him»

4th session

Choosing the strategies able to modify the course of the
events.

Large group.

Looking at some videotape images.

Group discussion.

«Not to do the goat and to go carefully»

«Not to do superfluous thinks»

«To go with caution»

«Not to go around under the effects of alcohol»

«To think the things well before doing them»

«To respect the rules and norms»
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«Not to drink a lot»

«To control your actions»:

«Not to make the kid»

«Not to try to shine before the friends»

«Not to abuse in consuming some substances»

«To control what you do, to think the things well before
doing it, and to go carefully in the life»

«Not to do the things if you are not sure they can be well
made»

«To have caution and to do things with knowledge and not
lightly. Not to let you influence by evil tongues»

«To think things twice before acting, to be more sober
when you take a decision»

Reflection:

They refuse to meditate.

16. Discussion among the groups

16.1. Concept and situations of risk

coincident aspects:
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group with behaviors of risk:

Risk is danger, the things that damage you

«To do things that can come out bad and create problems
to you»

«To do something dangerous. To act in a limitless way»

Use of alcohol, tobacco or drugs (as the most frequent as-
pects).

To be involved in fights.

Risky sports.

Rush driving.

Group of normalized more aged youths:

To put life in danger

To drive intoxicated.

Drugs, alcohol.

Rush driving, speed.

Risky sports.

Use of knives and fights.
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Group of school youngsters

Risk is something that can be disturbing or dangerous.

To do something bad or that it should not be made or that
can harm you or someone else.

To carry out acts that can put the others in danger.

Risk is to carry out something that you don’t know the con-
sequences of.

To drive intoxicated.

To do something exciting.

To do something you wouldn’t dare

To practice sports of risk.

To put yourself in danger by gambling on something and
losing it

16.2. experiences of risk lived by them or some close person

Group of those who experienced risks

Abuse of alcohol, tobacco, consumption of drugs.

Rush motorbikes driving.

Excess of speed.
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Fights and quarrels due to being drunk.

Group of more aged normalized youths

To consume alcohol until the intoxication.

To drive car recklessly.

To smoke marijuana or to consume cocaine.

Group of young students

To get drunk.

To leave house without permission.

To be involved in fights.

To look for strong emotions in parks of attractions.

16.3. people that carry out risky behaviours

Coincident aspects

Young people in the puberty.

Those who need to run risks to enjoy and to pass it well.

The winners who take a risk.

Those who don’t think of the consequences.
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The unhappy ones who don’t estimate life.

The imprudent people who like to experiment.

The impulsive and insecure people.

The impatient ones.

The aggressive ones.

Those who drink a lot.

The incautious ones.

Those who are not controlled and get easily excited.

16.4. situations in which risky behaviors take place

In the holy feasts, holidays.

Situations in which they drink or use drugs.

When going out with friends, in the street.

In free time.

In areas of bars or discos.

In the highway.

Lonely places and boundaries of the city.
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17. Conclusion

The people interviewed are enough aware of what risk
means to them, who are the youths that risk more, how they
perceive the risk as an attitude and what behaviors lead to
carry out acts in which danger is always present. Among the
behaviors more perceived as dangerous we found con-
sumption of alcohol and drugs, dangerous driving, unsafe sex,
etc.

The situations where more frequently risky behaviors take
place are detected in the holy feasts, the street, the bars and
discos, the highway, leisure and free time, etc.

Finally the group of younger students settle down a series
of rules allowing to avoid the complications linked to risky
behaviours, resulting from their discussion in group.

They are also able to describe the youths who live more
dangerously and perform actions bearing an high level of risk.

The final summary could be that in the youths we analyzed,
the risk and the risky decisions or the risky behaviors are in-
nate and part of them. This explains why, although there are
levels of control, it is easy for them find themselves perform-
ing risky behaviors with unpredictable consequences.
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United Kingdom1

1. Introduction

Adolescence is a time when personal identity is being
formed and is a period of experimentation, seeking new sensa-
tions, and taking some risks. A variety of motives for experi-
menting with psychoactive substances such as alcohol and the
lure of intoxication have been advanced including rebellion,
sensation seeking, identifying with the adult, providing pleas-
ure, satisfying curiosity, facilitating social bonding, attaining
peer status, or as an escape/coping mechanism. From this per-
spective drinking is a functional behaviour. Surprisingly this
perspective has often been overlooked in education, health
promotion and other preventive measures.

Room 1999 has pointed out «that the prevention literature
pays too little attention to the collective and symbolic aspects
of drinking and intoxication». Drinking is often done in
groups and is incidental alongside another social activity,
dancing, partying, clubbing, sport, music etc. Many of the
harms associated with drinking relate to the consequences of
intoxication including large numbers of deaths and permanent
disabilities in youths due to accidents or violence related to
drinking. It has been estimated that amongst the global bur-
den of disease and disability alcohol accounts for 5.1% of the

1
Dr. Bruce Ritson, Alcohol Problems Clinic - Royal Edinburgh Hospital, Edin-

burgh.
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life years prematurely lost and 15.6% of the burden of disabil-
ity (years lived with disability) (Murray and Lopez 1996).

There have been a number of reviews of drinking amongst
young people in UK and some of these are described briefly
below. It is evident that the majority have reported survey
data which outlines drinking habits, attitudes and experiences.
Very few have examined the meaning and functional signifi-
cance of drinking and intoxication or adopted a more qualita-
tive approach to understanding the experience of young
drinkers. If harm reduction strategies are to prove any more
effective than they are at present then a better grasp of the
significance and attraction of intoxication needs to be at-
tained.

The relationship between alcohol, youthful deviance and
disorderly behaviour has received a lot of attention in recent
years, lager louts, alcopops, soccer hooliganism and alcohol as
a prelude to illicit drugs have all been popular concerns within
the media. It is therefore surprising that during recent decades
there has been relatively little change in the overall per capita
consumption of young people. This reflects the general stabil-
ity in drinking amongst the British population, with the UK
remaining in the middle order of European Community coun-
tries as far as alcohol consumption is concerned. Nonetheless
youthful drinking is a common significant factor in teenage
delinquency, accidents, unprotected sex and social and psy-
chological harm. The typical evolution of drinking amongst
young people is usually experienced first in the home under
parental supervision in the early teens and then in the 14-17
years age group, alcohol use moves from the private to the
public sphere and from the family to peer orientated drinking,
often in licensed premises or before that in parks and in
friends’ houses. Alcohol use increases with age, Sutherland
and Willner (1998) found that 30% of 11 year olds drank regu-
larly rising to 83% at 16 years old (regular was defined as
drinking at least once a week for a period of more than three
months). Although there is little difference in patterns of
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drinking between girls and boys, young women’s’ frequency
and quantity of alcohol consumption often peaks around the
age of 16. Young men’s consumption continues to rise and
peaks later in the 18s and early 20s.

Alcohol appears to be a gateway through to various other
risk activities at this age, such as smoking, sexual intercourse
and the use of illicit drugs. There is also some evidence that
earlier drinking was associated with a greater tendency to
misuse alcohol and engage in deviant behaviour than amongst
those who started drinking at a later age, they were also more
likely to become excessive drinkers later in life (Foxcroft et al
1995, Bagnall 1988) In a study of drinking in a sample of Scot-
tish school children aged 12-15, 20% reported having drunk in
the past week, the average amount drunk was 8.7 units and
19% had drunk less than 2 units. However, at the other end of
the scale 14% had drunk 15 or more units (Goddard 1996).
There is also some evidence that those who drank «designer
drinks» were more likely to have reported being drunk. The
view that consumption of designer drinks was associated with
heavy alcohol consumption and drinking in less controlled en-
vironments leading to greater drunkenness, was largely con-
firmed by a study by Hughes et al (1997) in Glasgow.

The United Kingdom participated in the European School
Survey Project on Alcohol and other Drugs (Hibell et al 1997).
7,722 students aged 15-16 were given a questionnaire. They
were drawn from a random sample of schools across the
United Kingdom. The response rate was 82%. In the United
Kingdom substance misuse was higher than the average for all
other countries. The proportion who had used alcohol during
the last 12 months was higher than the mean for the total
European sample, 90% compared to 80%. The proportion
that had been drunk during the past 12 months was 70%
compared to other countries where it was an average of 48%.
The proportion of students smoking was the same as the aver-
age, many more UK students had tried marijuana (40%) com-
pared with other countries and drug misuse in general was
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significantly higher than elsewhere.

The lifetime prevalence rate for any alcohol use were about
the same for boys and girls. The study enquired about life-
time, 12 months, and 30 days prevalence of getting drunk, as
well as

a 30 day prevalence of binge drinking. The UK had a life-
time prevalence of 78%. Between 28% of British boys and
26% of British girls reported having been drunk 20 or more
times in their lifetime. This contrasts with Italy where there
are comparable figures of 6% and 2%, Greece 5% and 2%.

2. Reported consequences of drinking

Students were asked «how likely is it that each of the fol-
lowing things would happen to you personally if you drink al-
cohol. There were 5 positive and 6 negative consequences,
they were:-

feel relaxed

get in trouble with the Police

harm my health

feel happy,

forget my problems

not be able to stop drinking

get a hangover
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feel more friendly and outgoing

do something I would regret

have a lot of fun

feel sick.

For each of these alternatives the students were asked to
answer on a 5 point scale from «very likely» to «very unlikely»
that a particular consequence would follow. In general the
«positives» scored a higher percentage than the «negatives»
suggesting that alcohol is more associated with positive than
harmful consequences. This trend was particularly evident in
the United Kingdom. Countries like the UK with the most
positive expectancies also proved to be countries with the
highest prevalence of reported rates of intoxication in this age
group. Therefore, it seems that young people in the UK have
extremely positive expectancies surrounding alcohol and intoxi-
cation.

Students were also asked about a number of problems that
they had experienced as a consequence of their drinking. The
problems were grouped into four categories, «individual
problems», «relationship problems», «sexual problems»,
«delinquency problems». UK students reported a particularly
high level of individual personal problems. These were
«damage to objects or clothing», «loss of money or other
valuable items», «reduced performance at work or school»
and finally «accident or injury» which was the least experi-
enced personal consequence, but in the UK this nonetheless
accounted for 15%. Amongst «relationship problems»,
«quarrels or arguments» were the most common. Problems
were most often with friends or parents. Sexual problems
were not commonly reported. Unwanted sex was however re-
ported by 17% of UK students and 13% also reported
«unprotected sex». A scuffle or fight was the most commonly
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reported act of delinquency, (22% in the UK) Trouble of this
kind was more often reported in the UK compared with other
countries (16% average). The report comments on the ob-
served problems in the study by stating «most alcohol related
problems amongst students are found in the United Kingdom
and in Scandinavian countries along with Czech Republic and
the Ukraine. With two exceptions, these were also the coun-
tries with the highest frequency of being intoxicated 20 or
more times in a lifetime. Countries with the lowest number of
alcohol related problems were found among the wine pro-
ducing countries were the students usually show a relatively
low frequency of intoxication».

Finally, students were asked about reasons for not drinking.
The reasons most frequently agreed upon were some of the ef-
fects such as hangovers, dizziness and vomiting (91%), and
risk of serious accidents (90%). It is noteworthy that the stu-
dents in the British Isles although agreeing with the conse-
quence of feeling of ill with hangover, did not support many
of the other concerns such as accidents, or damage to health,
nearly as strongly as their counterparts elsewhere.

3. Legal Requirements for alcohol and young people

The Law in Scotland states that young people under the age
of 18, but aged 14 or above, may at the licensee’s discretion be
in a bar but must not buy or drink alcohol. Young people un-
der 18 but 16 years and over may buy beer, cider or wine pro-
vided it is for consumption with a bona fide meal in an area
set aside exclusively for eating. Children under 14 and accom-
panied by an adult are allowed in a bar between 11 a.m. and 8
p.m. for the purposes of consuming a meal provided the li-
censed premises have children’s’ certificates. Despite these
regulations there is great difficulty in enforcement.
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4. Alcohol and crime in the young

In a survey of 14-15 year olds in the North West of England,
Newcombe et al (1995) found a close relationship between fre-
quency and quantity of alcohol consumed and the number of
deviant acts committed. Sutherland and Willner (1998) found
that smoking and illicit drug misuse amongst 11-16 year olds
was invariably correlated with alcohol use.

Police forces in the Edinburgh area have conducted a sur-
vey of under age drinking. 81% of the police inspectors who
replied to the survey said that if there was a problem of under
age drinking in the area, the problems experienced were dis-
turbance (27%), noise (25%), vandalism (25%) and litter
(23%). Attempts to enforce licensing laws had proved difficult
and may lead to teenage drinking on the streets or elsewhere.
Some Scottish regions have banned drinking in public places
and introduced curfews for unruly young people (Graham L
1996).

5. Method

The aim of this pilot investigation was to identify the con-
textual factors and individual and group dynamics which
cause risky behaviour amongst young people and then to use
this experience to elaborate a method for monitoring which
allows international comparisons and forms a basis for preven-
tive initiatives. These broader aims were supported by «the
following executive aims» to explore:

the meaning of the term «risk» amongst adolescents and
young adults

the perception of risk amongst adolescents and young
adults
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feelings and experience of adolescents and young adults
relating to risk

avoidance strategies concerning risk in this group

definition, perception and prevention of risk

The method adopted has been outlined by Montinari et al
(1999) and was adapted for local use. Unfortunately, it has not
proved possible to complete all three elements of the investi-
gation. This report describes two focus groups one with
school age students (16-17) and the other with a group of
young people aged 19-21.

6. The focus groups

The group of young people was self selected. All were stu-
dents aged 19-21. They were given information about the proj-
ect (see appendix). The duration of the group was 2 hours in
the evening. Each group member gave an account of their
own views about risks, which they or others had taken and the
outcome. They did this before the discussion commenced (see
appendix). The two group facilitators then introduced the
meeting and then posed a sequence of questions adapting the
format which had been used in Italy:

Reception and introduction

The image of risk

The image of the risk taker

Personal experiences of risk taking
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The role alcohol plays in risk taking

Ideas for prevention and conclusions

Eight participants had volunteered to take part but only
five came on the night. The following record of the views ex-
pressed is taken from the record made by one facilitator and
edited after joint discussion between both facilitators.

The other focus group addressed similar questions but
lasted only 50 minutes, participants were volunteers aged 16-
17, 5 male and 5 female. The same facilitators introduced the
group project, one posed the questions and one recorded the
responses.

The 19-21 year old group will be called group A. The 16-17
year old – group B.

7. The Image or Concept of Risk

In response to the question «What does taking a risk mean
to you?» Group A identified a number of key issues involving
a balance of the likelihood of harm against the thrill or pleas-
ure involved. The adrenaline rush/high was seen as very im-
portant and of course some risks, which produced a high,
were «relatively safe» such as going on a roller-coaster ride.
They distinguished between those with a high probability of
harm and those with a low probability of harm. Some distinc-
tion was made between risks that were understandable be-
cause of circumstances such as shoplifting when short of
money, together with the same action undertaken simply for
the thrill. Some felt that risk taking had to involve an event
that has consequences for instance in being caught
(legal/illegal) or with other damaging consequences. The
probabilistic view of risk was also expressed and came into
the equation by asking what were the chances of immediate or
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long term harm and was the risk worth taking.

The younger Group B had similar concepts of risk. Con-
cepts of risk involved going beyond a certain limit, putting
yourself in danger, entering the «unknown». On other occa-
sions it was seen as a balanced judgement of knowing that
there was an element of risk but that it was worthwhile and
you are «going to go for it anyway». Curiosity was a factor in
taking a risk. Some felt that the bigger the risk, the greater the
unknown consequences.

They expressed a view that risks were greater when you
were in unfamiliar company. If you had friends/relatives
around to protect you then behaviour was less risky. This was
particularly the case with drinking.

Types of risk taking identified by Group A were
drink/driving, not wearing seat belts, driving over the speed
limit. Some saw speeding as not so risky and there was the
view that a risk that was taken very widely and commonly in
the population, was more acceptable than one which was rare.
Drink/driving for instance is now generally seen as not at all
socially acceptable, whereas speeding was not seen in this way.
Societal and cultural differences were regarded as important
and the role of advertising in promoting certain values en-
couraged certain forms of risks.

One participant said that «by definition young people take
risks». This provoked a discussion about the view amongst the
young that we «only live once» and «making the most of it».
Looking more closely at this view, it seemed that many of the
young people felt that youth was a time when there was an
opportunity to take risk because the individual had fewer re-
sponsibilities particularly to others. As they grew older they
would have a regular job and a family to support restricting
their freedom to take risks hence the importance of seizing the
opportunity to experiment when young.
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Risk was mostly not seen as something that was thought
about in advance of the action and particularly in relation to
drinking was appreciated only in retrospect. The sequencing
of the thought process came in for very careful consideration.
Most felt that the idea of the action comes first, with justifica-
tion for the risk coming later. Risk was only one consideration
as part of the total and complex ideas making process. They
did recognise that risk was not a single element but involved a
lot of consequences and people.

The interval between a behaviour and its likely conse-
quences was also examined particularly in relation to smoking
where those who did smoke were well aware of the harmful
consequences and had personal family examples of premature
death in their experience. It was then pointed out that what
started as risks become habits and then the element of risk
seems to diminish. For instance if you go bungey jumping a
lot, there is still the chance that it may cause harm, but some-
how that concern lessens with experience.

Their conclusion was that young people think about the
risk both in advance and afterwards and that some people are
more impulsive and less conscious of consequences than oth-
ers.

The younger Group B first described risks specific to the
school environment such as shouting outside a teacher’s win-
dow and taking the risk of being caught. There was an ele-
ment of excitement about this which was taken as one exam-
ple of a number of situations in which there was an
«adrenaline rush» which was viewed as a positive aspect of
risk taking.

They felt that when drunk people took stupid risks things
«could get out of control» (example: sitting on a cigarette).
The group described a particularly bad experience with tragic
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consequences recently.

They believed that most people took the effect of alcohol
into consideration in risk taking, and realised that it would
make it more likely that they would do «stupid things». They
worried sometimes about friends getting «out of control».

Other forms of risk taking included extreme sports such as
rock climbing, white water rafting, bungee jumping – again
the thrill was calculated and predictable. They differentiated
between situations where the thrill was magnified but the risk
controlled for example bungee jumping and others where
there was always a risk which you minimised by your own ef-
forts and skill such as mountaineering. In the latter circum-
stance there was a sense of personal achievement involved.

Smoking was seen as a risk but some liked it, and accepted
the possible health consequences.. Some quoted elderly rela-
tives who had smoked all their lives. They thought that
smoking increased risk of harm but that some risks for in-
stance of physical disease were there anyway.

8. Good and bad risks?

A distinction was made between risks that were seen by so-
ciety as admirable but were nonetheless risky such as moun-
taineering, absailing, and those that had societal disapproval
such as drug misuse, smoking cannabis (general agreement
that this was not risky), getting drunk and so forth. The atti-
tude of paramedical staff, accident and emergency and people
in general the intoxicated young person had proved very dif-
ferent from the attitude to an unfortunate young person who
might have sustained a head injury while climbing. This view
was not always present but did seem to be quite general.
Friends of a participant in Group A who had been present
with a young woman who became unconscious through drink
on three occasions and always needed to be taken to the
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Casualty Department noticed the very dismissive attitude of
the staff dealing with this, but in contrast another young man
noticed a very caring response towards a drug overdose at a
«rave».

A distinction was made concerning those who take risks on
behalf of others, or to save others altruistic risk taking.

9. Images of typical risk taker

Both groups were asked «What characterises the typical
risk taker and the image that this presents?». This provoked a
number of anecdotes about individuals who drank very heav-
ily, experimented with various substances, are promiscuous,
engage in petty theft and were generally impulsive. The group
agreed that although such young people had caused harm to
other people including their families, they often had an admi-
rable quality as well with a roguish disregard for convention.

Someone who is a regular risk taker appears to be uncon-
cerned about what others think about them and is pre-
occupied with self gratification. This can seem attractive to
young people.

Behaviour of younger people, teenagers, (particularly
males), was often seen as attention seeking, taking risks walk-
ing on parapets of bridges, or harbour walls or placing bricks
on railway lines for example. Although this was attention
seeking it did attract some kudos.

It was acknowledged that risk takers may be more inter-
esting, charming, likeable, exciting to be with, always having a
good story to tell. This was thought to be less attractive if it
caused harm or damage to others, this reduced the admiration
significantly.
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Group pressure was also a factor in risk with dares such as
throwing stones at trains, playing chicken on the road, and it
was felt that particularly for younger people there was a
genuine lack of awareness of the consequences, so that
throwing stones was seen as fun and exciting and something
they had been told not to do, but that there was no real ap-
preciation that they might cause an accident or kill the driver
of a train. Failure to respond to a dare by taking a risk might
lead to exclusion from the peer group.

It was recognised by some that there was pleasure to be
found in smashing things and referred to other activities like
scratching cars with keys on the way home from the pub. Was
there an element of jealousy/envy also in this form of delin-
quency which also involved risk?

Other aspects of the person who takes risks was that they
lack something in their lives and try to gain release by risk
taking. The nature of risk taking also seems to vary from per-
son to person and there were clearly reservations about gener-
alising concerning the character of a «risk taker». The out-
doors activities kind of person was thought not to take so
many risks as far as alcohol was concerned but they might in
sporting activities. They also observed that ravers had a con-
cept of how to take drugs responsibly, using a known drug
dealer, but all of this activity is still against the law and risky in
another sense. They are thus taking precautions to minimise
the likely harm from what is intrinsically a risky behaviour.
Some referred to reducing risk by thinking of the conse-
quences for their family, friends, study or their own well be-
ing.

10. Views of Risk Takers

Group B recognised that showing off was a stimulus to risk
taking, particularly amongst younger teenagers trying to im-
press other people. They were ambivalent in their view of risk
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takers - they saw them as people who were not afraid but
equally did not know when to stop and did not consider other
peoples feelings including family and friends. Such individuals
could be fun to watch and to be with up to a point. Some took
no responsibility for the consequences of their actions and this
was not admired.

There was no particular personality type associated with
excessive risk taking although they felt the conservative inhib-
ited individual would be less likely to take risks and those who
did not seem to care about other people were more likely to
do so

A risk taker was often a fun person to be around. They rec-
ognised that sometimes it was a means of getting attention and
status. They did not care what people thought or conversely
worried too much about what other people were thinking.
Someone excluded from a group might take risks to impress
and become a member of the group..

11. How does alcohol influence risk taking?

The groups were then asked how the introduction of alco-
hol influenced risk taking. Group A agreed that when drunk
risks are more likely to occur and drink boosted confidence.
Some felt that getting drunk enabled the drinker to somehow
get out of themselves and become a different person who was
more lively and would take risks. This of course was in accord
with the view that the risk taker possessed admirable qualities.
They also recognised that drinking gave permission for this
kind of behaviour and might not necessarily entail getting sig-
nificantly drunk. Drinking to oblivion can become «a badge of
honour» amongst groups of students who drink in a competi-
tive way, for example drinking games and competitions.
Round buying was seen as an important factor here.

«If you drink you become who you want to be». They rec-
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ognised the different environments and different settings dic-
tated what was acceptable drinking behaviour. The question
of parental influence was examined in some detail. Most felt
that it did not have much impact. Parents often did not know
what was going on and it was better to recognise it for yourself
when things were getting out of hand. One participant ad-
mired the way in which a parent had encouraged her to take
responsibility for her own actions from an early age and learn
to manage the consequences. She now knew when to «hit the
water» as far as drinking was concerned. Some felt that par-
ents were happy to know that their children even if under age,
were drinking in pubs rather than in friends’ houses or in
parks. The only elements that seemed to have influenced un-
derage drinking was the opportunity (e.g. proximity of pubs
in rural areas). Parents coming down heavily on under-age
drinking was not seen as at all helpful. Some also reported a
tendency to alcohol problems in the family and the extent to
which this influence parental views about drinking. There did
seem to be some heightened awareness of the risk but very lit-
tle impact on behaviour.

All of the participants in Group A had moved away from
the parental home. They recalled the «non-stop drinking» of
their first year away from home which in retrospect seemed
ridiculous but at the time it seemed necessary and a means of
belonging to the group. Reference was also made to holidays
in Spain etc at the age of 16 which always passed in an orgy of
drinking. This was seen as being related to new found free-
dom and also occurred during a period of change in their lives
which influenced their attitudes towards drinking and disin-
hibited behaviour.

Participants in Group B believed that alcohol removed in-
hibitions and made you feel you could do more, and take
more risks. You also had less time to think about the conse-
quences and past a certain point you could not of course re-
member what you did or where you had been. Drinking made
you less worried about your behaviour.
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Getting drunk was also a way of getting worries out of your
system or to stop thinking about something. They reflected
that on occasions they planned to get drunk when on other
occasions drunkenness occurred as a side effect of having
some «social drinks». They recognised that intoxication ac-
centuated their mood – crying or laughing. The mood was
much influenced by the atmosphere and the people around
them.

12. Problems associated with drinking

In response to the question about what problems have you
recognised as a consequence of drinking (not necessarily ex-
perienced personally) mention was made of hangover, «going
too far and becoming oblivious to surroundings», «not being
able to look after yourself». One member described a friend
overdosing with alcohol, becoming unconscious and requiring
resuscitation in hospital. This then caused problems amongst
that group of friends and parents were involved. The friends
were criticised for not taking steps to control drinking within
their group. Eventually this behaviour prevented the friend
from going on holiday because they were afraid of taking her,
because of the consequences.

Both groups stressed that friends had an important role in
helping each other avoid harmful consequences. One partici-
pant (Group A) described a girl who was very drunk and
wanted to go to «lose her virginity» with an unknown man
and was restrained from doing so by the rest of the group of
friends. Another participant described a friend who at the age
of 15 had got very drunk and had run across a motorway at
night as a dare and was knocked down and killed. The others
were horrified but it did not influence their drinking, if any-
thing it increased it because of the distress caused. Similarly
they have seen relatives dying as a consequence of drink, but
that this had not influenced their behaviour. A group member
who had worked in a bar said this experience gave him a dif-
ferent understanding of the consequence of drinking: he had
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seen fights starting over trivial issues: and he had to restrain a
large man from attacking a small woman because she had
nudged into him spilling his beer. Some people were seen as
getting very violent when drunk and the next day being dis-
traught. In general they felt that alcohol was more likely to
trigger violent behaviour whereas other drugs, particularly ec-
stasy did not do so. They felt people seemed to be more suspi-
cious and argumentative when drunk.

The women in group A felt that groups of males (not neces-
sarily young) were particularly threatening and obnoxious to-
wards young women and girls. There is also mention of
groups of young girls who would get very drunk and would
become violent towards young men «perhaps because they
had been victims themselves».

One of the most significant risks of getting drunk was of
unsafe sex and sexually transmitted disease. Some felt that
they were very aware of these risk and always took precau-
tions whereas others were less consistent. The risk of preg-
nancy was seen as very «real» and immediate, it would affect
the whole course of your subsequent life.

The younger group did not mention risks associated with
sexuality but described situations where violence, muggings,
accidents and reckless behaviour such as running down the
centre of a road when drunk. There were also links between
alcohol and illicit drug use.

13. Cultural influences

The group acknowledged that different religions and dif-
ferent cultures would have a very different attitude towards
drinking. They believed that the Scots and Irish were notori-
ous for their drinking habits making drunkenness very accept-
able. It was seen as something to help you to cope and was not
widely viewed as causing problems. Someone arriving from a
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different culture had resisted being drawn into the drinking
habits of Scotland, but not all had done this and this had
caused great difficulties, depression and anxiety e.g. a young
man known to the group and coming from a Muslim/Arabic
background had started to drink and then engaged in prac-
tices that caused him a great deal of subsequent distress in-
cluding mental breakdown. This topic was not considered by
Group B

14. Prevention

Participants were asked about their views on preventing al-
cohol related problems of the kind they had described.

Both groups commented that conventional education was
not thought to have much impact on behaviour.. Drinking was
seen as «a hobby and part of the culture», binge drinking was
the norm but also the form which proved particularly trouble-
some. Group A felt that young people were largely aware of
the risks but saw youth as a special time in which to engage in
this behaviour. Young people often believed they could in-
dulge in a few years of excessive drinking before getting it un-
der control and «settling down». Preventive measures were
seen in terms of harm reduction; such as free buses or free
taxis home from the pub; staggered or extended closing time
to avoid the streets being flooded by drunks at a particular
time. Pubs closing earlier would only mean people buying
larger rounds before closing time or drinking at home. They
felt that people were largely aware of the risk but saw youth as
a special time in which to engage this behaviour. Having cafés
opening longer might compete with the pub and there are
now one or two cafés which are now open later at night which
provide coffee but also alcohol; these did not seem to engen-
der excessive drinking.

Clear distinction was made in Group A between occasions
where one went out «to get drunk» and those where you were
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simply going to the pub to socialise. The latter might end in
getting drunk but it was not the initial intention. Getting
drunk was seen as a form of escapism made easier by having
nothing to do the next day. Attitudes such as «devil may care»
and «leaving matters to fate» were seen as attractions of get-
ting very drunk and throwing off constraints e.g. after the ex-
ams.

Group B were pessimistic about influencing drinking habits
and problems of others but felt that being more permissive
about drinking when younger would be helpful. They thought
parents rather than friends should introduce young people to
sensible drinking so that they understood for example the dif-
ference between half a glass of wine and half a bottle of
Vodka. Understanding the risks was useful but saying simply
that «drinking is bad» they felt was the wrong message be-
cause it tempted you to try. They felt that parents had a major
role in influencing drinking habits.

They recognised that to a certain extent you could learn
from bad experiences and having these experiences helped
you to set limits and learn from your mistakes. They felt that it
was important to get across that drinking was not dangerous
in itself, it was excessive drinking that caused the problems.

They were doubtful about the impact of health education
but thought that other young people might be more influential
e.g. senior pupils talking about sensible drinking.

They emphasised the great ambivalence in Society con-
trasting lectures about not drinking with the way in which it is
promoted so widely. One said «drinking in excess is bad, not
alcohol that is bad» and it was seen as a very important part of
social life.

They thought that alcohol was expensive in Scotland com-
pared with countries like Spain. Going on holiday was often
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an introduction to very heavy drinking. Finally, they point out
that if parents said «don’t drink» then it was much harder to
approach them if you got into difficulties with drinking.

Both concluded that there were obviously positives and
negatives attached to drinking and it was very hard to act
against the drinking culture that you found yourself in.

15. Comments

No conclusions can be advanced at this stage but even the
present information has generalised some questions and ideas.
It should also be recognised that group A had a significantly
longer session than group B. The latter was restricted because
of the school’s timetable and this inevitably made their com-
ments briefer and less detailed.

In Scotland most boys and girls have drunk and experi-
enced drunkenness by the age of 15. Although introduced to
alcohol at home more intensive drinking is done out with pa-
rental supervision. Drinking in licensed premises before the
«permitted age» is common.

Bout drinking and intoxication amongst young people and
adolescents is a justified cause for concern. There is also little
evidence of the efficacy of conventional education in reducing
the harmful consequences.

Getting drunk and losing control is clearly seen as desirable
and even admirable. Setting out «to get drunk» is recognised
as functionally different from going out for a social drink and
incidentally getting drunk.

Young people are aware of the harmful consequences
sometimes from personal experience, but this rarely acts as a
deterrent. Getting drunk is associated with escape from con-
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straint and in a sense gives the young person permission to
«act daft» and take risks. Friends support and reinforce this
activity but also have some responsibility for minimising the
risk of serious harm befalling their intoxicated companion.
There was no evident expectation that control should come
from parents or other external adult authority. Attempts to re-
strict were largely resented, but parental influence particularly
as role models and sources of information was seen as impor-
tant particularly by the 16-17 year olds.

The relationship between drinking and other forms of drug
misuse including tobacco is cause for concern. These links are
insufficiently recognised and may point to the merits of tack-
ling substance misuse together in UK rather than adopting a
substance specific piecemeal approach.

In Scotland there is a relatively high level of intoxication
and harm alongside minimal concern about consequences, this
paradox requires further exploration. Getting drunk is seen
by young people as an attribute of their stage in life and one
which they hope to relinquish once adult responsibilities de-
scend over them. The cultural meaning of being drunk re-
quires to be investigated further.
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Risk Taking and Alcohol

A number of focus groups are being organised to explore
the way in which young people think about risk taking, par-
ticularly in relation to alcohol. If you would be interested in
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participating in one of these, please inform the reception desk
or Lesley Boyd amongst the tutors. This should be an inter-
esting opportunity to explore an important topic and it is
open to anyone between the ages of 17 and 22, living in Edin-
burgh.

18. Appendix: risk taking

These are a few questions about yourself. They are confi-
dential and you do not need to attach your name:

Age:

Sex: Male: Female:

Occupation:

Civil Status: Single: Married:

Cohabiting with part-
ner

Divorced

Other (specify)

Accommodation: Currently do you live: Alone:
Halls of resi-
dence/hostel:
With friends:
With pa-
rent(s):

About your fami-
ly:

Father: Alive: Deceased:

Principal occu-
pation:

Mother: Alive: Deceased:

Principal occu-
pation:

Brother: Yes: No:
How many?
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Sister: Yes: No:
How many?

What does risk taking mean to you? Give examples of risks
you or others you know have taken - what was the outcome?
(please write legibly)

Appendix

Risk Taking - Focus Group

What does risk taking mean to you? - Individual response

Involving in an activity that has some degree of risk
(danger) in it, the person knows that there is risk involved
however he/she still carrying out that activity e.g. speaking
about myself I’, a smoker, I know everything about smoking
and how it might affect health which in turn will affect my life,
but I still smoke!

Driving motorbikes - I’ve been driving a motor-bike some-
times without helmet, over the speed limit and I’m fully aware
that any accident might cause me some kind of trauma/head
injury etc and will affect the quality of my life.

Putting yourself or others in danger. Risks - drinking too
much and ending up in undesirable situations. Drinking too
much and taking drugs (E), making friends very worried, get-
ting thrown out of a club and being in a very bad state for
about a week.

Going into the country at 4.00 a.m. with a group of people
I did not know, with no idea how I was going to get back, that
turned out o.k. in the end. Nothing I have done has ever
ended up in disaster, so far all of the risks I have taken have
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not damaged me (as far as I am aware) or my friends/family.

Doing something which might cause yourself or others
harm, but which can give you a «thrill», practising unsafe sex
when drunk, taking drugs when drunk, drinking too much
(binge drinking) had to get stomach pumped, driving too fast
- speeding fine, taking Speed - felt very unwell next day,
smoking cigarettes - caused ill-health, risk taking in everyday
life, crossing busy roads, eating beef, drinking tap water.

Drug use - cocaine, dependency and depression as a result
of long term use (friend), risks to myself or putting yourself or
others in danger, such as drink driving, drug abuse, general
recklessness. Elements of risk with reference to putting your-
self in danger. I enjoy Adventure Sports such as absailing,
whitewater canoeing, climbing etc. The element of risk is al-
ways there and creates the adrenaline «buzz» that make such
activities exciting, but when things take over your life and are
endangering your health, perhaps on a long term basis, I see
this as risk taking - pushing your limits too far. Risks to me -
stealing, friends have spoken of the same «buzz» i would get
from sport, the risk being getting caught, this event usually
occurring at an early teenage rebellious stage - going against
the authorities.

The probability or likelihood that harm may be incurred
e.g. there is a risk in speeding but I appraise that as being low
- maybe incorrectly.

Drinking copious quantities - falling asleep unusual places,
picking fights, being generally irresponsible (I survived! -
made a terrific fool of myself on occasions - tends not to drink
as much now), speeding in my care, no negative outcome -
probably will do so again

I have one friend I think of as an almost pathological risk
taker - heavy drinker (> 3 pints beer most nights), has taken
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cannabis, amphetamine, amyl nitrate, cocaine, ecstasy, multi-
ple homosexual and heterosexual relationships. He’s actually
one of the most likeable people I’ve met. I think his «roguish
charm» appeals to most. He has never come to any harm be-
cause of his behaviour. We’ve discussed it on several occa-
sions and while he is well aware of the risks (he is a regular
watcher of Health Section on «This Morning with Richard
and Judy»). He seems to get so much gratification from cur-
rent patterns of behaviour.

The risks we have discussed are - alcohol/drug dependence,
financial problems, health implications of sexual behaviour. I
think the benefits outweigh the risks for him. Perhaps when
he leaves and starts work (which is another worry) the risks
might outweigh the benefits - it will be interesting to see what
happens then.

Group B

Age 16

Risk: doing something which could be dangerous or have a
dangerous consequence.

Examples of risk – drinking alcohol/taking drugs

 driving car under influence of alcohol/drugs

 Extreme sports – bungee jumping/skydiving
etc.

Risk: is doing something you would not usually do, some-
thing that could put yourself or others in danger.

Risk has a great range i.e. risking a, £1 on the lottery to
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risking your life whilst running across a road drunk for exam-
ple. Also things like drinking too much or too quickly pose a
risk to you/your body.

Risk: Taking chances, going too far and putting yourself in
danger, being out of control, not realising what you are doing,
letting yourself do things which you do not agree with and are
not happy with.

Risk: to me it means going further than you would usually
think of going maybe drinking too much alcohol – we know it
harms you but we do it anyway – that could be risky.

Taking yourself above a certain limit – which could affect
you adversely.

Risk: Risk is danger and the level of danger which is in-
volved in any given situation.

Example: Being around people drinking in public areas,
like groups of boys in parks, can lead to violence and mug-
gings which I myself have experienced. Can result in arrest
and criminal record which I almost got when I was picked up
by the Police while drinking in a public place, not far from
here, when I was with a large group of drunken teenagers who
were at risk.

Risk: Taking chances which put yourself or others in dan-
ger.

Example: 2 male friends, running up the middle of a road
in the dark. Unwittingly being set on fire as a result of being
very drunk.

Risk: Is anything where the outcome is fairly unpredictable.
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Risks from an everyday part of my life. Stereotypical risks are
where what you could loose (i.e. money, your life) far out-
weigh any benefits, and these I tend to avoid. I have never in-
tentionally risked my own life or any of my friends.

Risk: Putting yourself or others in danger. A situation
where someone could get hurt physically or mentally. You are
not sure what the outcome could be.

Age 17 years

Risk: Making a decision to take a chance that could likely
result in a dangerous result.

Example: My friends taking drugs. The risk of getting
caught and the risk of what it could do to their health. Taking
the decision then chancing the consequences.

Risk: Is doing something potentially dangerous – getting so
drunk I had no memory of what I did, and getting in a posi-
tion with a guy where anything could have happened. Also
drug taking.
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